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Abstract 
:' i.' 

An analysis of the discharge and hydrochemical variations of contrasting:. 
springs at Crowsncst Pass showed they were pa� of a vertical hierarchy in the 
aquifer, in which underflow and overflow components play a dominant role, It was 
found that karst springs at Crowsncst Pass and elsewhere show a range between two 
end mcmbcrs. Thermal springs have long, dcep flow paths, with high sulphate 
concentrations, low discharge variance and low flow velocities. Overflow springs 
have local shallow flow paths, low sulphate, high discharge variance, and high tlow 
velocitics. Intcrmcdiatc bctween thesc end members are undcrflow springs; in the 
Rocky Mountains thcsc are mostly aggradcd, and give the sustained winter flow and 

' 

high sulphatc concentrations found in major rivcrs. 
It was found that underflow or overflow behaviour is able to explain most 

of the contrasts found betwcen karst springs in discharge and sulphate 
concentrations. Conversely, differences in bicarbonate concentration are principally 

· duc to the ratio of allogenic to autogenic recharge to the aquifer. Hydraulic analysis 
showcd thal gradients decrease in the downstream direction, and are typically 
0.0001-0.05 at maximum discharges, thal friction factors vary by a factor of > 1000, 
and that most active conduits have closcd-channel flow and are in dynamic 
cquilibrium with sediment supply. 

The analysis of the hydrological data from Crowsnest Pass and elscwhere 
has led to the dcvclopmcnt of a new conceptual mode! for g;·oundwater flow in 
karst, in which the Hagen-Poiseuille flow net conditions the aquifer for conduit 
dcvclopmcnt, and determines where the conduits will be. The mode! explains why 
most conduits arc in dynamic equilibrium with sediment supply, why temperate karst 
springs arc mostly vauclusian, what the mean lime for speleogcnesis is, how >98% 
of the solution of limcstonc is in the surficial zone, and why there are karstic hot 
springs in the Roc!,.-y Mountains and elsewhere. The mode! enables prt!dictions to 
be made of sink to resurgence flow velocities, of conduit depth below the water 
table, of the ratio of beds to joints used by conduits, of the spacing between cave 
tiers, and of the dcpth of vauclusian springs. 

This new undcrstanding of how karstic aquifers develop and function 
givcs a powcrful predictive ability to karst hydrogeology. 
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Preface 

The research upon which this the;is is based commenced as a hydrologica! 
study of sorne karst springs, with the aim of achieving sorne insight into the·' part 
played by conduits in groundwater flow in the Rocky Mountains. The hydrological 
and hydrochemical information collected showed thal the two principal springs were 
strikingly different, yet no existing hypothesis of karst groundwater flow adequately 
explained the main differences between the springs. 

A serendipitous discussion on the unpredictability of cave location, just at the 
time when 1 was wrestling with the possibilities of regional flow, led to the ideas 
expounded in Chapters. 6, 7 and 8. These ideas help explain groundwater flow in the 
Rockies (and elsewheré.), but most of the data used to develop the ideas are drawn 
from my cave exploration and research in countries around the world over the last 
twenty years. 

Karst makes up about 7-10% of the world's rocks, and supply drinking water 
to more than a billion people (Ford & Williams, 1989). Groundwater flow in karst 
rocks is in solutionally-enlarged conduits, where turbulent flow is found, and 
velocities are frequently in the range of kilometres p.;r day. However, 
hydrogeologists have commonly ignored these conduits in their computer 
simulations, instr.ad assuming that velocities measured from weil pumping tests can 
be applied to the whole rock. 

The problem in karst hydrogeological research bas largely been one of scale. 
Most case studies in caves or of conduit flow have been oî relatively small areas ( l -
100km2). A t  this scale, the most interesting features have been the contrasts found. 
There have been few studies that have considered karst hydrogeology at a regional 
scale (100-10000km2). Thus there have been many descriptions of caves and of 
conduit flow, and sorne hypotheses have been proposed. However, the biggest 
barrier to understanding karst groundwater flow has been the difficulty in identifying 
what constitutes a representative sample. Thus it has been difficult to test 
hypotheses. In this thesis, an attempt is made to overcome this problem by 
collecting large and hope full y representative -:lata sets on morphometric, hydrological 
and hydrochemical aspects of karst groundwater flow. 

The fundamental characteristic of karst hydrogeology is that caves are the 
principal vectors for flow. The questions of how, when and where caves form are 
central to an underst;�nding of karst hydrogeology. 

It has long been thought thal caves form by dissolution of the limestone by 
carbonic acid, but only thirty years ago it was shown that theoretically caves could 
not exist, as water wou!J become saturated after travelling only a short distance 
through the limestone (Weyl, 1958). liowever, Berner and Morse (1974) showed 
that dissolution rates decrease by at least three orders of magnitude as saturation 
is approached, thus enabling undersaturated water to travel through the aquifer anù 
produce caves. Since then research bas focused on reaction processes and kinetics 
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(e.g. Plummer,<;t al., 1978; Dreybrodt, 1988), and C02 availability (e.g. Drake, 1984), 
as weil as the càntinucd collection of field data to test theoretical models. However, 
the presence of sulphate in karst waters has been largely ignored in these studies. 
It will be shownin this thesis that sulphate is usually present in large quantities in-· 
the '\.:aters thal initiale conduit flow, so these may play a pivotai roi.: in the 
forriiation of conduits. · 1: 

The questior. '"when?� (of how long ,it take for caves to form), has proven 
difficult to answer. Minimùm times <.f ten thousand years or Jess have been cited 
by Whit.e and White (1983) and Dreybroc;:l (1988) on theoretical grounds, and by 
Mylroie and Càrew (1987) from field evidence. However, dating of speleothems 
(Ford and Williams, 1989) has often shawn that even the most recent passages in 
caves are at !east hundreds of thousands of years old (eg. Schmidt, 1!182; 
Worthington, 1984). New evidence for the mean time it takes to form caves will be 
pr�sè:nted in Chapter 8. 

· 

The answer to where caves form has hitherto proven elusive. Despite process 
studies on cave hydraulics (e.g. Curt, 1974, Lauritzen et al., 1985), and morphological 
and structural case studies (e.g. Ford, 1963; Jameson, 1985), it is still disputed 
whether the water table is a meaningful concept in karst areas (see Chapter 5). In 
his 1988 book entitled "Processes in Karst Systems", Dreybrodt used over 300 
equations to explain how and when caves form, but the long chapter on the locality 
of cave develo!)ment was descriptive in nature, with just three equations. This 
"failure of cave prediction on theoretical grounds" was noted by Waltham (1981), 
who stated: "in practical terms the only advice which can ... be offered the concemed 
engineer or hydrologist is that 'the only thing predictable about caves is that they are 
unpredictable. ·• 

This thesis will show that caves are predictable. 

1 wish to extend my thanks to the following people who aided my research. 
Derek Ford recommended what turned out to be the ideal field area, provided 

me with the means to collect extensive hydrological and hydrochemical data at ali 
seasons, and encouraged me during the long gestation of this thesis. 

John Drake and Henry Schwarcz, members of my thesis committee, provided 
helpful suggestions for the research, and critically reviewed this manuscript. 

Rea Bryant worked wenders with the stage recorders over the long, cold Rocky 
Mountain win ter, keeping them functioning at -40". 

Pam Burns, lan Drummond, Mike Evans, Steve Grundy, Linda Hastie, Brian 
Hayton, Chris Larsen, lan McKenzie, Stefan Meinke, Chris Pugsley, Olivia Whitwell 
and Chas Yonge helped with dye tracing and water sampling. 

Martin Knyf, Steve Vermette and Chas Yonge helped with isotopie and 
neutron activation analysis. 

Marcus Buck, Philippe Drouin, John Ganter, lvo Karmann, David Lowe, Craig 
Malis, Dug Medville, Philippe Meus, Chris Pugsley, Jacques Schroeder, Ron 
Simmons, Ron Stenson, Chris Smart, Marc Tremblay, Sue Vajoczki, Chas Yonge, 
and Nadja Zupan provided me with useful information on karst areas they knew well 
and gave me feedback on sorne of my new ideas. 

Finally, Jane Mulkewich provided spiritual and financial support, assisted me 
during eight months of field work, and critically reviewed my ideas and this thesis. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Research objectives 

The Rocky Mountains are a major karst area in Canada, and most of the 

mountains in the Front and Main Ranges from Crowsnest Pass north ta Banff and 

Jasper National Parks are composed of carbonates (Figure 1.1). The eastward flowing 

rivers from most of this area feed the Saskatchewan River, which is a crucial irrigation 

source for the prairie provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba. 

Consequently. there has been great interest in runoff generation in the Rockies, and 

this is reflected by an extensive data base of precipitation and streamflow information. 

This makes the southern Rockies an ideal location for hydrological studies of alpine 

karst. 

Previous karst studies in the Rockies have been of three types. There 

have been detailed studies on aspects of the hydrology, hydrochemistry and 

geomorphology of mostly small, high-altitude drainage basins du ring the short summer 

season when such areas are easily accessible (e.g. Ford, 197la; Brown, 1970, Luckman, 

1973; Smart, 1983a,b). Second, the re was a regional study of the hydrochemistry of 

the Athabasca and North Saskatchewan Rivers, two of the principal rivers draining 

the eastern slopes of the Rockies (Drake, 1974). . b�· � Thtrd, there have" severa! 

hydrochemical studies of thermal karstic springs ( e.g. van Everdingen, 1972). 

The local studies characterised the hydrochemistry of the karst aquifers as 

reflecting the solution of Iimestone and dolomite (Ford, 1971a). Discharge was 

dominated by conduit flow, which rapidly transmitted the summer snow- and glacier

melt through the aquifers. This resulted in steep recessions and bv storage. Karst 

1 
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discharge in winter wa; very low, with sorne of the major springs having negligible or 

• )j 
zero dtscharge (Smart ;:md Ford, 1986). 

' f  

By contrast, o n  a regional scalc, Drake (1974) showcd that, though 

limestone and dolomite arc important sources for solutes, ncvcrthclcss gypsum 

rcpresents 36% of the rock removed by solution. Furthermorc, thcrc is considerable 

storage in the whole drainage system, so that winter dischargc is maintaincd at about 

10% of the mean summer leve!. Drake (1974) subdividcd disçhargc on hydrochemical 

grounds into a constant discharge "groundwater" component and a variable "surface 

water" component (Table 1.1 ); the constant discharge componcnt is about 1.5 1 s"1km·2• 

A further little understood aspect of karst groundwatcr flow in the Rocky 

Mountains is the role played by thermal springs such as Banff Hot Springs. Previous 

studies of the thermal karstic springs in the Rocky Mountains have concentratcd on the 

hydrochemistry of the springs. It bas been thought that recharge to the springs is of 

local origin, from within a few kilometres (van Everdingen, 1972). There has bcen no 

attempt to compare the flow fields of thermal karstie springs to thosc of non-thermal 

karstie springs. 

From these studies it was not clear whether the contribution from karst to 

the winter baseflow was negligible, or substantial. If it were the former case, theo 

Rocky Mountains karst aquifers could be characterised solely by conduit flow, with the 

water table being of little or no significance; if it were the latter case theo there would 

be substantial diffuse flow through pores and fissures in the limestone, and the water 

table would be a relevant and important component of karst groundwater flow in the 

Roekies. Furthcrmore, thermal karstic springs have not becn integratcd into general 

concepts on karst groundwater flow in the Rockies. 

Drake (1974) identificd tluee unresolved problems at the conclusion of his 

study on hydrology and karst solution in the southern Canadian Rockies: the source of 

the discharge which sustains winter flow, the source of the sulphate present in the 

rivers, and the nature of solutional activity in the wintcr months. 
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Table 1.1 Discharge and hydrochemistry of the principal 
eastward-flowing catchments in the Rocky Mountains between 
Crowsnest Pass and Jasper 

river 

, Crowsncst River (1) 
Oldman River 
Highwood River 
Kananaskis River 
Spray River (2) 
Bow River 
Red Deer River 
Clcarwater River 

arca 
km2 

#104 
1440 
774 
899 
749 

2210 
2250 
2230 

N. Saskatchewan R.(3,4)1290 
Athabasca River (3) 3250 
Miette River (3) 630 
Maligne River (3) 908 

HCO - SO 2• 3 4 
mgi·I mgi·I 

151 41 
168 34 
162 33 
153 27 
155 60 
123 32 
154 50 
188 64 
104 35 
84 19 
75 29 

103 31 

50 1 1  
47 12 
50 1 1  
45 10 
52 14 
35 1 1  
46 14 
58 19 
31 10 
26 6 
23 8 
33 8 

Specifie Q 
1 s·1 km"2 

January June 
-March -August 

#5.8 #29 
2.6 19 
2.2 28 
3.8 39 
5.2 41 
3.6 48 
2.2 24 
2.6 19 
2.7 73 
3.0 58 
1 . 1  44 
2.5 42 

N. Saskatchewan River at Rocky Mountain House (Drake, 1974) (4) 
1 1000 150 60 50 15 2.3 25 

"surface water" 116 24 34 9 
"groundwatcr" 162 94 58 19 

Athabasca River at Hinton (Drake,'t974) 
9780 133 62 46 13 3.5 42 

"surface" 91 22 28 7 
"groundwatcr" 156 101 63 17 

notes: 
The discharge data is for 1986 (Inland Waters Directorate, 1987a); the 
hydrochemical data are based on up to 100 sarnyles per river collected ov�:r several 
ycars (Inland Waters Directoratc, 1975) 

(1) at the point where it Jeaves Crowsnest Lake 
(2) The flow is regulated at present; the discharge data is pre-regulation averages 
(3) part of North Saskatchewan or Athabasca catchments studied by Drake (1974) 
(4) Not gauged sincc 1970; 1967-1970 means used. 
# Bascd on the topographie catchment; the actual catchment is discussed in 
Chapter 3 
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The field rescarch. upon which this thesis is based, was undertaken to gain 

a belier undcrstanding of karst groundwater hydrological and hydrochemical proccsses 

in the Rock)' Mountains during ali seasons to answcr the_ problems poscd by Drake 
, ,  

( 1974), and to investi gate the role of conduit tlow and of diffuse tlow in karst aquifers 

in a mountain environment. 

1.2 Choice ur studv area 

The most intensive previous studi.:s of karst groundwater, tlow in the 

Rockies have utilised stage recorders at springs during the recession from the annual 

snowmelt peak for periods up to two months. and have related this to hydrochemistry 

(Ford, 1971). or to tracer travel through the karst aquifer (Smart, 1983a,b). Also. 

there have be.:n tracer studies du ring both high· and low-discharge periods at Maligne 

(Brown. 1970; Kruse. 1980; Smart. 1988). Thesc studi.:s have focused on thrce areas, 

Maligne. Castleguard and Crowsnest Pass. which have th.: biggest springs and the 

longes! caves in Canada (Figure 1.1 ). 

Maligne bas the greatest sinking river in CaiwJa, and one of the largest 

in the world. It has a catchincnt of 762km'; this is considcrably !ar ger !han the second 

biggest sinking river in the Rockies, which is probably the uninvestigated 30km' 

Limestonc Lakes catch ment (Figure 1.1 ). More th an 95% of Roc ki es karst drainage 

is autogcnic, so the allogcnic Maligne is not representative of Rockies karstic 

catchments. Studies at Maligne have characterised the calcium bicarbonate 

hydrochemistry (Ford, 1971). and used !racers to elucida tc the nature of the principal 

conduit(s) connecting the sink at Medicine Lake with the risings 16km away (Brown, 

1970; Kruse, 1980; Smart, 1988). Il bas been shawn by Krusc ( 1980) that the Maligne 

karst partly drains to aggraded springs in the lloodplain of the Athabasca River. 

While aggraded springs arc characteristic of karstic catchments in the Rockics, 

measurement of their discharge or hydrochemistry is difficult. In this case, the high 

dischargc of the Athabasca River precludes the possibility of accurately quantifying 
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the total discharge of ali the aggraded springs at Maligne, though a gauge on the 

Maligne River close to ils mouth probably records most of the disch�rge; the gauge 

bas recorded a winter minimum of 1.94 ±0.19 m's'1 (2.1 ±0.2 1 s'1km'2) over the period 

1973-1988. 

·castleguard bas the second largest springs in the Rockies (mean discharge 

(Q,.) = c.4-6m's'1) aCter Maligne (Q,. = 15.2m3s'1), and the longest cave in Canada 

(Castleguard Cave, length = 20km). It is a mixed autogenic and glacierised karst, 

with summer glacier meil providing daily runoff pulses (Smart, 1983a). The remote 

location (20km from the nearest driveable raad), dcep win ter snow, and liability of the 

cave to flood in summer have ensured that surface hydrological studies have laken 

place only in summer (Ford, 1971a; Smart, 1983a,b), while ali cave studies since 1967 

have laken place only in winter (Thompson, 1976; Ford, 1983b; Yonge, 1983, 1984, 

1985; Sawatsky, 1987, Thomson, 1988). 

Smart (1983a) recognised more than 70 springs along a 4km stretch of the 

Castleguard River, with the upstream springs issuing from bedrock, while the 

downstream springs are aggraded. The upstream springs are dry in late winter (April), 

but Artesian Spring, 4km downstream of the uppermost springs, is perennial, though 

it bas not been gauged in winter (Smart, 1983b). The uppermost perennial gauge on 

the North Saskatchewan River used to be located 40km further downstream at 

Saskatchewan River Crossing, which is 250m lower than Artesian Spring at 

Castleguard. The minimum discharge there over the four wintérs gauged was 

1.70 m's·1, or 1.32 l s'1km'2 over the 1290km' catchment. The snow caver over 

Castleguard River in winter and ils difficult access would make it extremely arduous 

to monitor discharge in the winter months. 

In recent years, important springs have been found in other karst areas in 

the Rockies, including Kananaskis (Gadd, 1986), the Mount Robson area 

(Worthington 1984; Yonge and Worthington, 1985), Bastille Mountain (Miller, 1989; 

Buchanan, 1989), Jarvis Lakes (McKenzie, 1987a), the McGregor Mountains (Nash, 
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1983; McKenzie, 1984), and Dezaiko Range (Pollack. 1984a,b, 1986. 1988; McKenzie 

and Pollack, 1986, Koppe, 1988). Ali of these springs are remote from highways, and 

most probably have difficult-to-gauge underflow components. 

Recent karst hydrological research close to Small River, in the Mount 

Robson area, has focused on flow from a glacier (Abobe Glacier) to t.vo high-level 

karst springs (Stump Cave Spring and Middle Rising) (Smart and Huntley, 1988; 

Huntley and Smart, 1989; Huntley, 1990). These two springs are perched 600m above 

the Small River valley, and are probably perennial (Yang�. 1990); in the:.{üuey two 
� ::-----, 

springs presumably discharge the strike-oriented underflow 
--frOm the karst aquifer 

(Yonge and Worthington, 1985). However, dye traces have yet to reveal the 

catchments for these springs, which demonstrate undcrflow characteristics (Huntlcy, 

1990). 

While conduit flow has been studicd in summer in severa! of the above 

karst aquifers, none is suitable for studying bath conduit and diffuse componcnts of 

karst groundwater flow over the whole year. 

The remaining arca where karstic springs have been identified is 

Crowsnest Pass. The Pass is a 500 metre wide breach in the carbonate Front Ranges. 

It is the lowest point in the Front Ranges betwecn the southern termination of the 

carbonate outcrop at North Kootenay Pass, 30km to the south, and Banff, which lies 

160km ta the north, and which is at the same altitude as Crowsnest Pass. The Pass 

could therefore be expected ta be the discharge point for diffuse flow from a large 

area of karst. The meandering, law-gradient ( <0.002) Crowsnest River is easily 

monitored at the point where it !caves the limestone. The catchment has only a 

miner non-karst component, so the total outflow from the karstic component can be 

accurately measured. 

Crowsnest Pass has a number of karst springs. Crowsnest Spring is the 

most prominent bath visually and in terms of discharge; discl.;•rge and calcium 
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bicarbonate hydrochemistry were monitored in July 1968 and July 1969, with total 

hardness increasing from 120 to 190 mg 1'1 as discharge dropped from 1.9 to 1.2 m3s'1 

(Ford, 1971a). At the same time, two samples from Ptolemy Spring bad total 

hardnesses of 68 and 74 mg 1'1; the much lower hardnesses were thought to be due to 

a high-altitude catchment (Ford, 1971a). Sorne discharge and hydrochemical 

measurements were made of the aggraded Emerald Spring (Ford, 197la), and Cogley 

(1970) suggested that there were other aggraded springs which contributed a 

substantial amount to runoff. Minor springs included severa! overflow springs above 
. ; 

Emerald Lake and high altitude springs such as two in the east cirque of Ptolemy 

Creek (Ford, 1971a). 

The greatest concentration ot:__known caves in any Oll.e arca in Canada is 

found at Crowsnest Pass, where there are-Ï7 caves with more than 100m of passage, 

including Yorkshire System, the second longes! cave in Canada, with l lkm of mapped 

passages (Thompson, 1976; Barton, 1981a,b; Yonge, 1983a: Meinke, 1986; McKenzie, 

1987b, 1989a,b; Rollins, 1988; Forbes, 1988). While none of these caves give access 

to the principal underground flow routes, nevertheless they contain severa! streams, 

which are useful as dye injection points and for understanding the hydrology of the 

upper 500m of the karst aquifer. 

Crowsnest Pass th us con tains a contrasting suite of springs, representative 

of most spring types in the Rockies, with the exception of glacierised karst (Smart, 

1983a). The major springs (Crowsnest Spring, Ptolemy Spring, Sublacustrine Springs) 

are within thirty minutes walk of tracks which can be driven at ali seasons, and are 

close to a paved highway, which cases logistics. Moreover, the arca is not in a 

national park, so there are no bureaucratie difficulties involved in setting up 

instruments, and no restrictions on off-raad driving or camping. Furthermore, bear 

hunting is popular in the area, so that the bears .one inevitably meets are retiring 

animais. However, this did not prevent one inquisitive bear from demolishing a 

Stevenson Screen. 
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A further advantage of Crowsnest Pass is thal the discharge characteristics 

and hydrochemistry of Crowsnest River, at the point where it leaves the karst area, 

are close to the avèrage of a bread range of larger catchments in the Rockies (Table 

1.1 ), so thal interpretations made at Crowsnest Pass are applicable at a regional scale 

in the Rockies. 

1.3 Organisation of the thesis 

The physical characteristics of Crowsnest Pass will be presented in Chapter 

2, and the data collected during field work there will be summarised in :Chapter 3. 

This chapter ends with an explanation of how the data collected at Crowsnest Spring 

and Ptolemy Spring is inconsistent with previous models of karst hydrogeology. 

A critical review of karst hydrogeology is presented in Chapters 4 through 

8. The causes of variation in spring chemographs and hydrographs are investigated 

in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 will present a review of the hydraulics of flow in karst 

aquifers, and will show why hydraulic parameters at Crowsnest are comparable to 

ether karst aquifers. Chapters 6, 7 and 8 evaluate how karst flow systems are 

assembled. 

In arder to assess the importance of different flow modes and to estimate 

the hydraulic gradients at Crowsnest Pass, it is desirable to estimate catchment areas, 

and this will be done in Chapter 9. The findings from Chapters 4 through 9 are used 

in Chapter 10 to rationally explain the differences between Ptolemy Spring and 

Crowsnest Spring. Karstic groundwater flow throughout the Rocky Mountains can 

then be explained in Chapter 1 1. Chapter 12 addresses the question of where 

solution is taking place at Crowsnest Pass, and compares solute with ether fluxes. 

Finally, Chapter 13 presents an assessment of the paradigm shift represented by the 

preceding chapters. 

l' 
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Our present understanding of karst hydrology is largely derived from case 

studies. Studies of runoff from karst are biassed towards visible springs, to the neglect ,,, 
of bath surface runoff and aggraded springs, which may feed directly into the bed of 

surface rivers. Studies of caves are heavily biassed towards areas where there are 

easily accessible, non-flooded taves. Known caves rarely represent more than a small 

fraction of the active flow routes in an aquifer. Active flow routes are largely 

unexplored because they are mostly flooded. 
" 

The preseiit study tries to mitigate this bias in three ways. First, the 

hydrological study of Crowsnest Pass bas attempted to quantify ali the discharge from 

the karst outcrop, of which only a minority is to visible springs (Chapters 2, 3, and 

10). 

Second, the critical review of karst hydrology in Chapters 4 through 8 

minimises sampling bias by being comprehensive. Where feasible, an attempt bas 

been made to assemble ali available published data (e.g. Tables 3.9, 4.4, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 

5.4, 5.5, 6.3, 6.4, 7.1; Figures 4.4, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 6.7,��- Where such a data set 

would be unmanageably large, then restrictive criteria have been applied to select 

high·quality data from representative samples (e.g. Tables 7.2, 7.3, 8.1, 8.3, 8.4; 

Figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.5, 5.6, 6.1, 6.4, 6.5, 7.5, 7.6, 7.8, 8.2, 8.3, 8.5; Sections 4.3 - 4.7). 
This review also necessitated the introduction of severa! new terrns to describe the 

configuration of karst conduits. 

Third, the catchment delineation ls predicated on the concept that the 

hydraulics of groundwater flow in adjacent karst catchments is similar. Care bas been 

taken to ensure that the discharge budgets are balanced not only in the catchments 

for the Crowsnest springs, but also in the neighbouring catchments in the Flathead 

and High Rock Ranges. 

Many hypotheses concerning karst groundwater flow have hitherto only 

been supported by deductive reasoning. A second thrust of the metr.odology in this :.-:. 
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thesis · is to use hypothesis tes ting to assess bath published concepts. and the new 

concepts introduced here. 
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Chapter 2 

The study area: Crowsnest Pass 

2.1 Geologv 

2.1.1 Stratigraphy and mineralogy 

The following stratigraphie descriptions are based upon Geological Survey of 

Canada publications covering the Flathead Range (deWit and McLaren, 1950, Priee 

1961, 1965) and the High Rock Range (Norris 1958, Douglas, 1958, Priee, 1965), 

supplernented by field observations. The generalised stratigraphy, structural 

relationships and carbonate outcrop are shawn in Figures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. 

The oldest strata in the study area belong to the Devonian Alexa Formation. 

These are principally thin-bedded or larninated silty dolomites, with local in:�rcalations 
·' 

-

of solution breccia. At Crowsnest Pass, the formation is 82rn thick, but it thins to 

30rn or Jess in the Flathead Range. It forrns a recessive zone beneath the Palliser 

limes ton es. 

The Palliser Formation (Devonian) consists of lirnestones, which are often 

slightly dolornitised and slightly argillaceous. The lower part has poorly defined beds 

0.3-2rn in thickness, while the upper part has weil defined beds less than 0.3rn in 

thickness. The basal Palliser locally contains lenses of dolomite solution breccia 

(Priee, 1965). The Palliser is the major cliff.forrning unit in the Flathead and High 

Rock Ranges, being characterised by unbroken cliffs 150-200rn in height. 

The Exshaw Shale (Mississippian) is a black, non-calcareous shale with miner 

lirnestones and siltstones, sorne 12-13rn in thickness. It forrns a distinctive recessive 

zone above the Palliser cliffs. 

13 
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Figure 2.1 Structural and llthological relationships of the carbonate Pnlliser 
and Banlf-Rundle aquifers or the Flathead and High Rock Ranges 

The Iower part of the Banff Fonnation (Mississippian) consists of black shale, 

which is calcareous in part, interbedded with cherty Iimestone, cherty siltstone and 

banded chert. It thickens somewhat ta the north, from 33m in the sou them Rathead 

Range ta 46m at Beehive Pass, where black calcareous shales, siltstones and 

mudstones predominate. The limestones of the Middle and Upper Banff gradually 

become Jess argillaceous and Jess siliceous, with thicker beds. Consequently, while the 

Lower Banff fonns a recessive zone with the Exshaw Shale, the Upper Blnff is fairly 

prominent. 

Above the Banff are about 800m to lOOOm of limestones of the Rundle Group 

(Mississippian). The Rundle, together with the Palliser, fonns the resistant heights 

of the Rathead and High Rock Ranges. This is subdivided into the Livingstone, 
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Mount Head and Etherington Formations. The Livingstone consists of thickly bedded 

or massive limestones, with occasional cherty limestones and dolomites, and forms 

prominent ribbed cliffs. The Mount Head consists of medium-bedded limestones, with 

dolomites being fairly common. The Etherington Formation bas predominantly thin

bedded limestones, with occasional dolomites and thin shales and sandstones up to 

0.5m thick. Below the Lewis Thrust, weil logs show that anhydrite is fairly common 

in the Upper Livingstone and the Mount Head Formation (Douglas, 1958). The high 

solubility of anhydrite ensures that it bas not becn identified in surface outcrops, but 

solution breccias have been noted in these membcrs in the Blairmore Range (15km 

east of the Flathead and High Rock Ranges, and below the Lewis Thrust). Above 
>> 

the Lewis Thrust, anhydrite bas not been reported in outcrops, but there is a 14m 

thick breccia in the Upper Livingstone, which may be a solution breccia. 

The Rundle Group is overlain by the Rocky Mountain Formation 

(Pennsylvanian-Permian), which consists of 200 to 300m of quartzitic and dolomitic 

fine-grained quartz sandstones. The Alberta Group and Belly River Formation 

(Cretaceous) consist of shales, sandstones and miner limestones. The Kootenay 

Formation (Jurassic) consisis of carbonaceous sandstones and shales, interbedded with 

coals. The coals are no longer mined on the Alberta side of the border, but are 

currently being mined in open-cast operations in B.C.; the closest pit is 15km north

west of Crowsnest Pass. 

Chemical analyses have been made on samples taken from limestone quarry 

exposures, with purities up to 99% CaC03, and 99.5% CaC03+ MgC03 (Halter, 

1976). A summary is presented in Table 2.1. 
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Table. 2.1 Mean composition of limestones at Crowsnest Pass (aller 
Hotter, 1976) 

Formation n CaC03 MgC03 SiO, Fe,03+AIP3 
+ insolubles 

% % % % 
Palliser 12 93.5 4.9 1.0 0.6 
Banff 10 47.8 9.8 38.6 3.8 
Livingstone 63 86.0 10.9 2.2 0.9 
Mt Head 39 91.1 6.3 ' 2.1 .  0.5 

2.i;2 Structure 

The Rocky Mountains were created during the accretion of the 
.li 

Intermontane Terrane to the North American Plate during the Middle Jurassic 

(Gadd, 1986). Com!>ression during thi� Columbian Orogeny and the later Laramide 

Orogeny resulted in ·ihe piling up of a series of westward-dipping thrust sheets. This 

bas resulted in the repetition severa( times in an east-west direction of the carbonate

dominated Paleozoic sequence. 

The Front Ranges at Crowsnest Pass are part of the Lewis Thrust sheet, 

which currently bas a maximum stratigraphie thickness of about 6000m, white the 

maximum stratigraphie separation across the thrust is 8000m (Priee, 1962). The thrust 

sheet in general forms a westward-dipping homoclinal succession, though severa! 

westward-dipping thrusts repeat part of the succession in the Flathead Range and 

High Rock Range as far north as Deadman Pass (Figure 2.3 a,c,d). The Front Range 

bas an average width of 3-4km of carbonates, but between Tornade Pass and Beehive 

Pass and at the Andy Good Plateau folding widens the outcrop of resistant limestones 

to more than 6km (Figures 2.3 b,e; 2.4). 

The Lewis Thrust rises stratigraphically from a position in the Precambrian 

to the south of the Flathead Range to the upper part of the Palliser Formation in the 

High Rock Range west of the Allison Anticline. East of the Allison Anticline, the -
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Lewis Thrust rises into the Banff Formation in the southeril part of the Gould Dame 

salien! (Figure 2.3e, 2.4). 

In a southerly direction the Flathead Range is terminated by the Flathead 

Fault, a normal fault with a structural separation of 8000m. In a northerly direction 

the High Rock Range is structurally and topographically continuous with the Elk 

Range, which ends 1 !Okm north of Crowsnest Pass at Pocaterra Creek in Kananaskis 

Country. 

2.2 Tooography and drainage 

2.2.1 Surface now and inputs to the karst aguifers 

Crowsn'.!St Pass lies at an altitude of 1350m, and is occupied by three lakes, 

Island Lake, Emerald Lake and Crowsnest Lake. Immediately to the north and south 

of the Pass are the high peaks of the High Rock and Flathead Ranges, respectively, 

with summits ranging from 2500m up to 3100m. The crest of the Flathead and High 

Rock Ranges forms the topographie continental divide be::tween the westward-flowing 

Elk River (draining to the Pacifie via the Kootenay and Columbia rivers) and the 

eastward-flowing Oldman . River (draining to Hudson's Bay via the South 

Saskatchewan, Saskatchewan and Nelson rivers ). 

The surface fluvial network of the Flathead and High Rock Ranges is 

almost intact, with the fluvial net draining 97% of the arca (Figure 2.4). In this arca 

there are just ten small areas with enclosed topographie drainage basins (discernible 

from 1:50,000 topographie maps). Ail ten areas are high-mountain cirques with floors 

at 2000-2200m, with enclosed basins of 0.4 kmz to 1.5 km2, and eight have lakes. Sorne 

of the lakes are bedrock depressions, but others are till-dammed. In ali cases there 

are plausible short high-gradient eastward or westward flow paths. Thus there is little 

evidence at the 1:50,000 map scale to suggest extensive karst :aquifer development. 

Despite this, however, there are powerful springs at Crowsnest Pass, and 

most of the drainage eourres on the limestone are dry for almost ali of the year. Th us 

/� 
1 
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the principal drainage vectors in the Flathead and High Roi:k Ranges are in fact via 

karstic groundwater flow. Because Crowsnest Pass is the Iowest pass in the Front 

Range between the U.S. border 70krn.,to the south, and the Bow River 160krn to the 

north at Banff, it bas the potential to drain ali of the limestone outcrop of the 

Flathead, High Rock and Elk Ranges, an arca of 400krn2• That it does not drain ali 

the discharge from this area is demonstrated by the presence of sorne surface flow on 

the limestone, by springs at other passes and by simple mass balance calculations, 

which suggest the 2m's·1 spring discharge at Crowsnest Pass drains about 150krn2 (see 

Chapter 9). 
There is a strongly seasonal climatic regime in the Front Ranges, which 

results in high runoff from snowmelt in spring and carly summer. Ail creeks flowing 

across the limestone !ose sorne flow to percolation into the limestone, and when the 

infiltration capacity is exceeded there is surface flow. A few creeks have flow ali 

summer long, and these are of two types. The most common are short, low-discharge 

streams above the tree line, fed by perennial snow patches: they usualiy gradualiy !ose 

their flow to infiltration, and end within a few tens or hundreds of metres. The 

second type are spring-fed çreeks, which are usually dry in the upper part of their 

courses, upstream of the springs. 

The integrity of ali stream courses on the Iimestone is maintained by the 

annual snowmelt discharge peak, which exceeds infiltration capacity for about two

thirds of the stream courses. The courses of the remaining third are sustained by 

lower-frequency, higher-magnitude snowmelt peaks. The time since the last flood 

could be identified in many creeks in the study area by the growth of vegetation in 

the creek bed, e.g. smali bushes (a few years), trees (10-100 ycars), complete 

vegetation caver with weli-developed soi! profile (hundreds or thousands of years). 

Present and former inputs to the karst aquifer can be examined in detail 

at many locations, where caves are accessible. Most of these are found 8krn south of 

Crowsnest Pass, on the Ptolemy Plateau (2000m-2200m a.s.I.) on the Alberta side of 

' ---
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the border, and on the Andy Good P lateau (2300-2500m a.s.l.), which is adjacent to 

it, but in B.C. More than 20km of cave passages�àre shawn in Figure 25. Within 

these caves are sorne twenty streams w!Ïidh are active in the snowmelt season, 

together with a large number of formerly active stream courses. Though the principal 

modem drainage routes feeding P tolemy Spring have not yet been entered, severa! 

kilometres of abandoned trunk conduits have been entered; these were active when ; ,( 

the piewmetric surface was at !east 600m higher than at present. 

To case identification of the different karst a reas of the Flathead and High 

Rock Ranges, the karst was subdivided into a series of topographie blacks, which in 
> .  

general were named after the highest mountain in each black (Table 2.2, Figures 2.2, 

2.6). 

---,' 

2.2.2 Springs 

There are severa! major springs at Crowsnest Pass. On the north side of 

Crowsnest Lake lies Crowsnest Spring. There are two orifices to the spring; the 

lower one is one metre above Crowsnest Lake, is perennial, and bas a maximum 

discharge of about 400 ls"1; the upper, overflow orifice is a few metres away, and four 

metres higher, and discharges the bulk of the flow in the summertime. The spring is 

at the base of the P alliser Limestone. The discharge and hydrochemistry of the spring 

was monitored during the summer of 1968 and 1969, and a dye test from the north 

cirque of Mt P hillipps showed that the catchment includes beth Banff and Rundle 

strata (Ford, 197la). A scuba diver bas penetrated the spring to a depth of 40m 

below the water surface, at which point the cave continues vertically downward to a 

depth of at !east -SOm; it is mostly a single elliptical conduit, three to live metres in 

hcight and width (Barton, 1981). 

On the opposite side of Crowsnest Lake to Crowsnest Spring lies Emerald 

Lake, a subsidiary lake at !east 27m deep. At law stages of Crowsnest Lake, a èreek 

flows from Emerald Lake into it, but at high stages the creek is submerged. The 
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Table 2.2 Limestone blocks of the Flathead and High Rock Ranges 

black 

Darrah 

Ptolemy 

Phillipps 

Al lison 

Er ris 

Tornade West 

Tornade East 

Beehive 

Lyall 

a rea 
km' 

58.0 

52.6 

36.1 

42.6 

51.1 

16.5 

13.0 

36.7 

100 

méli:J _ ., . topographie - . � 
altit;.,de · --'?\-iivision 

North Kootenay Pass 
2104 

--·-·· Andy Good Creek 
1%2 

Crowsnest Pass 
181 1 

Deadman Pass 
2016 

Ra�ehorse Pass 
2205 

North Fork Pass 
2215 

Tornade Pass 
2442 

Tornade Pass 
2325 

Beehive Pass 
2350 

Weary Creek Gap 
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water from Emerald Lake presumably debouches from one or more basal Palliser 

springs at the bottom of the lake. 

There are six springs which emerge from the Palliser Formation up to 44m 

above lake leve( on the south side of Crowsnest Pass. In 1986, the principal spring, 

Emerald Qiff Spring, flowed for 22 days with a maximum discharge of about 20 1 s·1, 
while the ether springs flowed for 6 to 45 days, with the springs drying up in arder of 

diminishing elevation. The maximum aggregate discharge of these springs was about 

50 1 s·1• 
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Ranch Spring is the sole spring in the Banff Formation at Crowsnest Pass, 

and is on the north side of Crowsnest Lake, about 20m a bave lake leve!. In 1986, this 

llowed from March ta July lOth, with a maximum flow of about 10 1 s·•. 
There are no known springs in the Rundle Formation at Crowsnest Pass 

itself, b,ut Ptolemy Spring is situated 4kni south of Crowsnest Pass, at an altitude of 

1550m. Its location is probably on a thrust in the Livingstone Formation (Figure 

2.3c), for which a movement of 2km has been postulated at a point close ta the spring 

(Priee, 1962). The spring is obscured by a blockage of large boulders, which is readily 

replenished by the steep slopes above. This spring was also studied by Ford (1971a), 

who concluded from the law dissolved solids that the water has a high-altitude source. 

The creek from Ptolemy Spring steeply descends the valley side ta join 

Ptolemy Creek. Ptolemy Creek is fed by many springs, though only two are 

noticeable. These are bath in the north fork of the Ptolemy valley at 2025m. The 

larger (northern) spring (Parrish Spring) lies at the foot of a small cliff in the 

uppermost part of the Banff Formation, while the smaller spring emerges at the 

bottom of a small lake in the Livingstone Formation. 

Ptolemy Creek joins Crowsnest Creek, which mostly drains impermeable 

Mesozoic strata. The alluvial fan where Crowsnest Creek empties into Crowsnest 

Pass is highly permeable, sa that Crowsnest Creek gradually sinks into its bed, losing 

up ta 300 1 s·•, and failing ta reach Crowsnest Lake for severa! months in winter. 

Island Creek also drains impermeable Mesozoic strata; it empties into Island Lake, 

and thence crosses the aforementioned alluvial fan (in summer) ta enter Crowsnest 

Lake. During the winter, the creek sinks completely into the alluvium, and the leve! 

of Island Creek drops by about 2m, ta approximately the same leve! as Crowsnest 

Lake. 

The outllow of Crowsnest Lake is known as Crowsnest River, and 

discharges considerably more than the sum of the surface creeks that feed it. The 

difference in 1985-86 was 89(Jls·•, of which about 150 l s"1 is accounted for by the 
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spring(s) emana ting from the bottom of Emerald Lake. The remainder must be from 

springs at the bottom of Crowsnest Lake (from the Palliser, Banff, or Livingstone 

Formations) and Island Lake (from the Mount Head or Etherington Formations), or 

into the alluvial fan separating them. The lake-bottom springs from ali three lakes 

are collectively named Sublacustrine Springs in this thesis. 

2.3 Modern hydrogeology 

2.3.1 Hydraulic conductivity of the karst aguifers 

The mature karstification in the High Rock and Flathead Ranges produces 

maximum groundwater velàcities >0.1 rn s·• (see Section 3.3). In this context, 

limestones provide the major vectors of groundwater tlow, while Jess karstified rocks 

such as dolomites and sandstones behave as aquitards. 

There are two principal aquifers in the High Rock and Flathead Ranges, 

a lower aquifer in the Palliser Formation, and an upper aquifer in the Upper Banff 

Formation and Rundle Group. The lithologie composition and aquifers of the strata 

of the Front Ranges are presented in Table 2.3. and their areal distribution is shawn 

in Figure 2.4. 

The Palliser Aquifer overlies aquitards of the Alexa and Belly River 

Formations ané Alberta Group (Figure 2.1 ). The bedding of these strata is 

concordant with the Palliser contact, and the vertical hydraulic conductivity (K.,) 
thbugh these strata would be at !east severa! orders of magnitude Jess than the 

" 

hydraulic conductivity within the Pa:•iser. Th us leakage through these strata is likely 

to be very law. 

The Banff-Rundle Aquifer is overlain conformably by the sandstones, silty 

dolomites and cherts of the Rocky Mountain Formation, which also has a law K., 
compared to the underlying Rundle Group. Consequently, leakage through this 

formation is also likely to be very law. 
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Table 2.3 Litl:iology and aquifers of the Front Ranges (geology after 

Douglas, 1958; Norris, 1958; Priee, 1962, 1965) 

formation 

BaniT-Rundle Aquifer 

Upper Etherington Formation 
Middle Etherington Formation 
Lower Etherington Formation 
Mt Head Formation 

Caernarvon mcmber 
Marston member 
Loomis member 
Salter member 

Upper Livingstone Formation 
Lower Livingstone Formation 
Upper Banff Formation 
Middle Banff Formation 

Exsbaw-BaniT Aquitard 

Lower Banff Formation 
Exshaw Formation 

Palllser Aquifer 

Palliser Formation 

pure 

limestone 

(c.>95% CaC03) 

m 

8 
73 
19 

90 
16 
66 
7 

186 
206 
80 
2 

0 
0 

191 

. . .  

dolomite 

and impure 

limestone 

m 

4 
7 
4 

0 
14 
17 
51 
25 
0 
0 

68 

5 
4 

11 

shale 

chert 

siltstone 

rn 

10 
1 
6 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

28 
8 

0 

potential 

for karstic 

flow 

poor 
good 
modera te 

good 
good 
good 
poor 
good 
good 
good 
poor 

very poor 
very poor 

good 
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The two aquifers are separated by 45m of shales, impure limestones, 

siltstones and cherts, and karstic flow would not be expected across these strata. 

However, tracer tests (Table 3.3, traces 3, 20, 24) have demonstnlted rapid 

groundwater velocities from the North Cirque of Mt Phillipps (Livingstone Fm) to 

__ 
Crowsnest Spring (basal Palliser Fm), thus breaching the aquitard. Detailed sampling 

of the Rundle Group at Crowsnest Pass showed that the section is thickened from 

840m to 1600m by means of high-angle thrusts, which resolve into bedding-plane 

thrust along incompetent horizons (Cundill. 1955). The lowest of these thrusts could 

provide a path to allow groundwater to breach the aquitard (Figure 2.3,d). 

The subject of hydraulic conductivity in karst aquifers will be fully 

discussed in Chapter 5. 

2.3.2 Groundwater flow vectors 

Three groundwater flow vectors may be anticipated on topographie and 

structural grounds, with dip- or strike-oriented tlow within the Front Ranges being 

superimposed on a regional flow field. The regional tlow field appears to be 

quantitatively insignificant in terms of the spring analysis at Crowsnest Pass, and it will 

be discussed in Chapter 10. 

Ford (1983a) suggested that groundwater flow in the Front Ranges at 

Crowsnest Pass is dominated by dip-oriented flow along the axes of the many cirque

headed valleys, with bath downdip and updip tlow being common; and that strike

oriented flow, though predominant in pre-glacial times, now only persists where 

groundwater gradients exceed 0.07. Such a groundwater gradient towards Crowsnest 

Pass would yield a catchment area of about 65 km'. 

An alternative hypothesis is that since Crowsnest Pass is the lowest point 

in the High Rock and Flathead Ranges where either the Palliser or Banff-Rundle 

aquifers outcrop, then it will be focus for groundwater flow from greàt distances. The 

carbonates of the Lewis Thrust Sheet outcrop continuously from North Kootenay 
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Pass, at the sou them end of the Aathead Pass 28km south of Crowsnest Pass, to · ,' 
\\ 

beyond Banff,' 't80km north of Crowsnest Pass. Since the Bow River at Banff is at 

the same altitude as Crowsnest Lake (ta within a few metres), then groundwater flow 

from half this distance (90km) north of Crowsnest Pass might be expectet!. A section 
' 

along the Front Ranges, showing hypothetical groundwater gradients, is shawn in 

Figure 26. If the hydraulic gradient \'vere less than 0.005, then ali groundwater flow 
- -,., ,, 

from the Aathead and High Rock Ranges would res urge at Crowsnest Pass, and the 

catchment would be 390 km' (Figure 2.2). Steeper gradients would result in 

increasing localiscd flow, as in the madel of Ford (1983a), described above. 

Hydraulic gradients in karst are discussed in Section 5.2.4, and Chapter 9 

is devoted to delineation of the catchment arca of Crowsnest Pass. 

2.4 Paleohydrogeology 

The great concentration of caves at Crowsnest Pass facilitates 

interpretation of the paleohydrogeology of the arca. However, access to the caves 

is not easy, for the most significant ones are lOOOm above the raad, and are blocked 

!>y· snow for 9-12 months of the year. Furthermore, the caves penetrated so far 

represent only a small fraction of the former flow routes. Existing cave maps and 

observations were utilised (Thompson and Coward, 1973; Thompson, 1976; Barton, 

1981a,b; Meinke, 1986; McKenzie, 1987, 1989a,b; Rollins, 1988; Yonge, 1986), and 

these were supplem�nted by visits to the major caves, but little field work was carried 

out in them. 

The instrumentation used in the study arca is the subject of the next 

chapter. 

li . 
0 



Chapter 3 

Hydrological and meteorological measurements 

3.1 Introduction 

Sorne of the hydrological techniques that may be used in studying karst 

aquifers are shawn in Table 3.1. Most of these yield complementary information, 

,., which is valuable in testing hypotheses on the behaviour of the aquifer; conversely, 

one technique atone may yield information that may be interpreted in alternative ways 

by deductive reasoning. 

Ali the techniques shawn in Table 3.1 were utilised in the study arca, 

though sorne proved more useful and hence were used more extensively. Rarely in 

karst studies has such a wide range of techniques been uscd. 

3.2 Discharge measurement 

Stage recorders were installed at the two principal springs (Crowsnest 

Spring, Ptolemy Spring) at Crowsnest Pass, and the discharge was monitored 

continuously for a period of fourteen months, from July 1985 to September 1986. 

Sublacustrine springs in Crowsnest Lake, Island Lake and Emerald Lake were found 

to be important, so the discharge from Crowsnest Lake into Crowsnest River was also 

monitored over this period by means of a recorder measuring lake lc�el. These sites 

were also monitored for four weeks in August and September, 1987. 

A recorder was initially set up in the river downstream of Crowsnest Lake; 

once a high correlation between lake levet and river levet and discharge was 

31  
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Table 3.1 Hydrological techniques used in karst aquifer studies at 

Crowsnest Pass 

Technique 

discharge: 
precipitation (Q,) _

_ 

snowmelt (Q,) -
springflow (Q.) 

temperature 

fluorescent dye 
or particulate 
tracers 

isotope: 0, H 

major ions 

trace elements 

Information gained 
Source Area 

1) size 
2) altitude 

altitude 

delineltion 

altitude 

1 )  vegetation 
2) closed/open conditions 

1) geology 

Aquifer characteristics 

1) travel time 
2) storage 

1) travet ti me 
2) storage 
3) flow depth 

1) storage 
2) travet time 
3) opcn/closed channel flow 

travel time 

1) travel time 

2) geology 
3) storage 

1) geology 
2) travel time 
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established, the latter recorder, in a position �ather exposed to vandalism, was 

removed and used elsewhere. The effects of seiches w�re of concern, especially as 

Crowsnest Lake is 3km long and aligned along a pass which frequently experiences 

strong winds. Oscillations with a period of minutes (or Jess) and a magnitude of 

severa) millimetres were readily apparent in the lake, so the stilling weil was set back 

Sm from the lake edge behind a grave) beach, where these high-frequency events were 

greatly damped. Lake levels were checked at bath ends of the lake during sorne 

strong winds, but the relative change was.not significant. 

Unfortunately, it was not possible to separate the proportions of 

springflow between Island Lake and Crowsnest Lake, due to the presence of the 

highly transmissive alluvial fan between them. The fan is principally composed of 

cobbles and grave!. There is no surface flow from Island Creek, Island Lake and 

Crowsnest Creek into Crowsnest Lake for about six months of the year; the threshold 

value in Crowsnest Creek for there to be surface flow is about 200 1 s·'. 

Two ether sites were monitored for shorter periods: a small, high altitude 

spring (Parrish Spring; summers of 1985 and 1986), and the spring-fed Ptolemy Creek 

(April tQ September 1986). 

Four Leupold-Stevens Type F recorders and one Ott recorder wcre used 

to measure stage. The recorders were mounted on 30cm diameter plastic stilling 

wells, which were installed in the banks adjacent to the creeks. Sites were selected 

at low-energy reaches cf the creeks, where stability of channel form would be high. 

Parrish Spring was monitored until it fraze up on October 8th, but the recorders at 

Crowsnest Spring, Ptolemy Spring and Crowsnest River were maintained throughout 

the winter by Rea Bryant, a local resident. Stilling weil water levels were about lm 

below ground levet, which gave excellent protection against the intensely cold weathcr 

(Figure 3.1); and a small quantity of ail in each stilling weil also helped to prevent 

freezing. The only record tost over the winter due to the weather wr.s when the 

recorder beside Crowsnest Lake was buried by a snowstorm fàr a three day period. 
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Figure 3.1 Daily temperatures at Sentinel from September 1985 to August 1986 

The irregular creek cross-sections and high gradients precluded accurate 

gauging by the area-velociiy method. Instead, Rhodamine WI' was used for flow 

dilution gauging (Cburch, 1974), with a single injection of 0.2-10ml (net dye volume). 

This gave a satisfactorily visible dye cloud. The dye was usually pre-diluted up ta a 

thousand fold, which facilitated easy injection and high precision of measurement. 

Twenty-four 30ml samples were collected after each injection ta allow full definition 

of the dye breakthrough curve. The samples were analyzed on a Turner Designs 

Series 10 fluorometer. Replication of dilution gauging tests gave an accuracy better 

than ±4%. Channel stability was checked by dilution gauging each field season, and 

after major discharge peaks; no significant change was detectable. 

Crowsnest Spring was the most problematic si�e for discharge gauging, due 

ta the short distance (SOm) between the spring and Crowsnest,Lake. However, a 4m 
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waterfaii facilitated good mixing, and at high discharges the use of two people enabled 

\ samples ta be taken at five second intervals, which resulted in good definition of the 

dye peak. 

Stage was also measured manuaiiy at weekly intervals at Crowsnest Creek, 
-:-.1 

Island Creek and Emerald Lake, and occasionaiiy at ether sites, with appropriate 

dilution gauging. Because the springs at Crowsnest Pass are at a lower altitude than 

any ether discharge point in the Aathead and High Rock Ranges, there is the 

possibility of regional flow ta Crowsnest Pass (Section 2.3.2). Ta test this hypothesis, 

ali creeks on the downdip, western side of the Aathead and High Rock Ranges up 

ta 80km north of Crowsnest Pass
.
were gauged at law stage in late August, 1986, and 

in early April, 1987 (Figures 3.2 and 3.3). The basal Palliser Formation contact on 

the eastern, updip side of th'! Front Ranges is much higher th an on the western side 

(Figure 2.5), so karstic drainage ta the east is likely ta be minimal; nevertheless, law 

points on the contact were checked. In ali, more than 1 20 gauging measurements 

were made. 

Stage-discharge relationships were determined for the above sites (Figure 

3.4), assuming the relationship ta be a power function, 

(3.1) 

which can be rearranged ta 

log Q = log a + b log S (3.2) 

where S is the stage above an arbitrary datum. Coefficients a and b of the principal 

sites are presented in Table 3.2. The lower correlation coefficients of Ptolemy Creek, 

Ptolemy Spring and Ptolemy Creek are ta be expected, as these are ali mountain 

creeks with less regular cross-sections than Crowsnest River. 

The discharge from the sublacustrine springs of Cro�nest Lake, Island 

Lake and Emerald Lake could not be accurately separated, sa the springs are referred 
• ::-
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Figure 3.2 Measurement sites in the vicinity of Crowsnest Pass, showing dye 
trace routes. to Ptolemy Spring and Crowsnest Spring 

Hydrogeology 
A Alexa aquitard P 
E Exshaw - Banff aquitard B 
R Rock:y Mountain Formation aquitard 

Palliser aquifer 
Banff - Ru�dle aquifer 

• Stage recorder site, weekly bydrocbemical sampling 
CS Crowsnest Spring PS Ptolemy Spring 
CR Crowsnest River PC Ptoiemy Creek 

0 Stage recorder site, occasional bydrocbemical sampling 
PA Parrish Spring 

8 Weekly. d!scbarge and bydrocbemical measurements 
EL Emerald Lake outlet IC Island Creek 
CC Crowsnest Creek 

0 Weekly specinc conductivity, occasional discbarge and titration measurements 
EC East Crowsnest Creek WC West Crowsnest Creek 
AX Alexander Creek AS Allison Crcek 
RS Ranch Spring 

A Occasional specifie conductivity and discbarge measurements 
PW Ptolemy West Cirque SS Supplies Sink 
TW Tecumseh West Creek TC Tecumseh Centre Creek 
PE Peresta Sink PL Ptolemy Lake 
ECS Emerald Cliff Springs LC Leachate Creek 
AGC Andy Good Creek DM Deadman Creek 
VAX Upper Alexander Creek LCC Lower Crowsnest Creek 
AG . Andy Good Plateau (Derbyshire Sink, Yorkshire Pot) 
Dye injection sites 
G Gargantua 
TE Tecumseh East Creek 

dye trace 
····-·-·-···-····· tree tine 
................... provincial boundary 

PH Phillipps Creek 
SM Sentry Mountain 
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Table 3.2 Rating curve coefficients for gauged streams at Crowsnest Pass 

Gauge a b r n 

... _,.Crowsnest River 1.377 1.543 0.997 10 
· � - ' r  

Ptolemy Spring 0.930 3.009 0.990 16 
Crowsnest Spring 1.134 2.624 0.988 16 
Ptolemy Creek 0.869 �::- 1.552 0.980 8 

to here collectively as Sublacustrine Springs. It was calculated by 

Osr.s = OcR - Ocs - Ors - 01c - OPC - Occ + AS ;3.3) 

where Osr.s• OcR• Ocs, Ors, 010 OPO and Occ are the discharges for Sublacustrine 

Springs, Crowsnest River at the outlet of Crowsnest Lake, Crowsnest Spring, Ptolemy 

Spring, Island Creek, Ptolemy Creek and Crowsnest Creek. respectively, and AS is the 

change in storage of Crowsnest Lake. However, weekly discharge measurements were 

made at the outlet of Emerald Lake, and this did allow a rough estimate to be made 

of the discharge from this lake; this is shawn in Figure 3.7. 

Winter discharges for the three surface creeks, Island Creek, Ptolemy 

Creek and Crowsnest Creek is very low; monthly means were estimated, based on 

observations at the end of March in 1985 and 1988 and at the end of September in 

1986, and from the discharge records of local non-karstic catchments gauged by the 

lnland Waters Directorate (1985a,b, 1986a,b). The estimated winter discharge of the 
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three creeks is less th an 12% of the total annual discharge of Sublacustrine Springs. 

sa the accuracy o[ the latter discharge is hardly compromised. 

Discharges for the springs and creeks at Crowsnest Pass for 1985-1986 are 

given in Tables 3.3 and 3.4, and Figures 3.5 through 3.10. 

3.3 FI uorometrv 

3.3.1 Aguifer hydraullcs 

Nineteen tracer tests were carried out during 1985 and 1986, using 

Rhodamine WT or fluorescein (Table 3.5). Additionally, tracer results from 1969 

were available (Ford, 1969). Dye was injectcd into small streams flowing in caves 

(Yorkshire Pot Alberta Avenue Stream, Gargantua Big Dipper Stream), sinking into 

sinkholes (Supplies Sink, Derbyshire Sink) or sinking into seree (Peresta Sink, Col 

Sink), or into crceks which gradually sank into thcir beds (Phillipps Creek, Tecumseh 

Creeks). 

Sigmamotor water sam piers collcctcd watcr sam pics at 30 minute ta 2 day 

intervals, depending on flow conditions. This rcsultcd in 5-30 sam pies bcing collectcd 

during dye pcaks, and many more during the tail, at Ptolcmy Spring and Crowsnest 

Spring, allowing good definition of the brcakthrough curve. After obtaining negative 

rcsults at Andy Good Creek for tests 7 and 8, and negative results at Crowsnest 

Creek (upstream o[ Ptolemy Spring) for tests 12-17, no [urther sampling was carried 

out at either site. Ironically, the following test, #19, was not recovered at Ptolemy 

Spring. Th us it is not known whether #19 flowcd to Ptolemy Crcek or ta Andy Good 

Creek. 

In addition, for some_c o[ the carly t·�sts in 1986, activatcd charcoal 

dctcctors wcre placed at possible resurgences along Crowsnest Crcek and Crowsnest 

River, but these were ali negative. Since good recoveries were being recordcd at 

Ptolc1a1y Spring and CrowsnesLSpring, later sampling was only carricd out at thcse 

two springs (Table 3.5). No attempt was made to check for dye rccovery at 
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Table 3.3 Monthly discharges of the springs and creeks at Crowsnest Pass, 
1985-1986 

------------------------------ Discharge in 1 s·1 -----------------------------:.:: 

PS cs PC cc IC SLS CL! CR 

!985 
August 465 494 130 40 15 788 1930 1930 

Scptcmber 462 679 250 150 40 824 2410 2390 

October 198 596 100 130 35 811 1870 1880 

Nove rn ber 142 472 80 110 20 890 1710 1740 
December 83 315 20 40 13 509 980 1000 

1986 
January 43 244 10 20 15 445 777 783 

February 25 268 20 60 60 367 800 776 
March 39 316 100 220 190 322 1 190 1 190 

April 119 535 200 320 220 670 2070 2030 

May .. 1050 1480 882 526 417 1720 6080 5860 
June 1480 1830 959 370 217 2190 7040 7230 
July 609 831 325 230 78 1080 3150 3200 
August 353 431 118 40 15 969 1930 1950 
September 307 346 175 80 20 504 1430 1430 

Mean 380 660 250 180 110 880 2460 2460 

Lcgcnd: PS Ptolemy Creek; cs Crowsnest Spring; PC Ptolemy Creek; CC Crowsnest 
Crcck; IC Island Creek; SLS Sublacustrine Springs; CL! Crowsnest Lake inllows; CR 
Crowsnest River at outllow of Crowsnest Lake 
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Table 3.4 Altitude !lDd discharge of the springs at Crowsnest Pass y_, 
' �·.2 

Altitude Da ys Q, Q= Q, Q,/Q, 
,;.: ... :. rn fiowing �J ·'�.:.. 

Sublacustrine Springs < 1347' 365 (5000) (890) (300) (17) 
Crowsnest Spring (combincd) 365 3830 670 184 21 

upper spring 1351 !50 (3400) (300) 0 .. 
Iower spring 1348 365 (400) (350) 184 (:?.2) 

Ptolemy Spring 1560 365 5550 390 20 280 
Parrish Spring 2040 (120) 122 : ( 10) 0 .. 
Ranch Spring 1370 (120) (10) 2 0 .. 
Ptolemy Lake Springs 2050 (120) ( lOO) (10) 0 .. 
Emerald Cliff Spring # 1 1391 (2) (15) < 1  0 .. 

#2 1389 (4) (30) < 1  0 .. 
#3 1387 (18) (10) < 1  0 .. 
#4 1387 (18) (10) < 1  0 .. 
#5 1352 (50) (3) < 1  0 .. 

Peresta Spring 2310 (lOO) (10) < 1  0 .. 
Ptolemy Creek Springs • 1500·1650 365 (2000) (150) 2 ( 1000) 

Note: 
• Lake leve! is 1347m. Sublacustrine Springs may be at depths up to 40m below this 
• Sum of ali the springs feeding Ptolemy Creek, excluding Ptolcmy Spring. Parrish 

Spring, and Ptolemy Lake Springs 
Data in parentheses are approximations 
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Figure 3.10 Insmnmneous discharge of Plolemy Creek from May 1st to 
September 1st 1986 

Sublacustrine Springs; dilution and storage in the lakes would have required 

prohibitively large dye injections and long monitoring ;:;eriods. 

The principal aim of the tracing was to investi gate conduit velocities in the 

aquifer, and the change in velocity due to changes in discharge. Thus, repeated 

tracings were carried out to bath Ptolemy Spring and Crowsnest Spring at different 

spring discharges. Discharges at injection points could only be roughly estimated, as 

the streams were gradually sinking into their beds, and the sinks Iisted in Table 35 

were often trickles dawn cliffs or iota seree. 

The relationship between tracer velocity and discharge cao be expressed 

as a power function 

(3.4) 
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Table 3.5 Dye traces at Crowsnest Pass 

# Injection Date Dyc/Mass Recovery Discharge 

Point � Point/% o, Oo 
1 s"1 1 s·' 

1969 D.C. Ford, M.C. BroMI,JJ- Dratc, T. Wiglcy 

Middle Sentry Mtn �n/69 FI EL3 

2 Phillipps Ck 6n/69 Fl 680  

3 Tecumseh W Ck 13n/69 RWT 3620 cs <30 1500 

� Mt Ward NE cirque 19n!69 Fl 900 
5 lee Hall 20n/69 A 1.140 
6 Racehorsc Pass 1/8/69 RWT 1800 

1985-1986 S.R.IL Worthingtoa, J.l. Multcwicb 

·;· 
7 Gargantua BDS 518185 RWT 220 PS (1 )  320 
8 Yorkshire Pot WM 618185 RWT 220 PS (1 )  320 
9 Gargantua BDS 2718185 RWT 220 (1) 
10 Lower Phillipps Ck 26/5/86 RWT 228 cs 24 s� ' 2710 

I l  Lowcr Phillipps Ck �/6/86 RWT 229 cs 43 20 . 2�50 
12 Supplies Sink 15!6/86 FI 1893 PS 79 1 

. \
-.,- 1310 

13 Gargantua BDS 15/6/86 RWT 425 PS 47 z 1350 
14 Derb)�hire Sink 27/6/86 RWT 205 PS 46 0.7 1020 
15 Peresta Sink 27/6/86 FI 7�5 PS 50 10 1050 
16 Ptolemy West 30/6/86 FI 7�5 PS 29 3 686 
17 Peresta Sink 8/7/86 Fl 780 PS 63 tl 600 
18 Col Sink 8/7/86 RWT 2?.0 1 
19 Peresta Sink 1217/86 FI 1075 PS 5 1  5 539 
20 Tecumseh W Ck 14/7/86 FI 1075 cs 34 868 
21 Tecumseh E Ck 14/7/86 RWT 476 cs 15 0.1 831 
22 Upper Phillipps Ck 21/7/86 Fl 645 cs 5' 0.3 683 
23 Peresta Sink 10/9/86 RWT 228 PS 9' 0.2 291 
2� Tecumseh C Ck 1 1/9/86 RWT 461 cs 5' 0.8 275 
25 Upper Phillipps Ck 12/9/86 Fl 860  cs 25' 0.13 264 

Notes: 
EL3 = Emerald Lake Spring #3; CS = Crowsnest Spring, PS = Ptolemy Spring 
BDS = Big Dipper Streamway; WM = Water Meeting 
FL = Fluorescein; R WT = Rhodamine WT 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
• 

�·· 
- . 

Detecter at Raeehorsc negative a!ter 2 days 
Detectors at Ptolemy Spring and Ptolemy Creek negative 
Inadequate sampling • only single peak detected 
Not detected: sampling ,i],i

"èd 2!9185 . . 
Sampled only at Ptolemy Spring 
Sampling ended before end of dye recovery 

. · •  

Velocity Note 
mm s·1 

250 

>27 

2 

>7.2 3 
>7.2 3 

4 
90 
52 :,:/ 
23 
37 
28 
32 
8.6 
15 

5 
13 
22 
12 
12 
3.6 
4.6 
1 1  
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where v, is the apparent (straight-line) tracer velocity, Q is the resurgence discharge, 

and a and b are coefficients. This relationship will be true where 
,,· 

(3.5) 

or 

(3.6) 
•.' 

where a, is the discharge at the injection point, Qo is the discharge at the recovery 

point, and K is a constant. Equation 3.5 can often be applied where large allogenic 

rivers cross karstic terrains for short distances. Equation 3.6 is applicable where 

infiltration is even over a whole catchment, as with cyclonic rainfall onto a holokarst. 

It is less likely to be useful where infiltration is uneven, as with orographie or 

convectional precipitation, with snowmelt wher!! there is an uneven snow caver, or 

where the path of the inlet stream is long before the main stream is reached. 

There is bath orographie precipitation and localised snowmelt at 

Crowsnest Pass. Moreover, the 300-800m altitude difference betwcen dye injection 

and recovery points means that input streams have a substantial length before the 

main drainage conduits are reached; thus Q, has an important bearing on overall 

tracer velocity. Because of these factors, a better approximation of flow velocity in 

the karst at Crowsnest will result from 

v, = 1 /  (c Q! 1, + e Q� 10) (3.7) 

where 1 is the sum of 1,, the straight-line length of the input stream, and 10, the 

straight-line !ength of the output stream, Q, and Qo are the discharge of the input and 

output streams, respectively, and c-f are coefficients. 

Perhaps the first studies to demonstrate that there is a wide range of 
cl'sc�c. ,.J-V.S . 

velocities in karst conduits at different · . . was Brown ( 1970), who studied the 

Maligne karst, Alberta. The relationship was quantified by Stanton and Smart (1981), 
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who investigated three caves in England. They found coefficient b to be close to 1 

in each case, indicating flooded conduits. There is considerable evidence that almost 

ali principal conduits in karst aquifers are flooded (see Section g.�)- Smart (1981) 

measured stream velocities in streams in bedrock in the vadose zone in the Mendip 

Hill caves, England, and found coefficient d to be about 2/3. However, recent tests 

in West Virginia (Worthington, 1990) have revealed a wide variation in  coefficient d 

in law-gradient vadose passages with alluvial sediments. In these passages pool and 

riffie sequences have developed, and there is considerable on-Jine storage within the 

pools as discharge approachesj�ero (d=0.9-1). Conversely, at high stages� the cave 
/·" ._ 

stream behaves more like a surface stream, as the channel width increases, so that 

d= <O.S . 

. ''An approximation for 1; and 10 are, respectively, a vhtical vector v from 
-;�. 

the input altitude to the resurgence altitude, and a horizontal vector h from below the 

input point to the output point. Modelling vadose flow along V, and phreatic flow 

along h, Equation 3.7 can be simplified to 

(3.8) 

A full solution for a karstic drainage system would require the 

consideration of flow in each constant-discharge stream segment of the flow route. 

This is beyond the means of surface measurement, and bence has little practical use. 

Apparent (straight-line) tracer velocities of the 17 successful traces to 

Ptolemy Spring and Crowsnest Spring are shawn in Figure 3.1 1. Conduit velocities 

to bath springs show a similar range. Regression of the Ptolemy Spring data set gives 

v, = 0.0232 ows m s·• (n=9, r=0.85) (3.9) 

Howevcr, six of the nine traces form a linear array in Figure 3.6 

v, = 0.0275 ouso m s·• (r=0.994) (3.10) 
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Figure 3.11 Velocities or dye traces to Ptolemy Spring and Crowsnest Spring 

Equations 3.9 and 3.10 yield an estimated maximum apparent velocity of0.20ms·' and 

0.21 rn s·', respectively, for Ptolemy Spring in 1986. Traces 12 and 16 were the only 

traces from Supplies Sink and Ptolemy West Sink, respectiveiy, and bath probably 

have long courses in the vadose zone before reaching the main phreatic axis of 

drainage; the remaining trace, number 23, was injected into a very law discharge 

stream. 

Regression of the Crowsnest Spring data set gives 

v. = 0.0222 Qn971 m s'1 (n=8, r=0.83) 

which yields an estimated maximum apparent vel:Jcity of 0.082 rn s'1 in 1986. 

(3.11) 

The eight traces were aU injected into losing creeks, so that none of the traces were 

from the same sinkpoints. For instance, trace 25 was injected where Phillipps Creek 
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sank on September 12; this was more than BOOm upitre;� of the finat sinkpoint 

during traces 10 and 1 1. Bath the slope (V/h) and the traced distance (1) are much 

more varied for Crowsnest Spring (V/h=0.083-0.30); 1=2.1-4.5klll,) than for Ptolemy 

Spring (V/h=O.ll-0.13; 1=4.7-5.8km), so it is not surprising that the correlation"is 

lower in Figure 3.11.  1, 
In ali these cases, coefficient b is close to or greater than 1. The data of 

Smart (1981) reveals a similar pattern, with coefficient b always >1 .  In bath cases it  

is duc to the greaièr variance of Q, than Q0• For instance, with the Longwood -

Cheddar Spr;ngs data (Smart, 1981) the ratio of maximum annual discharge (Q.) to 
" 

minimum annual discharge (Q., for the input is 144, while over the same period at 

the output QjQ. is only 23. 

The velocity of cave streams will be discussed further in Section 5.2.1. 

3.3.2 Catchment delineation 

A second aim of the tracing programme was catchment delineation. 

Positive traces are shawn in Figure 3.2. The traces from Andy Good Plateau 

(#7,8,9,13.14) to Ptolemy Spring proved flow across the topographie Continent�! 

Divide, and #16 proved flow from the Crowsnest Creek topographie catchment to 

Ptolemy Spring. No tracing was attempted from Al lison Block to Crowsnest Pass: two 

traces werc attempted from here in 1969, with negative results (Table 3.5). Since 

Sublacustrine Springs have a higher discharge than Crowsnest Spring, there is a good 

possibility that dye would flow to the former. Sampling of Sublacustrine Springs 

would be awkward, for the location of the springs is not yet known, but they are 

probably at a depth of 20m or more below the surface of Crowsnest Lake and 

Emerald Lake, and at a shallower depth below Island Lake. A realistic alternative 

would be to sample at the outlet of Crowsnest Lake. Dilution of dye in the lakes 

would requirc largebjections (> lOOkg) and long sampling periods (severa! months), 
1 • •  � • 
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so that only one trace per dye could be performed per year. This is clearly beyond 

the scope of this research project. 

The size of the catchments mean that dye tracing was only partially 

effective in delineating catchments at Crowsnest Pass. Alternative approaches are 

considered in Chapter 9. 

3.4 Hydrochemistry 

3.4.1. Specifie conducth>jty and titrations 

Sampling and analysis 

A weekly water sampling programme was carried out between April and 

September in 1986 from eleven major springs and creeks at Crowsnest Pass (Figure 

3.2, 3.3). This period covers 75% of the annual discharge from the karst area at 

Crowsnest Pass (Table 3.3). During the winter monthly samples were collected at 

Crowsnest Spring and Ptolemy Spring (Figure 3.12); thesc showed that there is little 

variation in Ca and Mg concentrations from October ta March. 

In addition, there was weekly sampling at Ranch Spring and •he five 

Emerald Cliff Springs while they were flowing, and occasion al sampling at other karst 

waters in the High Rock and Flathead Ranges (Figure 3.2, 3.3). Specifie conductance, 

temperature and stage were recc.rded at the sampling sites, and samples were 

collected for titration, neutron actio,:ation and isotope analysis. 

Ail samples from seven of the eleven sites were titrated for total hardness 

and alkaline hardness. The seven sites included four karst sources: Ptolemy Spring, 

Crowsnest Spring, Emerald Lake, Ptolemy Creek. The two non-karstic creeks feeding 

Crowsnest Lake plus the outlet of Crowsnest Lake into Crowsnest River were also 

sampled so that the chemistry of Sublacustrine Springs could be calculated. This was 

hindered by the long residence times in Crowsnest Lake, which bad mean residence 

times in 1986 varying from 16 days on June 9th to 167 days on April 21st (Figure 

3.13). 
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The remaining four sites were East Crowsnest Creek (partially fcd by 

,, karstic water), West Crowsnest Creek (partially fcd by tailings water from an 

ji abandoned coal mine), and Allison Creek and Alexander Creek, two creeks partially 

,/ draining the karst of the High Rock Range. 1·: / '  / '-'· . . .. ' 
"-"';- '"

'_,,Continuous recordings of spring temperature and conductance were made 
--=-� 

at
'Pf61

,
emy Spring and Crowsnest Spring for severa! periods of 4 ta 24 days. The 

Peabody Ryan madel J submersible temperature recorder had a stated accuracy of 

0.6°C; the mean diurnal temperature variation a the two springs was less than the 

instrument precision of 0.2°C. The precision of the pHOX Systems Series 57 

Conductivity rr.D.S indicator recorder depended on the scale utilised. For ali 

measurements at Crowsnest Spring and most at Ptolemy Spring the precision was 

5J,�S cm·'. However, when the conductance dropped below 100)'S/cm, a more sensitive 

scale could be used, giving a precision of 0.5J'S cm·'. D1urnal conductance variation 

at the two springs was 4-10)'S/cm, and thus were barely grcater than the instrument 

precision. Spot readings of conductance were made with a Y.S.I. Madel 33 S.C.T 

meter, with a precision of 11'S cm·'. 

"";': 

Titrations for alkalinity followed the methodology of Stenner (1969), but 

with addition of a blank measurement ta improve accuracy (Rose, 1983). Non

alkaline hardness was determined by subtraction of alkaline hardness from total 

hardness. , Hydrochemical determinations by the lnland Waters Directorate ( 1975, 

1980, 1982, 1984) showed that the non-alkaline hardness is almost exclusively sulphate 

(Table 3.6). 

Titra tians for total hardness followed the methadology of Stenner ( 1969), 

with determinations for bath saturated and u .. saturaterl sam pies. This gave a direct 

indication of aggressiveness. At the beginning, pH measurements were attempted, but 

it was impossible ta achieve a precision much better than 0.1 pH units, which was 

considered ta be inadequate for near-equilibrium waters. 
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Table 3.6 Hydrochemist.y or Crowsnest River at the outlet or Crowsnest 
Lake 

total hardness 
saturation index 
ca+• 
Mg•• 
Na• 
K• 
alkalinity 
so,-
Cl" 
F 
No3• 
non-alkaline hardness 

this thesis I.W.D.# 
1985-1986 1964-1977 
discharge-weighted mean 
mean 

mgl·' as CaC03 173' 164 (100) 
0.5 (92) 

mgl·' 50 (1 !3) 
mgl·' 1 1  (35) 
mgl·' 1.5 (1 !3) 
mgl·' 0.4 ( 1 !3) 
mgr' as CaC03 126' 125 (116) 
mgl·' 40 (1  !3) 
mgl·' 0.7 ( 113) 
mgr' 0.3 (90) 
mgr' 0.07 (104) 
mgl·' as CaC03 47' 

# lnland Waters Directorate, 1975, 1980, 1982, 1984 
. from 15 analyses 
N umbers in parentheses represent the number of analyses 
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The precision of the titrations can be estimated by calculating the 

difference of each titration from the mean of the individuat titrations on each sample. 

This gives a standard errer of 0.58 mgl"1 (n=571) for total hardness, and 0.48 mgl"1 

(n=293) for alkalinity. Rose (1983) disproved the myth thal alkalinity is dependent 

on CO, concentration, and showed th at with the use of blank measurements alkalinity 

can be accurately measured. 

Conductance measurements were converted ta specifie conductivity at O"C 

(1<,) by using the empirical relationship of Albutt (1977) 

KT = K, (1 + 0.0361T + 0.000127T') (3.12) 

where KT is the conductance at l"C. Linear regression of total hardness H (from 

titra tians) against K, gave 

H = 1 . 1371<, • 3.9 ±8.4 mg!·' (n=1 10. r=0.98) (3.13) 

No signilicant difference in the coefficients was round b.:tween calcium bicarbonate 

waters and calcium bicarbonate plus sulphate waters. 

A summary of the hydrochemical results is given in Table 3.7. The 

principal lindings were that the total hardness of Ptolemy Spring and Crowsnest 

Spring were found to vary substantially seasonally, with May · June minima coinciding 

with the snowmelt discharge maxima (Figure 3.12); that sulphate is a mud1 more 

important ion at Crowsnest Spring than at Ptolemy Spring (Figure 3.14); thal 

sulphate/bicarbonate ratios do not remain constant (Table 3.8); and thal almost ali 

springs and creeks at Crowsnest Pass arc supcrsaturatcd with respect ta CaC03 

(Figure 3.15). The significance of these findings will be discussed in Chapter 9. 

The determination of aggressiveness 

There are two methods by which the equilibrium status of karst waters 

may be determined. The direct method involvcs adding powdered CaC03 ta a water 
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Table 3. 7 Alkaline and non-al kali ne bard ness of springs and creeks at 
Crowsnest Pass 

Aquifer 

Karslic waters 
Crowsncst Spring 
Ptolemy Spring 
Sublacustrine Springs 

Ptolemy Creek (above Ptolemy Spring) 
Emerald Lake 

Non-karstÎ�-and mixed waters 
Island Creek 
Crowsncst Crcck (above Ptolemy Creek) 
Crowsncst River 

Notes: 

both 
upper 
both 

upper 
lower 

Total Alkalinity Non-

hardness alkaline 

hard ness 
-------- mgr' as eaco; --------

168 

86 

208 

119 

!43 

!86 

232 

li3 

110 

75 

!48 

105 

117 

167 

!58 

128 

59 

11  

60 

14 

26 

19 

74 

45 

1) The above data represent mean annual discharge-weighted values, calculated from 15 

sam pies at each location. 

2) Upper aquifer = Banff-Rundle; Lower aquifer = Palliser (sec Table 2.3) 
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Table 3.8 Coefficienù�( variation for bard ness values at Crowsnest Spring 
and Ptolemy Spring )) 

Annual means 

Total hardness 

April-September 

Total hardness1; 
"'"' Alkaline hardness 

Non-alkaline hardness 

·i '  

Crowsnest Spring 
n Mean C.V. 

mgl'' % 

28 

15 

15 

15 

168 ' 32.5 

172 21.1 

1ll  ll.6 

60.7 50.5 

Ptolemy Spring 
n Mean C.V. 

mg l·' % 

33 

15 

15 

15 

86 24.3 

95 21.9 
81 22.2 

13.6 35.8 

sample to bring it to equilibrium. The large surface area of the powder ensures rapid 
' 

equilibration. The total hardness (or alkalinit}>) of beth original and equilibrium 

samples are then measured, and the difference between these is k:nown as the 

aggressiveness (in mg/1). The positive sign is assigned tc undersaturated samples, and 

the negative sign tc supersaturated samples. For instance, an aggressiveness of -5 mg 1'1 
in a sample with a total hardness of 200 mg 1'1 indicates that the water sample is 

supersaturated by 5/200mg l'1, or 2.5%. ln •heory, the SI of such a water would be 

+0.0107. Aggressiveness is the preferred method chosen by severa! karst 

hydrochemists (e.g. Picknett et al., 1976; Bray, 1976, 1977; Gascoyne, 1977; Lauritzen, 

1981). 

The indirect method is tc measure pH along with ion concentrations. 

Equilibrium can be �elermined gruphically wit!J referènce tc the equilibrium curves 
� :,--� · 

prepared by Trombe ( 1952), and corrected by Picknett (1976). A!tematively, a 

saturation index (SI) can be; calculated,�which expresses saturation with respect to 
<:- - �-:/ \ 

:; 
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theoretical thermodynamic equilibrium conditions. This method bas been widely used 

in the last twenty years. In theory it is a better method as it allows calculation of 

PCO, and of saturation indices for different ionie species. However, in practice the 

use of SI suffers from severa! drawbacks in karst studies: 

1) Magnesium (from dolomite) and sulphate (from gypsum) are common 

in karst waters, and an accurate SI, cannat be calculated without their measurement. 

This is frequently not done (see, for instance, the criticism by Fish (1977, p355) of the 

work of Harmon). 

2) Trace elements are currently not allowed for in carbonate equilibria 

programs (Ford and Williams, 1989), though they can have a substantial effect on 

calcite solubility. Terjesen et al. (1961) found significant inhibitory effects, in 

decreasing arder of effectiveness, with Pb'•. La3•, Y'+, Sel+, Cd'•, Cu'+, Au3•, Zn'·, 

Ge", Mn'+, followed by Ni'•, Ba", Mg'+, and Co'•.which bad an equal but smaller 

effect. They found that a concentration of as little as 10'7 mol Sc 1"1 ( 4.5).1gl'1) 

depressed the apparent equilibrium concentration of Ca'• by 5%. Berner and Morse 

(1974) found that trace concentrations of phosphate depressed calcite solubility rates 

by up to three orders of magnitude. Nine of fourteen trace elements measured in the 

springs at Crowsnest Pass have mean concentrations > 10),1gl'1 (Figure 3.16), so that 

it must be assumed thal trace elements affect SI,. 
�< 

'3) It is difficult to measure pH to sufficient accuracy in karst waters. The 

,_: 

difficulties of making accurate pH reading� in karst areas have been described by 

Shuster and White (1971), Picknett et al. (1976) and Lauritzen ( 1981). Ford and 

Williams (1989) state that the reproducibility _of pH is about ±0.05, using modern 

portable pH meters, and they suggest that SI values will normal:ychave an error of 

0.1-0.2. 

Autogenic springs and streams in caves (such as in the Canadian Rockies) 

are commonly very close to saturation, and the re is little range. in the data (Table 3.9). 

It will be shawn in Chapter 12 thal autogenic waters on average accomplish 99% of 
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li Table .9 Aggressiveness of aut�gemc rst
"
spnngs an Q!,ve streams 

U ndersaturated Parame ter Mean 
or supersaturated measured \� 'l St�>dics wbcn: aggrcssM:nc:os was mcasurcd .// 

St Dur.sr•.n:s East, Mendips, England p pH 
pH 
pH 
pH 
pH 

St Dunstari's West, Mendips, England S 
tower Ashmead, Mendips, En gland· · S 
Upper t\.'_hmead, Mendips, England U 
Wishing· Weil, Mendips, En gland S 
Cheddar, Mendips, England U 
Wookey Hale, Mendips, England U 
Rodney Stoke, Mendips, England S 
Norway (A) U 
Norway (B) U 
Crowsnest Spring S 
Ptolemy Spring S 
Ptolemy Creek Springs S 
Emerald Lake Springs S 

Studics wbcre aggrcssM:nc:os was eak:ulatcd 
Cuves de Sassenage, lsére, France s 
Bagct, Ariêge, France u 
Ljubljanica, Slovcnia, Yugoslavia s 
Kani Kedri, Iraq> s 
Crowsnest Spring u 
El Abra, Mexico s 
El Abra, Mexico u 
Caves Branch, Belize s 
Thompson Sp., Pa, USA u 
Thompson Sp., Pa, USA u 

Notes: 

aggressiveness 
aggressiveness 
aggressiveness 
aggressiveness 
aggressiveness 
aggressiveness 
aggressiveness 
aggressiveness 
aggressiveness 

pH 
pH 
pH• 
pH 
SI 
SI 
SI 
SI 
SI 
SI 

0.04 
0.08 
O.Ql 
0.04 
0.03 
2.4 
6.9 
6.0 
3.4 
5.3 
1.9 
1.5 
3.2 
4.9 

0.21 
0.02 
0.26 
0.1 1  
0.005 
0.03 
0.45 
0.07 
0.03 
0.23 

• 

0.05 
0.14 
0.07 
0.08 
0.05 
6.2 
8.1 
8.6 
1.9 
6.6 
2.1 
2.6 
2.5 
1.5 

0.20 
0.10 
0.22 
0.24 
0.01 
0.07 
O.I5 
0.28 
0.14 
0.04 

n 

30 
30 
16 
16 
16 
39 
39 
38 
17 
20 
14 
15 
15 
15 

33 
45 
39 
144 
6 
6 
4 
64 
16 
30 

\ <; 1 
1 ·� 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
I l  
12 
14 
15 

• · Uses Trombe curves for equilibrium. These may underestimate saturation by up to 0.25 pH 
(Pickneu, 1972) 

1 Sampling over 12 months (Drew, t!fïOb) 
2 Sampling over 12 months (Atkinson, !977a) 
3 Seventeen single samples in July or August from exsurgences with catchments above the tree tine 

(A) and below the tree line (B) (I.auritzen, !981) 
4 From this study 
5 SampJ�!!·i� 4 seasons over 4 years (Delannoy, !983) 
6 Regîilar sampling over 19 months (Bakalowicz, 1979) 
7 Sampled August-February (Miserez, 1976) 
8 From 6 springs, regularly sampled over 4 years (Jawad & Hussien, 1986) 
9 Samplcd in July (Ford, !971) 
10 Representative baseflow values from six major springs {F"ISh, 1977, p357) 
1 1  Representative flOod flow values from IWO major springs (FISh, 1977, p357) 
12 From >20 autogenic cave streams, mostly in wet season (Miller, !982) 
13 Sinple samples or means from 30 exsurgences (Christopher & Wilcock, 1981) 
14 Samplcd April, !967 ta January, !968 (Shuster & White, 1971) 
15 Sampled January to August, 1972 (J�-obson & Langmuir, !974) 
16 From 15 springs, principally autogenié, sampled June-November (Cowell, 1976) 
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their dissolutional work in the epikarstic zone. The 1% accomplished in the 

endokarst is equivalent to 4.SI =0.004, or a mere 2-4% of the average measurement 

error of 0.1-0.251 This means that many endokarstic autogenic waters are statistically 
,, 

identical in SI units, with SI,=O.O. !"� , ' ' 

4) The final advantage of measuring aggressiveness rather th�ncalculating 

pH or SI equilibrium is that aggressiveness plots yield Iinear relationships which can 

be readily recognised and calculated (Figure 3.15). Such relationships would not be 

apparent on pH or SI plots, where these trends would be curvilinear (compare, for 

instance, Figures 8 and 9 in Lauritzen, 1981). 

The above four reasons make it clear that aggressiveness 

determinations are more useful than SI in understanding autogenic endokarstic 

waters. 

3.4.2. Neutron activation analysis 

Severa! hundred water samples were collected in 8mm glass vials or 30ml 

polyethylene botties for possible neutron activation analysis. It was found that the 

cardboard liners of the !ids of the glass vial produced excessive contamination of 

dilute waters such as precipitation samples, and henceforth pre-rinsed polyethylene 

botties only were used. Additionally, rock samples were collected, and analyses were 

also made of speleothem samples previously collected for radiometrie dating. 

Samples were analyzed on the nuclear reactor at McMaster, measuring 

concentrations of the elements Al, Ba, Br, Ca, Cl, Co, Cu, 1, K. Mg, Mn, Na, Sr, Ti, 

U and V. The analytical technique is described by Vermette (1990), who found an 

accuracy of ±5-20% for different elements, using rainwatcr samples. 

The Ca + Mg hardness of 11  sam pies was measured bath by titration and 

by neutron activation analysis (NAA). The ratio NAA concentration 1 titration 

concentration was 0.993 ±0.077. The Iow standard error for titrations (0.58mgl"1) 
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compared to NAA (about ±10% for Ca + Mg: v�rihette, 1989) suggests that most 

of the errer lies with the NAA determinations. 
,, 

A systematic variation in SrN ratios seemed to be evident between 

stalagmites "recovered from Palliser Formation caves and Rundle Group caves, though 

many valùes wer� close to background levels. It was hoped that differences in trace 

element concentrations in groundwater sam pies might a Iso reflect the strata traversed. 

However, element concentration in precipitation was very variable between 

precipitation events, and the only trace element systematically enriched in 

groundwater was Sr (Figure 3.16). 

The greatest variation is spring trace element concentration was found in 

Cl, Na and Br, with concentrations sometimes varying by a factor of two over a period 

of hours (Figure 3.17). This variation is much greater proportionally than that of Ca 

and Mg, which are enriched to about the same degree whatever the flow path through 

the aquifer. The high variance is because Cl, Na, and Br concentrations are a 

function of sea-water enrichment of the precipitation, which has variable aquifer 

residence times. This ranges from days in the case of sinking streams to at (east 

m6nths in the case of infiltFation through soifs. 

3.-1.3. Stable isotope analysls 

Samples were collected in Sm! glass vials for 0 and H isotopie analysis. 

Oxygen analyses were carried out by Martin Knyf at McMaster, and hydrogen analyses 

were made at the University of Calgary under the supervision of Chas Y ange. A 

large number of samples were collected, though seme were rejected before analysis 

as the caps worked loose and there was visible evaporation. 

It has been shawn by Y ange et al. (1985) that the sail zone and upper few 

metres of bedrock are effective in homogenising the 0 and H isotopie signature of 

infiltration. Measurements from three caves gave a range &180 in cave seepage 
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waters of about 1 %o, which is an arder of magnitude less than the variation in 

precipitation. 

On the other hand, sinking streams mayorapidly conduct precipitàtion 

throug�, a karst aquifer. The admixture of this allogenic water to homogenised 

percolation water can produce a rapidly changing spring &180 chemograph. This is 

shawn by the Baget Spring, France, which is fed in flood by a significant sinking 

stream. Hourly sampling over 18 hour:s during the risilig limb of a flood event by 

Eberentz (1976) revealed four &180 peâks, with changes >2%o occurring between · 

successive samples on five occasions. This short-term variation is greater than the 

annual variation of 1.9o/oo (n=48) recorded earlier by Bakalowicz et al. (1974). 

Morcover, the water in this single storm is markedly heavier ( -7.56±0.95%o, n= 19) than 

the mean recorded over two years (-9.10±0.37o/oo, n=48). These contrasts show that 

representative sampling of karst springs for isotopie analysis is difficult to achieve 

where there are significant sinking streams. 

It was thought that &180 at Ptolemy Spring and Crowsnest Spring would 

vary little as bath catchments are holokarstic. It was hoped to sample in September 

1986 or 1987 the results of a late summer rainstorm, such as occurred in September 

1985 (Figure 3.5). Such an event would be uncomplicated by the presence of 

snowmelt, and the high discharge would result in rapid flow through times. However, 

there wete no suitable events in either year. 

Results obtained from the two springs are shawn in Table 3.10. They 

demonstrate rapid changes in &180 in bath springs. As was found at the Baget Spring 

by Eberentz (1986), &180 changes >2o/oo can occur in one hour. In the two 

comparable data sets, the &180 variation at Ptolemy Spring is greater than at 

Crowsnest Spring; this suggests a more dynamic flow system, and is in Iine with the 

hydrograph dirferences (Figure 3.5). The data also suggest that the mean catchnient 

altitude of Crowsnest Spring may be marginally higher. 
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Table 3.10 &110 results from Ptolemy Spring and Crowsnest Sp!jng -
� - . 

. , . 0 
,, ----�,' >r· 

period Ptolemy Spring' Crowsnest Spting 
mean n mean n 

15/8/85-15/4!86 -18.20±0.57 18 -18.39±0.29 15 
24/9!86-5/10/86 -14.52±1.56 24 -15. 79±0.68 24 
10/8/85-11/8/85 -16.78±1.01 

l '  
24 ' 

" 

One set of .amples from Ptolemy Spring, collected 10-11/8/85, was 

analyzed for beth 6180 and &'H (ôD). The 6180/ôD ratio plots along a line with a 
' 

slope of 3.2 (Figure 3.18). Severa! interpretations of this data are possible: 

1) The data represents extreme evaporation effects from a precipitation event of 

composition A in Figure 3.18. This can be dismissed as the sail caver over the lower 

part of the Ptolemy catchment must result in infiltration times of at !east weeks. 

2) The data represent mixing of two water sources, A and B. B could be derived 

from partial evaporation of high altitude pr�cipitation of composition C in Figure 

3.18, and/or mel ting of enriched firn (Arnoso, 1981). An orographie effect of -5o/oo km"1 

(Yurtsever and Gat, 1981) would result in mean difference of about 3o/oo between 

below and above the tree line mean values in the Ptolemy catchment. An annual 

6180 variation of 24%o has been recorded in precipitation at Calgary (Yonge, 1987), 

and firn from winter snowfall could be considerably depleted. Depletion of hl�h

altitude precipitation is confirmed by two c5180 analyses from Parrish Spring, which 

is 380m higher than Ptolemy Spring. On August 20th, spring flow was -21.4o/oo, and six 

days later it was -17.6%o. 

The two above analyses from Parrish Spring, varying by 3.8o/oo, weil illustra te 

the problems of using 6180 and c5D for karst spring analysis. The input variation in 

these isotopes in mountainous catchments from snowmelt, from rapid infiltration over 

.-.:;; 
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bare rock, and from slow infiltration from sail percolation produces a spring output 

signal that is highly variable. This signal is only likely to be accurately measured once 

instantaneous recording field mass spectrometers become available. 

3.5 Meteorology 

Due to the large study area, the limited field seasons, difficult access to 

the higher parts of the field area for most of the year, and expected large spatial 

variation in precipitation du:: to aspect and altitude, it was considered to be unrealistic 

to gain comprehensive precipitation and temperature records from field measurement 

alone. Thus only a limited field programme was implement.:d, and this was 

supplemented by daily reco��1s collected by the Atmospheric Environment Service 

(1985, 1986). 
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Ccntin�ous temperature measurem�ntswere made at Crowsnest Pass (6 

months), Andy Good Plateau (2 months) and the West Cirque of Andy Good Peak 

(3 months). These were complemented by daily maxima and minima recorded at 
' ) 

Sentine!, 5km east of Crowsnest Pass (Figure 3.1). 

Instantaneous precipitation was measured in the valley at C::;�wsnest Pass 

(altitude 135Ùm) over a six month period, and for two months in mid-summér on 

Andy Good Plateau (2320m), using tipping-bucket rain gauges. Regular rain gaugcs 

were set up in these locations and on Ptolemy Plateau. These mcasurements wc re 

complemented by using precipitation data from the Sacramento storagc gauges 

network. This network was set up in the Fifties, in arder to understand the 

distribution of precipitation on the eastern slopes of the Rockics, together with the 

effect� of deforestation and reforestation, becausc of the vital rolc of this arca in 

providing recharge to 'the Prairie provinces (Curry and Mann, 1965). 

3.6 Characterisation of the springs at Crowsnest Pass 

The principal challenge that emergcd at an carly stage of the field work 

for this thesis was t0 exp lain the considerable contrasts in regime and hydrochcmistry 

between Pto!emy Spring and Crowsnest Spring. Discharge is much more variable at 

Ptolemy Spring than at Crowsnest Spring, with a lowcr maximum but much grcatcr 

baseflow at the latter (Figure 3.5). Convcrsely, chc;nographs show a grcatcr 

variabilityat Crowsnest Spring than at Ptolcmy Spring (Figures 3.12, 3.14). 

Though the rcsponse of the two springs is so different, most physical 

attributes suggest that they should be very similar. Bath arc holokarsticcxsurgcnccs. 

Flow velocities to the two springs (derived from dye traces) are csscntially idcntical 

(Figure 3.6). The stratigraphy in bath catchments is csscntiallythc sa mc (bath most! y 

wcll-bedded pure Paleozoic limestones, with mi nor amounts of dolomite and impure 

limestone: Table 2.3), and the structure is the same (stceply dipping strata). Flow 

paths should he comparable, with flow along the strike towards Crowsncst Pass from 

() 
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high-altitude inputS: The age of karstificationis the same: the karst at Crowsncst Pass 

bas been developing for abàut 85 million years since the formation of the Fmnt 
<; •• ' 

Ranges (Gadd, 1986), and radiometlicdating'has shown thal base leve! bas dropped 

little during the Pleistocene (Ford et al., 1981). 

Mean catchment altitudes are very similar. The isotope data (Table 3.10) 

suggests thal the Crowsnest Spring catchmcnt may be slightly higher in altitude, but 

the alkalinity data (Figure 3.8) suggests thal this catchment is somewhat lower in 

altitude. Further details of catchment altitude are given in Section 5.6. 

Despite ali these similarities, existing karst aquifer classification systems 

based on hydrograph or chemograph analysis would classify the aquifers of the two 

springs as being '1/ery different, without being able to offer a convincing explanation 

for this. How to explain the contrasts is the' central question of this thesis. 

The spring contrasts �nay be due to differences in conditions within the 

aquifcr (flow or storage) or at the boundariesof the aquifer (dischargeor recharge). 

Flow conditions within the aquifers must provide the explanation for the 

chemograph contrasts, since recharge to both aquifers (i.e. precipitation) bas low 

solute loads. This groundwater flow must explain the dissolution not only of 

limestone, but also of the source rock for the sulphate (Figure 3.14). 

Differences in flow velocity have often been cited as the cause of contrasts 

in both spring regimes and hydrochemistry. This usually follows the interpretation of 

Shustcr and White (1971), who explaino:d high-variance springs as being fed by 

conduit flow, while low-variancesprings were fed by diffuse flow. However, it will be 

shown in Section 4.2. 3 thal the data of Shuster and White (1971) can be simply 

cxplaincd as differences between resurgences and exsurgences, and that there is not 

nccessarily any difference in aquifer flow conditions indicated by their data. The 

hydraulics of flow in karst will be discussed in Chapter 5, and flow paths in karst 

aquifcrs will be investigated in Chapters 6 through 8. 

,, , ,  ' 
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. A �nd possibility is that stratigraphie differences are the principal cause 
:( (. 

of aquifer differences.• For instance, the sulphatt: might be derived from the Exshaw 

Shale, for it has been shown that flow paths to Crowsuest Spring ào breach the 

Exshaw Shale (F•;••e �·2). The subdued hydrograph might theo be due to restricted 

flow through the Exshaw Shale, causing the ponding ofwater above it. However, the 
' 

.
· high sulphate vahJ.es of Crowsnest Spring cannet be principally due to the fact thal 

- , :..--
it emanate•; from the Palliser aquiier, for the Palliser springs of Emerald Lake have 

low sulphat�' values (Table 3.J). Furthermore, there is no hydrogeological reason why 

water should be ponded by the Exshaw Shale, for the principal flow vector.; are on 

bedding planes and thrust faults. These flow vector.; from the Banff Formation and 

Rundle Group would be directed along the strike . towards Crowsnest Pass, with no 

need to traverse the Exshaw Shale. 

A third possibility is that the contrasts are due to storage differences, 

associa led with grea ter karstification of the Crowsnest Spring catchment. This would 

be the interpretation of the model of Mangin (1975, 1984). The similar geology and 

ti me for karst development, noted above, shed doubt upon this hypothesis. Moreover, 

it will be shawn in Sectimi 4.2.4 that the differences between the springs used by 

Mangin (1975) can be simply explained in terms of a vertical hierarchy of underflow 

and overflow springs. 

The fourth possibility is that contrasts are due to part of the dischargc 

emerging at other springs, as overflows or underflows. Occasionally, it bas been 

shawn that two or mort: springs belong to a vertical hierarchy, with the higher, 

overflow spring drying up during lov:-flow conditions, while the lower, underflow 

spring is perennial ( e.g. Smart, 1983a,b ). There are no overflows to either Ptolemy 

Spring or Crowsnest Spring. Beth springs are perennial, so it would be thought that 

underflow. springs would not be associated with either catchment. The little 

investigated propertie5 of underflows and overtlows will be discusscd in Section 4.2.1, 

and the discussion will be extended to Crowsnest Pass in Chaptcr 9. 
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The remaining possibility is that spring contrasts are due to recharge 
'� � 

differences. Bath catchments ace holokarstic, so there are no allogenic sinking 

streàms. which would provlde great contrasts in spring· response. However, surface 
� · ' ,· 

. 

overflow during snowmèlt was noted in Section 2.2.1, and this must affect the 

hydrographs at f"iélemy Spring and Crowsnest Spring. Such effects will be discussed 
'-'" .' 

in Section 4.2 and Chapter 9. 

' The causes for the contrasts between Crowsnest Spring and Ptolemy 

Spring will be explained in Chapter 10, once the characteristics of flow in karst have 

bcen thoroughly investigated in the intervening chapters. 
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Chapter 4 

The influence of boundary conditions 

on spring discharge and chemistry . 

4.1 Introduction 

The variability of discharge of karst springs is duc to the attenuation of 

precipitation, snowmelt or streamflow input to the aquifer. The attenua!ion may be 

attributed to input, output or aquifer factors, or to a combination of the three. On 

the other hand, variability in spring chemographs is a function of conr.cntration of 

dissolved ions in  precipitation, snowmclt or streamflow recharge, aquifer processes 

which modify the concentration, and of flow velocities in the aquifer. Chemographs 

are thus more difficult to interpret. 

There have been a large number of case studies of spring discharge and 

hydrochemistry in the last thirty years. Many of these have made inferences on the 

structure and behaviour of the karst aquifer, without fully considering the intluence 

of boundary factors of the aquifer on the parameters measured. The important role 

played by boundary factors will be assessed in this chapter. 

4.2 Underflow. full flow and overflow regimes 

lt was shawn by Jakucs (1959) that the nature of recharge to a karst 

aquifer is an important factor in spring responsc, with law-variance springs bcing 

associated with autogenic percolation recharge, and high-variance springs being 

associated with concentrated allogenic recharge. There appear to have bcen no 

73 
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studics spccifically of spring rcsponse to 
.. 
��rface streams which Jose a part of their. 

dischargc <:o undcrlying karst aquifcrs, though this occurs frequently, and bas been 

notcd with many rivers in France, YugoslaVia, and elsewhere ( e.g. Sweeting, 1973; 

Gospodaric and Habic, 1987; Bonacci, 1987). Spring altitude with respect to 

ncighbcuring springs can also be an{important cause of dischargc variation, though 

this too bas bccn little discussed in the litè:ature. 

Springs which fully drain an arca arc here termed full-flow springs. 

Whcrc strcams cxhibit distributary flow, thcn the lower element may be termed 

underflow and the upper clement may be tcrmed overjlow. Whcre thcre arc three 

or more springs, thcn the intcrmediatc springs are underjlow-overjlow springs. 

U ndcrtlow and overflow occur both underground and on the surface. In the former 

case, it must usually be infcrred from spring,hydrographs. In the latter case, it may 

be obvious wherc surface streams lcak part of their discharge to a karst aquifer. 

Watcr budget calculations arc helpful in determining if there may be 

ungaugcd undcrtlow springs. For instance, calculations revealed that 33% of the 

discharge from the Mcndip Hills, England is ungauged (Drew, 1975a; see Section 

4.5). In the White Peak, England, the ungauged underflow proportion is 57% 

(Table 4.1). At the White Ridgcs, Vancouver Island, it is 86% (Ecock, 1984), and 

at Dorvan, France, it is 56% (Gibert et al., 1983). At Crowsnest Pass, only 34% of 

the dischargc from the karst is to visible springs, with 31% discharging from 

aggradcd springs, and 35% rcmaining as surface runoff (Section 10.6). Thus in five 

wcll-documcnted aquifcrs ungauged discharge accounts for 33-86% of the runoff. 

Tracer tests have also shown that the streams in well-developed cave 

systems may rcsurge at aggradcd springs. Examples include the deepest known cave 

in the world (Jean Bernard, France: Maire, 1990), and the deepest known cave in 

Canada (Arctomys Cave: Thompson, 1976). 

It is difficult to charactcrise karst aquifers which have unobserved 

springs, sincc such springs may weil be undcrtlows, with different discharge a�� 

i1 

" lj 
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Table 4.1 Discharge budget for the White Peak, England (after Edmunds, 
197Î and Christopher et al., 1977) 

Discharge · m3st mlst % 
Recharge to limestone nquirer 13.5 100 

Dischnrge rrom Jimestone nquirer 
Lower Dove resurgences 1.05 
liam resurgences 0.80 
�eerbrook Sough 0.74 
Wormhill Springs 0.53 
�agpie Sough 0.47 
Bradwell Brook 0.38 
llillcar Sough 0.37 
Peaks Hole Water 0.26 
other smaller springs 0.52 
Water Authùrity abstractions 0.66* 

Total gauged discharge 5.8 5.8 43 

Ungauged discharge 7.7 57 

• This is the guaranteed (i.e. minimum) yield only, and peak abstraction rates would be 
more. 11IC �ecrbrook Sough discharge is also utiliscd. 

,, 

" •  
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)\ hydrochcmical char:ctcristics �han the observed springs. 

Such bchaviàur has beèn documented. For instance, Smart (1988b) 

_ studicd a series of about 80 karst springs over a 150m vertical range along the 

Castlcguard valley, Alberta and concluded that "the springs appear to be organised 

into a vertical hicrarchy with steady sustained flow from the lowest "underflow" 
.� !;, 

mcmbcrs, short -iived, highly variable flow f�om higher level outputs, and compÜ;te 

abandonmcnt of the highcst outlets" (see Section 11.2.1). A similar hierarchy is 

apparent at Maligne, Alberta where there are >60 springs (Smart, 1988a; Ford, 

1991) (sec Section 11 .2.2). 

At Crowsnest Pass, the five overflow springs along Emerald Cliff 

dcmonstratc sii>1_i)ar behaviour, with the highest spring flowing for the shortest 

pcriod, and permanent flow bcing sustained by sublacustrine springflow from 

Emerald Lake. There arc many other seasonal overflow springs at Crowsnest Pass. 

The cxtcnt to which these are complemented by underflow from the low altitude 

springs is discusscd in Chapter 7. 

Undcrflow and overflow springs seem to be equally important in other 

karst areas, so it is worthwhile to be able to recognise underflow, overflow and full

flow bchaviour. Overflow springs (trop pleins in French) have been widely 

rccognised in karst areas, for the cessation of flow is easily recognised. However, 

undcrtlow springs have not been widely described, and there is no term in French 

for undcrtlow (Meus, 1990). 

The simplest method of differentiating spring types is on the basis of the 

ratio betwccn maximum annual dischargc (Qx) and minimum annual discharge (Q0) 
and the proportion of time when Q>O (Table 4.2). 

... �) 
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,, - ' 0 Table 4.2 Discharge characteristics for distingùishing flow types 

QJQ. days with Q>O 

full flow high . .. ali 
undè'rflow law ali 
overflow CD fcw - ali 
underflow-overflow CD few - ali 

:01 

-

In practice, this approach is often hindered by two factors. The discharge 

record for a complete year is often unobtainable; this is especially true in the Rocky 

Mountains, where many springs are buried under severa! metres of snow in winter. 

Second, many (or perhaps most) springs are compound types, and may have minor 

underflow and overflow ccimponents which are diflicult ta identify. A more 

sophisticated approach is thus needed. 

One of the principal tools in the analysis of spring hydrographs is recession 

analysis. Recessions are divided into Iwo stages, an initial quickflow stage when 

discharge falls rapidly, followed by a baseflow stage when discharge declines 

exponentially sa that 

Q - Q e .. ' , - 0 (4.1) 

where Q0 is the baseflow at the beginning of the recession (t=O), and a is the 

recession exponent. By convention, Q is normally expressed in m3 s·'. while t is 

expressed in days. Equation 4.1 has been used in many studies of karst springs ( e.g. 

Mangin, 1975; Atkinson, 1977a; Milanovic, 1976, 1981). Baseflow usually can be 

fitted ta a single value of a, though this may vary seasonally. For instance, 

Worthington (1984c) found that five summer and fall baseflow recessions at Locust 

Spring measured by Coward (1975) fitted the equation 

Q, = 0.26 e.o.ot9t (4.2) 

-· 
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Howevcr, three winter recessions exhibit bath higher baseflow discharges and faster 

recessions, with 

Q, = 0.51 e"'w' (4.3) 

Figure 4.1 shows how six types of spring may be recognised on the basis 

of recession exponents. This interpretation is based on the assumption that recession 

form is a function of aquifer boundary factors. 1t should be noted that the 

conventional hypothesis for variation in recession exponents is that it is a function of 

aquifer differences, unless therc are obvious discrepancies such as the spring drying 

up. The question o[ aquifer differences is returned to in the conclusion of this 

chapter. 

The simplest case is a linear log-normal recession (a constant with time), 

which reflectsfullflow (Figure 4.1 - type 1). Most karst spring recession analysis bas 

made the assumption of full ' flow, though tris needs to be tested before 

interpretations are made (Ford and Williams, 1989, p195). In fact, it appears that 

full-flow karst springs are rare. for instance, Quinlan and Ewers (1989) found that 

ali but one of the 21 larger catchments in the Mammoth Cave area were drained by 

multiple springs. 

Convex log-normal baseflow recessions (a increasing with time) distinguish 

overflow springs. Almost ali overflow springs that have been recogn : .. ed are of type 

2 in Figure 4.1, with a minimum a;1nual discharge of zero. Such sprin�r. are rarely 

monitored, though Smart (1983a,b) studied severa! examples. Perennial overflow 

springs t.re also possible (Figure 4.1 - type 3), though it seems that most authors 

cquate overflow springs solely with lack of permanency. 

Underflow springs are of two types. The first is characterised by the 

absence, or loss, of quickflow (Figure 4.1 - type 4A). This may be called a losing or 
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o. > q. 
o. = q. 48 a: constant 
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Figure 4.1 Recession exponents as an indicator or aquirer boundory conditions 
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high-stage underflow. Maximum discharge is controlled by a constriction close to the 

output. At high stages, the water leve! in the conduit upstream of the constriction 

backs up Ûntil an overflow is found. This thereafter provides a constant head to the 

constriction, and bence a constant discharge, resulting in the "plateau". Where 

plateau discharge is Iess than minimum catchment discharge, then a constant discharge 

hydrograph will result (Figure <n - type 4B). 

The second type of underflow is characterised by a concave log-normal 

base�o.; recession (a decreasing with time) (Figure 4.1 - type 5). This may be called 

a gaining or low-stage underflow, as a normal full-flow recession is supplemented by 

underflow. The underflow could be from an external source (a surface stream leaking 

into its bed) or from an internai source (leakage from other cave streams). 

·The remaining type of karst spring is the underflow-overflow spring. The 

simplest form is shawn in Figure 4.1 - type 6). 

The variety in recession form shawn in Figure 4.1 encompasses ali the 

differences found ii,._;,.arst springs, so that it could be argued that ali spring variance c _  

is due to boundary factors, and none to aquifer variance. To test this hypothesis, the 

· boundary factors will be examined of examples from live of the most influential and 

best-studied karsts. 

The karst in Slovenia, Yugoslavia has been called the Classical Karst 

(Sweeting, 1973), and is the type area for karst. Yugoslavia probably has the most 

extensively studied karst hydrogeology ( e.g. Herak, 1972; Milanovic, 1976, 1981; 

Torbarov, 1976; Gospodaric and Habic, 1976; Bonacci, 1987), though much of the 

information bas not been published in English. 

Th.e V alles - San Luis Potosi area, Mexico bas three of the Iargest karst 

springs in the world (Fria, Coy, Mante), the deepest spring explored by diving 

(Mante, -280m), long groundwater flow distances (::::200km), as well as spectacular 
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surface karst which includes the deepest shaft in the world (El S6tano del Barro). 

The hydrology and hydrochemistry of this area was studied by Fish (1977). 

The remaining three areas have given rise to sorne of the most influential 

ideas on karst aquifers (see White, 1988, p171-192; Ford and Williams, 1989, p193-

218). They are the Mendip Hills, England (Ford, 1965; Drew, 1975a; Newson, 1971; 

Smith and Newson, 1974; Smith et al., 1976; Atkinson, 1977; Friederich and Smart, 
' 

1981; Stanton and Smart, 1981), three springs in Ariège, France (Mangin, 1975, 

1984), and severa! springs in central Pennsylvania, USA (Shuster and White, 1971; 

Jacobson and Langmuir, 1974). 

In the following discussion, three axioms of karst groundwater flow will be 

used. First, each overflow stream or spring has a complementary underflow stream 

or spring, and vice versa. Second, any surface stream on karst either !oses water ta, 

or gains water from groundwater, or frequently bath. Third, hydraulic gradients 

ensure that at !east sorne groundwater flow emerges at the lowest outcrop point of 

the catchment ( except in coastal aquifers, where the dc.!nser seawater will limit 

freshwater flow depth). 

4.3 Springs of the Dinaric karst. Yugoslavia 

Studies of the Dinaric mountains of Yugoslavia have had a profourd 

influence on karst studies, giving such terms as doline, polje, and karst to the 

discipline. Groundwater flow is generally south towards the Adriatic, or north, 

towards the Sava, a tributary of the Danube. Karstic springs such as Trebi�njica, 

Buna, Ljubljanica, Ombla and Ruda are amongst the largest in the world (Ford and 

Williams, 1989, p155). 

The Dinaric mountains are characterised by rugged topography with no 

surface flow, interspersed with poljes which often have large surface rivers. Dye 
' 
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tracing and discharge measurements bas shawn that most of these rivers gradually sink 

into their beds, and thal groundwater flow is often divergent, to different springs from 

the same stretch of river. Well-documented examples include Glamoéko, Popovo and 

NikSi�ko poljes (Herak, 1972), and Cerkn�ko, l.o�ko and Planina poljes 

(Gospodarie and Habie, 1976). Discharge !osses can equal the flow of the larges! 

springs. For instance, the Treb�njica River in Popovo Polje !oses up to 130m3s"1 in 

sinks along its river bed along a 70km stretch of the river (Milanovi�, 1981). The 

largest sprirrg receiving leakage from the Trebi�njica River is Ombla Spring. This 

, spring exhibits sustained discharge with a low a (0.0058) at low stages, which 

corresponds to type 5 in Figure 4.1. This could simply be a function of sustained 

recharge from the Trebi�njica River, rather than be a function of a sustained aquifer 

recession, as Milanovic (1981) inferred. 

It is difficult to fully characterise groundwater llow towards the Adriatic, 

for unmonitored submarine springs play an important rolc. On the other band, this 

problem is absent in the Sava catchment, which drains eastward to the Danube. The 

most important springs in tlie Sava catchment are the Ljubljanica springs, with a mean 

discharge (Qœ) of 39m3s"1• The following is based upon a major cooperative study 

culminating in the simultaneous injection of 14 !racers, with subsequent recovery at 

20 springs (Gospodaril! and Habil!, 1976). 

The Ljubljanica springs are spread over a distance of Skm. They can be 

split geographically into four groups. The most important, with 57% of the discharge 

is a 1 100m long linear array of springs which feed the Velika Ljubljanica and Lubija 

Rivers. Precise altitude measurements (±0.01m or better) and Q., Q= and Q. for 

eight springs during a 43 day period are given in Hribar (1976). A ninth spring was 

almost always dry; this was the highest spring, at an altitude of 292.8m. The ratios 

QjQ=, QJQ. and QjQ. al! show a positive correlation with altitude. However since 
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c_� O. for the two highest of the eight monitored springs is zero, it is more useful in this 

case to use QJQm. 

Figure 4.2 shows spring altitude and QjQm for these eight springs. The 

. :: vertical separation between the highest and lowcst spring is only 1.53m, yet QjQ. 

varies by a factor of four. This is an impressive demonstration of the effect that 

minute spring altitude differences can have on spring hydrographs, with the lowest 

underflow (#41) varying little (Figure 4.1, type 4), while the highest overflows (#24, 

45, 44) vary most, with ali these drying up in law flow conditions (Figure 4.1, type 2). 

Six of the springs in Figure 4.2 show a near-perfect exponential 

correlation: 

QjQm = 1.39 • 2.66" (n = 6, r = 0.995) (4.4) 

where H is the altitude above the lowest spring (#41). This suggests that ali six 

springs are connected by well-developed flooded conduits. The slightly anomalous 

ratios of springs 21 and 42 could be due to vadose passage bc.:tween the main conduits 

and the springs, amounting to an altitude drop of 0.28m for spring 21, and 0.12m for 

spring 42. These altitude differences are shawn as 21-21A and 42-42A in Figure 4.2. 

The dye tracing demonstrates rapid flow to ali springs (mean ve!ocity vm 

= 0.05m s'1). However, contrasts in dye velocity and concentration show that they are 

not fed by a single conduit with distributaries to ali springs. Instead there must be a 

complex tributary-distributary network of conduits (Gospodari� and Habi�. 1976). 

The Ljubljanica study shows that catchment output boundary factors 

(spring altitude in this case) can be the main determinant of spring hydrograph form. 

Conversely, the response of Ombla Spring may be dominatcd by input boundary 

factors (leakage rate from the TrebiSnjica River). In bath cases, the large catchments 

and complex hydrogeology make spring hydrograph interpretation difficult. 
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4.4 Valles • San Luis Potosi region. Mexico 

Fish (1977) investigated the large karst springs of part of the Sierra Madre 

Oriental in northemMexico. These included Fric (Q., = 28 ml s'1), Coy (Q., = 24 mls· 

1), Huichihuayân (Q,. = 10-20 ml s'1), San Juanito (Q., = 10-20 ml s'1), Mante (Q., = 

12 ml s'1), Chey (Q,. = 5 ml s'1), Media Luna (Q., = 4.5 ml s'1) and Santa Clara (Q., = 

4 ml s'1). Ail of these except Media Luna are situated at or close tc the eastern 

boundary of the mountains. Water balance estimates indicated drainage distances of 

up tc 200km. Sorne surface rivers cross the catchment area, losing underflow tc the 

karst. For instance, the Rio Verde at Tanlacut has a surface catchment area of 

6039km%, a mean discharge of 7.6mls·1, but a minimum discharge of nil. However, 
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60km further upstream, annual discharges sometimes exceed the discharge nt:' 

Tanlacut (Fish, 1977, p128). 

FlSh (1977) found elevated temperatures and high sulphate concentrations 

in many of the springs. He reasoned that the flow of these springs had been in 

contact with anhydrite deposits buried > 1km below the surface under folded platform 

and reef limestones (Figure 4.3). Furthermore, Mante is a vauclusian spring, which 

has been dived tc a depth of 270m and which continues tc descend steeply beyond 

this point. Severa! large fossil springs have aise been found, with similar deep 

vauclusian characteristics. The principal examples are Hoya de Zimapân (295m 

deep), Cueva de la Ceiba (195m deep), and Cueva del Nacimiento del Rio Chey, a 

fossil resurgence which rises vertically for 100m above the present Chey spring. 

The springs at the eastern boundary of the arca may be divided into two 

groups, with Coy and Mante being the lowest springs in the southern and northern 

groups, respectively. High-sulphate springs have high temperatures, law QJQ., and 

an altitude close tc 'he lowest springs. Low-sulphate springs generally have law 

temperature, high QJQ., and are located seme tens of metres higher than the base· 

level springs (Table 4.3). Fish (1977) concluded thal the law-altitude, high-sulphate 

springs receive water from two sources, a deep long-distance circulation, and a shallow 

more local flow. On the ether band, the low-sulphate springs receive only shallow 

local flow (Figure 4.3). 

The range in discharges suggests that the springs are part of two 

underflow-overflow hierarchies, with Coy and Mante being the lowest members of 

each spring group. Furthermore, even as a set they are not full-flow springs, for there 

is considerable surface overflow from the catchment. 
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Figure 4.3 Cross-section of the Sierra Madre Oriental and El Abra Ranges, 
Mexico, (after Fish, 1917). The topography is shawn at latitude 22•N. ln the El Abra 
Range, the topography at 22•N is shawn by a dotted line. while the solid line represents the 
topography 25km funher nonh at Hoya de Zimapân (a fossil phreatic conduit). Names in 
brackets represent locations ·not exactly on the line of the section. Coy spring is one of the 
largest springs in the world, with a mean discharge of 24 m's·'; it is located in platform facies 
El Ab ra Limestone, which forms a 3 km' inlier in shale. At this spring and at El Choy spring 
there is a large positive water balance, which shows that the major groundwater vectors must 
be below the 20km wide impermeable outcrop in the Valles valley. This flow is driven by a 
hydraulic gradient <0.001. The deep flow paths are indicated by high spring temperatures, 
and are characterised by high sulphate values. 
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Table 4.3 Major karst springs of the Valles - San Luis Potosi platfoma, 
Mexico (data from Fish, 1977) 

so;- Temp. Q.,/Q� o. Ait. Ait.' 
max. max. ml s·t mls�t rn rn 
mgr' •c 

high sulphote 

Coy 836 24.6 1.87 15 3 1  0 

Mante 535 26.5 1.87 8 80 0 

Cboy 445 26.4 2.8 2.5 35 4 
Agua Ciara . 5"C!t> :z.�-o 2.·"2. � 1 2.  

·': : 

medium sulphate 

Frfo 180 23 :1-4 6 90 10 

Pimienta 300 22.5 .. 0 105 74 

low sulphate 

Sa binas 12 21 54 0.3 160 80 

San Juanito 5 19.6 (20) 1 100 69 

Huicbihuayân 4 20 24 100 69 
Santa Clara (7) 24 15 0.3 75-100 44-69 

• altitude in metres above lowest regional karst spring (Coy for the southern El Abr&, and 
Mante for the nortbern El Abra) 
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The Mendips are an isolated range of hills rising above the Somerset 

Levels, a former marsh just above sea leve!. They are principaliy composed of 

limestone, and percolation water mak<'.s up 74-100% of the discharge of the various 

karst springs (Drew, 1975a). 

Newson (1971) studied total hardness in streams sinking into caves, in 

percolation water and in spring waters, and found that spring total hardness could be 

cxpresscd in terms of a simple two-component mixing madel For instance, Rickford 

Spring received 1-15% sinking stream water of calculatt;d mean hardness 124 mg 1'1 
mixed with 85-99% percolation water of calculated mean hardness 288 mg 1"1• 
Furthermore, the coefficient of variation of hardness (CVH) of different springs was 

round tc be a function of the average sinking stream component of resurgence 

discharge. 

The factors causing spring variability have not hcen definitively studied in 

the Mendips. Drew (1975) suggested thal spring variability was greater for springs 

with a Iarger percentage of their catchments fed by sinking streams. Underflow 

/overflow differences aise seem ta be important. The evidence for this is threefold. 

First, ten sinking streams have been tested by tracers ta more than one spring (Drew, 

1975; Atkinson, 1977a). Second, severa! springs have known overtlows (e.g. Ashwick 

Higher, Ashwick Lower, Cheddar: Drew 1970b, 1975b). Third, at !east one spring 

(Langford: Smith and Newson, 1974) dries up during droughts, indicating there must 

be an underflow component. Fourth, and most important is the indication of 

underflow that cornes from water balance calculations (Drew, 1975a). 

Drew computed a water budget for the whole of the Mendip Hills for 

1969, and found that measured spring discharge accounted for only 67% of the 

aquifer recharge. He offered two explanations. There could be local underflow ta 
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fluvioglacial deposits adjacent to the Mendips. Alt:ernatively, or additionally, there 

could be deep groundwater flow. He cited borehole evidence from areas close to the 

Mendips and freshwater springs in the Bristol Channel around the islands of 

Steepholme and Aatholme to support this. Furthermore. deep karstic flow bas been 

shawn to exist from the northem shore of the Bristol Channel. where the Great 

Spring in a submarine railway tunnel bas a mean discharge of 860 1 s·' (Drew, Newson 

and Smith. 1970). 

The putative underflow loss from the Mendips karst casts doubt on 

existing hydrogeological interpretations of flow. For instance, the water budget 

calculations of Drew (1975a) indicate the Cheddar catchment may be 55krn', rather 

than the 39km' calculated by Atkinson (1977), with the difference being represented 

by ungauged underflow. If this is true. then quicktlow to known springs in the 

Cheddar catchment would represent about 36% of runorr. rather than the 50-54% 

calculated by Atkinson (1977). 

The evidence from the Mendip Hills th us suggcsts that variation in spring 

chemographs is principally a function of input boundary factors (sinking stream or 

percolation). On the ether band, contrasts between spring hydrographs may be due 

to input boundary factors (sinking streams or percolation). and overflow/underflow 

both within the aquifer and at the outputs. 

4.6 Karst springs of Nittany Valley. Pennsylvania, USA 

The Nittany Valley area is composed of dolomites and limestones, 

interbedded with siliciclastic strata. Structural dips arc stecp (> 15°), so that 

groundwater flow is principally strike-oriented towards the surface streams which eut 

across the strata. 

,, -: · .  
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Shuster and White found the karst springs to be of two contrasting types 

(Shuster and White, 1971). Six springs with low variability in chemistry, temperature 

and discharge bad a median Q-JQ. of 6.7. Seven other springs bad high variability in 
chemistry, temperature and discharge, with a median Q-JQ. of 20 (Shuster and White, 

1971). The low-variability springs were "located in mid-valley areas. They receive 

water primarily from these areas, and via deeper and distant groundwater flow 

patterns" (Jacobson and Langmuir, 1974, p263). The high-variability springs are 

"normally near the foot of major sandstone-shale ridges along strike from a sinking 

stream" (Jacobson and Langmuir, 1974, p262). 

The coefficient of variation of hardness (CVH) was used by ShtiSter and 

White (1971) as the principal statistical parameter for distinguishing the two sets, with 

the values for the law- and high-variability springs being 2% and.23% re:.pectively. 

Shuster and White (1971) attributed the differences .betwccn the two types as being 

duc to aquifer contrasts (diffuse flow or conduit_ flow). However, in the Mendip Hills 
� -

··:r-

(SCe Section 4.5), and in Scotland, Ireland and Wales, NeY.-son (1971) found a strong 

correlation bctween CVH and aquifer boundary factors (i.e. percolation or sinking 
..::.::.·. �· 

stream input). This relationship might be anticipated. Sinking stream water is highly 

variable in discharge and temperature, and sometimes in chemistry as weil, and will 

pass through a short underground flow route with little change in any of these 

parameters. On the other band, percolation water may have a residence lime of 

severa( months in the sail zone, and so will become homogenized with respect to 

isotopie composition, temp·�rature, and chemical composition (Drew, 1970a; Pitty et 

al., 1979; Friederich and Smart, 1981; Gunn, 1983; Y ange et al., 1985). 

The relationship between CVH and aquifer boundary factors is shawn in 

Figure 4.4 for the combined data sets fmm the aforementioned papers, together with 

other results from England (Ternan, 1972; Pitty, 1974), Mexico (Fish, 1977);:wales 

(Ede, 1972), France (Bakalowicz, 1979; Delannoy, 1983), the USA (Hess and White, 
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Figure 4.4 Relationship between coefficient or variation or hardness and 
proportion or concentrated recharge to karst aquifers 
The data sets are explained in the text 

1989), and Alberta (this thesis). The alpine and Mexican data are clearly anomalous, 

while linear regression of the temperate data gives 

C = 0.27 R + 4.1 (n = 36; r = 0.76) (4.5) 

where C is the CVH, and R is the % of recharge to the karst aquifer that is 

concentrated in streams. 

Drew (1970b) and Drake and Harmon (1973) studied both sinking strea!!'.s 

and springs, and found input hydrochemistry to be an important factor in spring 

response. This concept is reinforced by Figure 4.4. The sinking streams in Gower 

(Wales), Clare (Ireland) and Sutherland (Scotland) flow off carbonate-poor 
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catchments, so that chemical contrasts between allogenic and autogenic components 

of the catchments are high. ·:, and so the CVH values for these springs are somewhat 

greater than recession line values. 

The high CVH values of the anomalous alpine and Mexican data in Figure 

4.4 also refl�ct mixing of different water types. In these cases, the coefficient of 

variation of bicarbonate (CVB) and of sulphate (CVS) help to show the character of 

the different water types (Table 4.4). It will be shown in Chapters 9 and 10 that the 

high CVB at Ptolemy Spring and Crowsnest Spring represents the mixing of low

altitude and high-altitude :ovater, and the high CVS represents the mixing of dynamic 
.

-
' 

1 

phreatic and nothephreatic water. Fish (1977) similarly explained the variance of 

Choy and other Mexican exsurgences in terms of the mixing of local low-temperature 

calcium bicarbonate waters with distant thermal calcium bicarbonate plus sulphate 

waters. 

Though Figure 4.4 suggests that most of the CV'rl variance may be due 

to input differences (sinking stream or percolation), these are probably complemented 

by underflow and overflow at the output of the aquifer. The mean altitude of the 

high-variability · �rings of Shuster and White (1971) is 40m higher than the low

variability spring:;. Moreover, aU seven high-variability springs are situated above local 

base level; there must be sorne groundwater flow along the strike to the transverse 

base-level creeks (Spring Creek and Juniata River; axiom 3, p81). Groundwater 

gradients downstream of the springs of 0.0011-�.0066 should be enough to cause 

significant underflow over the 5-30km distances to Spring Creek and Juniata River, 

where they should emerge as low-variability springs. Jacobson and Langmuir (1974) 

studied 19 springs in the Spring Creek area, and found a number of low-variability 

springs at low altitude along Spring Creek. 

The evidence from Nittany Valley thus supports the hypothesis that spring 

hydro:0gy and hydrochemistry are principally a function of boundary factors. 
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Table 4.4 
, springs 

Variation in anion concentrations in uriderflQ-,y and overflow 
, ,  
, , 

Coefficient of variat�IÎ of 

c, ,,  

total bicarbonate sulphate 
i l  j: hard ness 

'".:,::_;:-
n (CVH) (CVB) (CVS) 

% % % 

Crowsnest Pass 

Crowsnest Spring 15 2 1 . 1  1 1.6 50.5 
Ptolemy Spring 15 21.9 22.2 35.8 

Pennsylvania, USA (Jacobson & Langmuir, 1974) 

Rock Spring 36 26.0 28.6 12.7 
Thompson Spring 30 4.8 2.7 17.8 

Indiana, USA (Bassett, 1976; Krothe & Libra, 1983) 

Orangeville 36 29 24 75 
· White R. freshwater spr. 4 62 37 69 
White R. mineral spr. 4 25 13 29 

El Abra, Mexico (Fish, 1977) 

Choy 22 42.2 7.3 83 

Coy I l  55.2 15.3 78.5 
Frio 4 23.9 8.2 48.6 

Tananchin 4 48.0 15.6 77.0 
Taninul sulphur pool 8 8.6 8.0 19.9 

Dorvan, France (Gibert et al., 1983) 

Cormoran 34 33 3.1 56 

Pissoir 29 9.5 12.4 24 

Note: 
The Crowsnest data are discharge-weighted values from April-September 1986. The 
annual CVH from 1985-1986 is 33% for Crowsnest Spring and 24% for Ptolemy Spring 
(Table 3.8). 
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Hydrochemistry is largely controlled by input differences (Drake and Hannon, 1973), 
: . . 

while discharge may be a function of the averai! groundwater flow, of which 

underflow and overflow springs are complementary parts. 

4. 7 Karst springs of Ariège, France 

Thr.:e karstic springs in Ariège, France have been studied over a period 

of years by Mangin (1975, 1984), Bakalowicz (1979), and ethers. The principal 

characteristics-'of the springs are given in Table 4.5. 

Table 4.5 Characteristics of Aliou, Le Baget and Fontestorbes Springs, 
Ariège (arter Mangin, 1975, 1984) 

Aliou Le Bagct Fontes tarbes 

catchment arca (km') 1 1.93 13.25 85 
kars tic % of catchment 80 67 83 
mean catchment altitude (rn) 931 . 923 1295 
spring altitude (rn) 441 498 510 
mean discharge 1970-1979 (m3 s'1) 0.484 0.552 2.418 

The discharge response of the three springs is very different. Figure 4.5a 

shows the three most sustained recessions studied by Mangin ( 1975). Bath specifie 

discharge maxima and baseflow recession indices (ex) are highest for Aliou, 

intermediate for Le Baget, and lowest for Fontestorbes. 

These contrasts were explained by Mangin (1975, 1984) as being due to 

storage differences between the three catchments. However, they could equally be 

due to overflow and underflow. Recession idices for the last 60 days of the 1970 
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Figure 4.5 Summer recessions of Fontestorbes, Le Baget, und Aliou springs, 
Ariège, Frunce 
u) guuged Dow ussuming fixed catchments giving un unnual wuter 
balance (Fontestorbes 86km', Le Haget 13km', Aliou 12km': aCter 

· Mangin, 1975) 
b) assuming rJXed catchments of 40km' for Fontestorbes, 13km' for Le 
Baget, and 5km' for Allou, but Willi an underflow loss or 15km' for 
Aliou, and an underflow gain or 700ls·' for Fontestorbes. 

, ·  , ,  
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recession (days 86-146) are given in Table 4.6. 

Table 4.6 BaseDow recession indices for Aliou, Le Baget and Fontestorbes 
Springs, Ariège in 1970 (data from Mangin, 1975) 

period 

August 1 1  - October 10 
August 1 1  - September 10 
September 10 - October 10 '· 

'..': . 

baseflow recession index (a) 
Aliou Le Baget Fontestorbes 

0.022 
0.017 
0.027 

0.0088 
0.0089 
0.0087 

0.0019 
0.0024 
0.0015 

The increasing a of Aliou over time suggests th at it is a perennial overflow 

spring (Figure 4.1, type 3). The constant a of Le Baget suggests that it is a full-flow 

spring (Figure 4.1, type 1). The increasing a of Fontestorbcs suggests thal it is a law

stage underflow spring (Figure 4.1, type 5). 

Le Baget and Aliou are adjacent catchments, and beth share flow from the 

Balagué polje with a third catchment (Plamicou). A dye test carried out when the 

polje was flooded for a month resulted in dye recoveries at both Plamicou and Le 

Baget. There is no reason to suppose that discharge vectors would be identical at 

high and at low flow; thus there are presumably overflow/ underflow effects from this 

polje. 

U pstream from the main gauging point at Le Baget, the re are three 

overflow springs, which flow for about 25, 60 and 110 days a year (Mangin, 1975, 

p548). Downstream from the gauging point seme of the water sinks into the 

streambed and resurges at Alas Spring. The hydraulic gradient along the strike in the 

karstic limestone from the main stage recorder at Le Baget Spring to Alas Spring is 
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0.016 (Mangin, 1975). From axiom 3 (p81), there must be sorne karst groundwatcr 

underflow along the strike which bypasses the Baget gauging point. 

There are no visible overflow or underflow springs in the Aliou 

catchment. However, there could be unnoticed underflow downstream of the spring 

into the alluvium of the valley. Alternatively, there could be underflow to 

neighbouring karst catchments such as Le Baget, Plamicou or Arbas. 

The Fontestorbes catchment is much larger than the othcr two. 

Fontestorbes Spring is situated at the faulted contact between the kars tic limestoncs 

and maris, close to a low-gradient river, so underflow below Fontestorbes is unlikcly 

to be significant. · 

Mangin (1975) noted the complex nature of recharge to the catchment. 

There are ungauged overflow springs in the Frau Gorge which flow when discharge 

at Fontestorbes exceeds 4 m3 s·1 (making Fontestorbes a Type 4 spring). However, 

wh en Fontestorbes discharge exceeds 5.2 m3 s·1, th en il receives surface overflow from 

the Montaillou catchment (adding a Type 2 component to Fontestorbes). 

But Fontestorbes is the westernmostofthree major springs of the 230km2 

Sault karst, the other Iwo being Aiguo Niret in the centre and Font Maure in the 

east. Aiguo Niret is the highest of the three (630m), and is an overflow, ceasing to 

flow between July and the first floods of win ter (Mangin, 1986). The complementary 

underflow to Aiguo Ni ret (axiom 1, p81) must emerge at Font Maure (which is lower 

than Fontestorbes) and/or at Fontestorbes (which is closer than Font Maure). This 

th en adds a Typr; 5 component to Fontestorbes. 
i 

These corn pl ex hydrogeological possibilities suggest th at these thrce karst 

springs may be much more complicated than the simple assessment at Aliou as a 

perennial overflow spring, Le Baget as a full-flow spring, and Fontestorbes as a low

stage plus high-stage underflow. However, this assessment may be truc as a first 

approximation. 
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The summer recessions for the three springs in 1970 are shown in Figure 

4.5a. If it is assumed thal the three catchments produce similar baseflow recessions, 

th en pattern-matching can be used to calculate underfloW and overflow components 

(Figure 4.5b ). This pattern matching shows thal underflow and overflow differences 

may be resp�msible for the majority of the hydrograph differences in Ariège. 

4.8 Conclusion 

It follows from the three axioms of karst groundwater flow on page 81 

that full-flow springs only occur in catchments where there are no overflow spring.;, 

where the spring is at the lowest topographie position in the catchment, and where 

there are no surface streams in the catchment which bypass the spring. The above 

analysis of four examples has shown that full-flow karst springs may be rare, and that 

spring discharges (and hydrochemistry) can be largely explained in terms of aquifer 

boundary conditions. 

On the other hand, Shuster and White (1971) attributed the contrasts 

betwcen the two spring types in Pennsylvania principallyto flowvelocity (diffuse flow 

versus conduit tlow). Conversely, in Ariège, Mangin (1975, 1984) attributed spring 

contrasts to storage differences. Neither of these hypotheses is easy to falsify as the 

proposed differences lie hidden within karst massifs. However, in the absence of 

supporting evidence for either of these hypotheses of aquifer differences, it is 

perhaps simpler to apply Ockham's Razor and assume that contrasts in the hydrology 

and hydrochemistry of karst springs are due to the observable contrasting boundary 

factors. 

The next chapter will look inside karst aquifers rather than at their 

boundarics, and identify their essential hydraulic characteristics. 
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Chapter 5 

The hydraulics of karstic groundwater flow 

5.1 Introduction 

There are three approaches to the study of the hydraulics of karst 

groundwater flow. The first is to assume that the karst behaves as a diffuse flow 

aquifer. It can then be modelled using traditional methods such as drawdown tests 

in wells (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). This technique has been the standard method 

used in applied studies in North America, though recently there have been sorne 

changes following scathing criticism from sorne karst hydrogcologists ( e.g. Quinlan and 

Ewers, 1986). 

The second approach considers that cave conduits are the principal vectors 

for groundwater flow, and uses vadose or drained phreatic conduits as analogues for 

present flow. This method uses passage morphology ( e.g. scallops, cross-sectional 

shape) and topography (slope, direction, bifurcation) to infer past hydraulics (e.g. 

Lauritzen, 1982; Gale, 1984). Such information has thcn been extrapolatcd to explain 

how caves have formed (see Chapter 6). The principal problcms are the 
c�.L 

interpretation of the features studied, in the small sample size uscd, which may be 
" 

unrepresentative of the whole aquifer. 

The third approach studies modern water flow in phreatic conduits. 

Recent cave exploration by scuba divers has begun to show the cxtent of flooded 

conduits, which appear to be of overwhelming importance in karst drainage (see 

Section 8.3). Spring monitoring and water level studies provide an indirect approach 

to modelling hydraulics (e.g. Atkinson, 1977a; Smart, 1988a). The direct approach of 

99 
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scuba diving into the conduits is bath dangerous and arduous; data collected may be 

of law precision, but it will of high accuracy because modem hydraulic relationships 

will be observed ( e.g. Lauritzen et aL, 1985). This latter study found that the scallops 

in one Norwegian conduit represented the highest 2% of flows or less; hitherto, it bad 

been assumed that scallops represent mean discharge, which may be an arder of 

magnitude less. 

The theme that bas emerged from most of the studies using the second 

and third approaches is that there is a wide variation in such basic hydraulic 

parameters as flow velocity and hydraulic gradient, but that such variation is 

essentially unpredictable. The following review will compare the tracing results at 

Crowsnest with other studies, and derive sorne fondamental relationships, showing 

that conduit velocity is predictable. 

5.2 Diffuse flow and conduit flow 

Perhaps the most useful and widely used paramcter thal may be measured 

from the surface for characterising karstic groundwater flow is velocity. 

Measurements fall into two categories in karst areas. The commonly used method 

where bore hales are available is ta undertake recharge or drawdown tests (Freeze and 

Cherry, 1979). The second method is ta undertake tracer or flood pulse tests 

between an input sinkpoint ar.d one or more resurgences (Ashton, 1966). 

Occasionally, these may be supplemented by in-cave studies using stable isotopes ( e.g. 

Atkinson, 1984; Yonge et aL, 1985}, tracers (e.g. Friederich and Smart, 1981, 1982), 

or discharge and hydrochemical differences (e.g. Pitty, 1968; Gunn, 1983). 

The spectrum of flow velocities in karst covers about ten orders of 

magnitude (Figure 5.1). This large range can be subdivided into two modes of flow. 

Sail, seepage and subcutaneous flow velocities are < 10'3ms·1• This flow is laminar, 
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Figure 5.1 Flow velocity in karstic terrains 
Data from Friederic" and Smart, 1981 (Mendips, England); Yonge et al., 1985 
(Ozarks, USA); Harr, 1977 (Oregon, USA); Smith et al., 1976 (UK); Kiraly, 1975 
(Switzerland); Atkinson, 1984 (Yorkshire, Engla_nd); Hobbs and Sman, 1988 (Beacon 
Hill, England); Even et al., 1986 (lsrael); Brucker et al., 1972 (Kentucky, USA); 
Worthington, 1990 (West Virginia, USA); Denes & Szilagyl, 1989 (Baradla Barlang, 
Hungary); Stanton and Smart, 1981 (Banwell, Longwood, Cuthbens: En gland); UBSS, 
1969 (Poulnagollum, Eire); BOgli, 1980 (HOlloch, Switzerland); Quinlan and Ewers, 
1989 (Parker Cave, USA); this thesis (Ptolemy, Crowsnest); Song, 1986 (Baoyan, 
China); Sman, 1988a (Maligne, Alberta); Komatina, 1984 (Caprazlije, Yugoslavia); 
Sman, 1988b (Met Sink - Castleguard Big Springs, Alberta); Lauritzen, 1985 
(Jordtulla, Norway). 

Note: 1) K from well data has been converted to velocity, assuming a hydraulic gradient of 
0.001. 
2) Figures in parentheses represent the number of tracer tests. The indicated velocity 
range only represents velocities measured by these tests, except at Ptolemy Spring and 
Jordtulla, where dotted !ines represent calculated extrapolations to measured Q. and 
Q,. Q. at Jordtulla is zero, so minimum velocity is zero. 
3) The velocity at mean discharge is shown where available (at Banwell, Longwood, 
Cuthberts, Ptolemy Spring, Crowsnest Spring, Maligne and Jordtulla). 
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through pores and narrow fissures, and can be characterised by Darcy's Law 

Q = -K A dh!dl (5.1) 

where Q is the discharge, K is the hydraulic conductivity, dh/dl is the hydraulic 

gradient, ind A is the cross-sectional area. There is voluminous literature on Darcy 

flow, and computer modelling of Darcy flow in homogeneous rocks has met with 

considerable success (e.g. Freeze and Cherry, 1979; Domenico and Schwartz, 1990). 

, !..aminar flow through fissures is described by the Hagen-Poiseuille 

, equation 

Q = 71' p g r4 S / 8 17 (5.2) 

where p is the tluid density, and 17 is the dynamic viscosity of .the tluid. The Hagen

Poiseuille equation has been used in modelling the early stages of tlow in karst 

terrains (e.g. Thrailk.ill, 1968; Smith et al., 1976). 

Burdon and Papakis (1963) introduced the term diffuse circulation for 

Darcy tlow through pores and fissures in karst, differentiating il from the second 

mode of flow, concentrated circuiation. White and Schmidt (1966) adopted the now 

more commonly used terms diffuse flow and conduit flow. Conduit flow takes place 

in conduits >5-10mm in diameter (White and I..ongyear, 1962), where veloc.ities 

generally exceed 10''rns·•, and so flow is usually turbulent. In bath open channels and 

flooded conduits, flow can be described by the Darcy-Weisbach equation 
' ,  

Q = (8gRSN/f)(J.5 (5.3) 

where R is the hydraulic radius of the passage ( = area 1 wetted perimeter), g is the 

acceleration due to gravity, S is the slope of the hydraulic gradient ( =dh/dl), A is the 

passage cross-sectional area, and f is the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor. The lack of 

data and the perceived variability of these parameters has hiridered the modelling of 
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karst aquifers using the Darcy-Weisbach equation, except for short sections of conduit 

( e.g. Gale, 1984), or for the one cave intensively studied by scuba divers (Lauritzen 

et al., 1985). However, sufficient data bas new been published so that the demains 

of these variables can be identified more precisely than has been possible in the past. 

Each of the five variables in the Darcy-Weisbach equation (v"-�gcity, discharge, area, 

hydraulic gradient, friction factor) will new �Mio--1ined. / ..•. . 

5.3 The Darcy-Weisba�h equation 

5.3.1 Velocity 

Most general reviews of flow velocities in karst have stressed its variability. 

For instance, Gaspar (1987, p68) stated "the vclocity mcasured along a flow profile 

is a local characteristic, specifie to the karst network undcr study, which can by no 

means be applied to the karst volume as a whole". This vicwpoint has been supported 

by almost ali tracer studies. 

Most velocity data in karst aquifers has come from tracer studies. Y et the 

fundamental aim of tracer ·studies over the last century has been to cstablish flow 

routes rather than flow velocities. The velocity data derivcd from these studies bas 

usually been restricted to one value per route. Such single values arc thcn used to 

characterise the velocity of thal route. Where repeat tracing bas shown variability in 

velocity, this bas sometimes been laken as indicating measuremcnt errer (see book 

review by Quinlan, 1986). 

However, the great variation in di>charge of karst springs (e.g. Figure 3.5) 

described in the following section causes an equally great variation in velocity, since 

most conduits are flooded (Figure 3.6; Section 7.7). Thus, characterising karst 

groundwater velocities by single dye traces is as invaLd as characterising karst spring 

discharges by single measurements (see Figure 3.6). 
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In arder to allow comparisons to be made between karst systems, Stan ton 

(1981) suggcsted that velocities in cave conduits could be expressed as a standard 

travel time, the travel time for a tracer during mean resurgence discharge. Perhaps 

a more useful parameter is standard velociry, the velocity at mean resurgence 

discharge. This has a direct rather than inverse relationship with discharge, and allows 

casy comparison between data sets and with parameters such as ,�ediment entrainment 

vclocities. 

The velocity in cave conduits may be derived by rearranging the Darey

c,Weisbach equation to give 
. / · · ,,r--., 

._ .. 
--

v = (8gRS/f)05 (5.4) 

This is not very useful in practice, as R, S and f are poorly known. With time, 

solution will increase the value of R, so thal in theory v should drop, as long as Q is 

constant. This corresponds with the proposition by White ( 1988) that there are three 

stages in the !ife of a cave passage, each associated with different growth rates: 

initiation (d < !Omm; growth (wall retreat) :::0.001 mm a·'), enlargement (d > !Omm; 

growth "' 0.02-1 mm a·'), stagnation ( d variable; growth =0). Geomorphological 

studies of abandoned cave passages, and exploration by scuba divers of açtive cave 

passages, bath suggest thal the passages behind springs are often single passages, 

draining ali the flow from a catchment for as long > lOS years. These observations 

support the hypothesis of a constant Q and falling v over ti me in active cave pass�ges. 

The ergodic principle may be used to test this hypothesis, substituting 

space (data from different areas) for time. In recent years there have been a number 

of studies where repeated dye injections have been made at different discharges, and 

these are shown in Figure 5.1. The surprising result from the repeated dye tracings 

is that velocities. and particularly maximum velocities, are similar. With the exceptions 

of Banwell (a small data set, possibly with no high-discharge measurement), and 
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Jordtulla, maximum flow velocities for the remaining el even data sets are very 
.
. 

similar (Figure 5.1). These are apparent, straightline flow velocities (v.), and actual 

flow velocities (v) through sinuous cave passages are likely to be 50% higher (sec ,,, 
Section 6.2.1). 

These similar velocities contradict the hypothesis of falling v over time, 

but may be simply explained by considering Hjulstrom's diagram. Flow velocitiès "'' . 
>0.2ms·• are sufficient to entrain and transport any unconsolidated clay, silt or sand 

that has been deposited at periods of law flow. During the period of passage 

enlargement, maximum annual velocities would be sufficient to prevent sediment 

deposition. Enlargement rates of0.02-1mma·• would restrict this enlargement period 

to 104-105 years, on average possibly 10% of the total active !ife of a cave conduit. 

Eventually, a threshold is reached when maximum velocity (vJ drops 

below 0.2ms·•, and the sediments deposited during law flow cannat be removed by 

the annual flood. Renault (1968) classified flooded conduits as being of two types, 

which he called syngenetic and paragenetic. He described syngenetic conduits as 

having clean walls and velocities >0.1 m s·•, white paragenetic conduits had sediment

covered walls and velocities <0.1 m s·•. He went on to describe how the 

accumulating sediment load on the floor of paragenetic conduits would cause 

upward migration of the conduit over time. 

In a paragenetic passage clays and silts will be deposited in periods of 

law flow, and partially or completely eroded at periods of high flow. The velocity 

in the passage (and hence the cross-section of the passage) will thereafter maintain 

a dynamic equilibrium maximum y._\ o<il"y · of about 0.2m s·•. The deposition of 

sediments on ali surfaces of a paragenetic passage must lead to a dramatic reduction 

in solutional passage enlargement. This new phase of dynamic equilibrium may last 

for 105-106 years, until the stagnation phase is reached when the cave stream finds 

a new, lower course. Phases of cave passages are further discussed in Section 8.5. 
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Evidence to support this new concept of an equilibrium phase between the 

enlargement and stagnation phases cames from severa! sources. First, observations 
·� 

by divers in severa! of the 13 conduits in Figure 5.1. support the concept. Jordtulla 

(Q,=2ms"1) is the only dived site (of the 13) with clean bedrock walls (Lauritzen, 

1985), �nd abundant sediments have been noted at other sites such as Wookey Hole, 
< '  

Chedda'r, and Mill Hale (Farr, 1980, 1983; ADon. 1988). 

Second, dye velocity data assembled from many sources almost all give 

mean velocitics (v,) of 0.02-0.05ms"1 (Table 5.1 ). Given a ratio of maximum discharge 

(Q.) ta mean discharge (Q..) of 3-12 for most perennial springs (Table 5.2), and mean 

sinuosities of 1.5 (Table 6.1), this suggests that most of these springs have v, close to 

the dynamic equilibrium value of 0.2ms·1• 

Third, cave divers report that almost all siphons (flooded passages in 

caves) have sediments, with unconsolidated silt and clay being mobilised by the passing 

diver, thereby frequently reducing the visibility ta near zero (Farr, 1980; Simmons, 

1990; Buck, 1990). Renault (1968) cited severa! cases of mud-coated walls in siphons 

thilt bad becn pumped dry. · Furthermore, many passages in the epiphreatic zone of 

caves have walls that are entirely coated by mud severa! millimetres in thickness. The 

major exceptions are siphons close ta sea leve! in areas such as Florida (USA), the 

Yucatan (Mexico) and the Bahamas; however, speleothems in these caves attest that 

they are relict, and are flooded due ta a rise in sea leve! since the Pleistocene. 

Fourth, measurements of suspended sediment concentrations at karst 
,, __ _ 

springs show a large increase at higher discharges. The only study known to the 

author is by Newson (1971). He studied three ka!!'t springs in the Mendip Hills, 

En gland. Particulate loads in the springs were usually < 10mg 1"1, and often < 1mg ·t, 

confirming the obs'erved limpid clarity of karst spring�at low discharges. However, 

at higher discharges (Q>0.5Qm), there was a rapid increase in suspended sediment 

concentrations. At Cheddar Spring, this can be described by 
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Table 5.1 Conduit groundwater flow velodties from multiple tracer tests 

MuJUple traces on one now route 

Jordtulla, Glomdal, Norway 
Parker Cave-Mill Hole, Ky, USA 
St Cuthbcrt's-Wookey, En gland 
Longwood-Cheddar, England 
Swan Inn-Banwell, England 

, Poulnagollum-Killeany, Eire 
Caprazlije-Mali Rumin, Yugoslavia 
Main Sinks-Maligne Springs 
Baradla, Hungary 
Baoyan, Chh1a 
Met Sink-Big Spring, Castleguard 
Phillips Pass - Crowsnest Spring 
Pemta Sink-Ptolemy Spring 

Multiple traces ln one area 

Midwestern USA 
Manavgat, Turkey 

Peak District, England 
Eastern Mendips, England 
Mendip Hills, England 
Yorkshire, England 
Dinaric mountains, Yugoslavia 
Causse Comtal, France 
Guizhou - Guangxi. China 
White Limestone, Jamaica 
Mulu, Malaysia 
Waitomo, New Zealand 
Middle Alb, Germany 
Franconian Alb, Germany 
Aritge, France 
Vercors, France 
N Umestone Alps, Austria 
Glattalp, Switzerland 
Caucasus, USSR 
Small River, B.C. 
Castleguard, Albcna 
Piat� France 

notes: 

StraighUine vclocity Surface 
Range Mean gradient 
mm s·1 mm s·1 

32·250 •••no 
3·130 '67 
8.2-89 �·''43 m 
1.3-74 ""12 m 
10·31 "'21 m 
16-65 '41 m 
51·290 '170 m 
17-280 ''#120 m 
2.2-65 "12 m 
8-170 '89 ? 
63·2.20 ''#130 h 
11·90 '''14 h 
3.6·32 •••9.0 h 

0.8-64 "29 
4·58 '31 l·m 

2-82 ••22 m 
43·146 ··66 m 
6·240 .. 73 m 

"8 m 
0.6·120 . ·. �·36 m 
16-SO '33 m 
<0.04·>87 "44 m 

"40 m 
>33-128 ••94 m 

.. 56 m 
6-49 "24 m 
10·54 ··+26 m 
2-120 ..  43 m·h 
0.8·116 "30 m·h 
3·70 '37 h 
11·100 '56 h 
20-60 '40 h 
190·1020 • •NS90 h 
63·217 ··#139 h 
S-400 "68 h 

+ most tests undertaken in low water condi:ions 
# most tests undenaken in high water conditions 
Surface gradients: 1=<0.01, m=O.Ol-0.1, h.,. >0.1 

Reren:nce 

Lauritzcn, 1986 
Quinlan & Ewen, 1989 
Stanton & Sman, 1981 
Stanton & Sman, 1981 
Stanton & Sman, 1981 
Tratman, 1969 
Komatina, 1984 
Smart, !988a 
Denes & Szilagyl, 1989 
Song, 1986 
Smart, !988b 
Table 3.5 
Table 3.5 

Aley and Fletcher 1976 
Bakalowicz:. 1973; Chabert, 1977;Karanjac & 
Altug, !98û: Courbon & Chabert, 1986 
Christopher ct al., 1977, 1981 
Drew, 1975a: Smith et al., 1976 
Atkinson, 1977 
Smith & Atkinson, 1977 
Herak, 197.:!. 
Dodge, 1985 
Lu, 1988 
Smith et al., 1976 
Smart & Friederich, 1982 
Gunn & Tumpenny, 1985 
Strayle, 1970 
Seiier et al., 1989 
Mangin, 1975 
Delannoy, 1984 
Bauer and ZOtl, 1972 
Bogli, 1970 
Kiknadze, 1982 
Huntley, 1990 
Smart, !988b 
Maire, 1990 

• • • Mean velocity is based on long-term (� 1 year) discharge records 
•• Mean velocity is  based dye-trace velocities, which may not rcpresent the range or velocities round in the 

aquifer 
• Mean velocity is the mean of the fastest and slowest dye traces 
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Table 5.2 Annual variation jn discharge (QjQ.) for karst springs 
--�-· 

Rocky Mountains karst springs 

Sublacustrine .. Springs 
Crowsnest Spring (total) 
Ctowsnest Spring (upper) 
Crowsnest Spring (lower) 
Ptolemy Spring 
Parrish Spring 
Emerald Cliff Springs 
Ranch Spring 

Maligne Springs 
-uppermost springs 
-lowermost springs 

Castleguard · Big Spring 
· Cave�·" 

· Red Spring 

· Artesian Spring 

0,/Q, 
mean 

17 
21 
.. 

2.2 
193 

.. 
.. 
.. 

23.4 
.. 

< <23.4 

.. 
.. 
52 

<20? 

Karst springs fwm other areas 
range median 

Spain 4-100 7.8 
Rcllinars, Spain 2().» .. 
Switzerland 34-» 750 

Germany 3.6·120 47 

N. China 1.2.0.8 1.7 
S. China 13·120 110 
Vercors, France 33·0> 141 
N. Pre-Alps, France >2().800 135 
Ari�ge, France 2S·S300t 190 
Dinaric Mtns, Yugoslavia 6·» 16 
W. Virginia, USA 75·116 106 
Cheddar, England 46 
Yorkshire, England 21-oo 49 
Waitomo, New Zealand 25·747 72 
Styria, Austria 7-64 36 
El Abra, Mexico, 12·00 79 
Manavgat, Turkey 32 

• mean dischargc 

n reference 

>3 this thesis 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
s 

>60 Smart (1988a), Ford (1991) 

Smarl (1983a) 

n reference 

14 Obarti et at., 1988 
7 Freiles, A., 1986 
7 Maire & Nicod, 1984;Lavanchy et al., 1988 

4 Bôgli, 1980 
s Song, 1986 
7 Song, 1986 

23 Delannoy, 1984 

12 Maire & Nicod, 1984 

3 Mangin, 1975 
10 Bonacci, 1987 

3 Coward, 1975 

Atkinson, 1977 

10 Halliwell et al., 1974 
3 Gunn & Thmpenny, 1985 

2 Bauer & Zôtl, 1972 

6 Fish, 1977 
il Chabert, !977 

Il rrom combincd dischargcs (0.,= 1S7m's'1) or >35 springs, several or which dry up 
t [rom J main springs: there are also overOows e.g. in Gorges de la Frau 
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C = 13.0 QLI!4 mg 1"1 (n=5, r=0.992) (5.5) 

where C is the suspended sediment concentration. Suspended sediment 
--.._ ._: <> 

concentrations at Rickford Spring showed an even more rapid rise with discharge. A 

major part of the sediment load was calcareous (98% at Cheddar, 38% at the other 

two springs), and 86-95% of the sediment was silt- or clay-sized. The high calcareous 

content and high flux (180 � a·1: Table 5.3) indicate that the sediment source is from 

short-lerm ( < 1000 years) storage within the karst aquifer. Dye tracing bas shawn that 

almost the who le flow route is phreatic (Section 3.3.1 and Equation 5. 7), sa the 

principal temporary storage location is most likely ta be in flooded conduits. 

Most limestones (including the Mendip ones) are largely made up of silt 

ta sand-sized clasts, and it bas been shawn that there is differentia! dissolution of 

limestones of different texture (Rauch and White, 1970). Sa perhaps it is not 

surprising thal the dissolution of limestone releases limestone clasts which are then 

removed by streamflow ta a low-energy environment in the cave wherc they will 

accumulate. This is similar ta the mechanism proposed by Bull (1981) for the 

accumulation of fine sediments in Ogof Agen Allwedd (Wales). by being washed dawn 

fissures by flood events. 

Carbonate content of silts and muds in caves bas rarcly been mcasured, 

for it bas been presumed ta be very law. Y et four studics in England, Yugoslavia, 

Canada and France, which made carbonate analyses al! found sorne high carbonate 

percentages. The high carbonate loads in Mendips (England) springs bas been 

described above. In Slovenia (Yugoslavia), Zupan (1990) analyzed 50 stream samples 

from nine caves. She found that carbonate loads increased progressivcly from 5-10% 

at the points where allogenic streams entered the caves up ta 30-70% within the 

caves, and that authigenic stream sediments were usually >90% calcite. Microscopie 

analysis showed that most of the calcite was sparite. In one high·altitude cave, Velika 
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Table 5.3 Recovery period of c:ave conduits 

Friars H.S. Ptolemy Cheddar 
catchment are:t km' 85.7 18.6 55.2 
allogenic catchment % 96 0 2 
insolubles in runoff % 80 4 3 
mean discharge m's·' 1.5 0.39 0.95 
mean solute concentration .... , t· ' 8 b  ·�' -:z.c,.o 
��·.; 
flux of solutes ml a·l 410 2700 
flux or insolubles m'a·' 700# 16§ 80§ 
flux of paniculate solubles m3 a"1 ? ? 100 
siphon volume xlO' m' 8 1.2. u, 
recovery period • years < 1100 <:.500 600 

# calculated from estimated age of cave and total sediments removed over thal period 
§ calculated from solute flux and % insolubles in catchment 
• calculated from tracer tests 
• period cr sediment deposition needed to return conduit to dynamic equilibrium 
following a flood of 2x annual flood; assumes that flood maintains peak long enough to 
remove enough sediment from cave to reduce velocity to equilibrium 
data sources: Friars Hole System - Coward (1975), Wonbington (1984) 

Cheddar - Newson (1971), Smith and Newson (1974), Drew (197Sa), Atkinson 
(1977a) 

ledenica v Paradani, developed in dolomite and dolomitic limestone, Zupan (1990) 

found two facies. Near the surface, there is a lithified (paleokarstic) quartz sandstone, 

with minor plagioclase, hornblende and calcite. Deeper within the cave, below each 

waterfall, there are sand beaches composed of dolomite and ankerite. In Castleguard 

Cave (Alberta), Schroeder and Ford (1983) found >60% carbonate in Iaminated silts. 

In the Niaux - Lombrives - Sabart System (Ariège, France), Sorriaux identified an 

authigenic calcite sand facies, composed of "subangular to rounded grains up to 
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severa! millimetres in diameter" (Sorriaux, 1982, p183). Research is clearly needed 

to document the carbonate content of silts in active phreatic passages in holokarsts. 

Fifth, calculations show the recovery period following low-probability flood 

èvents is sufficiently short to maintain quasi-equilibrium conditions in most siphons. 

Calculations for three karst catchments are given in Table 5.3. The recovery periods 

of sorne hundreds of years (or possibly thousands if calcareous silts are not present) 

suggest that equilibrium conditions may represent on average the hydraulic conditions 
., 

of a 50-100 year flood, rather than an aii;lUal flood. Evidence below (Equation 5.7) 

suggests that annual maximum velocities in karst conduits are about O.lm s·1, which 

would correspond with occasional floods (1 per 50-100 years) producing velàcities of 

about 0.2m s·1• 

The five strands of evidence described above o!To.:r powerful support to the 

concept of a dynamic equilibrium phase as being the dominant phase in the life of a 

flooded cave conduit. Velocities for dynamic equilibrium conduits may be predicted 

by 

(5.6) 

where Q, is the discharge at lime t of a system with maximum an nuai discharge Q,. 

v, is the velocity at time t, and a is a coefficient which depends on the recovery 

period of the conduit. 

Figure 5.2 shows data from Ptolemy Spring, Crowsnest Spring, and the 

four other cave systems with published data, where Q. and velocity over a wide range 

of discharges is known (with r>0.8 for each cave in Equation 3.4). The Ptolemy, 

Crowsnest, Wookey and Cheddar data show a similar relationship, and give 

(r = o.s9) (5.7) 
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1 ���--------------------------� 1 Ero�ion of unconsolidated clay, silt and sand 

0.1 

0.01 

f namic e uilibrium velee· � JORDTUUA 

Deposition 
of sand 

� 
Â Deposition 

of silt ..a. 
0.001 4----i'----,.-...,..-.,--..,.....,.........,rr-r----r----,r--r--r--r-.,....,.- r! 

0.01 0.1 

Qt / Qx 

1 

F:lgure 5.2 Velocity-discharge relotionships for six cave systems 
Crowsnest Spring (0) and Ptolemy Spring (x) data from Table 3.5; 
Wookey (*) and Cheddar (.,)  data from Stanton and Smart, 1981; 
Maligne data from Smart, 1988a; Jordtulla data from Lauritzen, 1986. 

The exponent greater than unity reflects the influence of the grea ter variance in input 

discbarge than in output discharge (see Section 3.3.1). These four caves would tbus 

appear to al! have pbreatic conduits in dynamic equilibrium. The remaining two caves 

have not yet reached equilibrium, and this is supported in bath cases by surface 

overflow during snowmelt maxima. 

The approximate sink to rising gradient has bee� nuted in Table 5.4. It 

should be noted that the velocity data lends no support to the hypothesis thal V is a 

' L  
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, ,  
Table 5.4 Hydraulic gradients in well-karstified limestones 

rn/km 
average law high 

Maligne, Alberta 0.06 25 Section 1 1.2.1 
Gavci·Leck Beek Head, UK < 1  Waltham ct al. 1983 
Stoke Lane, UK <2 Atkinson 1977 
Reservoir Hale, UK 7"/(0.005) 10 Atkinson 1977 
Luire-Arbois, France ,. 1.3" 26 Delannoy and Maire, 1984 
Vaucluse, France <2.8 Courban and Chaben, 1986 
Apulia, ltaly 0.3·10 Grassi and Tadolini 1985 
HOUoch, Switzerland <0.8 46 BOgli 1980 
Jordtulla, Norway 0 15 Lauritzen 1985 
W.Balcony Mtns, Hungary 0.8�5 Erdélyi and Gâlfi, 1988 
llemcen, Algeria 0.3 Collignon, 1987 
Trebiciano-Timavo, Yug. <0.46 3.8 Belloni et al., 1972 
1ùunung Sewu, Indonesia 2.8-5 Waltham et al !980b 
Niangziguan, China 0.9-13 Chen and Bian. 1988 
Friars Hale System, USA 2" <3 Coward, 1975; Worthington 1984 
Elk River Cave, WV, USA 0.6 5 Medville and Storage, 1986 
The Portal, WV, USA 0.3 Memille, 1990 
Florida, USA 0.2·1 Stringfield, 1966 
Mammoth Cave area, USA 

Mill Hale· Green R. 0•095 2.8 Ouinlan . e� .. 1 'd 1983 
most major conduits 05-2 Ouinlan and Ray 1981 
away from conduits 2-10 Ouinlan and Ray 1989 

Yucatan, Mexico 0.02 Back & Hanshaw ( 1970) 

• gradients probably reflect perched siphons 

Data in parentheses represent calculations based on 0•./lt and 0,/0, 
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function of sink to rising gradient This is a myth which has been falsified before 

(ZOtl, 1974): 

A minimum of,,a pair of tracer tests, at low and high flows, will show 
,j 

whether a karst flow route is phreatic or cyadose (assuming proportionality of 
- � ';\ 

input/output discharge: Equation 3.6). If it is predominantly phreatic, as expected 
< '  

(see Section 8.3), then velocity in a n  equilibrium conduit will approximate Equation 
·: 

5. 7. It is believed that as many as 90% of karst aquifers obey these conditions. If this 

is so, then most conduit velocities may be predicted with no tracer tests. 
1 '  

1, � 

5.3.2 Di�c:;harge 
'_ /  

Karst springs include most of the largest springs in the world, with severa! 

having mean and maximum discharges of >20m3 s·', and > 100m3 s·1, respectively, 

emanating from a single cave conduit (Ford and Williams. 1989). The springs at 

Crowsnest Pass have more modest discharges (Figure 3.5), but these are more 

representative of spring discharges commonly found in karst areas. 

The threshold passage diameter for conduit flow in a karst aquifer is about 

10mm (White and Longyear, 1962), and maximum diffuse flow velocities are < 10"2m s·' 

(Figure 5.1). This gives a discharge of < 10 .. m3 s·' for diffuse tlow in a fissure, and 

dis�harges of such a magnitude have been referred to as seeps (Gunn, 1983). Karstic 

springs referred to in the literature invariably have mean discharges > 10"" m3 s·', so 

that these must be issuing from conduits. Thus it is concludcd that the term diffuse 

karstic spring is a contradiction in terms, and ali karst springs are conduit springs. 

The hydrochemical analysis of Drake and Harmon ( 1973 ), the hydraulic 

and hydrochemical analysis of Atkinson (1977a,b ), and the high correlation between 

proportion of concentrated recharge and spring hydrochemical variance (Newson, 

1971; Figure 3.4) ali support the hypothesis that law variance in spring discharge, 
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hardness and temperature indicate autogenic recharge rather than di[[use flow. The 

fact that at least 90% of the world's deepest caves and more than half of the world's 

longest caves have only autogenic recharge (Courban and Chabert, 1986) graphically 

illustrates the high incidence of conduits in autogenic karsts. 

The high variability of discharge from karst springs distinguishes them from 

springs discharging from homogeneous aquifers. Discharge variations for the springs 

from Crowsnest Pass, together with many examples from the litcrature, are presented 

in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.3. 1t is often the case that ali the karst springs in one area 

emerge from the same rock type. Intra-area variability is greater than inter-area 

variability in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.3. This suggests that it is neither lithology nor 

regional factors such as seasonality of recharge that is the dominant factor in 

determining discharge variability. This is because the spïings arc often part of a 

vertical hierarchy of low-variability underflow springs and high-variability overflow 

springs (see Section 4.2). 

Maximum conduit discharge of equilibrium conduits may be predicted by 

rearranging Equation 5.7 to give 

(5.8) 

Unfortunately, this approach cannot be used to determine Q, or Om-

5.3.3 Area 

lt bas been noted in Section 5.2.1 how the enlargcment phase of conduits 

is fairly short (104-lOS years), and how passage expansion in the subsequent 

equilibrium "phase is greatly retarded. This concept is illustra led in Figure 5.4. The 
-_ :. _. - <'--- ., 

céoss-sectionai'i • .'ea of an equilibrium conduit (A.) ·may be dcrivcd [rom Equation 5.7 

(5.9) 
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Figure 5.3 Ratio or maximum to minimum annual discharge for 136 karst 
springs (data in Table 5.ir;, 
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Figure 5.4 Evolution or velocity and cross-section in a karst conduit 
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Equation 5.9 may be tested against the range of known values for A The 

larges! karst springs in the world have maximum discharges occasionally exceeding 
' 

100m's·1, which gives equilibrium passage cross-sections > 1000m', or a circular tube 

with a diameter > 36m. This is approximately the size of the larges! known phreatic 

passages thal have been found. 

It should be noted that much larger passages have been found in caves, 

with maximum sizes exceeding lO'm'. These have been formed by vadose solution, 

usually accompanied by ceiling collapse due to loss of buoyant support following 

dewatering. For instance, Worthington (1984) found that stream solution of 

breakdown in just five localities out of 69km of passage accounted for 28% of the 

total cave volume of Friars Hele System. This created voids up to 3.5x10'm'. The 

larges! chamber currently known (in Lubang Nasib Bagus. Malaysia) has a volume of 

1.2x107m3, with A=4.5xlO'm'. This toc has a floor of collapsed debris from the 

ceiling, with a large stream flowing through the breakdown progressively removing it 

by solution. The main passage, where unmodified by breakdown, bas A=220m2• 

- 5.3.4 Hydraulic gradients 

The hydraulic gradient in karst aquifers refers to the slope of the water 

table, the upper limit of the saturated or phreatic zone, and the lower limit of the 

unsaturated or vadose zone. In granular aquifers, the water table is often considered 

to be a subdued re!lection of the land surface. This is not the case in karst, where 

the slope of the water table usually relates poorly to the land surface above. 

ln the vadose zone, there is an important vertical component of flow 

downwards to the water table, while in the phreatic zone, this vertical component is 

much reduced. For instance, the slope of passages in the va dose zone ( 1jr,) of the 

twenty deepest caves in the world (Courban and Chabert, 1986) varies from 26° to 

' . .:::.::' 
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81°, with a median of 48". Ali these caves now have vadose zones > 1km in thickness. 

Within the vadose zone beth joints and bedding planes are important, and where 

bedding planes are followed the flow is usually downdip. 
/,. 

Conversely, in the phreatic zone, overall conduit slopes are controlled by 

the hydraulic gradient, which is usually < < 1°. However, the slopes1of individ)Jal 
. 

\ �  

conduit segments are also a function of structure. For example, the mean passage 

slope of phreatic passages in the twenty longest caves in the world (Courban and 

Chabert, 1986) varies from 0.6• to 9", with a median of less than 2•. At Crowsnest 

Pass, slopes average âbQ:"l!t 10•, due to the steep dip, where the. undulations of the 

steeper phreatic passages have given rise to passage names such as Raller Coaster and 

Big Dipper, the latter being the British name for a raller coas ter. 

Despite the non-overlapping data sets of vadose flow and phreatic flow 

mentioned above, confusion has been created by two funher characteristics of the 

vadose zone. These are the crossing of flow paths and pcrched siphons. It is worth 

discussing these in detail, for these, together with the wide range of weil yields from 

karstic aquifers (Parizek, 1976), and the perceived unpredictable nature of conduit 

development in flooded passages, have been used as evidence to argue against the 

existence of a continuous water table of relevance either to aquifer discharge (Smith, 

1971; Smart and Ford, 1986), or to cave formation (Waltham. 1974). 

Aow routes of streams in the upper part of the vadose zone in Yorkshire 

System are shawn in Figure 5.5, though the circuitous flow paths shawn are only a 

Il · f h be h ""vt.t · h' Th · f sma proporllon o t e total num r t a�eXJst m t 1s area. e crossmg o flow 

paths in the vadose zone has been proved in seve rai karst areas by tracer tests ( e.g. 

Atkinson, 1977a), but has been recorded more precisely on many cave maps. 

Siphons are often considered to be an indication of the water table, but 

they may be perched weil above it. For instance, severa( siphons occur in Yorkshire 

System at altitudes of 2067m to 2147m, giving apparent hydraulic gradients of 0.082-
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Crossing of flow paths in the ,-adose zone of Yorkshire System, Andy 
Good Plateau 

0.096 to Ptolemy Spring, and gradients up to 0 '�2 between siphons. From the Darcy

Weisbach equation (5.3) 

Q .. (ah)o.s (5.10) 

where ah is the change in head. Palmer (1987) showed that if an xy plot of these two 

variables did not extrapolate to the origin, then the siphon must be perched. 

Constancy of leve! of the Yorkshire System siphons shows they are ali perched 

siphons. Catchment evidence (Chapter 8; also see Fig!lre 2.5) indicates these siphons 
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are perched perhaps 500m above the water table. Perched siphons in such situations 

high in the vadose zone havl: s?"7'2Simes been passed by scuba divers ( e.g. in Green 

Link (NZ); Anou Ifllis (Aigcn�)tv.11\ukhin (USSR): Courban and Chabert, 1986). 

Both the crossing of flow pàihs and perched siphons are a result of an 

essential attribute of karstic limestones: that they have very low initial permeability. 

Limestones with high initia�permeability (e.g. the Chalk in England and France, and 

many dolomites and recent limestones) develop as diffuse flow aquifers. On the other 

band, the selective solutional opening of fractures in karstic limestones creates an 

extremely anisotropie aquifer, so that flooded conduits can exist a few metres above 

air-filled conduits. If it could be shawn be that cave streams and siphons did not leak 

to the underlying part of the �.quifer, then !he case against the existence of a water 

table in karst would p�rhaps be watertight. 

Perhaps the most famous example cited as evidence against the existence 

of a water table is the surface River Aille in Ireland, which flows just a few metres 

above th� air-filled passage in Doolin Cave (Tratman, 1969). However, an important 

point that is often missed is that there is leakage downwards of sorne tens of litres per 
1 

second from the river into the cave passage, so that the cave passage is in process of 

capturing the surface river. A more comprehensive example of such leakage is 

provided by the 69km of passage in Friars Hole System (Worthington, 1984). There 
// 

are many exam';Jlés of crossing flow routes, both in the cave, and of surface streams 

flowing above the cave. In every case the underlying passages receive sorne leakage, 

in the form of drips or small streams. The conditions associated with perching is 

discussed further in Chapter 7. 

The pattern of downward leakage from ali conduits in caves is widespread, 

and probably universal. The implication is that the fissure t1ow will descend to a 

water table, and will subsequently obey Hagen-Poiseuille flow laws until it reaches a 

conduit. In the conduit, its behaviour can then be described by the Darcy-Weisbach 
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equation (Equation 5.2). This can be rearranged to give 

s = v>f!SgR (5.11) 

Since g and R are constar1ts with respect to discharge. and f is usually taken to 

approximate a constant, then S varies directly with v>. Sincc v varies by 10-100 (or 

more) for most karstic conduits (Figure 5.1: also Table 5.1), thcn S should vary by 
'C 

(10-100)'. or 100-10000. There has been one detailed study on f, which showed a 

variation from 0.12-2.3 between minimum and maximum values measured (f. and f,. 

respectively) (Lauritzen et al., 1985). Taking this variation in f into account, it still 

seems that S should vary by at !east 10-100 times. 

A partial solution for Equation 5.10 can be obtaincd at maximum 

discharge for an cquilibrium conduit, for v,=0.2ms·•. so 

S, = (0.2)'f 1 8gR 

= f i 2000 R (5.12) 

where S, is the maximum hydraulic gradient. 

Little data has been published on the variation in S with changes in 

discharge. Table 5.4 shows sorne examples from the litcraturc. but only two or these, 

Jordtulla (Norway) and Mill Hale (USA), sccm to rcllcct base-leve! hydraulic 

gradients. Jordtulla is a simple, short (500m), high-dischargc (Qm=2.5m1s"1) conduit 

that has been completely explored by divers. Minimum dischargc hcrc is zero in 

winter, and hence S=O (Lauritzen et al., !983). Mill Holc-Turnholc Spring has a 

longer flow route (8km), has not been explored by divers, and the re arc no disrhargc 

records because there are no stream sections in which dischargc could be mcasurcd 

(Quinlan and Ewers, 1983). 

Further data on variations in hydraulic gradients arc availablc from 

': · :  
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observations in wells or caves of the variation in water leve!. In the Caucasus 

Mountains, USSR, the vaiiation is often 10-15m, and sometimes 30-50m (Kovalevsky, 

1977). Variations of 3ÛIII have been recorded in Derbyshire, England (Christopher 

et al., 1977), over 3 OOm in Yugoslavia (Milanovic, 1981), and 180m in HOiloch, 
'Î''• ,  ' 

Switzerland (Table 5.4). But at Grotte de la Luire, France, floodwaters rise 450m ta 

occasionally discharge up to 60m3s'1 overflow from the cave entrance (Table 5.4). 

Many published hydraulic gradients in karst are from dye injection points 

above thick vadose zones to resurgences. For instance, four long-distance (22-46km) 

traces to the Fontaine de Vaucluse, the biggest spring in France, have gradients of 

0.009-0.023, as measured to the spring from the entrances of the caves where the 

injections werc made (Ford and Williams, 1989). However, one of these four traces 

was made from the Iowest accessible point in Gouffre du Caladaïre, a siphon 668m 

almost vertically below the cave entrance. Lack of variation in the leve! of this siphon 

shows thal it is above the water table, indicating a maximum gradient of <0.0028. 

In the above discussion, hydraulic gradients in karst have been considered 

to be linear. However, conduit radius will increase in a downstream direction with 

increased discharge, and hydraulic gradient is inversely related to radius (Equation 

5.11 ). Th us hydraulic gradients will decrease in a downstream direction. The 

functional relationship between conduit Iength and hydraulic gradient is not constant, 

as the Iength-catchment arca relationship is not constant. 

A comprehensive picture of hydraulic gradients in the Mammoth Cave 

area (USA) bas emerged from the dye tracing, well-level and cave passage 

correlations by Quinlan and Ray (1981). In that arca, there is a marked reduction in 

gradient in a downstream direction. Gradients from 26 flow paths in the ten Iargest 

catchments in the arca are shown in Figure 5.6. The mean gradient from these flow 

paths is 

-� ·. 
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Figure 5.6 Exponenllal hydral•llc gradients of Zb flow paths ln the 
Mammoth Cave area, Kentucky (data from Qulnlan & Ray, 1981) 

S = 0.0092 e41.l.1 (n=234. r=0.50) (5.14) 

where 1 is the distance in kilometres from the beginning of the underground flow 

pa th. 

Well-documented hydraulic gradients in karst are rare; a search of the 

literature revealed those listed in Table 5.4. From this, it may be surmised that 

hydraulic gradients at Iow stage are commonly <0.001, and at high stage are 

commonly >0.001. 
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5.3.5 Friction factor 

The friction factor can be derived from the Darcy-Weisbach equation (5.2) 

ta give 

f= 8gRS 1 .;  (5.14) 

Friction factors have sometimes been calculated from scallops in c:1ve 

conduits (Gale, 1984). Hydraulic calculations involving scàllops presume the segment 

of cave passage where the scallops are measured is representative of the whole 

conduit. • This assumption is valid for discharge calcula tians because of continuity of 

flow. However,-- it is rarely valid for complete flow routes because there is usually a 

high variance in conduit cross-sectional area. This is certainly true for observations 

of dry caves, but_so_me constrictions may postdate the active flow his tory ( e.g. ceiling 

collapse on dewatering). A better source of data is from cave scuba divers: Their 

dives are frequently terminated by constrictions in otherwise large passages. These 

appear ta be of three types: underwater ceiling collapses ( e.g. Mal ham Cave Rising 

(England): Round, 1990), U-tube constrictions, where sediment slumps dawn ta 

almost black the bottom of the U (e.g. the limits of exploration in Swildon's Hale and 

Wookey Hale, England: Drew, 1975b, Farr, 1980), and law, wide bedding planes (e.g. 

Keld Head, England: Farr, 1980). In the first two cases it is the small cross-sectional 

area which increases the friction factor; in the last case it is the increase in wetted 

perimeter of the conduit which increases it. 

Lauritzen et al. (1985) distinguished betweeii the true f (f,), derived from 

scallops, and the apparent f (f,), derived from hydraulic gradients. For practical use 

in karsts, using the Darcy-Weisbach equation, it is f. which is of interest. The detailed 

calculations by BOgli (1980) in HOIIoch (Switzerland) have demonstrated this. He 

calculated friction tosses along a 2.6km conduit. Most of this conduit can be visited 

at law water, but it backs up in flood. The head loss due ta conduit. roughness along 
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98% of the passage amounted to only 1.3% of the total: the remainder was accounted 

for by changes in cross-section (11% ), passage bends (1.7% ), and a short narrow 

section (35%) and a section of breakdown (51%). Caves almost always bave narrow 

sections or breakdown, and it is these tbat give high values to f.. 
A partial solution of the Darcy-Weisbach equation, with respect to f. may 

be derived for an equilibrium conduit by rearranging Equation 5.12 to give 

f = 2000 s. R (5.15) 

Sorne calculated values for f., derived from Equation 5.15, or by other methods, are 

given in Table 5.5. Jordtulla . bas the lowest values that are likely to be encountered 

in karst aquifers, for it is essentially a large straight tube with no constrictions. The 

remaining results illustrate the heterogeneity that is present in most karst systems. 

These results indicate that average values in karst may usually be in the range 1-100. 

Table 5.5 Apparent friction factors for sorne karst conduits 

Conduit r, source 

Mill Hole-Turnhole, USA 2.1• Equation 5.15 
HO!loch, Switzerland 104# Equation 5.15 
Castleguard, Alberta 0.87-2.31 Atkinson et al., 1983 
Maligne, Alberta 130 see Section 11.2.2 
Mendips, England 24-340 Atkinson, 1977a 
Jordtulla, Norway 0.116-2.3 Lauritzen et al., 1985 
Friars Hale System, USA 46-74 Worthington, 1984c 

• with R=4.8m computed from dye tracing results to Mill Hale, and S ( 0·000095-0.0028) 
from Mill Hale to Turnhole Spring (Quinlan and Ewers, 1989) 
# R= 1.4m, S=0.0006-0.037 (BOgli, 1980) 
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5.4 Conclusion 

This analysis ,?f karst hydraulics has shawn that ali karst springs are 

':; conduit springs. A dynamic equilibrium phase 1':1 conduit development has been 

identified, which appears to be predominant in the !ife of a flooded conduit. Most 

flooded cave passages are in dynamic equilibrium, with silt on the floor and walls�' 

Maximum velocities are about 0.3m3s'1, and enlargement rates are <0.001mmi)T. The 

minority of conduits are clean, with higher velocities, and enlargement rates up to 

lmm/yr. 

The recognition of the existence of conduits in dynamic equilibrium 

enables conduit velocity and area to be simply calculated. Hydraulic gradients in karst 

are variable, bath within a catchment, and between different catchments. Also, 

seasonal variation is at !east one to two orders of magnitude. Dry-season gradients 

are commonly <0.001, while wet-season gradients are commonly 0.001-0.01. Friction 

factors in complete conduits are commonly 1-100. 

',' 



Chapter 6 

Flow nets in karst aquifers: 

morphometrics and initial conditions 

6.1. Introduction 

The locus of groundwater flow in a karst aquifer has been a tapie of 

academie inquiry since the turn of the century, and this history has been recently 

summarised by White (1988). The carly dehale betwecn proponents of flow 

principally in the vadose zone or the phreatic zone was resolved in favour of the 

lattP.r. The dehale since then has become whether flow was in proximity to the water 

table, or sorne distance below it, with a minority arguing a gains! the existence of a 

water table in karst. Most hypotheses presented a general case, which should have 

applied to most caves, arguing for deep groundwater flow (e.g. Davis, 1930; Bretz, 

1942) or for shallow groundwater flow (e.g. Swinnerton, 1932; Rhoades and Sinacori, 

1941; Davies, 1960; Thrailkill, 1968). With the perceived failure of these deterministic 

theories, more recent ideas have been based on stochastic principles of flow path 

selection ( e.g. Ford, 1971b; Ewers, 1982; Dreybrodt, 1990). 

Ali the a bave hypotheses were based on the analysis of paleoflow in small 

fractions ( <20%) of the flow routes of the specifie aquifers analyzed. With the 

continuai increase in cave exploration and mappin�. increasing proportions of 

paleoflow routes have become available for analysis. For instance, about 20,000 km 

of cave passages have now been mapped, a fourfold increase in the last twcnty years. 

Of more importance though has been the exponential increasc of scuba diving in cave 
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siphons for lengths of more than 3km and depths of almost 300m (Courbon and 

Chabert, 1986). 

At the same time, the understanding of conduit patterns bas been 

improved by increasingly detailed observations and measurements. Of particular note 

are the detailed observations of morphological forms by Bretz (1942), studies of the 

relationship between fractures, flow paths, conduit slope and conduit evolution by 

Glennie 'c(1950) and Ford (1963), precise levelling by Palmer (1987), and the 

combination of ali these techniques by Jameson (1985). 

These explorations have demonstrated that synchronous flow in one 

geographical area may vary widely in depth below the water table; this finding thus 

does not support any existing general hypothesis. Mammoth Cave (Kentucky, USA) 

provides a wcll-docrimcnted example, which may be used to demonstrate the failure 

of existing hypotheses. It is the longest cave in the world, and bas been cited in most 

hypotheses written by anglophones (e.g. Davis, 1930; Swinnerton, 1932; Bretz, 1942; 

Davies, 1960; Thrailkill, 1968; Ford, 1971; Waltham, 1971: Ford and Ewers, 1978; 

Palmer, 1984, 1987). In the Mammoth Cave area more than 700km of passages have 

been explored, but only small fragments of modem flow routes have been penetrated, 

and less than one third of the distance of any paleoflow route between the recharge 

area on the Sinkhole Plain and the springs along the Green River bas been followed 

(Brucker, 1989). Most of the cave appears to have been formed less than 2m below 

the water table, but in recent years examples of depths of more than 15m have been 

found (Freeman et al., 1973; Quinlan et al., 1983, 1989; Palmer, 1987, 1989; White 

and Deike, 1989). It thus reinforces the prevailing concept of the last twenty years 

that conduit flow depth cannet be predicted. 

But perhaps the greatest challenge to existing ideas of groundwater flow 

in karst bas been offered by the caves of Mulu, Malaysia. Writing after the mapping 

of SOkm of cave passages in 1978, Waltham and Brook (1980b) described a complex 

synchrone us mix of "water table", "shallow phreatic" and "deep ph rea tic" cave passages, 
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and concluded (p138) "it is clear that the ,caves of Mulu must con tribu te data to any 

thoughts on cave genesis ••... The great horizontal or sub-horizontal phreatic tubes 

mostly have an uncertain relationship to their contem�orary water table, and raise 

questions on the distinction between shallow and deep phreatic cave dcvelopment". 

Exploration of a further 140km of cave passages since then has not solved the 

problems (Smart, 1981a, 1984a; Kirby, 1990). 

Furthermore, current ideas on groundwater flow in karst offer no 

systematic explanation for the occurrence of thermal karstic springs, for the 

predominance of the sulphate ion in sorne karst waters, or for the occurrence of 

tiered caves (except by stable base levels through severa! glacial-interglacial cycles). 

The lack of a comprehensive mode! to explain karst groundwater flow bas been felt 

most acutely in Britain. Thus Gunn (1986b, p387) stated "No theoretical models are 

currently available for water movement in conduit flow systems". 

In Alpine countries in Europe, and in France in particular, gr·�'!ndwater 

flow in karst bas often been considered in terms of structure and lithology. White US 

research bas focused on the longest cave, attention in France bas concentrated on the 

deepest caves, where 1009m deep caves have been explored in dipping karstic 

limestones <SOOm thick in beth the Alps (Jean Bernard, Berger, Miro Ida: Delannoy · '  

and Maire, 1984) and the Pyrenees (Illaminako Ateak, Pierre Saint Martin, Rivière 

de Soudet: ARSIP, 1985). In ali these caves, the principal passages are perched on 

aquitards, and flow is simply downdip along the contact, so it is the structure and 

lithology which control flow patterns in a rather obvious manner. Consequently 

France, a leading country in cave exploration, bas not been a forcing ground for cave 

development hypotheses. 

In recent years, there bas been a growing awareness of the importance of 

tectonics in influencing the direction of cave passages (Renault, 1967; Jamcson, 1981, 

1985; Worthington, 1984), and an association between fracture stresses and cave 

passage direction bas been demonstrated in severa! areas (Eraso, 1986; Lauritzen, 

�: 
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1990) .. It appears that such tectonic control is a major factor for determining flow 

paths on a local scale (1-100m). Howeve·r, on a . . catchment scale (1-100km), 

hydraulic gradients are of overwhelming importance. 

·� Almost thirty years ago, White and Longyear (1962) argued on hydraulic 
,�\ ' '  

grounds that general cave genesis hypotheses were irrelevant, and that "discussion of 

cavern development should be couched in terms of hydraulic gradients and the 

geologie factors which control it" Saon after, Mandel (1965, p663) suggested that 

"the most pertinent mathematical madel .... of karstic erosion would consist of the 

transformation of the flow pattern in a more or less isotropie porous medium to the 

flow pattern in a strongly anisotropie: one". These two approaches will be followed 

in the following analysis. 

In this chapter, the configuration of the initial flow net will be 

investigated. In the following two chapters, a comprehensive madel of conduit 

development will be tested. 

6.2 Mornhometric analysis of flow paths 

6.2.1 Introduction 

There bas been little interest in the morphometrics of groundwater flow 

paths in karst. This is perhaps due to the existing paradigm, which suggests that flow 

paths are controlled by the unpredictable occurrence of highly transmissive fractures, 

and thus flow paths are essentially random. 

Il is argued here that flow paths are not random on a catchment scale, and 

that morphometric analysis will yield information which will help explain the factors 

controlling groundwater flow. Six indices which will help characterise flow paths 

anywhere within a karst catchment will be introduced in the following six sections. 

In Chapter 7 three further indices will be introduced to describe flow path slopes 

(initial phreatic drop, terminal phreatic lift) and to describe tributary jonctions. 
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6.2.2 Conduit density 

Conduit density is here defined as the total length of conduits (in 

kilometres) within a unit volume of a karst aquifer (a cuboid, with volume in km'). 

Conduii' densities from the Rocky Mountains and several ether distinctive karsts are 

given in Table 6.1. Figure 6.1a gives these together with values from the 20 Iongest 

and 20 deepest known caves in the world (after Courban and Chabert, 1986). 

These values are ali underestimates, based only upon passages which have 

been mapped. In Yorkshire System, for instance, there are > 150 unexplored 

passJges, so the actual density may be an arder of magnitude grea ter than the present 

value of 27krn km·'. It th us appears that conduit density in limes tc ne aquifers may 

average of the arder of 100krn krn"3, and may be 1-2 orders of magnitude greater in 
:.-- · 

narrow _aquifers whcre flow is concentrated, such as the gypsum and ma rb le aquifers 

Iisted in Table 6.1. 

It is hypothesised here that the conduit densitics found in explored caves 

are broadly representative of the whole areal extent of karst Iimestone massifs. An 

alternative hypothesis is that karst aquifers have zones of high conduit density (where 

explored caves are found), separated by law density zones dominated by diffuse flow. 

These hypotheses may be readily tested by using data from tr�cer tests, and the 

known velocities of diffuse flow and of conduit flow (Figure 5.1 ). When dye is 

injected where there is concentrated recharge to a karst aquifer ( e.g. dolines or 

stream sinks), velocities a/ways indicate conduit flow (Table 5.1). Since dolines are 

ubiquitous in mature karsts, this supports the first hypothesis, that the conduit 

densities found in explored caves are broadly representative of the who le a real extent 

of karst limestone massifs. 

On theoretical grounds, a density of at least 100km km·' :night weil be 

expected, as this only corresponds with one vertical conduit every 100m. Observations 

of concentrated recharge seen on the surface, and 'concentrated infiltration·�een in 

caves would suggest a 100m conduit spaçing would be a conservative minimum. 
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Table 6.1 Aquifer porosity due to explored cave passages, and density of 

passages within karst aquifers 

Cave Volume or rock Cave Cave Conduit 
LxWxH (km) x10'm3 Volume# Length# Porosity Density 

x10'm3 km % kmfkml 

' Rocky Mountains 
Yorkshire System 2x05x0.4 200 0.044 10.6 0.02 , .  27 
Gargantua 0.5x0.4x0.3 60 0.096 5.9 0.15 •. · 100 
Castleguard Cave 6x0.5x0.4 1200 0.12 20 0.01 17 
Arctomys Cave 1.5x0.4x0.08* 48 0.054 3.5 0.11 73 

Eastern USA 
Friars Hole System 6x2x0.08 960 2.7 69 0.28 72 
Mammoth Cave llx9x0.09 8900 8 550 0.09 62 

\�.:::..::::") 
USSR limestone (Courbon and Chabert, 1986) 
Snetnaja 3x2.5x1.4 10500 1.6 19 O.ül5 1.8 
Klevskaja 0.35x0.09x1 31.5 0.036 1.8 0.11 57 
Kujbysevskaja 0.45x0.25x0.74 83 0.81 2.0 0.97 24 
Gaurdakskaja 0.85x0.6x0.092 47 0.083 11  0.18 230 
OreSnaja 0.7x0.65x0.19 86 0.186 18 0.22 210 

USSR gypsum (Courbon and Chabert, 1986) 
Optimistireskaja 1.9x1.5x0.02. 57 0.48 157 0.84 2800 
ZoluSka 1.7x1.3x0.03* 66 0.59 80 0.89 1200 

Sarawak, Malaysia (Brook & Waltham, 1978; Eavis, 1981, 1985; Kirby, 1990) 
Southern Gunung Api 7x2.5x0.4 7000 30 110 0.43 

Norway (Lauritzen, 1982) 
Pikhaggrottene 0.5x0.02x0.035* 0.35 0.0063 2.0 1.8 

16 

5700 

• For these cave5, H refers to the thickness of the beds within whicb each cave is located. 
In aU other cases, H refers to the total thickness of limestone. 
# Volume and length of explored cave. Further exploration may greatly increase volumes 
and lengths in sorne cases. Cave volumes were calculated by Soviet speleologists for the 
USSR caves, and by the author in the remaining cases (where accuracy is probably •30%). 
Cave lengths were calculated by the compilers of the cave maps. Such lengths commonly 
have a precision of •lm, and an accuracy of probably .S%. 
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Conduit porosity and density in knrst aquifers 

/; 

a) Conduit density for the caves in Table 6.1, and for the 20 Jongest 
and 20 deepest caves in the world (aner Courbon & Chabert, 1986) 

b) Porosity due to explored conduits in 15 caves (dntn given in Table 
6.1) 
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Dye tracing at Crowsnest Pass bas confirmed conduit flow from ten 

sinkpoints to Crowsnest or Ptolemy Spring. But it is here prësumed that if 1000 

sinkpoints were tested, then this would reveal 1000 conduit flow routes. The karst 

catchments of the Flathead and High Rock ranges exceed 400km2 (Table 2.2). If they 

have a conduit density of 100km km"3, then the total cave length is about 20,000km , 

which equals the length of ail currently known caves in the wodd. 

Such thinking bas profound consequences for the way karst aquifers are 

considered. For instance, Castleguard Cave is the longes! known cave in, the Rocq 
_.!} 

Mountains (Section 11.2.2). Cave exploratio�nd dye tracing bas shawn that there 

must be a minimum of four major active and fossil components to the conduit 

drainage of the area (Castleguard 0, 1, 2 and 3, rcspectively: Ford, 1983b; Smart, 

1983a). On the ether band, conduit density calculations 'ohow the 20km of 
·.::..>" 

Castleguard Cave would comprise < 1% of the total cave passage in the area, and thus 
- -;- �-::-· 

Castleguard Cave would only have been a miner component' �f the groundwater 

drainage of the area. This hypothesis is supported by !Ïydraulic calculations which 

show that paleodischarge in the cave was only about 5% of the discharge �rom the 

modern springs (Section 1 1.2.2). 

6.2.3 Conduit porosity 

Conduit porosity is here defined as the porosity (as a percentage) of a 

karstic rock that conduits contribute. It is often included in the term secondary 

porosity, which also include fissure porosity (Jennings, 1985; Ford 'and Wiiliams, 1989),> 
·-<::::-. 

Only researchers in the USSR routinely calculate cave volumes, so the 

database is rather smaii (Table 6.1). As with the conduit density c&lculations, the 

figures given may underrepresent reality by an arder of magnitude as only sorne 

passages within any volume of Iimestone wiii have been discovered. Nevertheless, 

Figure 6.1b shows thal conduit porosity commonly exceeds 0.1 %, and may average 

1%. 
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6.2.4 Segment length 
,-_:;;< 

The following terminology on segments is drawn from the two detailed 

analyses of conduit segment morphology by Ford (1963) and Jameson (1985). A 

segment is a length of cave passage with a single control. Usually, the segment follo-M 

one or more fractures, giving a stTUctural segment. This may be a bedding plane, fault 

or joint (giving a single-fracture segment), the intersection of two or more fractures 

(giving an intercept segment), or the segment may develop along closcly spaced 

fracture (giying a zone segment). If a segment dacs not follow any fractures, 

developing insteud by connecting the pores in the rock, then it is a mined segment. 

Mined segments are rare in well-lithified,Ïow-porosity, bcdded limestoncs (Ford, 1963; 

Jameson, 1985). Conversely, they are presumably common in high-porosity limestones 

( e.g. the Chalk in Britain and France, tropical Quatcrnary limestones) and in 

dolomites. 

There have been very few measurements of segment lengths in caves. 

Table 6.2 gives the results of ihe studies by Ford (1963) and Jameson (1985). Mean 

segment lengths (L,) vary from Sm ta 21m. These rcsults would appear to be 

representative of the range commonly found in caves, and would suggest that the 

differentiai initial transmissivities along ncighbouring structural segments arc the 

prime contrais on conduit location at a local scale ( 1-1 OOm ). On the other hand, the 

very small ratio of segment length to catchment length (LJ suggests thal it may be 

hydraulic factors which control conduit location at the catchment scale (1-100km). 

6.2.5 Sinuosity 

The sinuosity, S, of a flow route along cave conduits may be delined as 

S = L, / L, (6.1) 

.;·. 
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Table 6.2 Conduit segment !engths 

Cave number L. LJL, 
or segments mean 

m 

Mendips Hills, England (Ford, 1963) 

Swildons Hole 160 13 270 
G.B. Cav�, 121 13 210 ' \ '  

. .  

St Cuthberts Cave 90 16 200 
Cheddar Caves 44 21 580 

West Virginia, USA (Jameson, 1985) 

Snedegars Cave 92 4.7 2300 

where L, is the Iength of cav� passage followed by the cave stream, and L. is the 

straight·line Iength of the flow route. For a karst aquifer with an':rthogonal joint 

pattern with two joint sets, 

S = sin x + cos x  (6.2) 

where x is the angle between the hydraulic gradient azimuth and the direction of 

either of the joint sets (Figure 6.2a). This fonction is shawn in Figure 6.2b; it has a 

maximum of j2, and a mean of 1.27. Are such sinuosities seen !n caves? 

The best data set to investigate sinuosity is from complete and long flow 

paths through karst aquifers. Table 63a Iists ali known flow paths with straight-Iine 

distances > Skrn, white Table 6.3b is a compilation of 19 complete flow paths from 

autogenic sinkpoint to resurgence, and Table 6.3c is a compilation of 51 complete 

flow paths from allogenic sinkpoint to resurgence. Horizontal sinuasities of the three 

data sets in Table 6.3 are 1.57, 1.65 and 1.43, respectively. 
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Figure 6.2 F:low paths in an orthogonally-jointed aquifer, usingjoints or bed-joint 
intèrsections 
a) terminology (note that this diagram is extremely simpli!ied, and 
that LJL, is usually > 100. ) 
b) relative length or flow paths as a fonction or x 
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Table 6.3 Sinuosity of flow routes in ca_yes 

a) Flow routes with straight-line lengths >5km 

Cave name Slrallhi·Uae ....... p- s WJL. 
XY z ....... 

Sistema de Purifiçaci6n, Mc:xico 5410 200 6!00 U3 OJ).;J Sprouse, 1987; Buck, 1990 
Rivitre du Neuvon, France 7500 30 8700 1.16 0.052 Delance, 1988 
Castleguard Cave, Albena 6510 375 7lloo 121 0,11 Figures 11.2, 113 
Groue de Chauveroc:he, France 5000 !00 6224 1.24 0-18 Minvicltc, 1977 
Gruto do Padre, Brazil 5000 50 6300 L26 0,076 Auler, 1988 --

Groue de Goumier, France 6400 680 8325 1.29 0.14 Courbon & Chaberl, 1986 
Great Etpcctations Cave, USA 5600 415 7300 130 0.17 Miller, !980; Shiffiell, 1987 
Rio Encanlado, Pueno Rico !0850 100 14500 134 us Courban ct al., 1989 
Réseau des Acres Planêrcs, France 5300 587 7500 1.41 0.081 Courbon & Chabert, 1986 
R�u de la Combe aux P�tres, France 7250 100 !0500 1.45 0.20 Delance, 1988 
R. l'c:scaladc shunl�, Rhar Bou'Maza, Algcria 6100 30 9000 1.48 0.097 Benoit &. Collignon, 1988 
Gouffre de Padirac, France 5800 230 8581 1.48 0.18 Chabert, 1981; Gtze, 1990 
Logsdon River, Mammoth Cave, USA 6480 27 9750 !.50 0.15 Coons, in Cl, map of cave 
Réseau du Verneau, France 6950 300 10800 1.55 0.040 Couturaud and Aucant, 1990 
Blue Nile, Crcvice Cave, USA soso 50 8000 LS8 0.13 Courbon & Chabert, 1986 
Red del Silencio, Spain 7540 - !40 12000 L60 oms Riga! & Boyer, !989 
SC3�Vcma, G. de la Pierre SI Manin, France 5530 1054 9!00 L62 0.17 Courbon & Chabert, 1986 
Cathcdrai·Falmouth Cave System, USA 5500 39 9250 L68 0.12 Courbon & Chabert, 1986 
Réseau ;\ toul hazard, Rhar Bou'Maza, Algeria5940 30 !0500 L77 0.16 Benoit & Collignon, 1988 
Jaskina Domica - Baradla Barlang, Czechoslovak.ia - Hungary 

5770 90 10500 !.82 0.25 MKBT, !989 
Reinacherstollen - entrance, Holloch, Switz. 5030 80 9350_ L86 0.13 BOgli, !980 
Torea de los Caballos-Red del Silencio, Spain 5530 498 !0600 1.91 0.19 Riga! & Boyer, !989 
Illaminako Ateak, Spain ssso 600 10900 1.95 0.11 Pernette & Maire, 1983 
White Nilc, Crcvicc Cave, USA 5100 50 10000 L96 0,25 Courbon & Chabert, 1986 
Rtscau de fleurs, Rhar Bou'Maza, Algeria 5420 30 10800 !.99 0-35 Benoit & Collignon, 1988 
SicbcnhengstchOhlensystcm, Switzcrland 5950 570 12900 2.16 0.14 Jeannin, 1990 

b) Complete flow paths in autogenic aquifers 
Torea de Hoyu Jondo . Cueva del Valle, Spain 1400 122 1750 1.25 0.10 Riga! & Boyer, !989 
P40 - Guien. Mon, France !580 623 2130 1.26 0.12 Chevalier, 1951 
Torea La Canal � Cueva del Valle, Spain 3700 !02 5000 1.35 0.11 Riga! & Boyer, !989 
Arctomys Cave, B.C. 1490 523 2305 1.46 0.25 Thompson, 1976 
Sima Tonio · Cucva Canuela, Spain !265 410 !965 1.48 0.14 Lismonde, 1989 
Cueva Onite - Cucva Tiva, Spain 1800 80 2800 !.SS 0.16 Mills & Waltham, 1981 
Bull Pot • Kcld Head, England 2100 100 3400 L62 0.17 Waltham & Brook, !980a 
TI - Cucva de Santa Elena, Spain 1545 558 2800 1.70 0.13 Courbon & Chabert, 1986 
Sistema Badalona, Spain 2450 11�0 4650 1.72 0.21 Puch, !989 
Sima del Escobal � Cueva del Valle, Spain 1850 102 3200 1.73 0.24 Riga! & Boyer, !989 
Ogof y Daren Cilau, Walcs 2980 !90 5200 1.74 0.15 Sman and Gardencr, 1989 
Torea del Scdo . Cueva Tiva, Spain 390 21 700 1.79 0.24 Mills & Waltham, !981 
Tunnel Cave, Walcs 480 120 900 1.82 0.14 Coase & Judson, 1977 
G. du Bel Espoir-O. de la Diau, France 1720 6!6 3350 1.83 030 Courban & Chabert, 1986 
Gouffre Th�� - Guiers Mon, France 1060 593 2500 2.06 0.40 Courbon & Chabert, 1986 
G. de Cemon-Cabomc de Mcnouille, France 950 120 2000 2.09 0.25 Minvielle, 1977 
OS, Britisli Columbia 1190 614 3000 2.24 0.37 Morris, 1984 
Windy Unie. � Quatsino Cave. British Columbia 470 309 1450 2.58 0.13 Morris, 1984 
Swinslo Pot -Keld Head, England 950 130 3000 3.!3 0.75 Wallham & Brook, !980a; 

Farr, 1980; Waltham ct al., 
1981 
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'Table 6.3c Complete flow paths ln allogenic aquifers 
(' .. � Cave aa111e Stra�bt·lin< kqtb p.._ s WJL, ' 
XY z kqtb 

Sinks of Gandy:uSA 780 5 860 1.10 0.06 Medville et al., !983 
Gua Payau, Malaysia 

� 
1200 10 1400 1.17 0.21 Brook &.:.Waltham, 1978b 

Jordtul� Norway ,-: -�· 495 0.1 580 1.17 0.097 Lauritzen ct al .• 1985 _-,-.,_ 
Ogof y Ci, Wales 545 10 640 1.17 0.053 Ford, 1989 

<S;:: Devils Kitchen, USA 820 IS 970 1.18 0.12 Medville et al., 1983 
._..___/ ·�_;.:::1 Gua Tcmpurong, Malaysia 970 10 1 150 1.19 0.15 Crowther, 1978 

Simmons-Mingo-My Cave, USA 44SO 140 5300 1.19 0.10 Mcdvillc &. Storage, 1986 
Moira Cave, Ontario 340 2 405 1.19 0.086 MacGrcgor, 1976 
Sumidero de Agueyaco, Mexico 340 2S 410 1.20 0.13 Spahi, 1983 
Sumidero Chicja. Mexico 6SO 72 79S 1.22 0.14 Doon, 1977 
Sof Omar, Etbiopia 970 s 1180 1.22 0.12 D.S.E.E., 1983 
L.ubang Hijau, Malaysia 1350 180 1660 1.22 0.14 Brook & Waltham, 1978b 
Qiao Ban Dong, China .;'1800 15 2200 1.22 0.15 Gill et al., 1990 
Sumidero San Bernardo-Canyon cntr., Mexi& 520 88 645 1.22 0.16 Knutson, 1984 
Ogof Rhyd Sych, Wales 590 10 730 1.24 0.14 Ford, 1989 
Cueva de Cunday, Columbia 4SO 160 600 1.26 0.23 Miller, 1979a 
San Cha He Dong, China 890 IS 1120 1.26 0.21 Wallham, 1986 
Cueva de Agua Escondida, Guatemala 3370 so 4250 1.26 0.31 Doon, 1974 
Lubang Angin, Malaysia 710 s 910 1.28 0.19 Brook &. Waltham, 1978b 
Cochol, Mexico 860 37 1120 1.30 0.22 Tracey, 1975 
Grotte de la Roche, France 1210 30 1577 130 0.20 Minvielle, 1977 
Nelson Cave, USA 36S 10 480 1.31 O.IS Medville et al., 1983 
Sumidero del Rio Atima, Honduras 18SO 190 24SO 132 0.11 Knutson, 1988 
Rivière souterraine de Bramabiau, France 780 20 IOSO 13S 0.28 Minvielle, 1977 
Sumidero San Bernardo-East trib., Mexico 470 103 6SO 1.3S 0.11 Knutson, 1984 
Ren Xiao Dong, China ISOO 2S 20SO 137 0.18 Gill et al., 1990 

:.:::.� The Tunnel, WA, Australia 430 s S90 138 0.35 Swecting, 1973 
ligris Tunnel, Turkey 610 IS 86S 1.42 0.42 Wallham, 1976 

'; Guan Yan, China 1010 10 1440 1.43 0.21 Waltham, 1986 ii " Raggejavrerage, Nmway 88S 620 ISSO 1.43 0.091 Courhon &. Chabert, 1986 /l' C Veronica del Rio Candelaria, Guatemala 2810 s 4060 1.44 0.12 Courban & Dreux, 1976 
Gruta del Rio San Jcronimo, Mexico 3830 so SS60 1.4S 030 Coons, 1976 
Grotte de Saint Casimir, Québec 310 460 1.48 0.!4 Beaupré et al., 1976 
Haphazard Cave • Pitchford's Cave, B.C. 470 20 700 1.49 0.21 Sawatzky, 1988 
Actun Box Ch'iich, Belize 1260 183 1900 1.49 0.11 Blak, 1990 
Sunken Foresl Cave, Belize 580 32 880 !.SI 0.11 Blak, 1990 
Slccpwalker Series, White Scar Cave, England1550 !OS 2360 I.S2 0.23 Waltham, 1977 
Cueva del Agua·la Cucvona, Spain 8SS 12 1320 1.54 0.20 Mills & Waltham, 1981 
Bowden Cave, USA 1010 20 IS70 l .SS 0.086 Medville cl al., 1983 
Darknight Cave, Belize 320 3S 510 l.S8 0.28 Miller, 1979b 
Kahf Hoti, Oman 2630 260 4300 1.63 0.32 Waltham et al., 1985 
Greenwood Pot • White Scar Cave, England 1610 131 26SO 1.64 0.16 Waltham, 1977 
G. de Jérusalcm·Source du Verneau, France 6SOO 338 10700 1.64 0.086 Coutur:tud &. Aucant, 1990 
Gruta del Rio Chontalcoatlan, Mexico 3320 50 S610 1.69 0.44 Coons, �976 
Grotte de la Vitlle Folle· Verneau, France 3SSO 26S 6200 1.74 0.14 Couturaud & Aucant, 1990 
Cueva de el Chorreadero, Mexico 1470 334 269S 1.79 0.41 Thompson, 1972 
Cucva de Tecoto, Mexico 1S5 53 1370 1.81 0.43 Knutson, 1979 
Réseau de Foussoubic, France 3400 110 6200 1.82 0.21 Le Roux, 1989 
Broken River Cave, New Zealand 340 20 6SO 1.91 0.26 NZSB, 1986 
Apetlanca, Mexico 1370 139 2740 1.99 0.29 Engler, 1982 
Sumidero San Bernardo-Lower ent., Mexico 890 200 1910 2.09 0.43 Knutson, 1984 
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Allogenic flow paths are clearly more linear than"a�gc;nic flow paths 

---� ,, 
(Figure 6.3). ,_,This is because allogenic flow paths usually represent a '  single linear 

=--�� -....:. 

flow pa th from sink to spring. Conversely, many of the autogenic flow paths consist 

of two components: a tnbutary vector and a principal conduit vector. This is clea�ly , 

seen in the six longest known flow paths (Figure 6.4). In ali six cases the principal 

conduit is more linear than are tributaries. 

It is clear that conduit flow does not follow the shortest single-fracture or 

fracture-intersection flow paths through an aquifer, for mean sinuosities exceed 1.27. 

However, the mean sinuosity of 51 allogenic flow paths (the most representative data 

set in Table 6.3) is only 13% longer than th� value. This suggests thal hydraulic ' "  

factors may play an important role in conduit flow path development in karst. 

6.2.6 Flow belt width 

ln  plan view, . many cave passages appear to be joint-guided, but such 

passages are often located at bed-joint intersections. If conduit flow routes develop 

along the most direct joint-oriented paths, then the width of this flow bell, W, will 

be small in relation to L,.. 
Using the same data sets as for conduit sinuosity (Table 6.3), width/length 

ratios (WjLJ of the three data sets are 0.14, 0.19 and 0.20, respectively. The 

example in Table 6.3 with the grea test non-linearity is Swinsto Cave - Keld Head, with 

S=3.1 and W.fLx=0.75. Waltham et al. (1981) described this flow path in detail, 

explaining that there were Iwo components. The tributary section developed in the 

vados(.ione, and is oriented downdip, towards the north-east. The principal conduit 

section was devcloped in the phreatic zone, and is oriented to the south, towards the 

spring. The sinuosity and width/length ratio of the separa te components are much 

more linear than the overall ratios, and are similar to the mean values for allogenic 

tlow paths. They are: S= 1.51 and 1.64, respectively, and W.fLx=0.15 and 0.34, 

respectivcly. The sa me holds true for many flow paths with high sinuosities, which are 
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Rio Encantado 
Puerto Rico 

Siebenhengste 
Switzerland 

Red del Rio Silencio 
Spain 

Illaminako Ateak 
Spain 

Rhar Bou'Maza 
Algeria 

Réseau du Verneau 
France 

Figure 6.4 Plan patterns of the six longest explored flow paths in karst conduits 
(for sources see Table 6.1) 
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made us of two or more low-sinuosity elements. 

6.2.7 Depth of loop crests and bases 

The vertical sinuosity of cave conduits is kn<:]wn as looping (Ford, 1965). 

For each phreatic loop there is a high point and a law point (Jameson, 1985); the 

high point of a loop bas also been called a Joop crest (Smart and Christopher, 1989). 

For clarity and conciseness, the terms loop crest and loop base are used in this 

account. For strike-oriented [lnw along a bedding plane, where there is a regularly 
1,.....,..- ' 

spaced orthogonal joint network, tiit:n conduits should develop at bed-joint 

intersections. According ta the dominant paradigm of the last thirty years, conduits 

would develop along favourable fractures or fracture intersections closest ta the water 

table (e.g. Ford, 1971b). In this case-' 

0 < D, < S; cos À sin e (6.3) 

where D, is the phreatic depth of a crest, S; is the spacing between joints, À is the 

angle subtended between the strike and a joint direction, where 0 < À < 45°, and 6 

is the stratal dip. The depths of the closest adjacent loop base is 

Db = D, + S; cos À sin 6 (6.4) 

where Db is the phreatic depth of a loop base. Combining Equations 6.3 and 6.4 gives 

S; cos À sin 6 < Db < 2S; cos À sin 6 (6.5) 

so that 

0 < DjDb < 0.5 (6.6) 

with a median value of 0.33. 

Equation 6.6 may be tested by using data from bath active and fossil 

conduits. Sorne well-documented conduits are listed in Table 6.4, and the profiles of 
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Table 6.4 Crest/base depth for phreatic Ioops 

.... 

. :::::::.··-" 
Doux de Coly, France 
H�lloch: Reinacherstollen-cntr. 

: Schluchtgang - Ricsensaal 
Rbcau de Foussoubie, France 
Wookcy Hole, England 
Swildons Hole (active tier) - -

G. Annette-Trou de Glaz, FraricC 

type 

p 
r 
r 
aJr 
vlptr 
y 

r 
Yorkshire System: Raller Coaster r 
Castlegua.� Cave, Albena r 
Rats N.,;t' Cave. Albena 
Grotte de la Meseta, France p 
Grotte de Paqucs, France p 
Grotte des Moulins "C', France r 
Grotte du Grcnouillet, France r 
Grotte de la Doue, France lp 
Ringquelle, Germany p 
Cueva del Agua, Spain 

Grand Circle · Bowling Ailey r 
Big rift · Hole in the wall r 

Source du Lison, France p 

Notes: 

lencth 
m 

3180 
9300 
6000 
9000 
1300 

850 
1600 

522 
7900 

900 
ISIO 

810 
ISO 
520 
340 

930 

1400 
1200 

802 

D, D, D,. 
m m m 

58 32 :-42 

160 83 liS 
140 59 98 
130 68 77 

95 21 37 
46 30 37 
90 39 57 
58 ,J3 42 

370 300 325 
136 57 82 

95 30 59 
so 4.8 19.6 
28 9,6 !6.8 
86 ' 24 45 
23 

'\\ S.! 9.7 
23 \�o.s 21.2 

' .:..--:-

206 72 106 
104 65 83 

29 7.7 16.2 

DJD. 
meau 

0.62 
0.73 
0.60 
0.89 
MS 
0.81 
0-63 
0.78 
0.92 
0.69 
O.SI 
024 
0.57 
0.53 
0.53 
O.SI 

0.78 
0.77 
0.48 

n or cftsts 
� aDCi boses  

8 
46 
3S 
80 

34 
20 

18 
12 

6 
!6 
18 
Il 
!0 
!6 
Il 
21 

20 
27 
14 

Figure 6.4a 
Figure 6.4b 
Figure 6.4b 
Figure 6.4c 
Figure 6.4d 
Figure 6.4d 
Figure 6.4e 
Figure 6.Sb 
Figure 11.3 
Yonge, !990 
Tardy, 1990a 
Tardy, !990b 
Le Pennee, 1989 
Houiez, 1988 
Colin & Drouin, 1986--1 
Farr, 1980 :,:/ 

Smart, 1984b 
Sman, !984b 
Isler, 1981 

Ait values for Dct Dr Db, and OJllb are minima; in many cases the water table would bave bcen higher wbcn the 
passage was fonned than can now be asccrtained. 
Cave types - p = active phreatic 

' 

v = active vadose 
r = fossil 
tp = tcmporary active phreatic 

.�• 
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siX' are shawn in Figure 6.5 ,and 6.6b. <·--

Perhaps the best example of a currently active phreatic flow path is the 

world's longes! explored siphon at Doux de Coly, Dordogne, France (Figure 6.5a). '·�· 
"' 

This is a strilêe-oriented conduit which main tains a phreatic depth of > 30m -�or over 

3km; dye traces have shawn the catchment extends at )east 8km further along the 

strike, so that a single strike-O:iented Ioop of llkm may saon be explored (Isler and 

Magnin, 1985). 

A partially drained and partially explored phreatic flow pa th is found at 

Wookey Ho le, En gland (Figure 6.5b ). eThe water table bas Iowered by at )east 28m 

since the present flow path was initiated, but about hal[ the passage explored so [ar 

is stiJl submerged. One upstream fceder to Wookey Hale is Swildons Hale. An 

upper tier of passages was not entrenched before abandonment, but the lower, active 
:� - · -

tier bas seen water levels lower at !east 30m since initiation. 

Notable fossil examples of pl:reatic flow paths include Hlllloch, 

Switzerland (Figure 6.5c), Foussoubie, France (Figure 6.5d), Grotte Annette - Trou 

de Glaz, France (Figure 6.5e), Yorkshire System, Alberta (Figure 6.6b}, Tantalhllhle, 

Austria (Courbon and Chabert, 19ô6), and Dune Series - Revival in Gua Air Jernih, 
. ; c ,  

Malaysia (Waltham and Brook, 1980b). 

At Crowsnest Pass, Crowsnest Spring provides the only explored example 

of active phreatic flow (Figure 6.6a), and Yorkshire Pot is the best cxample of a [ossil 

phreatic passage (Figure 6.6b). In the latter, the principal initial development was 

along the Roller Coaster, which meandered up and down, mostly at a phreatic depth 

of 30 to 45m. Subsequently, tributaries such as Alberta Avenue wcre formed at 

grea ter depths (Figure 6.6b ). 

Sixteen of 18 examples in Table 6.4 have DjDb > 0.5 (Figure 6.7), and 

thus do not .�upport the hypothesis of flow along favourable fractures close to the 
' 

water table. An alternative hypothesis will be proposed in Chaptcr 7. 

-· ' 
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. ' ' q 
· Figure 6.5 Profiles of five well-documentecqlhreatic loops 

Legend: present law-flow water table 
................. inferred law-flow paleo-water table 

In each case flow is (or was) to the right of the diagram 

a) Extended profile of Doux de Coly, France (after Isler and Magnin, 1985). The 
cave has developed along the strike in a catchment estimated to be 14km long (Isler 
and Magnin, 1985). The strata dip gently ( <3") to the south, but there is a 
monoclinal steepl:ning,(4"-9") where the cave is situated. The cave may also be 
associated with txJb strike·oriented faults which are located 'along the axis of the 
catchment: a l.Skm long fault at Salojour, and the 2.5km long Nadaillac fault 
(B.R.G.M., 1979). 

If b) Extended profile of HOiloch, Switzerland (afteroBOgli, 1980). The two principal 
paleoconduits are shawn. Thesejpassages are developed along the strike on a 
slickensided bedding plane dipping 12-20". Paleo-water tables shawn are assumed to 
have the same gradient as the present water table. 

c) Projected profile of Réseau de Foussoubie, Ardèche, France (after Le Rou_x,_ 
1989). There is considerable foreshortening of the profile close to the spring: the-· ·  
passage length from sink to spring is 6.1km. The cave has >50 sumps in law-flow 
conditions. 

d),Extended profile of Swildons Hale - Wookey Hale, England (after Ford, 1963; 
Drew, 1975b; Baon, 1977; and Farr, 1983). Note that the 2.6km gap is the straight
Iine distance. The drainage basin has a length of 8.3km (Drew, 1975a ), but Swildons 
Hale is located only 3.6km from Wookey Hale. It is therefore presumably a tributary 
to the principal conduit. 

e) Grotte Annette -Trou du Glaz, Réseau de la Dent de Crolles, Isère, France (after 
Chevalier, 1951). This fossil flow route is now > 1700m above valley leve!, and the 
original flow route must have been longer. 

· 

( i 
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Figure 6.6 Profiles or active and rossil caves at Crowsnest Pass, showing vertical 
looping 
a) Crowsnest Spring (arter Barton, 1981) 
b) Yorkshire System, showing two important passages developed when 

· ·: . .  the water table was at or above 2230m 
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Ratio of crest depth to base depth 

Figure 6. 7 Relative depth below the water table or loop crests and Joop bases for 
19 active and fossil phreatic paths (data Iisted in Table 6.3) 

6.2.8 Conclusion 

. The development of the six indices in the previous six sections bas helped 

to characterise conduit flow paths. It has been shawn that flow paths are made up 

of many, short structural segments, that flow paths follow efficient paths, and that 

conduit flow paths are not close to the water table. These findings will be used in 

Chapter 7 to support a new mode! of karst groundwater flow. 

6.3 Geological controls 

6.3.1 Fracture occurrence 

Detailed studies of flow paths in well-karstified, bedded limestones have 

found that almost ali conduits are developed along pre-existing bedding planes, joints 

and faults. Early cave studies considered fracture guidance in terms of a single 
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variable (c.g Ford, 1963; Ewcrs, 1972; Po-..:ell, 1977; Charity and Christopher, 1977), 

but the mcticulous studies by Jameson (1981, 1985) showed that conduits frequently 

form at the intersection of two fractures. Since conduits propagate along such 

fractures, it follows thal the fracture flow net will be distorted by thosc fractures or 

fracture intersections with high initial hydraulic conductivities. 

Most karst limes ton es are well-bedded and wcll-jointed, and the catchment 

is of large cnough sizc sa thal the inter-bedding plane and inter-joint distances are 

insignificanc fractions ( e.g. <0.001) of the catchment length. In these conditions, if 

joints and bcds were cqually favoured for conduit propagation, then the overall 

hydraulic conductivity would be isotropie, and the flow net would closely resemble a 

Hagen-Poiseuille or Darcy flow net. On limestonc pavements there are often two 

orthogonal joint sets normal to the bedding, with both joint and bed spacing usually 

in the range .0.1 - lOm. Th us, the evidence from limestone pavements indicates that 

therc are usually sufficient bed and joint pathways to ens ure isotropie conditions on 

catchment scale. Furthermore, since joints offcr two of the three orthogonal planes, 

then on average they would be utilised by conduits two-thirds of the time. This was 

the approach used by Bedingcr (1966) in an clectric analogue study. 

Bedding planes are predominantly favoured for conduit devclopment 

largely because they offer transmissive fractures which are continuous laterally for 

large distances in both x and y directions (Renault, 1968). Th us a conduit may follow 

one bedding plane for hundreds, and occasionally for thousands of metres (c.g. 

Palmer, 1977; Worthington, 1984). Sorne bedding planes will have higher initial 

transmissivities than others, and thesc will be favourcd; for instance, in Friars Hale 

System, USA, two bedding planes, both between lithologically dissimiia;:Jimestones, 
--.::::::=-__::-

· arc the locus for sorne 20km of passage (Worthington; 1984). Furthermore, the 

lithology of sorne beds may be particularly favourable for dissolution (Rauch and 

White, 1970), and minor aquitards may also promote bed-parallel flow, especially in 

the vadose zone (Waltham, 1971). 

,-::_:...�· ' 
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On the ether band, joints are neither laterally nor vertically very extensive, 

and a single joint rarely guides a cave passage for more than a few tens of metres. 

Furthermore, passages often develop at bed-joint intersections, so that in a horizontal 

sense they are joint-aligned, but in a vertical sense they are bedding-aligned. This is 

the case for at least sorne of the caves in Indiana described by Powell (1976) and for 

Ogof Ffynnon Ddu, the longes! cave in Wales, where one bed is seen in the roof of 

much of the "joint-oriented" maze of the Top Entrance SCries (Charity and 

Christopher, 1977; Ewers, 1982). The consideration of caves in only two of the three 

dimensions (x-y) bas led sorne karst researchers to stress the importance of joints in 

cave development (e.g Trudgill, 1985, p73; Dreybrodt, 1988, p195-198). 

Faults are occasionally important for passage alignment. Notable examples 

are Hlllloch, Switzerland (much of the cave along a slickensided bedding plane: Bogli, 
· -

1980; Ewers, 1982), and Friars Hale System, USA (more than 10km of passages on 

bed/fault intersections: Worthington, 1984). 

6.3.2 Primary tube development on multiple bedding planes 

White and Longyear (1962) found that at the transition from laminar flow 

to turbulent flow in a conduit, there is a hydraulic jump, with the effectiveness of 

solution increasing by seven orders of magnitude. This wa� demonstrated in plaster 

models by Ewers (1982). He showed how solutional enlargement concentra tes in one 

direction along a bedding plane, producing primary tubes or anastomoses, with the 

eventual formation of a victor tube. The enhanced hydraulic conductivities along 
. - , 

bedding planes will ,.:oduce equipotential ellipses centred on the victor tube. The 

development of primary tubes or anastomoses would then decrease exponentially away 

from the victor tube, and there would be a limit beyond which anastomoses or primary 

tubes would' not form. This equipotential line is called the primary tube limit in 

Figure 6.8. 
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Figure 6.8 Cross-section through the low-potential field surrounding a 
developing conduit 

Unfortunately, there bas been little field research on primary tubes or 

anastomoses. Ford (1971b) found 12 primary tubes in a 360m section of strike

oriented passage in steeply-dipping limestones in Swildon's Ho le, England. The tubes 

were mostly about 20cm in diameter, were oriented approximately downdip, and 

occurred in two groups; four were spread over a width of 35m, and eight were spread 

over 90m, with a 150m gap with no primary tubes separa ting them. Ford (1971) 

thought that these primary tubes were the earliest conduits of karstic flow, were 

widespread in the host rock, and were the steep-dip equivalent to anastomoses. 



Ewers (1966, 1972) studied anastomoses in severa( caves in Kentucky 

where the stratigraphie dip is extremely law (0.2-0.SO). The tubes ranged in diameter 
, ,  

from a few millimetres up to about 50cm, with a median diameter of 10-20cm. Ewers 

(1972) found an exponential decrease in numbers of tubes as passage width increased, 

as would be predicted from Figure 6.8. The total width of the anastomotic band was 

commonly less than 5-6m. 

J ameson (1985) made a comprehensive study of about 500m of passages 

in Snedegars Cave (West Virginia, USA), where the dip is 2°. Pre-entrenchment 

primary tubes bad average cross-sectional areas of 0.2-0.3m1, and few sections of 

primary tube were not later enlarged by entrenchment. 

Ali three studies confirm that the earliest conduit flow is in small phreatic 

tubes. Empirical evidence suggests that sometimes in low-dip limestones these may 

proliferate as anastomotic bands, though there is no theoretical explanation for this. 

The 12 primary tubes in Swildon's Hale data can be interpreted as developing within 

two low-potential areas from two separate inputs to the aquifer, with none of the 

tubes enlarging to full conduit size. 

The spacing between low-potential areas (where there are primary tubes 

or anastomoses) is critical to the subsequent development of conduits, but few 

measurements have been made. An indirect method is to consider the spacing of 

inputs to a karstic aquifer. The closes! spacing would be expected where there is 

diffuse infiltration through a permeable, insoluble c�proek such as sandstone, or in 

isolated bills without sinkholes. Palmer (1975) found that 60% of a sample of 260 

maze caves which he examined were formed in such situations, with passage spacing 

typically every 10m. Wider spacing of inputs would be expected where there are 

dolines, which are typically spaced lOOm apart. The approximately lOOm spacing in 

Hôlloeh and the 200m spacing in Parker Cave of parallel downdip passages were 

interpreted by Ford (1971b) and Ewers (1982), respectively, as reflecting primary tube 
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spacing. lt is possible,that these passage spacings at H1llloch and Parker Cave are 

similar in each case to doline spacing on the surface. 

These examples suggest that the spacing of Iow-potential areas is related 

to the spacing of major inputs on the surface, and thus may range from metres to 
,, 

hundreds or thousands of metres. This conclusion could be rèached from the plaster 

laboratory models of Ewers (1982), but it is uncertain to what extent these models 

may provide an analogue to karstic aquifers. 

The mode! studies of Ford and Ewers (1978), Ewers (1982) and,Ford and 

Williams (1989) predict the establishment of a series of primary tubes 1mm or more 

in size, which are oriented along the original flow !ines along bedding planes. In the 
' /, �/ 

case of strike-oriented flow thesl primary tubes will be essentially downdip close to 

the sinkpoints, close to horizontal for most of their flow paths, and almost updip near 

the resurgence. Downdip primary tubes close to sinkpoints were described by Ford 

{1963), and have been mapped in detail by Jameson (1985), but the complementary 

horizontal and updip primary tubes have not been described before. 

Once one primary tube bas extended to connect sink and spring, then it 

will provide a much Iower resistance route for flow than other non-integrated primary 

tubes. There will be a 10'-100 increase in dissolution along this victor tube, and the 

flow net will be reoriented towards it, so that it may rapidly (10'-104 years) become 

the principal drainage route for the catchment (Ewers, 1982; Ford and Williams, 

1989). 

Rhoades and Sinacori {1941) envisaged the principal conduit as extending 

almost horizontally to the spring, while Davis (1966) envisaged the conduit ascending 

steeply to the spring. Models of fracture flow and the geometry of conduit flow paths 

will be discusscd in Section 6.4, where it will be shown that the latter geometry is 

more probable. 
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6.3.3 To what extent are bedding planes favoured as flow routes? 

It is now possible to relate hydraulic conductivity (K) in the flow direction 

along a bedding plane (K.), normal to x across the bedding plane (K,). and normal to 
� ,, 

the b�dding plane, along joints (KJ. For an isotropie aquifer 
,. 

(6.7) 

Fracture aquifers are anisotropié; and commonly K. is about an ordcr of magnitude 

less than K, or K, (Domenico and Schwartz, 1990). In this case, before solutional 

enlargement a karstic aquifer would have 

K, = � = 101 K. (6.8) 

Freeze and Cherry (1979) showcd thal for a homogeneous, anisotropie medium with 

principal hydraulic conductivities K, K, and K,, then equipotential tines can be 

expressed by a hydraulic conductivity ellipsoid with major axes K,o.s, K, o.s and K. ns. For 

a karstic aquifer the major axes x and z (or y and z) would thus have the ratio of 

approximately 

(6.9) 

Where the flow path is not along the strike, then the flow cannet follow 

a single bedding plane, and the situation is somewhat more complicated. Of primary 

importance is the ratiq of bedding plane to joint passages. Waltham (1971, p79) 

suggested that the ratio "is a function of the diffel <·nee between the angle of apparent 

dip and the overall hydraulic gradient of the system". This introduces the concept 

that the ratio is a predictable function of the geometry of the flow route, but does not 

lake into account the predilection of karst conduits for bedding planes, described in 

Section 6.2.1. Nevertheless, it is possible to make sorne predictions of bed�oint 

passage ratios given certain assumptions. 
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preferentiaii�'QIIows bedding planes or bedljoint intersections, that the joint-aligned 
)) . . 

routes followcd between them are normal to them, and that flow will take the shortest 

route between bedding planes. The validity of these assumptions is discussed at the 

end of this section. 

The ratio (R) of bedding planes to joints utilised by conduits is then 

R = 1 1 (tan a sin tf>) (6.10) 

�here tf> is the angle subtended by the strike and the flow direction. 

Equation 6.10 refers to the maximum possible bedding plane utilisation in 

any structural situation. Ford and Ewers (1978) found that >30% of the passages in 

Swildon's Hale, England followed joints (R = 1.45; predicted value from Equation 

6.10 is 8). Ewers (1969) found R = 13 for some caves in E. Kentucky (predicted R 
' '  

> 100). In Jameson's (1985) study of Snedegar Cave, West Virginia, R was 1.1 

(predicted R = 17). Thus, bedding:plane utilisation by conduits is considerably less 
-!:; 

than the theoretical maximum, but much more than the mean value of 0.5 thal would 

result if joint and bedding plane hydraulic conductivities were equal. These values 

>0.5 support the contention of greater horizontal K introduced in Equation 6.8. 

The maximum bed�oint ratios (Equation 6.10) for different structural 

situations are shawn in Figure 6.9, to which have been added the three caves cited 

abovc plus other caves with well-documented geological structures. Most of these 

caves have predicted R's > 10, which supports the predominance of bedding planes 

for conduit flow. Nevertheless, R will be less than 1 in the rare karsts with high dips 

where the flow is not strike-aligned. 

T'ne imïJorlance of bedding planes found in studies of cave conduits th us 

supporiS _ _the use of beàdine p!an�s as guiding fractures. 
'" 

. 
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6.4 Hydraulic controls 'on conduit c!evelopment 

" ,, il )i 
,, 

� 'tc6.4.1 Flow through fractures �é'"��+�=-� \), "' rr;- . 

'" �-,, 

' <= It was explain�:f; Section 6.2.1 thal the initial flow\0:Cough a karst 
(' = \ ' 

aquifer is Ia�gely along pre-existing fractures. This flow is Iaminar;" and may be 
? 

dcscribed by the Hagen·Poiseuille equation (Equation 5.2). Thrailkill (1968) used this 
· equation ta calculate.the relative flow through deep and shallow fractures in simple 

,: , 
hydraulic situations. Holding hydraulic gradient and fluid density and viscosity 

constant, he found that shallow flow paths would carry marginally greater discharge 

than deeper flow paths. However, bath the density and the viscosity are negative 

fonctions of temperature, at !east between 4• and 100"C, and different results are 

obtained if these two terms are included. '·
··
If a geothermal gradient of 25°km"1 is 

-:::;�:-·'.' assumed (Freeze and Cherry, 1979; Hitchon, 1984), then deeper flow paths become 

more efficient than shallow flow paths in catchments longer than about 3km (f:igure 

6.10). 

Figure 6.10a would suggest that conduits would preferentially form close 

ta the base of aquifers, especially in long catchments. However, the empirical 

evidence shows that this does not occur. For instance, bath Yorkshire Pot (Figure · 

6.6b) and Castleguard Cave (Figures 1 1.2, 11.3) formed weil above the base of the 

é�.==-..o=respective aquifers, and the existence of tiered caves is an even clearer demonstration 

( e.g. Figure 6.5b,d, 8.2). Instead, flow depth is typically about 1% of the eatchment 

Iength (Thrailkill, 1968; also Figure 6.10a). 

It seems reasonable ta assume that there is an exponential decrease in 

permeability with depth in a Hagen - Poiseuille flow field. This could be due ta 
,,_. 

decreasing fracture width and/or numbers with depth, which would be a fonction of 

the tectonics and of the flow field forming early conduits within the aquifer. There 

is sorne empirical evidence that permeability does decrease exponentially with depth 

(Milanovie, but see Mixon, 1990). Figure 6.10b shows the effect of combining Hagen 

�-· .. 
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- Poiseuille flow (Figure 6.10a) with::�n empirical function (Col) expressing a decrease 

in relative discharge with depth 

(a) = e ..Q.OOSS D (6.12) 

where the exponent was selected ta ensure maximum discharge for long catchments 

at a deptMength ratio of about 0.01. 

There may also be hydrochemical effects that would influence phreatic 
->�-

flow depth, such as mixing corrosion. These will be considered i!J,. Section 7.6.2. 

6.4.2 Aquifer inputs 

The development of conduits within the fracture flow field is a direct 
/� ' 

fonction of solute undersaturation, aperture size, discharge 'à nd hydraulic head, and 

an inverse function of length. An important question concerning the development of 

conduits in the aquifer is whether flow paths from inputs proximal ta the spring 

develop first, or whether distal cnes are favoured. 

Two contrasting input situations are common in karst aquifers. The 

discharge of many karst catchments is dominated by one or more major allogenic 

inputs, flowing off impermeable rocks and sinking underground close to the limestone 

contact. The ether extreme, such as in the Flathead and High Rock Ranges, is where 

the inputs are wholly autogenic. The two terrains are known as fluviokarsts and 

holokarsts, respectively. Early flow paths which might be expected in these two 

situations are shawn in Figure 6.11. 

In fluviokarsts, the situation is straightforward, for the conduit will develop 

between the sinking stream and the spring. On the ether band, in holokarsts there 

will be many recharge points ta the aquifer, as noted above. In holokarsts, there are 

three important variables have not been weil defined in conduit propagation models; 

they are hydraulic gradient, solute undersaturation, and the topology of the flow net. 

._; 
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Figure 6,11 Contrasting initial now paths ln allogenic and outogenic karstic 
aquifers, modelled from the Hagen - Poiseuille equation 
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6.4.3 Initial hyd'raulic �die!!ts 
_, :� -

r . 0 -
0 Three coritrasting hydraulic gradient configurations ofa hc;okarst are· -

• . ,  

- ,·. ·.::. ' -:.. - �-
· .  

. 
_, 1

. _;\ . "\ 

shown in simplified models in Figure 6.12 Eacn has '1000 recharge poiri�, in the 

plane of the diagran� (I,;1 fo 1000), di;rresponding to concentrated rc:charge every ·"' . 
.

-

� 

� �  

10m down joints. For simplicity; oâly four evenly-spaced input points àr� shown (11, 

Izso, I5.., I750). ., _ ), . ' . } . . 
Il The term initial hydraulic gradient is defitied here as the hydraulic gradient �- . 

in a karst aquifer when a tier of conduits is being formed. Initial hydraulic gradients 

may be measured Ùt two situations. First, in fluviokarst it may be possible to identify 

the original input and output points if"there bas been little surface denudation sincc 

the cave was formed. This is the case, for instance, at the Réseau de Foussoubie 

(Figure 6.5c), where a dry valley indicates the former surface course of the stream 

thal now sinks into the cave; this shows thal the initial hydraulic gradient was <0.003. 

Second, in ticrcd caves ( e.g. Figures 6.Sb,d, 8.1, 8.2) a lower tier in initiated while 

there is conduit flow in an upper lier. In both Hlllloch and Swildons Hole (Figure 

6.5, b and d), the lower tiers were initiated (and also capturcd ali flow) while therc 

was still closed-conduit flow in the upper tier. Measurement of hydraulic gradients 

in such upper conduits where r=l-3m (e.g. Lauritzen et al., 1985) and calculations 

using the Darcy-Weisbach equation show thal initial hydraulic gradients arc commonly 

<0.001. 

The uniform head case is the end-member in convcx-up water tables, with 

steepest hydraulic gradients closest to the spring (Figure 6.12a), so that 

(6.13) 

and 

(6.14) 

...... ·:::0 
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Figure 6.12 Possible hydmulic gmdieot coofigumtioos in karst 
(vertical exaggemtioo x::30) 
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where h is the head, L is the length from the input point� to the spring, and the 

subscripts refer to the input points. 

The uniform head� may occurwhere the uplift and/or downcutting rate 
\.:-

exceeds the karstification rate. Rapid base-leve! Iowering certainly occurs during 

glaciations. At.. Crowsnest Pass, the waterfalls or steep slopes below the orifices of 

Emerald Cliff Springs, Ranch Spring and Crowsnest Spring show that very steep 

hydraulic gradients close to springs are possible following deglaciation. However, the 

spring orifices 
.
are not the base of pre-Holocene karstilication. This is clearly 

demonstrated by the SOm+ depth of the conduit feeding Crowsnest Spring (Figure 

6.6a). Thus the uniform head madel is not applicable at Crowsnest Pass because the 

bedrock is karstified below the present rejuvenated base level. Furthermore, it is 

uncertain whether the uplift and/or downcutting rate ever exceeds the kal1itification 
., ' 

rate, so this putative case will not be considered further. 

The second case is uniform gradient (Figure 6.12b), where 

h1/L1 = h,JL,_,0 = hsoo/L500 = h,,JL,,0 (6.15) 

This would seem to be a more realistic madel for initiation of karstification, as it 

allows a sloping surface, and bence runoff, at the outset. 

The third case bas a concave-up water table (Figure 6.12c), with a gradient 

decreasing exponentially towards the spring, so that 

h1/L1 > h,.,'L,s. > hsoo/L500 > h,,JL,,. (6.16) 

lt was shawn in Section 5.2.4 that conduits have exponentially sloping water tables 

associated with them. The very first hydraulic gradients in karst would not be 

concave-up, so the fin;t kal1itic flow at Crowsncst Pass, about 85 million years aga 

(Gadd, 1986), might have bad a uniform gradient (Equation 6.15). However, if we 

want to understand the paleohydraulics of the last 84 million years, or the current 
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hydraulics, theo we need to know the hydraulic gradient that exist� when a tier was 

formed. Such initial hydraulic gradients have been exponential for the last ::::84 

million years. Laminar flow through a fracture flow net is shown in Figure 6.13, using . ��, 
the Hagen - Poiseuille equation anrl"the exponential hydraulic gradient configuration 

descnbed above. The mode! assumes unifornl initial size in ali fractures. The highest 

discharges are in vertical fractures rising to the spring and in the vertical fractures . ·�-, 
dcscending from distal sinkpoin�\ Empirical evidence for such steep flow paths close 

to the upstrcam and downstream limits of karst catchments is presented in Section 

7.3. 

6.5 Tooological controls 

The second variable that needs discussing is the topo le gy of the flow paths 

through the aquifer. One extreme is to assume independent flow !ines from input to 

discharge point, so that 

(6.17) 

where N is the number of inputs, the subscripts i and o refer to inputs and outputs, 

rcspectively, and F is the number of flow paths in the aquifer. A combination of 

topographie and g;.:Ological factors ensure that there ;; often one most favourable 

spring position at any time, at the lowest outcrop position of the aquifer, so N. = 1. 

ln a simple fluviokarst, there are likely to be many alternative flow paths, so that 

Equation 6.18 is far more likely than Equation 6.17. 

(6.18) 

This arrangement was demonstrated by Thrailkill (1968), and is shawn in Figure 6.11a. 

In the example holokarst of the previous section, where inputs to the 

aquifer are every tOm, there would be 10" inputs in a lOOkm' catchment, so that 
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Figure 6.13 Two-dimensionnl model or Hagen - Poiseuille Dow in n karst nquifer. 

Note the vertical exaggeration of 20. Twenty inputs are shawn, with discharge being 

detennined by the exponential hydraulic gradient (Equation 5.14). The inputs feed 

a flow net of equi-dimensional fractures, with discharge of 10,000 unit� at a single 

spring. An exponential decrease in fracture width with depth is assumed (Equation 

6.12). The upper figure in each rectangle represents flow in the vertical fracture ta 
the left; the lower figure in each rectangle represents flow in the horizontal fracture 

below. Negative figures represent upward flow. Flow route A (the most shallow) 

would be the most likely to succeed if K. = [(.. However, Figures 4.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 

7.2 and 7.5 give strong empirical evidence that conduit flow does not follow such 

paths. If K. > K. theo flow route C will be favoured, and if K. > > K. theo flow 

route B might be the victor, though this would require a revt.rsal of flow through four 

elements of the flow net. Note that the requirement for high K. in flow routes B and 

C is only for fractures spaced ·1500m apart, not for the
. 
whole bedrock, and thus does 

not contradict Equation 6.8. 
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(6.19) 
· .. ' '� 

·;::._ 
wheie n is Hl".ïn .�his case. . The number oUlo� paths will depend upon the 

.. distnb•Jtion of fractures with large initial apertures (Seétion 6.4; 1 ). 

. .  ! '• 

6.6 Kinetic controls on solution 

It bas been assumed bf almost ali karst researchers that the controlling 

dissolution process is the same in l)oth cave initiation and surf�ce Iowering. Bulk roc� 
-

·' 

analyses of Iimestone outcrops show high CaC03 contents
_
(e.g. Table 2.1), so it is 

Iogical to assume that carbonic acid is the major 'agent in surface lowering. However, 

what ir.itiates cave conduits deep below the surface is open to speculation. 

l t  is commonly assumed that carbonic acid from C02 is the agent of 

conduit initiation. An alternative hypothesis is that sulphuric or hydrosulphuric acid 

is responsible. The latter hypothesis bas been invoked in caves with large deposits of 

secondary g;:psum (e.g. Palmer, 1989, 1991}, and bas recently been proposed to be 

more widely applicable (Bali and Jones, 1990). 

There are two fruitful way to consider this question. First, are the waste 

products of conduit initiation compatible with carbonic acid or with 

sulphuric/hydrosulphuric acid processes? Second, are the reaction rates compatible 

with the g�ological history of karsts? 

The waste products of carbonic acid dissolution are Ca2+ and HCO;. For 

sulphuric acid, they are Ca2+, HCO;, and SOt. Clearly, the absence of sulphur in the 

wastc water of conduit initiation would falsify the sulphuric/hydrosulphuric acid 

hypothesis. The locus of conduit initiation is in the phreatic wne, below existing 

conduits, so conduit initiation waters will have an elevated temperature due to 

geothermal heating. It will be argued in Chapter 8 that such waters may be sampled 

in springs emanating close to the Iowest outcrop point of a karst aquifer. Water 

samplcs from non-thermal or weakly-thermal springs in such a position, and from 
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thermal springs commonly have high sulphate/bic:ubonate ratios (Table 6.5; also sec 

Section 103). The consistently high concentrations of sulphur in thcsc waters 

\, suggests thal sulphur plays an important raie in cave initiation. 
'(;, 

The second test is ta considcr reaction rates. Sorne of the most widcly

quotcd cxpcrimcnts on the solution 'of limcstonc wcrc pcrformcd by Plummcr and 

Wiglcy (1976). using Iccland spar. Tncy found dissolution rates could be 

approximatcd by a second-arder cquatiun al law solute concentrations: 

F = K (c, - c)' (6.20) 

whcrc F is the dissolution rate, K is a constant that was found to vary by two ordcrs 

of magnitude bctwccn specimens, c is the concc11tration of dissolvcd calcite, and the 

subscript s denotes saturation. Closcr to cquilibrium, the authors found the reaction 

varicd bctwcen a fourth-order process (e.g. cxpcriment 7) and an approximatcly 

cighth-order process (c.g. cxpcrimcnt 1 1). Two specimens of lceland spar wcrc uscd 

in thcsc cxpcriments. the second of which was not as clcar as the lirst. Dissolution 

rates of the second specimen wcrc markcdly slower than the lirst, and the authors 

suspectcd the calcite to have trace inhibitors (Piummcr and Wiglcy, 1976, p197 and 

Figure 4). Such inhibition close to saturation has becn fou nd by severa! au thors (c.g. 

Tcrjcscn ct al.. 1961; Berner and Morse, 1974). Plummcr and Wigley (1976, p197) 

concludcd thal at saturation ratios > 70-90%, "the data arc not suflicient to warrant 

cstimatcs of rate constants in this region". 

Recent mode !ling of conduit initiation using the carbonic acid reaction has 

shawn that caves can be created in rcasonable timc periods, but only by assuming high 

hydraulic gradients (0.02 or more), short flow paths (mostly <!km). and very rapid 

dissolution rates (Dreybrodt, 1990; Palmer, 1991). If mean values arc takcn from the 

dissolution cxpcrimcnts of Plummcr and Wiglcy (1976). from empirical data on initial 

hydraulic gradients (Section 6.4.3), and if rcasonablc mean catchmcnt lengths arc 

assumcd (e.g. 1-lOOkm), thcn conduit initiation times arc in the range to• ta 1012 
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Table 6.5 Sulphate and bicarbonate concentrations in karst springs 

Il 
il 

i' 
1 
1: 
l; 

li 
Arca and spring n so, uro> SOI(Ha>>+�P·> 
Qowsncat (data from Table 3.7 and Figure 3.12) 

mgr' mgt' 'JI> i' 
SÙblac:ustrine Springs 15 60 ,-- 148 29 
Crov.5nest Spring 15 59 110 35 
Ptolemy Spring 15 I l  75 13 
Ptolemy Creek Springs 15 14 105 12 

Olbcr Rocty Mountains springs (IWD, 1975; Atkinson et al, 1983; van Everdingen, 1972) 
Maligne Springs�- 10 31 103 23 
Caslleguard Red'Soring 1("1) 82 122 40 
Banff Hot Sprirîg,; · ,_, 25 141 251 36 
Miette Hot Springs 6 (116 122 90 
Radium Hot Springs 6 281 , 212 57 
Fairmont Hot Springs 8 872 663 57 

Donan, Ain, France (Gibert et al., 1983) 
Grotte du Pissoir -" ,. 
Grotte du Cormoran 

llaslc ctw:nne, Languedoc, France (Fabre, 1984) 
Source de Baume Rascasse 
Emergence de Courlas 
Source de Cambiale 

Mœlagne Noire, llèrault, France (Guyot, 1986) 
Source de Pous.,..rou 

29 
33 

? 
? 
? 

? 
Source de Malibert ? 

MaWC de Platè, llau� France (Scsiano, 1989) 
Emergence du VIVier 32 
Emergence du Pont 33 

Soutbem Indiana, USA (Bassett, 1976; Krothe & libra, 1983) 

14 
6 

80 
52 
27 

13 
10 

62 
30 

Pluto Spring 3 1721 
White River Mineral Spring 3 1009 
White River Freshwater Spring 4 382 
Orangeville Rise 3 40 
Orangeville Rise 36 58 

Central Florida, USA (Back & Hanshaw, 1970) 
upgradient groundwater flow 
downgradient groundwater flow 

Aggtelck, llungary (Maucha, 1989) 
Miskolc 
JOsvafo 

Yueatan, Mcxicxl (Back & Hanshaw, 1970) 
PCIIIISYfvania, USA (Jacobson and Langmuir, 1974) 
Peat Dislrict, England (Christopher et al., 1977) 

9 
9 

?("2) 
?("2) 

I l  
19("3) 
14("4) 

14 
186 

20 
18 

90 
22 

141 

240 
130 

260 
300 
� 
200 
165 

ISO 
130 

278 
130 
133 
237 
200 

162 
173 

273 
372 

384 
211 
251 

5.5 
4.4 

24 
15 

8.8 

6.1 
5.7 

26 
19 

86 
89 
74 
14 
22 

8.0 
52 

6.8 
4.6 

19 
9.4 

48 

("1) Similar values were obtained in stream and drip samples taken inside Caslleguard Cave in April 
1979 and April 1980 (HC0)=140mgl"� S0/=84mgl"1; n=27: Atkinson et al., 1983) 
("2) Samplcd over a onc-ye:or period. Groundwater values are after subtraction or atmospheric 
inputs. 
("�) Single samples from 19 springs 
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years. Thus it appea�. that conduits cannat be initiated by the carbonic acid reaction. 
= 

unless initial fràcture widths exceed the 0.1-0.2mm used in recent modelling (e.g; 

Dreybrodt, 1990; Palmer, 1991) by at (east an arder of magnitude. 
1,1 . 

6.7 Models of conduit development 

A realistic mode( of conduit development in karst aquifers would combine 

the hydraulic and hydrochemical findings of the previous sections. Specifically. it 

would combine the following characteristics: 

1) .Mean hydrauiic gradients of about 0.001. 

2) Exponential hydraulic gradients in ali tiers subsequent to the first one (in autogenic 

karsts). Possibly uniform hydraulic gradients to fDlm the first tier in autogenic karsts. 

and ali tiers in allogenic karsts. 

3) A large numbcr of inputs (e.g. 106) feeding a single output. 

4) Sulphuric/hydrosulphuric acid reactions so thal SO/" constitutes a major fraction 

of the anions. 

5) If carbonic acid reactions are invoked, then high arder kinetics should be used 

close to saturation. 

6) A law dcnsity of high-permeability fractures combincd with a high dcnsity of low

pcrmeability fractures, sa that realistic width!lcngth and sinuosity ratios arc mimicked. 

Given the uncertainties at present surrounding many of thcsc parameters, 

it is not clear from kinetic theory whether conduits arc propagatcd from the input or 

output end, and whether proximal or distal inputs arc the first ta achicvc 

breakthrough. For instance, a 10" increase in discharge close to a proto·spring could 

weil outweigh the decrease in solution rate along a !law path. Thus conduits could 

. : propagate upstream from the discharge point, as suggcstcd by Rhoadcs and 

Sinacori (1941). 

Although kinetic theory cannat at present give a solution ta how conduits 

propagate, il is possible ta investigate the relative lime for inputs at different distances 
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from a spring to achieve brcakthrough, •JSing the hydraulic gradients derived from the 
�- � � - . 

Darcy-Weisbach c;:quation and from empirical data (Equation 5.14), combined with the 

exponents for Iength and hydraulie gradient from the madel of Dreybrodt (1990). 

Combining these gives 
� . . 

(6.21) 

where T is the time to breakthrough in the conduit, K is a constant, L is the length 

of the flow pa th, and 1 is the distance from the upstream limi� of the catchment. This 

is shawn in Figure 6.14 for a catchment 50km in length. Figure 6.14 shows thal the 

inputs most likcly to succecd are eithcr extremely close to the spring (as L approaches 

zero), or the distal part of the catchmcnt (as the hydraulic gradient increases 

cxponcntially, and as deeper flow paths with lower fluid viscosity will be exploited). 

1t thus appears quitc possible thal distal inputs may be the first to achieVe 

brcakthrough. 

Thrce cxamples will show that short flow paths arc not necessary for 

initia• lng conduit flow. Mammoth Cave is the longes! cave in the world. A distinctive 

featurc of the cave is that most passages arc found towards the centre of 

impcrmcably-cappcd ridgcs, rather than at their peripheries. Severa! passages take 

6km long paths below Flint Ridge; original flow paths below Mammoth Ridge may 

have been 20km in length. Short flow paths have always been available since cave 

initiation, but have not been favoured (Palmer, 1981; Quinlan and Ewers, 1989). 

Second, Friars Hele System is the longest cave in the Appalachian Mountains. The 

original flow path was llkm in Iength, below a thick shale caver. Third, the larges! 

karst springs in Mexico are in the El Abra Range (Section 4.4). Flow paths to major 

springs such as Taninul, Chay, Coy, Santa Clara, and Mante pass beneath the 20km 

widc shalc outcrop in the Valles Valley, despite there being available law-altitude 

resurgence sites at the upstream margin of the shale (Figure 4.3). 

{.· 
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Distance from spring km 

Figure 6.14 Relative times to breakthrough for proximal and distal inputs in a 
karst aquifer SOkm in length, based on empirical length and 
hydraulic gradient functions. Amalgamation of flow paths, and 
water density and viscosity variations with temperature are not 
included. 

These three examples clearly show that initial flow paths many kilometres in length 

are not an obstacle preventing conduit initiation. 

Given the highly non-linear evolution from initial flow field ta primary 

tubes to conduits, empirical evidence is more relevant in this context than theoretical 

models. The hypothesis of distal inputs succeeding first is used in the next chapter, 

where it is further assumed that the locus of conduit development is a function of the 

original flow net, and is not dominated by the development of proximal conduits. 
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Chapter 7 

11 Flow nets in karst aquifers: 

the locus of flow during one generation 

7.1 Introduction 

In this chapter a simple mode! will be described, proposing thal flow 

depth is a function of catchment length and stratal dip and strike. The flow mode! 

will be tested in Section 7.2, using a representative data set,, drawn from many 

different topographical, geological and climatic regions. 

The madel will then be further tested, using data from three othcr 

sources. First, the phreatic conduits at the two extremities of an catchment should 

have steep flow paths. Second, water weil yields should be a function of the stratal 

dip and position along the flow path. Third, tributary conduits should duplicate, on 

a smaller scale, the patterns found with principal conduits. These three hypothescs 

will be tested in Sections 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5, respectively. Finally, in Section 7.6, an 

attempt will be made ta falsify the hypothesis, by investigating various hydrological, 

geological and topographie situations. 

7.2 Flow depth as a fonction of catchment length. dip and strike 

7.2.1 Mean flow depth in explored caves (as a fonction of dip and catchment 

length) 

lt was shawn in Section 6. 7 that the first flow pa th ta achieve 

breakthrough in a holokarstic catchment will be either a proximal input very close ta 

the spring, or a distal input, from the upstream 10-20% of the catchment. If proximal 
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inputs were most successful, then it would be expected thal conduits below the water 

would be found aligned along the shallowest available open fractures, with DJD. < 

0.5 (Equation 6.6). It was shawn in Section 6.24 thal this is not true, and thal 

conduits follow deeper flow paths. 

If distal inputs were the most successful, then it might be expected thal 

catchment length L would be proportional ta the depth of conduit flow below the 

water table D. A common situation in a karst catchment, and th� easiest ta analyze, 

is where flow is along the strike on a single bedding pla�e. Following the concepts 
, ,  

in Figures 6.7, 6.9 and 6.10, then the flow patterns shawn in Figure 7.1 might be 

expectedf/ The flow paths shawn in Figure 7.1a,b and c are broadly similar ta those 

shawn in Figure 6.5a, b and c, respectively. Such looping flow paths is also supported 

by DjD. > 0.5 (Section 6.2.4). 

Waltham and Brook (1980b) cited the conduit development of Dune 

Series - Revival in Gua Air Jernih, and of Benarat Walk in Lubang Benarat, Malaysia 

as inexplicable in terms of present cave formation theories : "there is a problem as to 

why deep phreatic caves should maintain horizontal courses when there is no 

geological control adequate to hold them at a given level. .... If the horizontality of the 

!runk passage was due ta the influence of the original water table, there seems no 

reason why the cave should have developed 50 metres below water leve!" (Waltham 

and Brook, 1980b, p131). These conduits thus have similar profiles to Doux de Coly 

(Figure 6.5a), and to Figure 7.1, and are explicable in terms of Hagen-Poiseuille flow 
,, 

fields (Figure 6;13 ,\. 

If the flow net shawn in Figure "l·l develops along one or more highly 

transmissive bedding planes, then deeper flow would be found with steeper dips, so 

it might be expected that 

D. = K1 L,. sin 6 (7.1) 
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Figure 7.1 Strike-oriented fiowlines on a single beddlng plane ABCD: 
a) cooduit doMIOpiDCIU with the bcddiog plaDC pnM<Iing suuctural CXllltrol 
b) cooduit dcvclopmCnt at spaac primary tubes or bcd-joinl intcrscelioos 
c) cooduit dcvclopmCnt at clœely spaocd primary tubes or bcd-joiot intcrscctioos 
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where D, is the maximum depth of conduit flow, K1 is a constant, L,. is the catchment 

Iength; and 6 is the dip of the strata. The tendency for steep dips ta be associated 

with deep circulation bas been noted by severa! au thors ( e.g. Ashmead, 1974; Ford 

and Ewers, 1978). The easiest way ta visualise the relationship of flow depth ta 

stratal dip is ta consider flow along a single bedding plane. If the dip of this bedding 

plane were zero, then the range in depth of flow be zero (and sine 0 = 0). If the dip 

of the bedding plane were >0, then any meandering of the conduit would result in 

a variation of flow depth. The maximum variation in depth would be in the case of 

a vertical bedding plane (where sine 90" = 1). 

In arder ta test Equation 7.1, the litera ture was searched for caves where 

D,., L,. and 6 are known. The caves detailed in Table 7.1 have been drawn from a 

wide variety of geological, climatic and topographical situations. The data bas been 

compilcd not only from the Iisted primary sources, but also from topographical and 

geological maps, and from persona! knowledge of the caves in most cases. 

The depth of flow below the water table bas bccn estimated in four ways 

(Table 7.1). In four of 16 cases, extensive Iengths of siphuns have been penetrated 

by scuba divers (e.g. Figure 6.Sa); the depths reached in such cases must represent 

minimum depths, for there must have been sorne lowering of water Ievels since the 

conduit was formed. In six cases, there are well-identified tiers in the caves ( e.g. 

Figures 6.5b,d, 8.2); .:ach tier was formed while the cave stream was flowing through 

the next tier above. This again gives a minimum leve) for depth of flow. In seven 

cases, the vertical range of looping bas been used ta establish a minimum depth of 

flow. This method is the traditional way of estimating flow depth, but may r-:�ult in 

considerable underestimates. For instance, two-thirds of the flooded passage in Doux 

de Coly maintains an almost constant depth of 49-56m (Figure 6.5a); if this were a 

fossil passage then this horizontality would traditionally be interpreted as being closely 

associated with a former water table. Similar Jack of association between Ioop crests 
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:�. Table 7.1 Conduit and catchment characteristics for 16 caves 
i) 

# name L,. e • o. D, Dm D,IL,. o. lJL. 
km 0 m m m % 0 

1 Horseshoe Bay cave, USA 3 2 90 ? 20' 6 0.0067 < 10 0.22 
2 West Kingsdale, England 2.7 3 90 120 30"' 8 O.Oll 5 0.4 
3 Jonltulla, Glomdal, Norway 052 85 0 20 23' 9 0.044 100 1.0 
4 Otter::._':lole, Wales 35 6 10 80 23' 10 0.0066 20 0.38 
5 Friars Hale System, USA li 2.2 5 50 25' 17 0.0022 85 0.35 
6 Rfo Encantado, Puerto Rico 95 4 20 70 25' 15 0.0026 20 0.8 
7 Guanyan, China 65 7 ? 300 100' 25 0.015 60 0.84 
8 Swildons-Wookey, England 6 15 70 100 90' 40 0.015 < 1  0.22 
9 Demanova, Czechoslovakia 3.2 35 60 200 90' 23 0.028 80 0.8 
10 Doux de Coly, France 13.7 6 0 60 56' 46 0.0041 < 1  0.21 
l i  HOIIoch, Switzerland 10 16 0 800 190"' 100 0.019 < 1  055 
12 Lubang Benarat 1 Gua Harimau, Malaysia 

7 45 0 1000 220' 105 0.031 90 0.35 
13 Nettlebed, New Zealand 7 50 0 900 150"' 120 0.021 < 1  0.3 
14 Pena Colorada, Mexico 12 40 45 1000 200' 120 0.017 <1 0.2 
15 Nelfastla de Nicva, Mexico 7.4 70 25 400 290' 240 0.039 <1 0.3 
16 El Abra, Mexico 150 20' 70 2000 1500" soo• 0.01 < 1  • 

Notes: 
Flow depth measurement by a scuba diving in flooded conduits 

b spacing of fossil tiers 
c vertical looping within individual ticr(s) 
d water chcmistry and temperature 

• see comments on El Abra caves in Section 4.4 
1 Kox (1990) 
2 Brook (1974), Waltham & Brook (1980a), Waltham et al. (1981), Farr (1980) 
3 Lauritzen et al. (1985) 
4 Elliot et al. ( 1979) 
5 Worthington (1984) 
6 persona! notes; Courban et al. (1989) 
7 Waltham, 1986 
8 Ford (1963), Drew ( 1975a,b), Farr (1980, 1983). Note that the distance from Swildons Hale to 

Wookey Hale is only 3.5km, but the total catchment length is about 8.3km. The dip is variable, being 
100 at Wookey Hale and 19" at Swildons Hale. 

9 Droppa (1966) 
10 Isler & Magnin (1985), B.R.G.M. (1970) 
l i  BOgli ( 1970, 1980), Rouiller & Auf der Mauer (1986) 
12 Brook & Waltham (1978), Waltham & Brook (1980b), Eavis ( 1981, 1985) 
13 Pugsley (1979), Ravens ( 1986), persona! notes 
14 Stone (1984), Sloan ( 1985) 
15 Worthington (1989), Figure 8.2 
16 FISh (1977) 
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and the water table in seen in Foussoubie and Trou de Glaz (Figures 65c and 65e, 

respectively). The fourth method is the use of water chemistry and temperatures of 

thermal springs ta demonstrate deep flow in the E! Abra· Range (Figure 43). This li . 

deep flow described by Fish (1977) bas been partially validated by a scuba dive at 

Mante spring ta a depth of 280m (Exley, 1?88). 

Many more caves were rejected because data on the geological structure 

was not available, because the original drainage basin length was unknown, or because 

the phreatic flow depth could not be estimated The overwhelming majority of caves 

have known straight-line lengths (LJ that are only a small fraction of the total 

. drainage basin length (LJ, and such small sample sizes would give a poor e5Ùmate of 

mean flow depth, sa these were rejected where 4/L. <0.2. Many flooded caves have 

been explored by scuba divers in areas close ta sea leve!, such as Rorid�, the Yucatan 

and the Bahamas, but these tao were rejected because there is no knowledge of base 

leve! (i.e. sea leve!) at the time the caves were formed. 

The caves of Crowsnest Pass also were rejected as examples, despite the 

fact that the > 22k�n of mapped caves represent the highest concentration of caves 

in any one arca in Canada. There were two reasons: the principal cavf\l were formed 

when the water table was at !east 1km higher, a time estimated as severa! million 

years aga by Ford et al. (1981) At thal time pre-glacial drainage basins would have 

bccn very different, sa L. cannat be estimated for that time. Second, Jess than O.Skm 

is known of any flow route, sa presumably 4_/L,. <0.2. 

lt is only possible ta measure D, where a complete flow route is known, 

and this is the case of only three of the examples in Table 7.1; it is therefore 

conver.icnt ta estimate the mean depth, Dm, as it gives a more stable value from a 

small sample lcngth, and modify Equation 7.1 ta 

(7.2) 
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where K, is a constant Applying this equation ta the data in Table 7.1, regressing L, 

sin 6 against Dm gives 

Dm = 0.11 (L,. sine 6)n81 (n=16 r=0.95) (7.3) 

where L,. is the catchment length in metres. The results are shawn in Figure 7.2 It 

should be noted that Dm is not directly proportional ta L,. sin 6; the reasons for this 

will be pursued in the next section. However, it is clear that conduit flow depth in 

karst aquifers is principally a function of catchment length and stratal dip. 

If a gee thermal gradient of 25°km"1 is assumed (Freeze and Cherry, 1979), 

then flow at a mean depth >200m will become heated by >5°C, the accepted 

threshold for thermal water. Assuming no beat loss as the water travels up the 

conduit ta the surface, it is possible ta define a length/stratal dip field for thermal 

springs (Figure 7.3). The shortest flow path ta producc a thermal spring is 10.4km. 

Thermal karstic springs will be discussed in detail in Section 8.82; ali examplcs 

discussed there drain catchments which are at (east tens of kilometres in length. This 

association between long catchment lengths and thermal springs further supports 

Equation 7.3. 

7.2.2 Mean flow depth in explored caves (as a function of dip, strike and 

catchment Iength) 

Most of the caves in Table 7.1 have flow routes aslant the strike, and sa 

in addition ta bedding planes they will have ta use joints or faults as phreatic lifts or 

drops (Section 7.2). Nine of the 16 flow routes have essentially strike-oriented paths 

(0" < "' < 20°), and these give 

Dm = 0.052 (L, sin 6)M' (n=9, r=0.96) (7.4) 

·· , ; 
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• Strike-oriented flow path 
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Figure 7.2 Mean phreatic flow depth as a fonction or stratal dip and aquirer 
length Cor 16 karst catchments. Details or these catchments are 
given in Table 7 .1. 
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Figure 7.3 Phreatlc flow depth and the domain of thermal springs 
ln karst as a functlon of èatchment length and stratal dlp 
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If a dipping bedding plane is considered, with a tlow route F aslant the 

strike, theo the path cao be divided into a strike-parallel component S and a dip

parallel component P (Figure 7.4). On path S, tlow cao follow the bedding plane, but 

on path P joints or faults will have to be utilised to achieve an overall horizontal 

vector. The utilisation of joints, and bence depth of tlow attributable to joints (D;). 
will be proportions! to the dip-parallel component of tlow, P 1 F. Since P is normal 

to S, then F is a hypotenuse, and 

(7.5) 

where rf; is the angle subtended between S and F. It follows from Equations 7.1 and 

7.4 that 

Dm = K, L, sin e + K3 L, sin rf; (7.6) 

where K3 is an empirical constant. Optimisation of this equation by varying K3, using 

the data in Table 7.1, gives 

Dm = 0.061 (L, sin e + 0.034 L, sin rf; )M7 (n=14, r'=0.91) (7.7) 

The near-linear form of Equations 7.4 and 7.7 suggest that any effects favouring 

shallow phreatic tlow close to the water table are almost balanced by the viscosity 

effect favouring deeper tlow (Section 6.4.1 ). 

7.3 Phreatic lifts and drops 

7.3.1 Initial phreatic drops (1jr1) 

Where conduit tlow is not along the strike, theo altcrnating bedding plane 

and joint paths are utilised. This is particularly striking in low-dip situations, where 

the joint paths are often near vertical. Such steep tlqw pathl: were described by 

Chevalier (1951 ), and are known as phreatic lifts (Fo• . .:1, 1971) or drops (J ameson, 1985). 
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Figure 7.4 Flow routes aslant the strike following fractures 

Lifts or drops may occur at any position along the flow path, but drops 

are more common close to the beginning of a flow path, and lifts are more common 

close to the end of a flow path (Figure 6.5, 6.12, 7.1). These latter two cases will be 

termed initilll phreatic drops ('Il� and temtinal phreatic lifts ("410), respectively. In 

strike-oriented flow, they may occur along one bedding plane (Figure 7.1), but 

otherwise they may use beds, joints or faults, either singly or ill. combina lion. Medial 
lifts an� medial drops refer to the central part of the flow path, which will consist of 

most of the flow route. Initial drops and terminal lifts in excess of 100m will be 

described in the following section, but the vertical magnitude of medial lifts and drops 

are usually in the range of only centimetres to lens of metres. 

/} 
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Initial phreatic drops have rare! y been c recognised in the litera ture. 

Probably the most spectacular descending phreatic conduits are at Gouffre Touya de 

Liet and the nearby Gouffre de la Consolation, France (Courban and Chabert, 1986), 
,_-: 

where phreatic;, tubes up to 10m in diameter follow the 50" bedding downdip for up 

to fOOm. The syngenetic flow depth may be much less, but probably 'exceeds ,�OOm 

(Table 7.2). A second major example is Castleguard Cave. Paleohydraulic 

calculations show thal the present entrance of Castleguard Cave was at !east 370m 

below the water table when it was formed (Section 11.22). The upper 80% of the 

cave was apparently formed along a single bedding plane, and th us can be considered 

morphologically as an initial phreatic drop of 350m (Figure 11.3). 

7.3.2 Terminal phreatic lifts (lJr.): vauclusian springs 

Spring conduit slopes are known for severa! of the great springs of the 

world, and sorne major active and fossil springs are listcd in Table 7.2; the mean 

conduit slope of the eleven examples is 45". Such stccply ascending springs are 

commonly called vauclusian, after the type locality in France, the Fontaine de 

Vaucluse. The 11 examples occur in a variety of geological situations, with the 

upward flow being at !east partially guided by faults or joints in at !east four of the 

cases (Vaucluse, Mante, Chay and Ceiba), and being along bedding planes in at !east 

four cases (Crowsnest Spring, Hijau Lubang, Ira Tem, and SalzgrabenhOhle); the 

remaining three examples are in bedded limestones (Zimapân) or marble (Pearse and 

Nettlebed), where the structural contrais are less certain. 

Such steeply asccnding flow paths have also becn documented from 

boreholes, such as at the Wujiandu dam site, China, where there arc stccply ascending 

flow paths below the valley-bottom discharge area, with a discerniblc flow at a depth 

of 1000m below river leve! (Li, 1981). 

Trombe (1952) defined a vauclusian spring simply as the outflow from the 

ascending branch of a siphon, and described it (p81) as the most common type of 
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Table 7.2 Notable initial phreatic drops and terminal phreatic lifts 

Fossll slnks 
na me •• Yo L. 

km 

Touya de Liet, France 50 8.2 
Castleguard Cave, Alberta 4 6.6 

Active springs 
Fontaine de Vaucluse, France 51 65 
Nacimiento de Mante, Mexico 58 150 
C�eva del Nacimiento del Rio Chey, Mexico 

80 100 
Pcarse Resurgence, N.Z 90 7 
Crowsnest Spring, Alberta 38 20-90 

Fossll springs 
Hoya de Zimapân, Mexico 41 
Hijau Lubang, Malaysia ? 40 
Cueva de la Ceiba, Mexico 63 
Ira Tem, P.N.G. 19 

Nettlebed Cave, N.Z ? 50 
SalzgrabenhOhle, Germany 20 20 

Groue de la Luire, France 

• flood overOow: Oooded during spring snowmelt 
1 Courban and Chabert (1986) 
2 Exley (1988) 
3 Pugsley (1979) 
4 Chapter 3, Barton (1981) 
5 Fish (1977): see Section 4.4 
6 Brook and Waltham (1978), Smart (1981) 
7 Worthington, 1980 
8 persona! notes 
9 Section 11.2.2, Figure 11.2, 11.3 
10 Delannoy, 1984 
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resurgence. The term has been used in the same sense by other writers ( e.g. 

Sweeting, 1973;,Mangin, 1974; BOgli, 1980; Bonacci, 1987), though BOgli (1980, p124) 
"--. '-, 

, .• 

added that vauclusian springs "have an outflow the size of a river". However, other 

writers have defined vauclusian springs as being analogous ta artesian springs, or as 
·':.> 

being controlled by synclinal folds and/or faults (e.gJennings, 1985; White, 1988; Ford 
�' 

and Williams, 1989) . .  Because of the importance of the lerm vauclusian spring in the 

present discussion, the hydrogeologie conditions of the type example are wo1th 

describing. The following analysis is drawn from Margat (1980), Drogue et al. (1983), 

Michelet and Mudry (1985), Courban and Chabert (1986), and Puig (1987). 

The Fontaine de Vaucluse has been the deepcst known spring since 1878, 

when it was dived ta a depth of 23m; a submersible has now descended to a depth of 

308m. A cave 40km away from the spring (Gouffre de Caladaïre) has been 

descended ta 112m .above the spring without reaching the water table, showing thal 

the high-flow hydraulic gradient is <0.0028. The mean discharge of the spring is now 

considered ta be 19-20m3s"1, though earlier estimates were sorne 50% greater; 

nevertheless, it is still the larges! spring in France, and one of the larges! in the world. 

The spring itself is in weil karstified Urgonian (Lower Cretaceous) limestones 6km 

north of the east-west axis of a broad synclinal structure, and on a minor fault 500m 

east of the faulted western margin of the structure. 

It used ta be thought thal there might be an artesian component ta flow 

at the spring, but dye-tracing never confirmed this hypothesis, and the recent budget 

study by Puig (1987) has shawn that runoff from the known non-artesian catchment 

is sufficient ta account for ali the discharge at the spring (Figure 7.5). This non

artesian catchment is the Vaucluse Plateau, 1200km2 of karstic Urgonian limestones, 

which forms the northern limb of the syncline, with a southerly dip of J•. Dye tests 

from Gouffre de Caladaïre and four other locations on the Vaucluse Plateau have 

confirmed flow routes of 20-46krn ta the spring (Figure 7.5). It appears that the 

Fontaine de Vaucluse is not a full-flow spring. The Source de la Folie lies a few 
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- - - Catchment boundary 
- Fault 

0 Tracer input 

e Spring 

Figure 7.5 Catchment area for Fontaine de Vaucluse, France (after Drogue et 
al., 1983, Mlchelot and Mudcy, 1985, and Puig, 1987) 

B = La Belette, A = Aven du Chateau, C = Aven du Catadaire, J = Aven Jean 
Nouveau, N = Nesque, M = Les Melettes 

kilometres to the south of Vaucluse (Figure 7.5), and it ceases to flow when the 

discharge at Vaucluse is < 13 m3s"1 (Michelot and Mudry, 1985). 

Thus there is no proven component of artesian flow at the Fontaine de 

Vaucluse,
' 
so it is inappropriate to equate artesian and vauclusian flow. Nor is the 

spring a result of synclinal structure, as the Vaucluse Plateau is homoclinal. 

Predicting the mean depth of the conduit feeding the Fontaine de 

Vaucluse, using Equation 7.3 or 7.6, will be imprecise, as the flow paths to the spring 

are likely to be partiaily fault-guided, as they are known to be at the spring itself 

(Figure 7.5). If half the flow path is fault-guided, then Equations 7.3 yields a mean 

flow depth of about 250m. 
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None of the springs in Table 7.2,,:.re confined in an artesian situation, 
- </ 

which wi:Juld force deep groundwater flo�/On the contrary, their deep flow paths 
il 

can be explained by Equation 7.1; the lo;�g flow paths are associated with large 

catchmeüts, which result in the high disch�rges typically associa� with vauclusian 1 � l 
springs. Hence, most of the large karst springs in the world are vauclusian. This 

includes the larges! karst springs of France (Vaucluse), Mexico (Fria: Fish, 1977), 

USA (Silver: Faulkner, 1976}, USSR (Mchishta: Dublyansky et al., 1989), and 

Yugoslavia (Trèbi�nica: Torbarov, 1976). 

It is concluded thal the steep slopes and great flow depths of vauclusian 

springs are primarily a function of the original floW paths in the aquifer, and thal flow 
' 1  -. 

depths of severa! hùndred metres may be expected for sorne of the world's largest 

springs. 

7.4 Prediction of water weil yields 

The probability of a water weil interceptigg a flooded conduit in a karst 

arca is low. For example, the areal coverage of the 10km of conduits of Yorkshire 

S�tem is about 2 .104m2, under a surface area of 500m by lkm. Thus the probability 

of a weil intercepting a conduit would be 0.04. At any one time, it is Iikely that less 

than a q<mrter of these conduits would have been bath developed and flooded, so the 

probability of intercepting a flooded conduit in Yorkshire System would have been 

a maximum of 0.01. Away from this concentration of caves, the probability might be 

less. Consequently, since very few water wells will in terce pt karst conduits, in general 

weil Ievels indicate the leve! of the karst water table, and their yields provide 

information on fiSSure flow in the aquifer. 

Siddiqui and Parizek (1971) studied water yields from 80 wells in 

Pennsylvania, finding a range in productivity of over four orders of magnitude. 

Higher productivities were associated in particular with fracture traces, low dip, 

dolomite rock type, and with valley bottom locations. From the description above of 
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flow fields, it would be expected thal there would be higher,yields at fracture traces 

and at valley bottom locations, which ,-.vould be close ta discharge points. As the 

hydraulic conductivity ellipsoid is extended along the x and y axes (Equation 6.9, 

Figure 6.7), the mean depth of the ellipsoid is a function of the dip of the strata, so 

thal 

K •<l / sin e (7.8) 

sa an inverse relationship between weil yield and dip would be expected. This 

relationship is shawn in Figure 7.6, together with the Pennsylvania weil data. The 

good correlation supports the theoretical empirical findings of Section 6.3.3, thal K 

is greater along bedding planes than orthogonal ta them. 

7.5 Tributary junctions 

It was described in Section 6.3.2 that once one primary tube bas 

connected sink ta spring, then flow paths in the aquifer will be redirected towards this 

victor tube. The reoriented tributary flow fields would then resemble the catchment

scale initial flow field (Figures 6.l!and 7.1), though on a smaller scale as L,. would be 

Jess. The victor tube, now enlarging rapidly, would substitute for the spring as a 

target for the flow field. Evidence for the targeting of tributary flow fields should be 

forthcoming from cave networks · considered in bath the horizontal and vertical 

aspects. 

In the horizontal aspect, the junction between a tributary and a principal 

conduit should be an acute angle, with the angle (V;) being a function of the hydraulic 

gradient of the principal conduit (Sp) and the tributary conduit (S,). This is shawn 

graphically in Worthington, 1984, p100) and in Figure 7.1a, but may also be expressed 

mathematically 

ljl; = arccos (SpiS,) (7.9) 
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Stratal dip 
60 75 90 

Figure 7.6 Measured weil yleld from Pennsylvania as a functlon 
of stratal dlp (after Slddlqul & Parlzek, 1 971),.compared 
to the predlcted relatlonshlp from Equation 7.3 

The dendritic conduit networks in the Mammoth Cave area deduced by 

Quinlan and Ray (1981) from the elevation of the water table in wells and cave 

passages strongly supports Equation 7.'1. ln that area, V; = 63° ±25° (n=84). 

An alternative method was used in Friars Hale System. Worthington 

(1984) measured V; at 53 junctions of tnbutary phreatic passages with main passages, 

finding V; = 79" ±25°. No significant relationship was found between the azimuth of 

V; and eitber major joint azimuths or fault azimuths (Worthington, 1984, p29 and 

100). The detailed study of one part of this cave by Jameson (1985) shows a similar 

result (V; = 79" ±13°, n=4). 
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The null hypothesis is that junction angles are not a function of the 

hydraulic gradient, and that the orientation of t; is random. An alternative hypothesis 

is that passages tend to follow orthogonal joint patterns. In either of these cases the 

mean value of W; would be 90". The evidence from the three above studies shows that 

W; is Jess than 90" in ali cases. This supports the hypothesis that tributaries develop 

in response to flow fields which · have a main conduit as the low-potential output 

point 

In the vertical aspect, the flow field towards the conduit will be a function 

of the depth of the conduit below the water table. If the conduit is close to the water 

table, then the flow field should be similar to that shawn in Figure 7.1, and tributaries 

will tend to connect by terminal phreatic lifts. 

However, if the conduit is deep below the water table, such as may occur 

along much of its flow path, then the flow field in Figure 7.7 will result. If there were 

even infiltration and an isotropie flow field, then the tributary slope towards the 

conduit will have a gradient 

1jr 1 = 180 L/1.,., -90 (") (7.10) 

where L1 is the distance normal to the main conduit between an inflow point to the 

phreas and the conduit, 1-w is the distance normal to the conduit between it and the 

furthest inflow point (Figure 7. 7), and 1jr 1 is the slope of the terminal part of the 

tributary, which is defined here for practical purposes as being the Iast 100m 

(horiwntal distance) of the tributary. 

The most notable tributary junction in Yorkshire System is where the 

tributary of Alberta Avenue bas a terminal lift of 82m to join the main passage, the 

Raller Coaster, with the junction being 52m below the contemporaneous water table 

(Figure 6.5b ). 

Active examples of terminal phreatic lifts in tributaries have been 

forthcoming from recent diving in the phreas of the Three Counties System, Britain's 
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Figure 7.7 Tributary flow fields towards a target conduit, showing equipotential 
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Figure 7.8 Terminal phreatlc lifts and drops of selected trlbutary passages 
RD • Ronnie'o deflght (Eavio, 1981), GUS - Gave! upotream oump (W� & Halherley, 1983; 
Anon., 1989a), AA • AlbertaAvenua (Figure 6.Sa), DR • Deep rioing (Brook, 1974), GA • Grotte 
Annette (Figure 6.4e), SD • Sheepdip (Worthlngton, 1964), LC• Lyle Cavemo (W�. 1974) 
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longes! cave, where more than 7km of submerged passages have now been explored. 

Two tributary passages there have terminal phreatic lifts, which are the deepest points 

explored in the phre� so far, with the exception of the terminal lift of the whole 

drainage system (Brook, 1974; Waltham and Brook, 1980a; Waltham and Hatherley, 

1983; Palmer, 1986; Anan, 1989a, 1989b). 

Data from these tributary lifts, together with severa! other notable fossil 

terminal tributary lifts and drops are shawn in Figure 7.8. It should be noted that the 

crror margins of thesc data are considerable, as 1../L,. is poorly known in most cases. 

Ncvertheless, the data clcarly support Equation 7.10. 

A fuller analysis of tributary flow fields, which will not be undertaken 

berc, would include the effcct of the distortion of flow along bedding planes (Section 

6.3.3). However, such analysis would be difficult, as the secondary flow field in which 

a tributary is formcd is Jess predictable than the primary flow field because it is Jess 

isotropie; this is due to the anisotropie development of permeability associated with 

the primary flow field. 

Tributary passages were termed subsequent passages by Ford (1968), who 

recognised regular forms (not utilising primary tubes) and irregular forms (utilising 

primary tubes). The descriptions of Ford (1968) and Ford and Williams (1989) 

concentrated on strike-oriented tributaries utilising portions of dip-oriented primary 

tubes. However, primary tubes may have any orientation with respect to the 

geological structure, and so may tributaries. 

7.6 Factors oossibly modifying the initial now net 

7.6.1 Long vadose patbs 

So far, the total length of the catchment, L,. bas been considered. This 

can be measured on the surface. However, a more accurate formulation of Equation 

7.3 or 7.6 would utilise the phreatic flow path LP, where 
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L,. = �;< LP (7.11) 
/; ,, 

L, hdng the vadose flow path. A major disadvantage of using � is that it is much 

r.1ore difficult to measure than L,.. 
In most cases D. (the depth of the vadose zone) is small in relation to L, 

(i.e. <0.1: Table 7.1 ). It was shawn in Section 5.24 that t. =: 45°, so that L, =: L,.. 
Additionally, in aquifers with strike-oriented flow, the vector L, is usually 

approximately downdip, in which case L,. = LP. Only in aquifers with dip-oriented 

flow in conjunction with law dip or high DJL, will � substantially differ from L,. 
Thus in only a few cases will the use of L, rather than LP cause substantial errors in 

using Equations 7.3 or 7.6. 

7 .6.2 EITects favouring shallow ph rea tic flow 

Thrailkill (1968) investigated flow paths in the eastern USA, where flow 

bad been considered usually to be just below the water table. On hydraulic grounds, 

he argued that a karst flow net should approximate a Dar�)' flow net (Figure 6.1a), 

as bad been suggested by Davis in 1930. To explain the preponderance of shallow 

phreatic flow, he proposed three ways in which solution would be maximised close to 

the water table. 

This could be caused by the increased aggressivity of cooling infiltration 

water, the mixing corrosion effect by mixing infiltration and conduit water, and by the 

lower CaCO, concentration in floodwaters. On the other band, he noted that there 

is a slight inerease in solubility with hydrostatic pressure, which would to sorne extent 

Cavour the longer flow paths at depth. 

Thrailkill (1968) noted that it is difficult to test the efficacy of any of 

these methods by hydrochemical means as most karst waters reach saturation within 

a few metres of the surface, and the degree of undersaturation once a karst conduit 

is reached is usually Jess than the measurement error. ln the last twenty years, there 
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bas been much-�oeculation on the possible importance of shallow phreatic boosting "-1) 
effects, as many , caves appcar ta follow shallow paths below the water table. 

{; 
However, the hypotheses of Thrailkill (1968) have never been tested. 

��� 

The three effects boosting shallow phreatie solution (Thrailkill, 1968) 

would be most pronounced where the influx of surface water occurred at frequent 

intervals along the length of the catchment (Figure 6.1Jb ). This situation corresponds 

to a lœJ:St catchment with autogenic recharge. The converse is shawn in Figure 6.1Ja, 

where a single stream input subsequently flows beneath an impermeable caprock, so 

there is no autogenic recharge. In fact, most catchments are intermediate in function 

between these end members of autogenic and allogenic recharge. 

The relationship between flow depth and pcrcentage of autogenic 

recharge for the caves from Table 7.1 is shawn in Figure 7.9. An inverse relationship 

is not apparent, as would be expected from the shallow phreatic boosting effects of 

Thrailkill (1968). Thus it is concluded thal hydrochemical shallow phreatic boosting 

effects such as mixing corrosion are of little importance in determining conduit flow 

paths. On the ether hand, the shallow flow paths in the eastern USA karst can be 

explained in terms of a combination of law dips and short catchment flow paths 

(Equations 7.3, 7.6). 

It was explained in Section 6.4. 1 that there must be sorne mechanism 

promoting flow at shallow depths, or flow in karst would concentrate at the base of 

the aquifer, where viscosity is minimised. It was suuested the cause might be greater 

initial fracture width at shallow depths. 

7.6.3 Distortion of hydraulie conductivity ellipse by impermeable strata 

Sa far, it has been assumed thal the karstic catchment was of infinite 

extent. It is obvions that impermeable strata will distort flow fields, and an interesting 

test of the ideas in this chapter is provided by the caves in Norway developcd in thin 

marble bands between schists. 

- ,  
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Jordtulla is a flooded cave, which has been explored by divers (Lauritzen, 

1985). Most of the cave is at or is close ta the upper contact between the marble and 

the overlying mica schist. The fossil cave of Pikhâggrottene is found six kilometres 

further north, where the marble outcrop bas thinned ta 20m. Lauritzen (1982) found 

that most passages developed at foliation/fracture intersections. Sirijordgrotten is a 

fossil cave developed in a marble band at !east SOm thick (Faulkner. l980; St Pierre 

and St Pierre, 1980). 

Predicted mean flow depths for these three caves are similar ta observed 

values (Table 7.3), sa it is concluded that flow nets in these r.arrow marble bands 

were not seriously distorted by the narrow aquifer. 

\' 
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Table 7.3 

Norway 

Phreatic flow depth for caves in narrow karst aquifers in 
q 

. 
\ 

.-··, 
passage f "• 1...,. dip of Dm Dm ._ ..... 

length km é! contact observed calculated' 
m m m 

Jordtulla 670 0.52 25 9 8 
Pikhâggrottene >2000 >0.7 70 20 >21 
Sirijordgrotten 1380 1.1 81 9 32 

• from Equation 7.3 

7.6.4 The influence of totx>graphic relief 

A relationship between topographie relief and phreatic flow depth bas 

been noted by many authors, and this is supported by the data in Table 7.1. However, 

this does not establish a causal relationship, for most areas of law relief have low-dip 

strata, while high relief is often associated with folded and bence high-dip strata. 

Linear regression of depth against L,. sine a and against topographie relief for the 

data in Table 7.1 yields correlation coefficients of 0.995 and 0.323 respectively, while 

multiple regression against the two variables yields a negative relationship between 

relief and depth, though this is not statistically significant. 

Thus it is concluded that there is no causal relationship between phreatic 

flow depth and topographie relief. 

7.7 Conclusion 

In the conclusion of their ground-breaking paper on cave hydraulics, 

White and Longyear (1962, p167) stated "When [hydraulic gradients and controlÎing 

geologie factors) are understood, it should be possible to write dawn the geologie 

boundaries and immediately deduce the extent and pattern of the cave which should 
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result". This chapter bas shawn thal catchment length and stratal dip and strike� 
the principal controlling factors in determining the depth of formation of karst 

conduits below the water table. Thus for the first time, sorne characteristics of cave 

conduits may be predicted from surface measurements. The proposed madel is 

supported by data from water weil yields, cave profiles, base/crest depths of phreatic 

loops, and from vauclusian springs. The validity of the madel is also shawn in single 

input, narrow karst outcrop, and in bath autogenic and allogenic situations. 

The development of conduits in subsequent generations will be analyzed 

in Chapter 8. " 
1 "/>'-
1,./ 

u 
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Chapter 8 Flow nets in karst aquifers: 

response to a falling water table 

8.1 Introduction 

In the two previous chapters, flow fields have been discussed in terms of 

a static water table. A falling water table relative to cave conduits is the result of 

base level lowering and/or uplift, and is visible within most karst aquifers in the form 

of fossil conduits. 

A mode! for the development of conduits in response to a falling watcr 

table is presented in Figure 8.1. This mode! represents an extension of the findings 

of the two previous chapters, where it was shown thal conduits develop in responsc 

to the structurally influenced flow fields found in karst aquifers. The mode! 

provides the first holistic karst groundwater flow modcl. It is holistic for two 

principal reasons. First, it can describe flow at any time in the !ife of a karst aquifcr 

(such as when a new conduit has recently been formed, or a million years la ter whilc 

it is still being used). Second, it can describe (and predict) the spatial occurrence 

of low- and high-discharge variability springs, of low- and high-sulphate springs, of 

low- and high-temperature springs, and of low- and high-CVH springs. 

This mode! is based on nine hypotheses: 

1)  The locus of cave conduits below the water table is primarily a function of aquifer 

length and stratal dip. 

2) Phreatic conduits describe a single loop below the water table at the time of 

formation. 

3) A synchronous ti er of active conduits is active for a considerable period ( c.g. 

3x105 - 107 years). 
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Figure 8.1 Sequential development or conduits in a karst aquifer, shown soon 
aCter abandonment or conduit A in Cavour or conduit B 

Note: the vertical exaggeration is about x20 
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Fossil conduit 
Dynamic phreatic cônduit handling >99% of the discharge from the catchment 
Proto-conduit C with nothephreatic flow, developing at the locus of maximum 
discharge through the fracture flow net active below conduit B 
Underground delta (fossil) for conduit A 
Active overflow vauclusian spring 
Active underflow vauclusian spring 
Sulphate-rich sub-thermal or thermal spring emanating from alluvium in valley 
floor 
Sulphate-rich feeder ta conduit B 
Feeders ta proto-conduit C 
Terminal phreatic lifts 
Initial phreatic drop 
High-gradient vadose inlet 
Law-gradient vadose inlet with perched sumps (s) 
Hagen-Poiseuille flow field, active as far dawn as the base of the aquifer 
Perched sumps in the vadose zone 
Water table 
Water table Ievels 
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4) Active conduits are mostly flooded . 

. 5) As base leveUowers, the first conduits to emerge above the water table are at the 

input and output ends of the aquifer. 

6) There is a developing flow field beneath cxisting conduits. Whcn thi� captures 

flow from the upper conduit will determine whethcr the upper conduit is !cft as an 

unentrenched phr':atic tube or a vadosc canyon. 

7) There may be flooded conduits and law-gradient cave streams in the vadose zone, 

at considerable elevations above the water table. 

8) Spacing between tiers is equal. 

9) The flow lïeld bcneath existing conduits is charar.tcrised by laminar tlow, and 

smaller discharge variation, higher temperatures, and higher sulphate loads than 

existing conduits. 

The cmpirical evidence that strongly supports the lïrst two hypotheses has 

already been presented in Chapters 6 and 7 (Equation 7.3 and Figure 7.2 for 

hypothesis 1; Section 6.2.7 and Figure 6.!; for hypothesis 2). The rcmaining sevcn 

hypotheses will be tested in the following seven sections (8.2-8.8). 

8.2 Longevitt of flow in conduits within one tier 

Successive principal conduits in karst aquifers typically have a vertical 

spacing of 10-200m (Table 8.1; Figure 6.5b, d; Figure 8.2) . .  The time pcriod thal cach 

generation is utilised is usually in the range 0.3-10 million years. (Table 8.2). 

Such long occupancy times can be attributed to the large spacing betwecn 

ti<�rs shawn in Figure 8.1, and depends on the locus of new conduit development 

being at depth below the water table, as was demonstrated in Equation 7.3. The 

limited data available show that inter-tier spacing is usually much grcatcr than loop 

amplitude within one tier (Table 8.3). Conduit B in Figure 8.1 will be utilised as the 

principal conduit from before position 1 to at !cast position 8, and possibly until 

position 11. Thus long conduit occupancy is possible without any passage diversions, 
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Table 8.1 Vertical spacing between cave tiers 

Cave spacing betwee:t tiers 
m 

Nelfastla de Nieva, Mexico 230, 230 
HOlloch, Switzerland 160, 120 
Gua Harimau-Lubang Sakai, Malaysia 

Nettlebed, New Zealand 
Ogof Daren Cilau, Wales 
Archway-Terikan, Malaysia 
Demanovâ, Czerhoslovakia 
Gaping Gill, England 
Friars Hole System, USA 
Lancaster-Easegill, England 
Carlswark Caverns, England 

120, 90, 110 
65, 90, 60, >65 
40, 27, 48, 63 
35, 35, 30 
18, 30, 32, 20 
20, 20 
18, 17, 15, 24, 27* 
15, 13 
13.7, 12.8, 12.6 

Mammoth Cave System, USA: 
main tiers 20, 19, 16 

Historie Section 9,5,5,1.3,2.4,12,2.7,2.8,3.8 

source 

Worthington, 1990b 
BOg!i, 1980 

Eavis, 1985 
Ford & Williams, 1989, p122 
Smart & Gardener, 1989, p145 
Eavis, 1981 
Droppa, 1966 
Glover, 1974 
Worthington, 1984 
Ashmead, 1974 
Christopher & Beek, 1977 

Palmer, 1987 
White, 1988, p86 

• The prime control on the upper passages is bedding, which dips at 2•; the prime control 
on lower passage is fractures associated with thrust faults, which have dips of 10-60". 
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Figure 8.2 Tiers or cave passages in Nelfastla de Nieva, Mexico 

Table 8.2 Occupancy times of cave tiers, based on radiometrie and 

paleomagnetic dating, and on denudation rates 

Cave 

Friars Hole System, USA 
Mammoth Cave System, USA 
Crowsnest Pass caves, Alberta 
West Kingsdale System, England 
Nelfastla de Nieva, Mexico 

Occupancy time 

years 

300,000 - 700,000 
350,000 - 500,000 
1 - 10 million 
>300,000 
2.5 - 4 million 

Metbod 

U, P 
u, p 
U, P, E 
u 
E 

U = Uranium Series dating; P = Paleomagnetic dating; E = Erosion rates 
1 Worthington (1984) 
2 Schmidt (1982) 
3 Slaymaker & McPherson (1977), Ford et al. (1':181), Section 10.4 
4 Gascoyne, Ford & Schwarcz (1983) 
5 Worthington (1989, 1990) 

Source 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
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Table 8.3 Loop ,11mplitude and tier spacing 
'1 / .  

Cave Loop amplitude Tier spaciag 
mean mean 

m m 

Nelfastla de Nieva, Mexico 30 230 
HOiloch, Switzerland 100 140 
Swildons Hole, England 8 20 
Nettlebed Cave, New Zealand 20 70 
S6tano de Jâpones, Mexico 5 32 
Friars Hole System, USA 5 17 
Mammoth Cave System, USA 1? 18 

For sources see Tables 7.1 and 8.1 

except close to the spring. 

Spacing 
/loop amplitude 

8 
1 
2 
3-5 
6.4 

2.4 
18? 

8.3 Active conduits are mostly below the water table 

Inter-tier 
spaciag 

m 

200 
40 
12 
50 
27 
12 
17 

Evidence to support the hypotliesis that active conduits mostly lie below 

the water table can be found in severa! data sets, such as the deepest explored caves, 

the longes! explored caves, the Iargest springs of_ the world, and repeated tracer tests. 

Of the 100 deepest caves in the world (Courbon and Chabert, 1986), none 

bas been followed to the principal base-leve! conduit of the aquifer. The closest 

perhaps is in Sistema del Trave, where a 400m section of streamway was explored to 

siphons (Yves-Bigot, 1989). However, the gradient of 0.1 to the springs indicates this 

cannot be a true base leve! (see Table 5.4). Of the remaining 99 caves, most end in 

perched siphons above base leve� but 15 (ali in France) reach geologically-perched 

trunk conduits. The 15 French perched trunk conduits bias the sample because deep 

caves in such geological situations can be easily explored. Geological evidence 
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suggests that only a few /Percent of groundwater flow systems of the world are 

geologically perched. 

Of the 25 longest caves in the world (Courban and Chabert, 1986), only 

three have base-leve) conduits that are not siphoned for long distances. Of the 26 

largest karst springs in the world (Ford and Williams, 1989), at !east half are 

vauclusian, and only one (Matali, PNG) is known to the author not to emerge from 

a siphon. Repeated tracer tests to determine aquifer conditions were discussed in 

Section 3.3.1, and results are shawn in Figures 3.6 and 5.2. The six flow routes tested 

so far (3 in England, plus Maligne Spring, Crowsnest Spring, and Ptolemy Spring in 

· Alberta) are ali almost wholly phreatic. 

Thus four contrasting data sets show that principal conduits in karst 

aquifers are indeed almost always flooded. However, there are two cases in which 

open trunk conduits can be expected. 

First, in areas of low dip or small aquifer length, the phreatic depth of 

conduits would be small (from Equation 7.3). In this case only a small amount of 

downcutting or variation in the water table leve! between low and high discharge 

would produce long sections of passage with lakes and low airspaces. This is exactly 

the case in Whigpistle Cave and Hidden River Complex, both in Kentucky (USA), 

where the dip is about 0.25° (Quinlan and Ewers, 1989). 

The second exception is where there has been considerable vadose 

downcutting, which will remove flooded sections. Almost ali the great high-discharge, 

law-gradient vadose caves are found in wet tropical areas. The probable reason for 

this is that the high vegetative activity and high runoff produce high solution rates. 

This allows vadose downcutting to keep up with base-leve! Iowering, and produces 

Iofty low-grl!dient stream or river passages. By contras!, almost ali high-discharge 

conduits in · tempera te areas are flooded, terminating almost always in vauclusian 

springs. 
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Sorne examples of law-gradient river caves are shawn in Table 8.4. With 

the exception of Sof Omar, ali are in humid, tropical areas. No examples in 

temperate or alpine areas are known to the author, despite the fact that most caves 
" 

explored
\\o far have been in the latter areas. There is a surface analogue to river 

caves, which is the flowing of allogenic rivers across karst outcrops. In bath cases the 

river is able to entrench fast enough to prevent capture to a lower path below the 

river bed. Notable examples hundréds of metres deep include the Nahanni canyons 

(NWT), the Verdon gorge (France), the Vicos and Samaria gorges (Greece), the 

Petlapa and Santo Domingo gorges (Mexico), and the Strickland gorge in Pa pua New 

Guinea. 

8.4 Response at initial phreatic drops and terminal ph
'
reatic lifts to base leve! 

lowering 

As base leve! lowers, the first passages to emerge above the water table 

are at the input and output extremities of the aquifer. In the former case the simple 

res panse is vadose cntrenchment. This response was described by Ford (1971b) as 

drawdown vadose entrenchment. Clear examples are seen in Swildons Hale (Figure 

6.4d) and Nelfastla de Nieva (between the second and third tiers: Figure 8.2). 

In the case of vauclusian risings, the simples! res panse to falling base leve! 

is truncation of the ascending passage. This is seen for instance at Doux de Coly, 

HOlloch, and Trou de Glaz (Figure 6.S), and Castleguard (Figure 11.3). In other 

cases, the re is the formation of dis tribu taries close to the spring. This is known as an · 

underground delta (French: delta soute"ain; Renault, 1967). Crowsnest Spring (Figure 

6.5a) is a simple two distributary example. It has a constricted underflow conduit 

which discharges baseflow, and an overflow conduit which discharges snowmelt. Sorne 

more spectacular examples are shawn in Figure 8.3 and Figure 4.2. Other examples 

arc shawn in Figure 6.5c and d. 
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Table 8.4 Vadose incision in major law-gradient river caves 

(Qm>lm3 s'1, L>lkm) 

Sof Omar, Ethiopia 
Sistema del RIO Candelaria, Guatemala 
Conjunto sao Mateus • Imbira, Brazil 
Gua Air Jernih, Malaysia 
Gua Payau, Malaysia 
Sis tema del R 10 Ca muy, Puerto Rico 
Chiquibul Cave System, Belize/Guatemala 

mean passage 
height (rn) 

20 
30 
15 
70 
90 
40 

25 
Grutas San Jeromino y Chontalcoatlan, Mexico 30 
San Cha He Dong, China 
Gebihe, China 
Atea Kananda, Pa pua New Guinea 
Cueva Fun Fun, Dominican Republic 
Fulon Dong, C�ina 

1 persona! notes 
2 B.S.E.E., 1973 

3 Courban and Dreux, 1976 
4 Karmann, 1990 
5 Brook and Waltham, 1978 
6 Gurnee and Gurnee, 1974 
7 Miller, 1986 
8 Coons, 1976 
9 Waltham, 1986 
10 Collignon, 1990 
11  James and ;)yson, 1980 
12 Yonge, 1987 
13 Gill et al., 1990 

90 
60 
15 
15 
45 

reference 

1, 2 
3 
4 
5 
5 
1, 6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1, 11  
1, 12 
13 
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Figure 8.3 Examples of underground deltas 

a) Plan of Hidden River underground delta, Kentucky, USA. Most (and 
sometimes ali} of baseflow is to Garin Mill Spring. Along an 8km stretch of 
the Green River between Garin Mill Spring and Blowhole West Spring there 
are 45 overflow springs from the Hidden River at 15 locations. In the 31km 
long Hidden River Complex waters enters by a 17m phreatic lift at A, and 
diverges at baseflow into two distributaries. Ali but one of the major 
groundwater catchments in this arca haye underground deltas ( after Quinlan 
& Ewers, 1981, 1989; Quinlan et al., 19�3). 

b) Extended profile of the Cheddar caves, England. A single conduit appears to 
have fed a series of distributaries at Great Oones Hale (GOH), Long Hale 
(LH), Gough's Old Cave (G), Gough's Cave (G), Saye's'Hole (S), and now at 
two!resurgences at a lower altitude (after Ford, 1965; Drew, 1975b; Anan., 
1988). / 1  " 

c) Projected profile of Cueva del Nacimiento del Rio Chay, Mexico. Earlier 
spring flow rose vertica'ly to emerge from the higher entrances ( after Fish, 
1977). 

d) Extended profile of Fontaine de Vaucluse, France. The main entrance is an 
overflow, active when total discharge at Vaucluse is >22.5m's"1• There are 
also overflow springs at La Folie, 5km south of Vaucluse, which are active 
when the discharge at Vaucluse is >13 m's·1 (after Michelot & Mudry, 1985; 
Courban & Chabert, 1986; Lefalher & Sanna, 1990). 
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8.5 Hydmulics of existing and developing conduits 

Davis (1930) observed that there must be a flow field beneath cave 

conduits. For instance, in Figure 8.1 while there is flow through conduit B there is 

also a flow field below it. With time solutional erosion will produce a new conduit, 

C, which will eventually capture the flow from conduit B. The primary tubes of 
, , ,  

conduit C develop during the period when conduit B is active, when base levet is 

being lowered from position 1 to position 8. During this period the fiSSure will 

enlarge in diameter by about tw� orders of magnitude (White and Longyear, 1962). 

From the Hagen-Poiseuille equation ( 4.2), then discharge will increase (10')' times, 

which is shawn in Figure 8.4 as an increase in QJQ8 from 10'11 to 10·3• When the 

transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurs, there will be an increase in conduit 

enlargement rates of as much as seven orders of magnitude (White and Longyear, 

1962). This threshold is represented in Figure 8.4 as an arder of magnitude increase 

in conduit discharge. Once flow in conduit C becomes more efficient\ hydraulicly, 

then it will quickly capture the flow from conduit B, which then becomes abandoned. 
'• 

As the water table drops below position 7, there �re four gradational 

mechanisms which will affect the conduit. These are paragenesis, loop entrenchment, 

loop base bypassing and loop crest bypassing, and they serve to diminish the vertical 

amplitude of phreatic loops over time during a single generation flow path. The 

classic example of ali four mechanisms is the Swildon's Hele - Wookey Hele stream, 

England (Figure 6.5,l; Ford, 1965; Drew, 1975; Farr, 1980). Paragenesis is also weil 

supported by ether studies (e.g. Renault, 1968; Pasini, 1975), and there are examples 

of loop entrenchment in Yorkshire System and Gargantua, and elsewhere. 

Loop base bypassing has previously been known as loop bypassing (Ford, 

1965). It is the development of a conduit to bypass the base of a loop as it becomes 

filled with sediment. Loop crest bypassing is the development of a conduit to bypass 

the crest of a loop. Smart and Christopher (1989) suggested that it occurs where 

hydraulic gradients are high, such as when the water table drops so that the crest of 
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a loop becomes vadose. In Ogof Ffynnon Ddu I (Wales) the falling base leve! bas 

been accompanied by a diminishing loop height (Figure �.5), which bas resulted in ,, 
, most of the stream now being vadose. This bas reduced the flow pa th of the cave 

stream by over 40% (Giennie, 1950). There is a similar response in Yorkshire Pot, i( 
where there are a large number of loop crest bypasses (Figure 8.6). These four 

gradational mechanisms ali operate on a small scale, usually within the range of 

metres to tens of metres. 

Many examples can be found in caves supporting abandonment of conduit 

B at position 8 or before (phreatic loops unmodified by vadose entrenchment), 

position 9 (miner entrenchment of crest), position 10 (major entrenchment, with a 

few loop bases remaining), or position tl (law-gradient river cave). At Crowsnest 
' ...,<·�� 

Pass, the major phreatic conduits in Yorkshire System, Little Moscow and Gargantua 

rcceived only miner cntrenchment before abandonment. 

Positions 8, 9, 10 and 11  in Figures 8.1 and 8.4 broadly correspond with 

states 1 to 4, rcspectively, of the "four state mode!" of Ford and Ewers (1978). The 

present mode! differs from Ford and Ewers (1978) in considering the differences 

between thesc four water table positions to be due to entrenchment during the 

development of one tier, rather than an attribute pertaining to the whole tier. 

Possible enlargemcnt paths for Conduit C are shawn in Figure 8.7. During the long 

period during which the water table is dropping from position 1 to position 8 in 

Figure 8.1, the discharge through the flow field below Conduit B will be minimal 

(Figure 8.4). As the base leve! drops further to position 9, the crests of sorne phreatic 

loops become exposed to vadose flow. The higher gradients of these vadose sections 

then increase the overall hydraulic gradient in the aquifer, including proto-conduit C. 

The discharge in C then increases rapidly, which leads to the draining of conduit B. 
White ( 1989) and Dreybrodt (1988) suggested on theoretical grounds that 

caves can form in < 1 o• years, and such a rapid rate is supported by field evidence 

from formerly glaciatcd areas and from Upper Pleistocene limestone (Mylroie and 

,) 
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Figure s. 7 Conceptual mo del of phases in the life of a karst conduit 

Carew, 1987). However, in the former case, it may be that the initiation phase bad 

already been proceeding for 10'-1<f years. The latter case is in a recent high�porosity 

(>30%) Iimestone, with the porosity (and bence hydraulic conditions) being many 

times higher than the <3%Jound in most post-diagenetic Iimestone (Bonacci, 1987). 

·.
·
:, Thus it may be that the �ninimum time for the conduit initiation phase (in post

diagenetic Iimestones) always exceeds 10' years ::t the catchment scale. 

From the flow net shawn in Figure 8.1 and the conduit utilisation time in 
TabJ6 8.2, it weald appear that timc;s·of l.0'-1!f years are normal for the evolution 

from Hagen-Poiseuille flow net t6'conduit with turbulent flow. But the development 

of conduits is a function of velocity and undersaturation of the water, which is only 

partially a function of base leve! lowering rates. For instance, the deglaciation 1!1' 

, _ ,  
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years ago imix>sed high hydraulic gradients on many alpine karst aquifers. Sorne ) i  
aquifers hav� responded with new, lower C?nduit paths. However, the presence of 

karst springs in cliffs (e.g. Mt Robson, Alberta, and lee Fall Brook, B.C.) orwaterfalls 

flowing off" Iirtlèstone cliffs into U-shaped valleys ( e.g. Lauterbrunnen valley, 

Switzerland) shows that sorne karsts have not produced new conduits yet since 

deglaciation, despite infinite hydraulic gradients (dhldl = x/0 = oo). 

The slow end of the spectrum of conduit formation times is exemplified 

when a new, lower conduit develops, but-Î';'tpp4r conduit remains active. This also 

could be a product of deglaciation, for the 100m rise in sea leve! must have reduced 

hydraulic gradients and reactivated previously abandoned conduits in many karst 

aquifers. In this case, the lower conduit would experience Iaminar flow for an 

extended period. 

Eventually, flow becomes more efficient in the lower conduit (C in Figure 

8.1) than in the upper conduit, and there is rapid expansion in conduit C. This is the 

enlargement phase. The initiation, enlargement, equilibrium, stagnation and erosion 

phases in the !ife of a conduit were described in Section 5.2.1. One additional phase, 

the nothephreatic phase, will be introduced now. 

Jennings (1985) argued that there were two distinct demains of phreatic 

flow, which he termed nothephreatic and dynamic phreatic, respectively. 

Nothephreatic flow is characterised by very slow velocities, and creates such 

morphological forms as anastomoses, pendants and spongework. Anastomoses 

represent flow in conduits with diameters typically of a few ccntimctres, but pendants 

and spongework are found in conduits with diameters of metres. The spatial and 

temporal occurrence of retarded flow velocities in large high-K passages with pendants 

and spongework has hitherto been an unresolved problcm. The second domain of 

phreatic flo'
w, dynamic phreatic flow represents most phreatic conduits, and is 

characterised by high flow velocities (10"3 to 10°ms"1). 
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In Figure 8.1, conduit C will experience lqw-K conditions for a 

considerable 'period of time, during which it may develop to a diameter of sorne 

metres, with pendants and spongework. Wells drilled in karst areas providë evidence 

for this, for karst cavities are often dn1led into at depths of hundreds, and sometimes 

thousands of metres below the water table (BOgli, 1980, p110 cites severa! examples; 

Li, c1981). As conduit C captures ali the flow from conduit B, it enlarges rapidly, and 

in so doing removes the evidence for early �othephreatic flow. Only occasionally 

where there' \vas no dynamic phreatic enlargement wàuld pendants and spongework 

be preserved. 

The nothephreatic phase may be absent, or present and followed by either 

conduit enlargement or by stagnation (Figure 8.7). 

The discussion so far has been concemed with those fractures that become 

:_- conduits within the endokarst. These typically have spacings of 10-100m, horizontally 

and vertically. Other fractures (the vast majority) are Jess competitive because their 

initial fracture width is Jess. These may only develop to conduit width in the 

subcutaneous zone. These are the grikes of limestone pavements, spaced typically 1-

10m apart. Such joint spacing is not just a surficial feature (e.g. as a function of 

unloading), for Deike (1989) found similar joint spacing SOm below the surface in 

Mammoth Cave, USA 

8.6 There may be flooded conduits and low-gradient streams in the vadose 

The water table defines the top of the flooded zone. It may vary 

considerably with time, since hydraulic gradients in karst conduits vary with the square 

of the discharge (Equation 5.3). Palmer (1986) demonstrated that this relationship 

can be used to determine whether cave siphons are located at base leve!. This 

methodology can be used for examples from the Rocky Mountains. 1t shows that the 
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siphons in Yorkshire Pot and Castleguard Cave do not rcprcsent base leve(, but 

Medicine Lake fills in res panse to a rising water table (Figure 1 1.1 ). 

In the vadose zone three patterns of vadose passages may be distinguished 

(Figure 8.8). Vertical shaft development (Figure 8.8a) correlates with horizontal 

bedding, prominent fracturing, pure lithologies and high runoff. Examplcs > 300m 

deep have been found in humid tropical countries (Mexico, Papua New Guinea, 

Venezuela) and in alpine ranges (France, Austria, Spain, ltaly, Grccce). In the 

Canadian Rockies, the deepest sha[t is 280m (Close to the Edge), but most shafts are 

less than SOm deep. Perhaps the best example is the Astraka Plateau (Grcece), 

where three near-vertical shafts >400m deep have been round (Epos, Epos Il, 

Provatina: Courban & Chabert, 1986). 

Stair-step sr•ft development (Figure8.8b) carrela tes with inclined bcdding, 

impure lithologies anu lower runoff. The sub-horizontal sections arc typically 

downdip along the bedding. This is the predominant type of vadosc zone conduit 

development: it was explained in Section 5.2.4 that a sample of dcep caves bad a 

median gradient of 48°. The best examples are round in mixcd lithologies with law 

dips, where impure limestone cause perching. Marna Kananda (Papua New Guinea) 

is perhaps the best example, where much of the 52km of cave passage is round in 

eight tiers. Each tier is perched upon an impure limestone (James, Warild et al., 

1980). Many Appalachian caves also providc fine examples of stair-sto::p devclopment. 

Retarded vertical development (Figure 8.8c) is charactcriscd by long (c.g. 

1km) law-gradient ( <1°) stream passages which are weil above the watcr table. Such 

streams are commonly cited to demonstrate thal the water-tablc concept is of limited 

relevance to karst, but it was argued in Section 5.2.4 that they mercly dcmonstrate the 

anisotropy of karstic limestones. 1t is possible that a cave stream may flow sub

horizontally for 1km and only cross joints which will take > 10'-107 years to dcvelop 

into conduits. However, three examples will show that such slow devclopment may 

be retarded for good reasons. 
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Castleguard Cave, Alberta (Figure 1.1, Sectioil 10.2.2) bas a subhorizontal 
'1\ 

flood overflow conduit, which emerges at the entrance.�iSo is in a steep hillside, 

300m above permanent valley-floor springs. The flood overflow conduit bas been 

explored for · 1200m, the last 150m being a permanent siphon (Sawatsky, 1987). 

Another 500m of passage siphons when the cave floods, which is 0,30 days per year, 1( ,, 

with maximum discharges of 5 m3 s"1 (Smart and Ford, 1986). Smart (1983b) showcd 

tha.t the cave stream is not an overflow hydraulicly relatcd to the Big Springs, and he 

concluded thal it was probably an ovcrflow from an englacial conduit in Saskatchewan 

Glacier. Since water only flows in the conduit for about 4% of the time, thus 

solutional erosion is greatly retarded. 

Friars Hole Trunk, Friars Hale System, USA is a law-gradient (0.5°) 

passage at !cast 50m above the local water table. It bas an underfit stream, which 

meanders ovcr siliciclastic sediments for ali but (Om of the 1400m of passage 

(Worthington, 1984). Interstitial flow in similar sediments was found to be almost 

three orders of magnitude lowcr than stream vclocities (Williams and Hynes, 1974). 

Thus the water in contact with the limestone below the armourcd stream bcd is 

almost stagnant, so solutional erosion is greatly retardcd. 

Short Drop Cave, England bas a 1km long, law-gradient stream flowing 

over bedrock. One hundred metres dircctly below it is a anothcr vadose stream in a 

second cave (Lost Johns). Bath caves flow along the axis of a syncline (Waltham, 

1974; Waltham and Hatherley, 1983). In this case, compressive forces in the synclinal 

axis arc probably responsible for reducing fracture width, and bence solutional erosion 

of joints in the bed of the Short Drop stream is retardcd. 

In ali threc of the above cases, there are law-gradient vadosc strcams at 
. . . . .  

considerable hcights above the water table. In ali thrcc cases thcrc is no rclationship 

between the law-gradient rcaches and the watcr table. 

From the foregoing discussion, it is possible to dcfinc the mean lime for 

conduit initiation (Figure 8.9). The time depends on the scalc considcrcd. Initial 
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Figure 8.9 The domain of karst ln terms of horizontal spaclng 

between jolnt-allgned conduits 

pathways may develop in <Hl' • >Hf years, but it takes considerably longer for most 

joints ta be enlarged ta where turbulent flow may occur. In fact, it is an essential 

auribute of karst that such development only takes place within a few metres of the 
. . 

surface. More rapid development would produce a Darcy flow, porous aquifer. 

Slower development is.shown for example by si!ica karst. Solution is sa slow in this 

case that silicate rocks are normally considered impermeable. Only in very stable 

Gondwanaland surfaces is silicate karst conspicuous (White et al, 1966; Jennings, 

1985). 
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8. 7 Cave tiers are equidistant 

8. 7.1 Previous studies 
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Many caves have stacked "levels" of cave passages. Because such passages ' ---·-:.:::: 

are frequently not leve!, the lerm lier bas sometimes been used (e.g. Ford, 1965; 

White, 1988), which avoids the unfortunate connotation of horizontality. 

It bas been generally thought thal cave tiers form in response to an 

exogenetic process: the falling of base leve! of local or regional rivers. Cave tiers 

have been correlated with local erosion surfaces and fluvial terraces in severa! 

countries (eg. Sweeting, 1950; Ek, 1961; Wolfe, 1964; Droppa, 1966; Miotke and 

Palmer, 1972; White and White, 1974). The downward shift from one base leve! to 

the next was accomplished by nick-point recession (Warwick, 1960), pcriglacial 

streams (Ford, 1%5) or glacier erosion (Atkinson et al., 1978). There were often two 

to five tiers in a cave, so the most plausible correlation was one tier per glaciation 

{Ford, 1%5; Ashmead, 1%7; Brook, 1974; Bllgli, 1980) . 
. f . 

This simple and elegant explanation bas in recent years becn shown to be 

deficient in three ways. More detailed studies of sorne of the classic tiered caves have 

failed to substantiate the postulated horizontal levels of tiers; in addition 

stratigraphical and sedimentological control have also been shown to produce levcls 

(Waltham, 1970; Pasini, 1975; James et al., 1980; Quinif, 1989). Second, spclcothcm 

dating bas new shown that phase-fitting resulted in great undcrestimation of the truc 

ages of tiers (Gascoyne et al., 1983; Waltham, 1983), and thal sorne caves with well

developed tiers date from the Tertiary (Schmidt, 1982; Worthington, 1984). Third, 

it bas been shown there have been possibly twenty or more glaciations, rather than 

four or five (Shackleton and Opdyke, 1973; Ford et al., 198.4}. 

The present picture of cave tiers is that each was utilised for flow for a 

period of severa! hundred thousand years, and thus severa! glaciations (la.bl<. 8 ·2). 

Thus the exogenetic mode! suggests usually two to six rapid base leve! lowering 

episodes in the Pleistocene, with stable base levels in the intervening 10'-10' ycars. 

0 
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This bears little correlation ta the known lOOm changes in  sea leve! during the 

Pleistocene, which has a periadicity of lOS years in the La te Pleistocene. 
� � 

The assumption of exogeneti�, control is thus challenged. The two recent 

major books on karst (White, 1988; Ford and Williams, 1989) tacitly acknowledge this 

by not presenting any detailed examples of correlation between cave tiers and extemal 

base leve!, and White (1988, p85) �tates that "one of the tasks of cave origin madels 
./ 

is ta explain why" cave tiers sometimes form. 

8.7.2 The endogenetic madel 

It was shawn in Section 8.2 that a single cave tier is responsible for 

discharging most of the flow from an aquifer for an extended periad, in the range 

3.10S - 107 years. During this time, the flow field developing beneath the conduit will 

have fiXcd boundary factors, and will develop according ta Equation 7.3. 

In a homoclinal aquifer of constant length, then Equation 7.3 · · • could 

be applied ta any generation of flow route. If the base leve! for the propagation of 

flow paths for the new conduit is the old conduit rather than the water table at one 

particular time, then the distance between old and new conduits will be constant, and 

bence 

(8.1) 

where V is the vertical spacing between successive generations of conduit in an 

aquifer. This cannat be directly tested, for the argument is circular, as V has been 

used ta define Dm in Table 7.1. · 

However, the madel can be simply tested against the exogenetic madel in 

three ways. Do tiered caves have a constant spacing between tiers as long as aquifer 

length remains constant (the endogenetic madel), or is the spacing random (the 

exogenetic madel)? Are the levels of tiers in separate drainage basins in one arca 

uncorrelated (the endogenetic madel), or the same (the exogenetic madel)? Are 
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currently active tiers at various depths below current base itvel (the cndogenetic 

model), or are they closely related to it (the exogenetic model)? 

To test the first question, sorne examples of s;pacing between tiers is givcn 

in Table 8.1. The regular spacing in almost ali examples strongly support the 

endogenetic model. The one exception in Table 8.1 is the Historie Section of 

Mammoth Cave. However, the nine tiers are not continuous throughout the cave. 
' •  

Thfl section was taken <!km from the downstream end of the cave, and the passages 

seem to be part of an underground delta, as bas been found with almost ali modern 

drainage routes (Quinlan and Ewers, 1981; also Figure 8.3). 

The second test concerns the correlation of tiers between adjacent 

catchments. Possibly the most studied cave area where regional base levels have been 

hypothesised is the Yorkshire Dales in England. Sweeting (1950) suggested that 

there were two main tiers of caves, at 380m and 290-305m, and that thcse correlated 

with a widesprcad erosion surface, and valley erosion surfaces, respcctively. With 

further cave exploration and more careful surveying of caves, the main tiers of caves 

are now known to be at 250m, 265m and 278m in Lancaster-Easegill (Ashmead, 

1974), 220m and 280m on Leck Feil (Waltham and Hatherley, 1983), 260m and 335m 
• 0 

in Kingsdale (Brook, 1974; Waltham and Brook, 1980a) and 290m, 3!0m and 330m 

at Gaping Gill (Giover, 1974). It appears that each drainage system bas its own well

developed tiers, and they do not fit any regional base lcvel. A similar lack of 

correlation is shawn at Mulu (Table 8.1), and in the Mendip Hills, En gland, where 

Ford (1965) postulated former water table at 330m, 225m, and 135m in the Cheddur 

caves, but at 290m at Wookey Hale. The lack of correlation between adjacent 

catchments supports the endogenetic model. 

The third test concerns the relationship of active tiers to base lcvel. Much 

evidence bas only recently become available with the increased popularity of cave 

diving. The seven kilometres of siphons now explored in the Three Counties System, 

England were discussed in Section 7.2. Conduit depths below currcnt base lcvel vary 
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greatly, with a maximum of 64m�'(Waltham and Brook, 1980a; Waltham and 

H�therley, 1983; Palmer, 1986). The Doux de Coly (Figure 6.7a) bas tw�:!j�ometres 

of near-horizontal siphon, currently at a depth of 49-56m. Mammoth Systèm bas 

many kilomeires of near-horizontal conduits thal were thought to have developed just 

below a static base leve! (Palmer, 1981, 1987). Howcver, further research bas shown 

thal some of these fossil conduits developed up to 23m below base leve! (Palmer 

1989a), and an active phreatic lift of 17m in bedrock bas also been found (Quinlan . · '· 
and Ewers, 1989, p77). These three examples show thal active tien; show little 

correlation with current base leve!, which supports the endogenetic mode!. Thus ali 

three tests support the endogenetic mode!. 

The mode! was recently tested in a Mexican cave, Nelfastla de Nicva. 

Previous exploration bas revealed two tie::s, with a vertical separation of 220m 

between the mean altitude of the two tiers (Worthington, 1989). In 1990 a third tier 

was found, with a mean altitude 237m below the tier above it (Figure 8.2). This 

provides strong supporting evidence to the endogenetie mode!, that the development 

of cave tiers is a function of original flow net development within the aquifer. 

8.8 Hydrochemical characteristics of the flov.·-r,eld beneath active conduits 

8.8.1 Expected hydrochemical characteristics 

The flow field beneath an active conduit will be characterised by law

radius proto-êonduits (Section 8.5). Flow velocilies will be very low, as velocity varies 

with the fourth powet of conduit radius (Equation 5.2). The multiplicity of flow 

paths, together with the low velocities, ensure high water-rock interaction. If there 

is pyrite or gypsum present in the rock, this will be Ieached out preferentially as the 

cquilibrium solubility of sulphate is an arder of magnitude bigher than that of 

bicarbonate. Adùitionally, the deep flow paths should ensure geothermal heating of 

the water. 
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A young vauclusian spring ( e.g. when the water table is at position 1 

in Figure 8.1),,may be the discharge point for ali the water from the deep flow field. 

In this case, distinguishing different hydrochemical components may .: only he 
' . , .. 

pos.�!ble if high-quality data is available (e.g. Crowsnest Spring: Figures 9.17, 10.4). 
' · 

However, with base-level lowering to position 8 in Figure 8.1, the vauclusian spring 

may be at sorne distance from the lowest outcrop point of the aquifer, and sorne of 

the discharge from the dê�p flow field may now rise closer to the lowest outcrop 

point. This hypothesis thal warmer, higher-sulphate springs than the main springs will 

be found at lower altitude than the main springs may be tested using two data sets. 

The first data set consists of thermal karstic springs. The second data set comprises 

spring pairs whcre both sulphate and bicarbonate were measured. 

8.8.2 Thermal karstic springs 

Thermal springs occur in two principal 'i;ydrogeological environmcnts . 
. . , .  

They may be associated with vulcanism, in which cast: the hêating of infiltrating 

meteoric water is easily explained. The second environment is in karst, \Jhere the 

groundwater flow paths are poorly undcrstood. Sorne thermal karstic springs arc 

fou nd in areas of enhanced geothermal gradients ( e.g. Black Hills, USA; Budapest, 

Hungary: Ford and Williams, 1989), but this is not true for most thermal karstic 

springs. For instance, it is known that the karstic hot springs in the Rockies are 

associated with thrust faults, and it bas been suggested that flow is from local sources 

(van Everdingen, 1972). But any transect across the Rockies will cross up to 40 

thrusts, suggesting that hot springs might be extrcmcly common, which they arc not. 

In England, there are severa! thermal springs on the perimctcr of the karstic 

limestones of the Peak District (Edmunds et al., 1969; Edmunds, 1971; Christopher 

et al., 1977), but none of these papers suggest why this should be so. Only in artcsian 

situations such as the arca around Bath, England, does the geological structure 
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provide a convincing structural mechanism ( artesian flow) which would necessitate 

deep groundwater flow (Edmunds et al., 1969; Atkinson and Smart, 1977). 

The hypothesis of a deep flow net below existing conduits would explain 

the existence of thermal karstic springs in areas of normal geothermal gradients. Five 

examples of non-artesian thermal karst springs in areas of normal geothermal 

gradients were found in the litera ture. They are in the arca immediately north of the 

Canadian Rockies
� 
(the Mackenzie Mountains), El Abra (Mexico: described in Section 

4.4), Ljubljanica (Yugoslavia), Mulu (Malaysia), and the Peak District (England). Do 

they support the hypothesis of warmer, higher sulphate water emerging downstream 

of the main spring(s)? 

There is a major hot spring which emerge•S in the alluvium of the South 

Nahanni River,jn}he Mackenzie Mountains at 61°N. lt is known as Nahanni or 

Kra use Hot Spring, and bas a discharge estimated at severa( hundred litres per second 

(Schroeder, 1990). Sorne lOkm upstream, there is a large karst spring studied by 

Brook (1976), and known as White Spray. This spring is located at an altitude of 

270m, and bad a high-flow discharge of Sm3s�1, and a temperature of 4.5°C on July 

4th, 1973 (Brook, 1976). Krause Hot Springs are located very close to the lowest 

outcrop point of the karst aquifer on the South Nahanni River, at an altitude of 

230m. Morcover, they are at the lowest outcrop point of this aquifer in the 

Mackenzie Mountains, the next lowest being at 350m on Mountain River at 65°N and 

1Zr 380m on Keele River at 64°N. This suggests thal Krause Hot Springs drain a 
\� •. 

regional aquifer sorne hundreds of kilometres in length. 

The Ljubljanica karst springs were described in Section 4.3. In addition 

to the springs described, there is Ljubljanica Thermal Spring (#1.46). The discharge 

· of this spring is evidently miner, for it was not monitored during the tracer tests of 

Gospodarie and Habie (1976). The Thermal Spring is the lowest of ali the springs 

at Ljubljanica, and appears to be close to the lowest outcrop point of the limestone. 

The law tritium values in 1974 indicated that sorne 98.5% of the water pre-dated 
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atmospheric nuclear tests. The law deuterium ( -62%o) suggested a high-altitude source 

remote from the spring (20-SOkm: Moser et al., 1976). These authors gave no 

temperature details, but application of Equation 7.3 suggests a flow depth of at !east 

sorne hundreds of metres. 

The Hot Water Spring at Mulu is in a small inlier of the karstic Melinau 

Limestone (Laverty, 1980). The inlier is the lowest outcrop 
.:
?f limcstone along the 

Melinau River (Rose, 1982). The main springs are severa! kilometres upstream, 

where many kilometres of spectacular caves have been explored (Brook and Waltham, 

1978; Eavis, 1981, 1985). The Hot Water Spring is sulphidic, with hardness values 

much greater than any other karst waters at Mulu (Ca,. 213 mg 1"1, Mg,. 50 mg J·': 

Laverty, 1980). The position of the spring, and its high temperature and high 

dissolved solids suggests this spring tao has a deep flow path as in Figure 8.1. For a 

strike-oriented flow pa th of 35km from the furthcst surface exposure of limestonc, 

and a dip 30°-70" (Webb, 1982), Equation 7.3 gives D,. = 300-SOOm. 

The Iimestone of the Peak District, England is an inlier 37km in length 

and up to 21km in width. Thermal springs occur on the eastern, western, and 

northern margins of the dame. The heat flux (F) derived from geothermal heat may 

be calculated by 

(7.2) 

where Th is the water temperature of the thermal water, and T, is the water 

temperature of normal groundwaters of the arca. An average spring temperature 

value from 73 non-thermal karst sites in the Peak District (Christopher et al., 1977, 

p202) gives T, = 7.7°C. This reveals thal %% of the thermal water emar.ates from 

the limestone in the neighbourhood of Matlock (Table 8.5). This is the lowest 

outcrop point of the limestone in the Peak District. 1t is not possible to apply 

Equation 7·3 · in this case, for it is not possible to predict how much of the fracture 

control of flow would be on the severa! near-vertical often-mineralised faults, and how 

·.:� 
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Table 8.5 Beat fluxes of thermal springs in the Peak District, England 
(data from Edmunds, 1971) 

Thermal source T Q Heat flux• 
centre oc 1 s·• J s·• 

Buxton St Anne's Weil 27.5 10.6 880 
Bradwell Bradwell Spring 12.4 0.7 14 
Stoney Middleton Stoney Middleton Spring 17.7 1.3 54 

Stoke Sough 11.6 1.3 21 
Bakewell British Legion 11.6 9.3 150 
Matlock Fountain Bath 19.7 11.8 590 

New Bath Hotel 19.8 6.3 > 320 
East Bank of Derwent 17.4 0.5 20 
Bal! Eye Quarry Borehole 13.6 1.5 30 
Meerbrook Sough 15.3 790 25,000 

Beresford Dale spring 13.8 1.7 43 
Lower Dimindale spring - / 11.5 4.2 67 

• from Equation 8.2; T, = "7.7°C 

j( 

-
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,-, much would be on low-dip bedding planes. The thermal springs have high sulphate 

concentrations (Table M�\ Law tritium J1ues ( <lOTU) measured in 1968-1969 

showed that most, if not ali, of the spring water at Buxton, .Bradwell, Stoney 

. Middleton, Bakewell and Matlock (New Bath Hotel) had flow-through times of at 
'' - -·�-�-
�··l�ast 15-20 years (Edmunds, 1971). This indicates mean velocities of <10 .. ms·1 over 

a 37km catchment length, which indicates nothephreatic flow. 

Thus the evidence from non-artesian thermal karst springs in the North 

West Territory, Mexico, Yugoslavia, Malaysia and England support the hypothcsis of 

warm, high sulphate springs occurring close to the lowcst outcrop points of karst 

aquifers. Ail these thermal springs drain extensive aquifers, with putative flow paths 

of tens to hundreds of kilometres. Where the water chemistry has been measured, 

the thermal waters have high sulphate values, and high sulphate/bicarbonate ratios. 

Equation 7.3 would indicate deep flow paths in each case sufficient to cause 

geothermal hcating, and Figure 8.1 suggests these arc notliephreatic underflows 

associated with proto-conduit development. 

8.8.3 Sulphate 1 bicarbonate ratios 

Six data sets were located in the. literature, where pairs of springs were 

monitored for bath sulphate and bicarbonate. The results are shawn in TJblc 8.6, and 

they support the hypothesis. Additionally, it was found that higher 

sulphate/bicarbonate ratio spring in five of six cases had lower dischargc variability. 

8.8.4 Implications of high sulphate values in the deep flow net 

Cations are more commonly measurcd in water samples than anions 

because of the greater ease of measurement, and it is usually logically assumed that 

in a karst water the source of calcium would be CaC03, as this is the dominant 

mineral in limestone outcrops. Analyses of karst waters fur anions from a number of 
�, 

areas were found in the literature, and thcse are presentcd in Table 6.3. They show 
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Table 8.6 Contrasts between high and Iow sulphate/bicarbonate ratios and 
high and Iow temperature springs 

Namc of bigbcr 
SOJHC03 spring 

Crowsnest Spring 
Grotte du Pissoir 
Sour�,:)C'_;Baume Rascasse 
Source de Poussarou 
Emergence du Vivier 
Pluto Spring 

Namc of bigher 
temperature spring 

Krause Hot Spring 
Ljubljaniea thermal sp. 
Mulu Hot Spring 
Meerbrook Sough 
Coy spring 
Mante spring 

Namc of lœa"  
SOJHC03 spring 

Ptolemy Spring 
G. du Cormoran 
two springs .. \ \_ . { Source de Mahbert 
Emergence du Pont 
Orangeville Rise 

Namc or 1ower 
temperature spring 

White Spray 
(1) 
Gua Air Jemih 
(2) 
Agua Clara 
Santa Clara 

Allributos of bigbcr SOJHC03 spring 

L<Mcr L<Mcr Higbcr 

Altitude 0,10. TemperaiW'C 

Y es Y es Y es 
Y es Y es N.R 
N.R. Y es N.R. 
Y es No N.R. 
N.R. Y es Y es 
N.R Y es N.R. 

Altributcs of bigbcr temperature spring 

Lower Lower Higbcr 

Altitude 0,10. SOJHC03 

Y es N.R. N.R. 
Y es N.R. N.R. 
Y es N.R. Y es 
Y es N.R. Y es 
Y es Y es Y es 
Y es Y es Y es 

Note: data sources and spring locations are given in Sections 4.3, 4.4, and 8.8.2, and in Table 65 
N .R. = not recorded 

(1) There are 15 higher altitude springs on the Ljubljaniea River 
(2) There are severa! major springs in the White Peak. Ali are at higher altitudes and have lower 
temperatures, and almost ali have lower sulphate/bicarbonate ratios than Meerbrook Sough 
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that sulphate concentrations are a significant pro(l9rtion of bicarbonate 

concentrations, indicating that commonly 5-30% of the host rock being dissolved is 

not limestone. 

Three possibilities come to mind to explain the high sulphate values in 

general in karst springs, and in the Rocky Mountains in particular. 

1) Anhydrite makes up 10-30% of the stratal thickness in the karst succession. 

Nothephreatic circulation preferentially removes the soluble anhydrite, totally 

removing thick anhydrite beds. In outcrop, there may be no indication that 10-30% 

of the succession bas been removed, except by comparison with the stratal thickness 

and succession in well logs. 

2) The high sulphate values measured in karst springs rcprescnts prcfcrcntial removal 

of this sulphur duc to rejuvcnation thanks to the work of Pleistocene glaciers. Thus 

the pre-glacial concentration of sulphate in karst springs and regional rivcrs would 

have been much lower. Sulphatc is dcrived from pyrite or anhydrite disscminated in 

the bedrock, or from anhydrite concentrated along bcdding planes, in concentrations 

up to a few percent. Solution of these is partly responsiblc for producing the porosity 

observed in the limestone (Murray, 1960). For instance, it is possible that Crowsnest 

Pass was crcatcd by a glacier thal lowered base leve! by > !km. The:rc would also be 

additional sulphur from shales (e.g. Exshaw Shale at Crowsncst Pass), from fcrtilisers 

(Langmuir, 1971), and deposition from the atmospherc (Krothe and Libra, 1983). 

3) The high sulphate values measured in karst springs reprcsent the removal of 

sulphur not only from the outcrop arca of limestones, but also from the extensive 

subcrops of these strata. Migration of sulphur would be dawn the hydraulic gradient 

as a solute, but could be up-gradient as a gas (H2S). In the Rocky Mountains, deep 

groundwater flow in carbonates is demonstrated by the cxistcn� ofhot springs. Thesc 

have high sulphatc concentrations, and concentrations of severa! parts pcr million H2S 

have also been found (Table 6.3, van E:verdingen, 1972). Thcrc arc also high H,S 

concentrations (up to >90% of the gas phase) in Dcvonian and Mississippian 
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carbonates in the petroleum reservoits of the Rocky Mountain Foothills. These are 

interpreted ta have formed by thermochemical reduction of aqueous sulphate by 
.::-· 

. hydrocarbons at temperatures >90"C (Krouse et al., 1988). The presence of severa( 

mgl'1 of H,S in thermal springs in the Rockies (van Evergingen, 1972) suggests that 

H,S may be of sorne importance in the Rockies both for cave fonnation and for 

providing a sulphate source. 

The westward-dipping thrust plates of the Rocky Mountains have elfFensive 

subcrops, which extend ta depths of >5km (Priee and Fermer, 1985) Hydrogen 

sulphide from thermochemically reduced sulphate from this subcrop might migrate 

updip, reacting in an oxidating environment ta produce sulphuric acid and 

subsequently sulphate (Palmer, 1989; Bali and Jones, 1990). However, it seems 

probable that this might be of only miner importance in providing a sulphate source. 

The second hypothesis has been generally invoked on individual cases, but 

does not satisfactorily explain the widespread high values of sulphate in katst spring 

wateiS, sa the fitst and third hypotheses may have sorne validity. 

High sulphate/bicarbonate ratios are present in Crowsnest Spring and 

Sublacustrine Springs in win ter. Here, they are associated with lo�1 spring altitude, 

law Q,/Q •• and higher temperatures (in Crowsnest Spring, at, le��t). The same 
�::.--;:;:...· ! -�1. 

correlations are fou nd in thermal springs in the Rockies <::!�effierê (Section 8,8.3), 

and also in non-thermal kaxst springs, though sulphate is rarely measured in katst 

springs, sa the data set is not large (Tables 6.4, 8.6). 

These associations suggests that deep-circulating katstic wateiS 

preferentially remove the sulphur (from gypsum and/or pyrite), and indicates that 

sulphuric acid speleogenesis may be as common or more common thal carbonic acid 

speleogenesis in the carly stages of cave formation. Such a mechanism has recently 

been proposed by Bali and Jones (1990), who suggested that cave passages in South 

Wales are preferentially developed in impure sulphidic limestones. 
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8.9 Conclusions 

This chapter demonstrated that there is strong supporting evidence for the 

nine hypotheses upon which Figure 8.1 is based. The explanations for lier spacing 

and for the location of thermal and high·sulphate kars tic springs are radical, yet follow 

from the precepts of the madel, and provide furthir· support for it. The madel 

provides a comprehensive description of how and where in an aquifcr karst conduits 

are formed, and a comprehensive madel that is able to prcdict much of the dischargc, 

chemical and temperature variati��s found in karst springs. 

� ..-,_; . 
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Chapter 9 Catchment delineation 

of the springs at Crowsnest Pass 

9.1 Problems of catchment delineation in karst 
-

9.1.1 Introduction 

Catchment delineation is usually the first stcp in any hydiôlogical study. 

Delincation normally relies on the notion that discrete catchmcnts with definablc, 

perennial boundaries may be idcntified. This assumption has oftcn bcen made in 

karst studies, but there is strong evidence that it is unwarrantcd. Therc arc fivc 

distinct problcms encountered in catchment dclineation in karst. They are shawn in 

_ _  -Figure 9.1, and will be .'discussed in the ncxt !ive sections. 
-

. ,  

: 1  
9.1.2 Groundwat-:i boundaries do not coïncide with topographie boundaries 

It was explained in Section 5.2.4 that hydraulic gradients in karst arc not 

a subdued rcflection of the ground surface, as is usually the case in Darcy-flow 

aquifers. There is thus no reason why ka�T-g>?undwater boundarics should follow 

topographie divides in a holokarst (Figure 9.1: A). The lack of correlation has bccn 

shawn by many tracer studies, including the present study, where dye tracing showcd 

that karst groundwater crosses the topographie continental divide (Figure 3.2). The 

precise delineation of groundwater divides requires extensive water tracing or cave 

- exploration. For instance, in Central Kentucky, >500 traces wcrc uscd to supplement 

data from 1400 water wells and > 700km of cave passage to de fine catchmcnts and 

flow paths in an area of 2000km2 (Quinlan and Ray, 1981; Quinlan and Ewcrs, 1981, 

1989). 
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bounda!y 
zone core rooc ( ) -�====---;;--==:::::;;-"" ,._ E2+4 El * +  E2-> A El ----

84 84 c c 

underflow 

D 

A Groundwater boundaries do not coincide with surface catchment boundaries 
B Distributacy flow feeds different springs 
B 1 Surface creek sinking at different locations 
B2 Distributacy flow in subcutaneous zone 
B3 Distributacy conduits 
B4 Underground delta 
C Flow route varies with stage 
D U nmonitored uüderflow spring 
El,E2 Non-contiguous components of catchments El and E2 

Figure 9.1 Problems of catchment delineation in karst 
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9.1.3 Flows may branch to two or more springs 

Branching may occur by underflow from a surface river or glacier ( c.g. 

Trebi�njica River: Section 43; Saskatchewan Glacier: Smart, 1983a,b), by lateral 
1\ 

spreading in the subcutaneous zone (e.g. Mendip Hills: Friederich and Smart, 1981), 
\\ 

in the main part of the aquifer, or close ta the springs (Figuré 9.1: B1-B4, 

respectively). The latter Iwo cases have been particularly ·weil dcmonstrated by 

Quinlan and Ewers (1989). Discharge from the Threc Springs Basin (=::HXlkm') 

bifurcates into Iwo flow routes at a point about 10km from the resurgences. Much 

doser ta the springs there is an underground delta, sa that the water discharges at 52 

springs (Figure 8.3a ). In the Rockies, distributary flow bas been dcmonstrated at 

Castleguard (::::80 springs: Smart and Ford, 1986);?nd at Maligne (>60 springs: Brown, 
. 

_ .. � 

1970; Kruse, 1980; Smart, 1988a; Ford, 1991). · / 

9.1.4 Flow route may vary with stage 

The varying of flow route with stage is nonnally the addition of ovcrflow 

routes at high stage (Figure 9.1: C). The bifurcation may occur on input ta the 

aquifer, such as the baseflow of Hills Creek (West Virginia. USA) tlowing 17km ta 

the south-west ta Spring Creek, while flood overflows arc routcd ta Locust Spring, 

2km east of the sinkpoints (Coward, 1975; Williams and Jane>, 1983). The bifurcation 

may also occur within the aquifer, and many examplcs of tlood ovcrtlow conduits arc 

known. At the output end of the aquifer, the six Emerald Cliff overtlow springs 

provide a notable example (Section 2.2.2). 

9.1.5 There may be unmonitored undertlows 

Unmonitored underflows may constitute the majority of discharge from a 

karst aquifer (Figure 9.1: D). In Section 4.2, such a situation was describcd in the 

White Peak (England), White Ridges (B.C.), and Dorvan (France). The Rocky 
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Mountains also have substantial unmonitored underflo� (see Chapter 10 and 1 1). 

In Ontario, there are notable unmonitored underflow springs in the Laki! St Clair 

delta (Pugsley, 1986) and Georgian Bay (Buck, 1990). 

'9.1.6 A catchment may have non-contiguous components 

The crossing of flow paths in the vadose zone is common and well

documented, and usually operates"�n a scale of tens to hundreds of metr� (Section 

5.2.4). In these circumstances, stream catchments will have non-contiguous 

components (Figure 9.1: E). On a larger scale, Mangin ( 1975) showed thal the 

Fontestorbes catchment (Ariège, France) bad IWo components, separated by a tangue 

of overlying impermeable strata >2km wide. 

9.1.7 Conclusion: do springs have definable catchments? 

In the light of al! these distinctive characteristics of karst groundwater 

flow, it is pertinent to ask whether karst springs have definable �lbhments. The 

evidence from dye tracing would suggest thal the answer is a qualified yes. 

It sccms clear from the analysis in Chapter 4 that a karst catchment should 

be defined at the output end in terms of the spring group rather than the individual 

spring. A spring group may be loosely defined as a series of springs in geographical 

proximity which have a common catchment area. Such a group will have underflow 

and overflow members, and tracer injections will often be recovered at more than one 

spring in the group. Underflow members of a spring group are likely to have higher 

solute concentrations and higher temperatures than overflow members because of 

nothephreatic flow. The Lfubljanica Springs (Section 4.3) and the 46 springs of Bear 

Wallow Basin (Figure 8.3a) are bath well,rcsearched examples of spring groups. The ', 
hydrogeology of such aquifers can only be understood by studying the spring group, 

rather than individual springs. 
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At the input end, Smart (1976) advocated defining catchment boundarics 

as the point wher<;' tracer injected would be shared evenly between adjacent 

catchments. Such tracing needs to, be carried out at the highest and the lowest 

discharges, and the catchment boundaries weighted by discharge. 

At a large scale, it would seem to be unlikely that one karst catchment 

could be distinguished by a simple perennial boundary from adjacent catchments. 

lnstead, it may be better to think in terms of catchments having core and boundary 

zones. A core zone is the area which drains to a single spring group. A boundary 
�> 

zone is an area which drains to more than one spring group. 

The width of a boundary zone is a function primarily of the depth of the 

vadose zone. From observations of vadose flow routes in Yorkshire Pot (Figure 5.3) 

and elsewhere, it may be surmised thal the width of the boundary zone averagcs 

about half the dcpth of the vadose zone. 

9.2 Catehment area madel for Crowsnest Pass 

9.2.1 Madel design and validation 

Due to the limited possibilities in using tracers to dclimit catchment size 

(Section 3.3.2). a discharge budget madel was developed ta estima te specifie runoff. 

As Crowsnest Pass occupies the lowest elevation incision into the karst aquifers in the 

Flathead and High Rock Ranges, there is the possibility for springs there to drain the 

limestones of the whole of the Flathead and High Rock Ranges (Section 3.3.2). 

However, initial discharge budget calculations suggested thal the northern limit of 

drainage to the springs at Crowsnest Pass is sorne 20km to 50km. 

The data used in the discharge madel comprise the discharge data 

collected by the Inland Waters Directorate for the period Scptember 1985 to August 

1986 for nine gauged catchments, four of them in B.C. and live of them in Alberta 

(Figure 9.2). The data sets from the subcatchments of Kilmarnock Creek, Upper 

Fording River, Line Creek, Cro�nest River (at Crowsnest Lake) and the springs 
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gauged during the study were rejected, as the high fraçtion of karst in these 

catchments meant there was likely to be a law correlation between the topographie 

and real catchment areas. Also, Castle River was rejected as the discharge was 
.�----

anomalously high (reflecting the anomalously high precipitation noted by Curry and 

Mann (1965): see below). Discharge data from Squaw Creek (draining the western 

flank of the southern Flathead Range) would have been pertinent, but the only data 

available are from a gauge on the Flathead River at the U.S. border, far to the south. 
1_1 

Five of the nine catchments used have complete records for 1985-1986; 

the four remaining gauges (Racehorse Creek, Dutch Creek, Upper Michel Creck, 

- j\ Gold Creek) have no records for 4 to S!s months over the winter (October/November 

to March/April). Discharge data for the missing months were estimated by 

extrapolating from existing data and by comparing with gauged sites during the 

appropriate months. For these four sites the missirig data wcrc cstimatcd to represent 

only 11% on average of the annual discharge, so an errer in estimation of 20% would 

only affect the annual discharge by 2%. 

The centroid and mean altitude of the nine basins were regrcsscd against 

basin discharge, which gave 

Q = 0.810A -5.99E -4.27N -132 (r'=0.914) (9.1) 

where Q is discharge in mm per unit area, A is altitude in metres, and E and N arc 

castings and northings respectively, in kilometres from an origin 100.3km grid south 

of, and 70.4km grid west of Crowsnest Spring. Madel data and rcsults are shawn in 

Table 9.1. 

The trend surface expressed in Equation 9.1 indicates a reduction in runoff 

to the east and to the north, together with a strong altitude effcct. These rcsults 

were chccked independcntly by means of precipitation clata from the 25 � .. talions in 

and immediate-�urrounding the nine catchmcnÏs (Figure 9.2). The stations vary in 

altj_tude from 1 128m to 2256m. In the Sixties there were 21 Sacramento storage 
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Table 9.1 Runoff mode! catchments and results 

Catchment Are a Mean Discharge 
Altitude -gauged- ="'mode! 

km' rn Js•l mm mm 

Crowsnest River 285 0 1705 2830 313 323�,,,, 
Gold Creek 63.6 1785 639 317 326 ;_-.;:..· 
Racehorse Creek 221 1842 2990 426 386 
Dutch Creek 156 1867 �·�-· 1698 343 379 
Oldman River 1080 1859 9140 267 256 
Upper Michel Creek 36.1 1868 680 595 622 
Lower li.Iichel Creek 592 1785 10700 568 509 
Grave Creek 31.3 1776 1070 415 439 
Fording River 608 ' 1881 7900 410 418 

.;� 

gauges in the area, but this number xiow bas been reduced to nine. To maximise areal 

coverage, the earlier data were used when no data were available for 1985-1986 (Dept 

of Transport, 1970). Corrections to precipitation data were made to allow for a 16% 

underrecording of Sacramento gauges, as found by Curry and Mann (1965) in a study 

of the same area. Further corrections were made to allow for differences between 

1985-86 and 1967-1969, using the 15 ganges that were operating during beth periods; 

the mean difference was 3%. Curry and Mann (1965) found the area from the Castle 

River catchment southwards was distinctly wetter than further noith, so this area was 

excluded from the calculations as it is only of peripheral interest to this study. 

Regression of the precipitation data gave 

P = 0.673A -3.60E -4.59N +525 (n=25, r=0.65) (9.2) 

- -
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where P is the precipitation iJ1 mm. This result confirms the trend surface found in 

Equation 9.1. 

The difference between Equation 9.1 and 9.2 is evapotranspiration (E), 

which by subtraction is 

E = ·0.14A + 2.4E - 0.32N + 660 (9.3) 

It was observed during field work thal cloud caver was grea ter at altitude, and grea ter 
.,.·>':::::. 

further west, and
. 
Equation 9.3 confirms this, though the accuracy of this residual 

calculation is not high. However, the altitude component dacs correspond fairly 

closely ta the value of -0.19A derived from the Thornthwaite equation. 

9.2.2 Mode! use 

The discharge madel was used ta estimate runoff from 27 catchments for 

which sorne discharge data were available. These catchmcnts were subdivided into 

non-karst and karst fractions, and the karst fractions werc further divided between 

eleven topographie blacks (Table 2.2). This gave a total of 72 subeatchments (Figure 

9.3). Hypsometrie curves were prepared for each subcatchment; and madel discharge 

derived from Equation 9.2. 

Results for 16 catchments with measured discharge are shawn in Figure 

9.4. Confidence limits of 20% are shawn, and ten catchments lie within these limits. 

This suggests that the true catchments in ten cases are close in size to the topographie 

eatchments. 

Three catchments have a madel discharge more than 20% grea ter than the 

measured discharge, but each catchment has a substantial limestone arca, and the data 

suggest that the hydrological catchment is much sma)ler than the topographie 

catchment in these cases. 



Figure 9.3 Subcatchments used with the runoff mode! 

e C�ntinuous dlscharge measurement (stage recorder) 

UFR Upper Fording River 
LFR Lower Fording River 
GR Grave Creek 
UMC Upper Michel Creek 
PC Ptolemy Creek 
RC Racehorse Creek 
GO Gold Creek 
CRF Crowsnest River at Frank · 

KC 
LLC 
LMC 
PS 
DC 
MG 
OR 

Kilmarnock Creek 
Lower Line Creek 
Lower Michel Creek 
Ptolemy Spring 
Dutch Creek 
McGillivray Creek 
Oldman River 

CRC Crowsnest River at the outlet of Crowsnest Lake 

• Occasional discharge measurement 

CH 
NE 
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SL 
DM 
su 
cc 
SQ 
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Chauncey Creek 
North Ewin Creek 
Upper Line Creek 
Line Creek South Fork 
Deadman Creek 
Summit Creek 
Crowsnest Creek 
Squaw Creek 
AJlison Creek 

TC 
SE 
CL 
UAX 
LAX 
IC 

' AG 
PI 

Todhunter Creek 
South Ewin Creek 
Line Creek Centre Fork 
Upper Alexander Creek 
Lower Alexander Creek 
Island Creek 
Andy Good Creek 
Pincher Creek 
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The remaining three catchments shawn in Figure 9.4 have a measured 

discharge more than 20% greater than the madel discharge. This fulfils cxpectations 

for Ptolemy Creek and Crowsnest River, as substantial karst springs were gauged in 

these catchments. The madel also predicts substantial a large h:;drological catchment 

for Andy Good Creek. The karst springs of this creek have yet tc be located. Thus 

the catchment areas implied by the discharge madel correspond in each case with · 

observations and measurements. 

Using the above madel surpluses and deficits, together with geological 

structure (Section 2.1.2), ether measured discharges (Section 3.2) and the tracer 

results (Section,J3.2), the karst catchment areas of the Aathead and High Rock 

Ranges were redistributed tc optimise the fit tc measured discharge. A conservative 

approach was used, minimising transfers between blacks. The only inter-black 

transfer incorporated in the madel was from Allison Black southwards tc Crowsncst 

Pass. 

The results are shawn in Table 9.2 and Figure 9.5. The madel discharge 

from Darrah Black is somewhat law (resulting in deficits for Squaw Creek, Andy 

Good Creek, Upper Michel Creek, and particularly for Lower Michel Creek). It was 

noted in Section 9.2.2 that the precipitation, and bence discharge, in the adjoining 

Castle River catchment (in Alberta) is anomalously high with respect to the discharge 

madel, and the Jack of calibration data in the Squaw Creek catchment in B.C. means 

that Darrah Black discharge is p.."X>rly defined. Th us it seems probable that the high 

precipitation in the Castle River catchment is rellected by high precipitation on the 

west side of the divide too. 

North of Racehorse Pass, a deficit was found in the large Oldman River 

catchment, which bas a large fraction of its catchment in the marginal Foothills, and 

in the Racehorse Creek catchment, where higher than madel precipitation values 

would account for the difference. Otherwise, surpluses are found in most catchments. 

The surpluses (totalling SOOls-1) could be accounted for by transfer southwards 
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Table 9.2 Areas of karst CS:Îêhments draining the Flathead and High Rock 

Ranges 
--

J• 
Model (i 

;, 
Catchment Topographie Ares Measured Model 

Total Non-Karst Q Q Ares 
km' km' Js·• Js·• km' 

Catchments siluth of Racehorse Pass 

Squaw Creek 33.7 1 1.3 874 819 36.5 
Andy Good Creek 31.1 9.9 1270 1170 50.1 

--
Upper Michel Creek 36.1 34.6 680 711 34.6 
Lower Michel Creek 390 373 7110 5700 373 
Ptolemy Creek 19.8 0.1 642 608 29.3 
Crowsnest River (at Crowsnest Lake outlet, excluding Ptolemy Creek) 

83.9 56.1 1880 1850 129 
Deadman Creek 14.5 1.3 192 192 10.8 
Alexander Creek (excluding Deadman Creek) 

' <� 
156 89.1 2ù90 2080 129 

Allison Creek 50.3 39.6 520 513 41.1 

Catchments north of Racehorse Pass 

Une Crcck 133 99.4 2120 2370 140 
Ewin Crcek and Todhunter Creek 

82.6 47.3 1450 1680 89.2 
Kilmarnock Creek 43.2 30.8 560 592 35.0 
L Fording River 244 234 1930 1930 254 
U. Fording River 106 84.8 1840 1880 106 
Racehorse Creek 221 209 2990 2600 216 
Dutch Creek 156 146 1700 1720 150 
Oldman River 1080 1050 9140 8440 1060 
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Figure 9.5 Mean catchments in the karst of the Flathead and sou them High Roék 
Range, derived from the runoff mode!. The major groundwater flow 
vectors are shawn. In winter, there is an underflow to Crowsnest Pass 
from ali of the karst outcrop shawn (as in Figure 2.2). During the 
snowmelt season, there is considerable surface runoff from the karst. 
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towards Crowsnest Pass, but this assomption is not justified from these data alone, as 

the surplus lies within the error margin of the results. 

An excellent fit could be made between madel and gauged discharge from 
1'1 ' , �  

the Ptolemy, Phillipps and J.\llison Blc;:léS (disclîarge to Ptolemy Creek, Crowsnest 
'--"'� // 

River, Deadman Creek, Alexan�;ireek and Allison Creek). However this required 
''"", 

substantial inter-catchment transfers tq;be postulated, sorne ofwhich has been proven 

by tracer tests. 

The principal finding of the madel is that 84% of the drainage from 

Ptolemy, Phillipps and Allison Blacks is to Crowsnest Pass. Ptolemy Creek has a 

hydrological catchment almost lOkm' bigger than its topographie catchment; much of 

this extra area was confirmed by tracer tests to Ptolemy Spring. 
'·
The catchment gain 

for Crowsnest Spring aùd Sublacustrine Springs is 44km2; tracer tests only partially �z, 
defined the Crowsnest Spring catchment, and no testing was attempted to 

r'. 
Sub\Jcustrine Springs. 

Also of importance in helping to define the karst catchments at Crowsnest 

Pass are the peripheral karst catchments to the south and north. To the south, 

Darrah Black is drained almost exclusively by Andy Good Creek and Squaw Creek. 

To the north of Racehorse Pass, there are severa) sprin!(:fed creeks, of which the 

most important are at Line Creek and Ewin Creek. The results show that there is a 

net transfer from scarp slope to dip slope catchments, and from high areas to deeply 

incised valleys such as Crowsnest Pass and Andy Good Creek. The madel results for 

the Crowsnest Pass springs will be used in the next section, where seasonal differences 

in infiltration patterns are examined. 

9.3 Underflow and overflow regimes 

9.3.1 Underflow and overflow in surface creeks 

Undcrflow, full-flow and overflow springs were introduced in Chapter 4. 

:_;: It was shawn that many karst spcing h§Umgraphs could be explained in these terms, 



·.· rather than in terms of aquifer differences. Examples of these three flow situations 

in the· field area are shawn in Figure 9.6 . .  

Kilmarnoek Creek and Upper Fording River have adjacent catchments on 
', \ ,, 

the western flank of the High Rock Range tc the north of Crowsnest Pass (Figure 

9.1). The two catchments have similar hypsometrie curves (mean altitudes: 

Kilmarnoek Creek 2150m, Upper Fording River 2130m), and similar proportions of 

limestone (Kilmarnock Creek 27%, Upper Fording River 18%). However, much of 

the discharge from the limes tc ne fraction of the Kilmarnoek Creek catch ment is lest 

tc groundwater, sc that Q.)Q. over the gauged six summer months of 1986 is more 

than double that of l! pper Fording River, which has a full flow regime. By contrast, 

Q.)Q. for Crowsnest River, which has a substantial underflow contribution from karst 

springs, is much lower than Upper Fording River. 

The bcst fit bctween the dischargc values of Kilmarnock Crcck and Upper 

Fording River is achicved (Figure 9.7a) if the groundwatcr Joss from Kilmarnoek 

Creek is assumed tc be 

q. = 0.095 + 0.4 Q (9.4) 

where q. is the undcrflow Joss from Kilmarnock Crcck tc groundwatcr and Q is the 

gauged discharge from Kilmarnoek Creek. This gives a mean undcrflow Joss from 

Kilmarnoek Crcek of 0.53 m's·' for the summcr pcriod. Undcrflow lasses arc 

estimated tc be almost one third of the total runoff (Figure 9.7b). 

Similar resoonses are seen in ether karst catchmcnts in the field arca, and 
.-;;::--a 
'· 

there are many small catchments with no surface runoff except during the snowmelt 

peak (Section 2.2). Ail surface creeks flowing on karst in the Flathcad and High 

Rock Ranges can be dcfined as seasonal overflows in thcir upper rcachcs (Figure 4.1 

- type 2). 
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9.3.2 Overflow springs 

There are a large number of overflow springs. ài Crowsnest Pass. These 
7::; 

include not only ali high-altitude springs, but also springs·· as little as a few metres 

above base level (Table 3.4). When monitored, for short-lerm periods, the overflow 
'· 

naîure of these springs may not be apparent. For instance, Figure 9.8 shows the very 

similar responses of Parrish Spring and Ptolemy Spring to precipitation events in 

August 1985. The overflow nature of Parrish Spring is only revealed by the fact thal 

it dries up for at !east seven months. A second example is Ptolemy Creek, which is · 

fed by Parrish Spring, Ptolemy East Cirque Lake Spring, and ether karst springs in 

addition to surface runoff. In summer, the regime is similar to Ptolemy Spring 

(Figures 3.8 and 9.9), but in winter ali high-level springs cease flciwing, and the 

discharge of 10-20 1 s·1 emanates from alluvium in the valley bottom in the lower part 

of the catchment, below 1505m (Table 3.3). 

The complementary underflow to these overflow springs must be 

accounted for, and this component can be found in the regimes of Crowsnest Spring 

(Section 9.3.4) and Sublacustrine Springs (Section 9.3.5). 

9.3.3 Ptolemy Spring: a full-flow regime 

It would be expected that the underflow lasses from surface creeks in the 

Fiathead and High Rock Ranges would be complemented by gains in catchments such 

as Andy Good Creek and Crowsnest River (Table 9.2). Underflow springs were 

characterised in Chapter 4 by law Q,/0 •• perennial flow, a law proportion of 

quickflow, and by law values for a. 
Daily discharge data for Ptolemy Spring and Crowsnest Spring are shawn 

in,Figure 9.10. Monthly discharge data for Sublacustrine Springs (with Crowsnest 

Spring and Ptolemy Spring for comparison) are shawn in Figure 3.5; separation of 

quickflow from baseflow is not possible using monthly data. 
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1985 to September 1986, sbowing œntrasts ln exponentlal recessions 

Therc is a marked contrast between the behaviour of Ptolemy Spring on 

the one band and Crowsnest Spring and Sublacustrine Springs on the ether band 

(Table 9.3). Ptolemy Spring bas a regime similar to those of the surrounding surface 

creeks with catchments of similar size and altitude, with quickflow contributing a 

substantial proportion (24%) to discharge. On the ether band, Crowsnest Spring and 

Sublacustrine Springs have underflow regimes. 

Table 9.3 Discbarge cbaracterlstics of the principal springs at Crowsnest 
Pass 
Sprlng Q. Qx /Q "'  Perennlal Qulckflow 
Ptolcmy Spring 390 280 Y es 24% 
Crowsnest Spring 670 21 Y es 5.3% 
Sublacustrine Springs 890 17 Y es ::::5-7% 
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The catchment of Ptolemy Spring, based on dye tests and discl1arge 

calculations, is shawn in Figure 9.5. Of the calcuiated 18.6km' catchment, sorne 

IOkm' is holokarstic, never having any surface runoff. Of the Ouviokarst fraction, over 

half lies within the Ptolemy Creek topographie catchment. and so surface overflow 

would augment Ptolemy Creek, which wou id then have a greater discharge variation 

than Ptolemy Spring. This would be similar to the contrasting responses of 

Kilmamock Creek and Upper Fording River (Figures 9.6 and 9.7). 

The discharges of Ptolemy Creek and Ptolemy Spring at the lime of 

maximum runoff in 1986 are presented in Figure 9.9. The rcsponse of Ptolemy Spring 

is greater than that of Ptolemy Crcck at the snowmelt discharge peak, indicating no 

significant loss to undcrflow to Ptolcmy Creek at high stages. 

The exponcntial recession of Ptolcmy Spring in winter (Figure 9.7) 

suggests thal thcrc is no significant loss to undcrflow at low stages. Thus at a first 

approximation, Ptolemy Spring may be considered a full-flow spring. 

9.3.4 Crowsnest Spring: an underflow regime 

Identification as an underflow regime 

Q,/0. of Crowsnest Spring :� an ordcr of magnitude lcss than that of 

Ptolemy Spring, quickflow is much lcss important (Table 9.3), and a diminishes 

markedly during baseDow (Figure 9.7). Ali thcse factors indicatc thal Crowsncst 

Spring has a major underflow componcnt (sec Section 4.2). The magnitude of thal 

component may be assesscd by comparison with Ptolcmy Spring. 

Two conditions nced to be fulfilled to makc this comparison. First, 

differences in spring rcsponsc should be due to boundary rather than aquifer 

conditions. Tracer tests showcd that flow velocity in the main conduits of the two 

catchmcnts is similar (Figure 3.6), and the similar lithology, structure, relief and 

geological history suggcst that the aquifers should be similar. The second condition 
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is that Ptolemy Spring should be a ruii-Oow spring. This was demonstrated in the 

previous section. 

The undertlow character or Crowsnest Spring may be dcmonstrated by 

analyzing the discharge response to major rain and snowmelt events. The recession 

indices [or ali major discharge peaks at Crowsnest Spring and Ptolemy Spring were 

calculated. A major peak was defined as a maximum satist'ying two criteria; first, the 

continuous risc [rom the prcvious minimum to the peak be greater than 50%; second, 

therc be a continuous recession [ollowing the peak or at (east 24 hours. Because or 

thcsc limitations, diurnal snowmelt peaks werc eliminated, but eleven events at each 

spring satisfied these criteria. At t'tolemy Spring (Figure 9.11, top), the eleven events 

fitted the relationship 

a = O.OCSI 0°61 (n= l l, r'=0.77) (9.5) 

wherc Q, and 0,.1 reprcsent peak discharge and the dischargc one day later 

rcspcctivcly. At Crowsnest Spring (Figure 9.11, bottom). the recessions arc much 

more varied. but threc seasonal arrays are apparent 

January - Fcbruary 

April - June 

Scptcmbcr - October 

a = 0.39 - 0.80 

a = 0.049 - 0.13 

a = 0.013 - 0.014 

Such striking seasonal dirrercnccs at Crowsnest Spring, not rcOected in any 

signilicant seasonal variation at Ptolemy Spring, can hardly be explained by di[[erences 

in catchmcnt altitude (Ptolemy Spring 1610m ta 2814m; Crowsnest Spring 1350m to 

2644m). Furthcrmorc, thcrc is no firm evidence to support the hypothcsis th?.t thcse 

contrasts arc duc to aqui[cr di[[erenccs (Section 3.6). However, they can be 

cxplaincd by surracc ovcrOow [rom the Crowsncst Spring catchmcnt. 

The win ter Ooods at Crowsnest Spring are characterised by recessions that 

arc somcwhat more rapid than the general annual trend at Ptolcmy Spring. Winter 
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Figure 9.11 Recession coefficients for first 24 hours aner major flow peaks 
at Ptolemy Spring and Crowsnest Spring 
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dischargc peaks at thcsc springs arc shawn in Figure 9.12, togcthcr with daily 

precipitation and temperature minima and maxima rccorded at Sentine!, 4km cast of 

Crowsnest Spring. The two grcatest runoff peaks are associated with rain-on-snow 

events. Such events are highly altitude-dependent, owing to the higher cold content 

of the snowp2.ck and deeper snowpack at altitude, and to prccipitaC�n falling as snow 

there rather than rain. The result is that there will be substantial runoff at low 

altitude (rain plus melted snowpack), but above a critical altitude there will be no 

runoff (snowpack not ripened). This is apparent from the spring runoff. The two 

events cause rises of 140 1  s'1 and 660 1  s·'. respectively, at Crowsnest Spring (altitude 

1350m), but of only 9 1  s'1 and 28 1  s'1, respectively, at Ptolemy Spring (altitude 1610m) 

(note the order of magnitude difference in the dischargc scales in Figure 9.12). From 

these data il is concluded that there was insignificant runoff above 1600m. The runoff 

to Crowsnesl Spring would have been from the low altitude proximal part of the 

catchment, principally from Crowsnest Ridge and Phillipps Pass. Surface runoff from 

Crowsnest Ridge and Phillipp'. Pass is very rare, so the rapid recessions are due to full 

now from a small portion of the Crowsnesl Spring catchmcnt. Tite major spring 

snowmell recessions arc scvcn timu Jess rapid !han the winler recessions (Figure 

9.1 1 )  at Crowsncst Spring. This lits the hypothesis oî surface ovcrnow, which should 

be al a maximum during high runoff. The hypothesis is confirmcd by the substantial 

surface ovcrnow obscrvcd at this lime leaving the limestones of the Phillipps and 

Allison Blocks and the wcll-dcveloped stream beds. 

The laie summer ra in or ra in on snow events (Figure 9.1 1) have extremely 

graduai recessions. Thesc werc nol observcd, but may possibly be due to intense 

precipitation events overnowing down surface slreambeds, or to an unrip.� snowpack 

causing delayed infiltration. Alternatively, they may be an indication of now or 

storagc differences bctwecn the two aquifcrs. 
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Quantification of the underOow c:omp«ment 

None of the surface ovcrflow crccks in the Phillipps or Allison Blccks 

werc gaugcd. lt would be a formidable task to gauge the ovcrflow, as there are a 

multitude: of crct�ks draining the limcstone, each with a different ovcrflcw regime, 

with sorne only flowing for a brief pcriod on May 28th, 1986, the peak runoff day. 

An alternative, simplcr, mcth,ld is to assume the spc.cific runoff for the Crowsncst 

Spring catchmcnt is similar to the Ptolcmy Spring catchment, which was shawn above 

to cxhibit full flow chan;ctcristics. This should be broadly truc, as the catchments are 

of similar altitude, cxposurc and gcology, and velccities in the conduits leading to bath 

springs are almost idcntical (Figure 3.6). 

The simplcst way to madel the regime of undcrllow .is to approxima te it 

to a constant dischargc (Drake, 1974), so the undcrflow fraction will be greatest, and 

most casily identilïcd, at low stages. Accordingly, a constant discharge component was 

subtractcd from the discharge data of Crowsncst Spring. and the rcsidual was 

regrcssed against the Ptolcmy Spring data, using the 150 day pcriod from September 

27. 1985 (aCter the last major runoff peak) to Fcbruary 27, 1986 (the end of the 

winter recession). The rcsult was 

Oc = 2. t8Q• + 150 (ls"') (9.6) 

whcrc Oc and Or arc the dischargcs at Crowsncst Spring and Ptolemy Spring, 

rcspcctivcly. 

Using the cstimated catch ment arca of 18.6 km' for Ptolcmy Spring, the 

catchment for Crowsncst Spring is 41 km', with the addition of the arca contributing 

to the 150 1s"1 underflow (Figure 9.13). This underflow componcnt can be equated 

with the lowcr flow path (proto-conduit C) in Figure 8.1. This contention is 

supportcd by the fact that Crowsncst Spring is close to the lowest outcrop point of 

the aquifer, bas a thermal component (Section 9.4.2), has a high sulphate to 

bicarbonate ratio (Sections 7.6.3, 9.3), and a low discharge variation (Sections 7.6.3, 
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9.3, Table 9.1 ). Using the calculatcd 41 km' catchmcnt for Crowsnest Spring, the 

surface ovcrflow during high stages (Figure 9.14), and the arca draincd by Crowsnest 

Spring (Figure 9.15) at any time can be estimated. 

Four contrasting responscs can be distinguishcd in Figure 9.15. The 

winter recession indicates 41 krn1, P.S discussed abovc. Following this is an 81 day 

period in which a greater drainage arca � indicated (February 28 - May 19); this is 

due to the advanced snnwrnclt scason at Crowsnest Spring duc to its lowcr altitude 

than Ptolemy Spring. The mean surplus of 1341 s' must be allowcd for in the 

succceding snowmelt peak and recession (May 20 to August 29), which suggests a 

mean catchment of 19km1 during this period (Figure 9.15). The iourth pcriod is from 

late August to the end of September, when the contrasting responses of the two 

springs to rain-on-snow events is rcflcctcd in the greatly varying arca indicated in 

Figure 9.15. The poor fit obtaincd in the May to September pcriod (Figure 9.1 1) 

partly reflects the inadequa�-y of daily discharge data at springs which respond in only 

hours to melt or precipitation events, whcn Crowsnest Spring lags Ptolcmy Spring by 

severa! hours. lt may aiso be partly duc to aquifcr differences. 

The ohservcd surface runoff at high stages, the scasonably variable 

recession indices, and the succcss in modelling discharge in wintcr as a two

comp<ment system ali support the contention that the regime of Crowsnest Spring has 

a strong undcrflow componcnt. The modclling suggests that the contrihuting arca to 

conduit flow at the spring varies from 19km1 in summcr to 41 km' in wintcr, with an 

additinnal undcrflow componcnt of 150Js·1• 

9.3.5 Sublacustrine Springs: an underflow regime 

The hydrochemistry and rapid rcsponse to runoff of Sublacustrinc Springs 

suggcst that thcsc arc karstic springs similar in nature to Crowsnest Spring (Section 

10. 1), and the analysis of the catchment size will be made in the same way as for 

Crmvsnest Spring. 
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As only monthly discharges arc availablc for the whole ycar (Figure 9.16), 

it first nccds to be cstatlishcd whcthcr this data set is sufficicntly dctailcd to allow 

catchmcnt caiculations. A simple test is to use the monthly avcrages from Crowsnest 

Spring, and comparcd to the rcsults obtaincd using daily avcrages. The specifie 

dischargc and catchmcnt or Crowsncst Spring, calculatcd in the previous section 

(summcr 19km:, winter 41km:) arc shown in Figure 9.15. High correlation for bath 

the four win ter months or October to January (r=0.99) and the four summer months 

or May to August (r=0.98) justify the approach or using monthly data to calculate 

catchmcnt arcas. 

The bcst lit (r=0.96) whcn rcgrcssing the four wintcr months or 

Novcmber to Fcbruary at Sublacustrinc Springs against Ptolcmy Spring givc; a 

constant (undcrnow) componcnt or 330Js·'. However, the wintcr recession or 

Sublacustrinc Springs continues through March, and this month can be used 

additionally in extrapolation or an cxponcntial recession (Figure 9.17). This gives an 

upper constraint on the undcrnow componcnt or 260Js·' and a catchmcnt arca or 

73km: (r:=0.94). For summcr, the live months from May to Scptcmber give an area 

or 25km' (r'=0.94). 

The ahovc calculations suggcst that Sublacustrinc Springs, grouped 

togcthcr, have a similar now regime to Crowsncst Spring, with considerable !osses to 

surface ovcrllow in summcr and a substantial undcrnow componcnt. 

9.4 Catchment altitude 

Thcrc arc altitude crrccts associated with many hydrological parameters, 

which can be uscd for hclping to delinc catchmcnts. Possibly the four most uscful 

which can be monitorcd at a spring arc frcczing and thawing cffects, differences in 

limcstonc solute concentrations and spring temperature, and isotopie differences. or 

course, tracer tests and cave exploration provide irrefutable evidence or now routes 

hctwccn specifie points. Howcvcr, thcsc techniques are only sufficient to adcquately 
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defi ne a catch ment in a holokarst if most of the cave strcams arc accessible, which is 

almost ncvcr the case, or if one is prcparcd to makc tcns or hundrcds of tracer tests 

( c.g. Quinlan and Ewcrs, 1989). 

9.4.1 Freeze-thaw eiTeds 

1hc most fundamcntal altitude effcct is the phase change of water 

bctwccn liquid and solid phases. Alpine river regimes are dominated by the spring 

snowrnelt (Figure J.5), and the timing of snowrnelt will give an indication of 

catchmcnt altitude. The snowlinc progresscd upward in 1986 from 1500m in April to 

2000m in carly June to 2500m in July. 

The snowmclt scason of 1986 was dominated by a period Lf hot wcather 

at the end of May (Figure 3.1 ). This causcd hcavy runoff from the altitude range of 

1700m to 2200m, which rcsultcd in almost simultaneous discharge peaks at Ptolemy, 

Crowsncst, and Sublacustrinc Springs, with cxponcntial recessions thcrcafter (Figure 

3.5). 

The carly part of the mclt scason is more instructive (Figure 9.18), as it 

shows thal the low-altitudc fractions of Crowsnest Spring and Sublacustrine Springs 

arc similar, and substantiall� cxcced the low-altitadc fractions of Ptolcmy Creek and 

Ptolcmy Spring. Ove rail, Figure 9.!8 suggests th at the mean altitudes of Sublacustrine 

Springs and Crowsncst Spring arc similar �âtc higher than Ptolcmy Crcck, but lowcr 
" 

than Ptolcmy Spring. 

9.4.2 Spring temperatures 

At Crowsncst Spring, 36 spot rcadings of temperature throughout the year 

wc re supplcmentcd by continuous measurcmcnts with a submersible recorder for short 

pcriods in summcr. A range from 3.9 to 5.8"C was rccordcd, with a discharge

wcightcd mean of 4.J°C. The mean annual air temperature at Sentine! (altitude 

1366m) was J.SOC for Scptcmbcr 1985 to August 1986. Ali spring temperatures at 
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Crowsnest Spring are above this. They show a seasonal variation, but this is related 

to spring discharge rather than surface temperature, with maximum spring 

temperature occurring in Fcbruary (Figure 9.19). 

Ptolcmy Spring bas dif!icult access in winter, and no readings were made 

at the spring itsclf during the winter months. Continuous submersible recordings for 

short periods (totalling 40 days) bctwcen May and Septcmbcr give a range of 2.2 to 

2.7°C. 

Sommer dischargc is dominated by snowmelt, and infiltration from 

snowmclt is likcly to be only shghtly warmer than OOC, with no correlation to altitude. 

Thus the differences bctwccn the temperatures of Crowsnest Spring and Ptolemy 

Spring cannet be uscd to estimate altitude. 

9.4.3 Solute concentrations 

The solubility of limcstone is primarily dependent upon the availability of 

carbon dioxidc in the soi! zone, and whethcr thcrc arc coïncident or sequential 

conditions (Drake, 1984). ln a study of the rclationship bctwccn limestone solution 

and soil type and dcpth, Drake (1983) noted thal the Southern Canadian Rockies 

waters cxprcsscd the lowcr concentrations of sequcntial conditions, when the 

cnhanccd lcvcls of coincidcnt conditions might have bcen cxpccted. ln that study, 

Drake rclatcd concentration to mean annual temperature, but since temperature is 

a fonction of altitude, concentration can equally be relatcd to altitude. 

Eight data sets of alkalinity measurcments are available from springs and 

crccks at Crowsncst for the six mon th sommer period in 1986. This pcriod includes 

74% of the anr.ual dischargc of Crowsncst River at Crowsm:st Lake, but 88% for 

Ptolcmy Spring, duc to its high·altitudc source (Table 3.3). Discharge-weighted 

cstimatcs of annual alkalinity avcrages only diffcr by a fcw mgl'1 from the six month 

avcragcs. so the summcr data set gives a valid approximation for annual averages. 
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Additionally, the re arc one or two mcasurcments rrom cach or thrcc high

altitudc springs laken during July. The July measurcmcnts at the law-altitude springs 

and creeks avcragcd I l %  more than the six-month average, but ror the thrcc highcst

altitude sets, the average was 2% lcss than the six-month average. Thus it was 

reasoncd thal July measuremcnts abovc the trec linc at Crowsnest Pass approximate 

the dischargc-weighted annual mean. 

The hcdrock geology or the five highest-altitude data sets is limestone. 

whilc the remaining six arc dominatcd hy shales and sandstones, with lcsser 

proportions or limcstonc and dolomite. Howcvcr. tills arc common at lower 

elevations, and colluvium at highcr elevations (Alberta Environmenl, 1980), so thal 

coïncident system solution could he cxpcctcd. 

For the clevcn data sets. a linear relationship Letween alkalinity and mean 

catchmcnt altitude was round: 

K = 424 - 0.161  H (r'=0.94) (9.7) 

whcrc K is the alkalinity in mgl·'. and H is the hcight ahmc sea levcl in metres. 

This rclationship can he rclated to the empirical coïncident and scquential 

solution relationships dcvclopcd hy Drake ( 1984) hy using the cnvironmental 

temperature lapse rate (ELR). This was estima led rrom the diiTcrcnce hctween daily 

temperature maxima and minima in the west cirque of Andy Good Peak and 

Crowsnest Lake, 670m lowcr, ovcr rour months in the summer of 1986. The ELR 

was round to be 0.0067°C m·1, which is close to the global average of 0.(l06' C m·1• 

Howcvcr, considerable variability was round; in August, ror instance, the calculatcd 

ELR was only 0.0046oc m·•. 

The altitude (or temperature) dcpcndency or solute concentration at 

Crowsnest or 0.16mgt·•m·• (Figure 9.20) is much grcatcr than the modcl or Drake 

(1983; 0.03mgi·'m·1) or or the subarctic study in Scandinavia by Lauritzen ( 1981; 

0.06mgi·'m·1). Drake ( 1983) used mean air or groundwater temperature, but notcd 
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Figure 9.20 Relationsbip between alkalinity and altitude 
at Crowsnest Pass 

the problems when aquifer recharge is seasonal, and stated thal il might be more 

pertinent to use a mean aquifer recharge temperature, rather than the mean annual 

temperature. This is certainly true at Crowsnest, where the ff'r :sotherm is at about 

1900m, yet much of the field area is above this altitude. 

Other probable causes for the high altitude:-dependence of solution are 

the thin or absent soils at high altitude, so there is bath a lack of sail CO�-boosted 

solution and a lack of co incident solution conditions, and depleted atmospheric partial 

pressure of co� at high altitude. 

The altitude of the Ptolemy Spring catchment is fairly weil defined by the 

peripheral Crowsnest Creek (to the east), Andy Good Creek (to the south) and the 

upper contact of the karst aquifer (to the west). The catchments for Sublacustrine 

Springs, Crowsnest Spring, and Emerald Lake Springs are much more poorly delined 
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(Figure 9.20). The mean altitudes or these thrce catchmcnts, from Equation 9.8, arc 

1610m, 1970m, and 2040m, respcctivcly. 

9.4.4 Isotopes 

The isotopie ratios or H and 0 offcr a great potenth1l for catchmcnt 

dclincation, as there is a strong altitude cffcct. Howcver, the rapid flow and 

differentiai flow vclocities in karst aquifcrs crcatc a rapidly changing signal at the 

springs, which cannat be adcquatcly monitorcd using cxisting resourccs. The 

problcms arc discussed in Section 3.4.3. 

9.5 Geology of catchments 

If there wcrc differentiai enrichment of trace clements or of isotopes 

betwcen water pcrcolating through the Palliscr. Banff and Ru nd le formations, thcn 

thesc differences could be used to hclp dcline source areas for spring waters. 

Howcver, results with trace clements wcre inconclusive (Section 3.4.2). Sulphate is 

a major ion which varies bctwcen different karst springs, but it scems to correlatc 

poorly with lithology (Section 10.3). 

9.6 Definition of catchments at Crowsnest Pass 

The lindings about karst catchmcnt areas at Crowsncst Pass arc 

summariscd in Table 9.4. The runoff mode! indicated thal karst catchmcnt arca at 

Crowsncst Pass is about 102kml. This is more than double the topographie arca for 

the karst catchments. This arca includcs most of the Ptolemy, Philli pps and Al lison 

blacks (Figure 9.4). However, thcrc is surface runoff from the karst during high

discharge periods, which rcduces the effective catchments at such time to 73km'. 
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Table 9.4 Karst catc:bment areas at Crowsnest Pass 

catch ment topographie win ter spring nothephrestlc mean 
ares ares ares component ares 

km 2 km 2 km 2 J s·l 

Ptolemy Creek 19.7 10.7 10.7 0 
Ptolemy Spring 18.6 18.6 0 
Crowsncst Spring 41 19 150 
Sublacustrine Springs 73 25 260 

Crowsncst River ( 1) 47.6 143 73 410 
Crowsncst River (2) 47.6 102 

(1) rrom undcrnow and ovcrnow calculations at each spring (Section 9.3) 
(2) rrom runorr madel (Table 9.1) 

During the win ter, there is a modelled catchmcnt arca or 143 km', plus the 

arca rrom which 410 1 s·• is dcrivcd. Minimum dischargcs in surrace catchments in the 

vicinity or the lie Id arca average about 3 1  s·• km"' bctwecn January and March. For 

instance, the Oldman River catchment (1440 km') bas 2.6 1 s·• km·', Elk River 

(1870 km') bas 2.9 1 s·' km·'. and Michel Creek (637 km') bas 3.3 1 s·• km"') (Figure 3.3). 

Similar values arc round in other catchments in the Rockies, most or which have large 

rractions or kars tic limcstones (Table 1.1 ). 

One interpretation is that the 410 1 s·' undernow derives rrom a catchment 

arca or about 140 km', giving a total win ter karst catchment ror Crowsncst Pass or 

about 280 km'. This is somcwhat less than the 390 km' calculated in Section 2.3.2 ror 

the case wherc Crowsnest Pass is the rocus ror ali undernow rrom the High Rock and 

Aathcad Ranges. Howcver, continued discharge in winter at higher springs such as 

on Andy Good Creek show that the karst cannat be considercd as a simple aquirer 

with unirorm planar hydraulic gradients. 

km 2 
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An alternative interpretation is thal the "underflow" componcnt is simply 

a function of high aquifer storativity in the Sublacustrinc and Crowsncst Spring 

catchments. This explanation seems unlikcly as this componcnt is not secn in highcr

altitude springs such as Ptolemy Spring, Parrish Spring, and Ranch Spriug. 

Thus il seems likely thal hydraulic gradients arc oricntcd towards 

Crowsnest Pass from ali of the High Rock a11d Flathead Ranges (Figure 2.2), but that 

local semi-autonomous drainage exists to crccks such as Andy Good Crcck. Whilc 

the catchment of Ptolemy Spring is fairly well-delincd, this is not truc for 

Sublacustrinc Springs and Crowsncst Spring (Figure 9.5). On the othcr hand, the 

mean altitude of ali catchmcnts is fairly wcll-dclincd (Figure 9.20). 

The nature of the karst aquifers at Crowsncst Pass will be discusscd in the 

next chapter. 





Chapter 10 

Karst groundwater flow at Crowsnest Pass 

The hydraulics, hydrochemistry and flow vectors in the karst at Crow.;nest 

Pass can now be summarised, using the results [rom Chapters 3 through 8. 

10.1 Knrst spring hydraulics 

10.1.1 Diseharge 

The principal springs at Crow.;nest Pass are Sublacustrinc Springs. 

Crow.;nest Spring. and Ptolemy Spring (Table 3.4). The karstic origin o[Sublacustrine 

Springs is not obvious, as they are hidden below the three lakcs (Section 3.2). A 

comparison or the discharge or Sublacustrine Springs with the other IWO springs is 

shawn in Figure 1 0.1. 
The dischargc ror Sublacustrine Springs is subjcct to sorne inaccuracy as 

it  is a residual [rom five dischargc mcasurements plus change in lake storage 

(Equation 3.3), and thcrc are !ag errects betwe::n these measurement points. Three 

or the fivc discharges wcre measured continuously [or 15 months. but there were only 

weckly measurements [or seven months [or the remaining two creek.�. However, the 

more than threerotd incrcase in discharge in [our days at the end of May (Figure 

10. 1 )  is very similar to the response at Crow.;nest Spring, and can only be attributed 

to flow [rom an aqui[er with well-devcloped [raclure or conduit porosity. At 

Crow.;nest Pass, this can only be the karstic lime.•tones. 

Underflow and ovcrfl,.· . behaviour plays an important part in spring 

regimes. Crow.;nest Spring and Sublacustrine Springs arc the lowest springs at 

Crow.;nest Pass, and bath ;,dve important underflow components (Section 9.3). 
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However, Crowsnest Spring bas an upper and a lowcr orifice, l!nd thcsc givc ovcrflow 

and underflow behaviour, rcspectively (Section 2.2.2, Table 3.4). 

Ptolcmy Spring closely approximatcs a full-flow spring, but it is 150m 

a bave Ptolemy Cree k. up a stcep hillside. Thcrcforc, it is in an ovcrflow position, and 

the high hydraulic gradients in the limcstone below the spring must cnsurc that thcrc 

is sorne undcrflow. Howcvcr, undcrllow bchaviour is not apparent from the 

hydrograph, and it is probably only a fcw litres pcr second at most. 

Thcrc arc many ovcrflow spings at Crowsncst Pass that flow for variable 

periods. The lowcst of thcsc arc only a fcw metres abovc Crowsncst L akc, but most 

arc in obvious ovcrflow positions, up stccp slopcs, or in cliffs (Section 9.3.2). 

10.1.2 Velocity 

Vclocity mcasurcmcnts through the conduits lcading to Ptolcmy Spring 

and Crowsncst Spring wcrc prcscntcd in Figure 3.7. lt was shown in Section 5.2. 1 

that thesc arc both cquilibrium phrcatic conduits. Dye pcaks at Ptolcmy Spring arc 

unimodal, but thcrc arc bimodal pcaks at high dischargcs at Ptolcmy Spring (Figure 

10.2). This indicatcs that a minority of the flow goes through a )css cflicicnt conduit 

on its path to the spring. Such bifurcations have bccn dcmonstratcd by dye tracing 

hcforc (c.g. Smarl and Ford, 1986), but dye tracing cannet fully rcvcal thc complcx 

branching thal may be present in karst conduits (sec Figure 8 ·b). 

10.1.3 Area of conduits 

The cross-scctional arca of the conduits fccding Crowsncst Spring and 

Ptolemy Spring may be cstimatcd in severa) ways. Direct exploration of the lirst HXlm 

of the lloodcd conduit at Crowsncst Spring has shawn thal the cross-scctional arca 

varies bctwccn 7m! and 22m! (Figure 6.5a). 

A second mcthod of dctermining conduit cross-section al arcas is from the 

water displaccd in a conduit bctwecn dye injection and rccovcry (Table 3.4). The 
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standard method is to use 

(10.1) 

This gives estimates of 47m: for Crowsnest Spring, and 51m2 for Ptolemy Spring. 

These are maximum estimates, and two factors must be allowed for. First the method 

assumes that there is negligible delay before the dye reaches the main conduit, and 

that there is no increase in discharge along the main conduit. This is only true for a 

simple allogenic karst where 0; = 0.. Second, the sinuosity of the conduit will give 

a truc length on average 60% longer than the straight-line distance (Table 6·3). 

Allowing for these two factors gives conduit cross-sections in the range 15-20m2 for 
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Ptolemy Spring and Crowsnest Spring. This range thus corresponds with the largcr 

sections of conduit explored in Crowsnest Spring. 

10.1.4 Hydraulic gradients 

It was shawn in Section 5.2.4 that hydraulic gradients in karst conduits 

should vary scasonally by at lcast 10-100 times. The following discussion will makc 

the simplification of assuming lincar hydraulic gradients; in fact thcir form is 

exponential (Section 5.2.4). Minimum hydraulic gradients can be cstimatcd from the 

catchment arca calculations, which show thcrc is substantial undcrnow oricntcd 

towards Crowsncst Pass (Section 9.6). This mcthod gives a maximum value of 0.005 

(Figure 2.6). 

Maximum hydraulic gradients in conduits may be cstimated from the 

positions of overnow springs. Howcvcr, thcsc gradients apply with respect to the 

conduit distance, and not to the straight-linc distance. For instance, the main 

ovcrnow spring emerging on Emerald Cliff has a local hydraulic gradient of infinity 

dawn the vertical cliff, but the head at the spring is opcrating ineffectivcly through 

the low-porosity limcstonc. Instcad, the head is opera ting through the conduit system, 

driving the now out of the undcrnow spring(s), which is probably located at the 

bottom of Emerald Lake. Ovcrnow spring positions suggcst that maximum hydraulic 

gradients must be in the upper range of thosc citcd in Table 5.7, or about 0.02-0.05. 

An alternative mcthod of calculating hydraulic gradients is hy using 

scallops. Scallop lcngths have becn mcasurcd in passages in the Yorkshire System 

and Gargantua, and thcsc givc a dominant-dischargc hydraulic gradient of <0.0015 

(Section 10.2). Thcsc fossil passages arc similar in sizc to the principal passages 

fccding bath Ptolcmy and Crowsnest Springs (Figure 6.7a, Section 10.1.3). 

Lauritzcn ct al. ( 1985) invcstigatcd the dischargc rcsponsiblc for scallop 

developmcnt at a site in Norway, and found this dominant discharge to be in the 

upper 4% of dischargcs, rather than the mean dischargc. The highcst dischargcs at 
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Crowsncst arc the most aggrcssivc (Figure 3.13), so i t  follows that the dominant 

dischargc for scallop formation at CrOWllnest also is much greater than the mean 

dischargc. Thus maximum hydraulic gradients in the main conduit fecding Crowsnest 

Spring arc probably in the range 0.001-0.005; minimum hydraulic gradients would be 

at !cast 1-2 ordcrs of magnitude lcss than this (Se�tion 5.2.4). Maximum hydraulic 

gradients in the Ptolcmy Spring conduit must be higher than this, as the resurgence 

is bluckr>.d by bouldcrs. 

The arder of magnitude difference of maximum hydraulic gradients shows 

the range that can occur in karst bctwecn unobstructed conduits and those with major 

blockagcs such as obstruction of the spring by bouldcrs or by alluviation. 

Furthcrmorc, the karst groundwater is not fully intcgrated, and scmi-autonomous 

high-lcvel springs occur. Thcsc can largcly be attributt>d to the law aggrcssivity and 

limitcd new pcriods of high-altitudc waters, combincd with the short period since 

deglaciation. 

10.1.5 Friction factors 

Friction factors in the conduits feeding Ptolemy Spring and Crowsnest 

Spring can be calculatcd, using Equation 5.12. Givcn r=2.5m (Section 10.1.3), and 

S,=0.02-0.05 (Section 10.1.4), thcn friction factors are in the range of 50-125. These 

values arc consistent with the upper part of the range found in Section 5.2.5. 

10.2 Aguifer chamcterisation from paleohydrology 

The past hydrology of the karst at Crowsnest Pass is recordcd in the fossil 

caves thcre. ln most of the caves only tantalisingly short sections of palconow routes 

have yet been found, but the two most extensive caves, the Yorkshire System and 

Gargantua (Figure 2.5), ofîcr a somewhat better record. In thesc caves, ancien! new 

paths of !km in length have bccn followcd. In Yorkshire System, the major paleonow 

was in the Raller Coaster, Alberta Avenue and Bloodstone Passage (altitude 2080-
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2230m), with flow to the north-west. On the other band, in the major passages in 

Gargantua (Big Dipper, Interprovincial Way, the Canyon and G.B. Passage: altitude 

2260-2480 rn) paleoflow was to the south-east (Thom�n. 1976). 

Scallops measurcd by Ford (1971::) at four sites in the Big Dippcr, 

lnterprovincial Way and the Canyon give dise !targes of 0.8-2.2 m3s"1• Scallops in 

Alberta Avenue, the larges! passage in Yorkshire System, givc dischargcs in the range 

1-2.5m's·'. These dominant dischargcs (Section 10.1.4) in two caves arc of the samc 

arder as the present dischargc from Ptolcmy Spring, and th us indicatc catch mer . ;  

probably > 1 Okm!. 

Paleohydraulic gradients can also be calculatcd, givcn v m =0.1 1  ms·'. r m =2m, 

and an cstimatcd f= l. Using Equation S. Il ,  this givcs a dominant dischargc hydraulic 

gradient of 0.0015. 

One of the most notable fcaturcs of the caves at Crowsncst Pass is the 

upward and downward looping of such passages as Alberta Avenue and the Raller 

Coaster, whcrc thcrc is a vertical range of at !cast !SOm (Figure 6.7b). Givcn the 

mean stratal dip of about 35• in the Ptolcmy Black (Figure 2.2). this indicatcs flow 

paths of 5-!0km (Equation 7.3), which similar to modern flow paths in this arca. 

The evidence from the principal fossil conduits in the caves at Crowsnest 

Pass thus indicatcs thal they arc analogous to the principal active conduits. 

10.3 Aguifer chnracterisation from hydrochemicnl evidence 

The most markcd scasonal trend in total hardncss at Crowsnest Spring and 

Ptolemy Spring is the inverse rclationship with dischargc during the summer mowmelt 

season (Figure 3.7). This is common in karst springs, is principally a function of 

residence timc, and has becn notcd beforc in the Rockics (Drake and Ford, 1974). 

This dilution by law-residence lime snowmclt watcr is truc for bicarbonate 

concentrations at bath springs. The rcsponsc of sulphate is very different, with 
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Crowsnest Spring showing a strong dilution response, but this is much diminished at 

Ptolemy Spring (Figure 3.8). 

Total hardncss at Ptolemy Spring dcscribcs a marked hysteresis loop with 

rC'Spcct to discharge (Figure 10.3a). This reflects the behaviour of bicarbonate 

(Figure 10.3b), and can be explained by a flushing out of the pre-flood high-hardness 

water by the low-hardncss snowmelt water (Ashton, 1966). The hysteresis is less 

obvious with sulphate, but the minimum of 6 mg 1"1 coïncides with the end of the low 

bicarbonate values. The dilution by snowmelt is exempli!ied by the high variations in 

solute �uxes at Pt()lemy Spring: 54 ±46gs·' for alkalinity, and 8.3 ±7.0gs·' for non

alkaline hardncss. 

Total hardness at Crowsncst Spring exhibits no hysteresis effect (Figure 

10.4a), but in fact this is masking Iwo contrasting loops (Figure 10.4b). The 

bicarbonate loop shows a similar effect to thal at Ptolemy Spring, but the sulphate 

loop is revcrscd (i.e. counter-clockwise), with the high-sulphate water occurring on 

the hydrograph recession. The sulphate concentration is inversely proportional to 

dischargc ovcr the pcriod studied, while the inverse relationship of bicarbonate is 

much wcakcr. Thus the sulphate flux is 53 ±17gs"', while the bicarbonate flux is 

121 ±62gs·'. 

ln Section 9.3.4, il was showt. that the discharge regime of Crowsnesl 

Spring was similar to thal of Ptolemy Spring, if the former bad an underflow 

componcnt of 1501s"1• The sulphate concentrations reinforcc this evidence. The 

reverse hystcrcsis loop dcscribcd by sulphate can then be explained. The flow path 

of the undcrllow through the aquifcr was substantially different from that used by the 

snowmcll watcr, or the undcrflow was displaced into storage by it. An underflow with 

a substantially different flow path corresponds to the concepts of Hagen - Poiseuille 

flow nets, nothcphrcatic flow, and conduit evolution which were developcd in 

Chapters 6, 7 and 8 (sec Figure 8.1). The inverse relationship between temperature 

and dischargc at Crowsncst Spring also supports t':tis contention, with geothermal heal 
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raising the temperature of the under!low component above local mean annual 

temperatures (Figure 8.17). 

There is no accurate information on changing solute concentrations with 

time in Sublacustrine Springs, because of the large storage vo'ume and impcrfect 

mixing in the three lakes overlying the Springs. Howcver, the mean concentration can 

be calculated from the total measured solute !luxes into and out of the three lakcs. 

The results indicate that mean sulphate concentrations in bath Crowsncst Spring and 

Sublacustrine Springs are almost identical (Table 3.5), whilc the highcr bicarbonate 

can be associated with a lowcr-altitude catchment (Figure 8.18). The under!low 

components of Crowsncst Spring and Sublacustrine Springs arc proportionally similar 

(24% and 29%, rcspectively, of Q,.), which Sltpports the conc�pt of a high-sulphate 

("'150-200mgl"') under!low component at Sublacustrinc Springs. 

Drake (1974) found thal sulphate reprcsented 36% of the anions in 

solution in the Athabasca and North Saskatchewan catchmcnts, and suggcsted thal 

gypsum beds in Mississippian Mt Head Formation and the Triassic Spray River Group 

might be major sources for this. In the Aathcad and High Rock Ranges, little 

gypsum bas becn found in cither of thcse formation, yct concentrations of sulphatc 

in Crowsnest River are high, providing 26% of the anions in Crowsncst River (Table 

3.7). Sulphatc reprcscnts at )cast 10% of anions in ali springs and crccks monitorcd 

regularly at Crowsnest Pass (Table 3.5). Therc arc particularly high c:mccntrations 

in Crowsnest Spring and Sublacustrine Springs (associatcd with undertlow) and also 

in Crowsnest Creek, where values up ta 880mgl"1 wcrc rccordcd in the lcachate from 

coal spoil heaps. 

The high sulphatc values in limcstone springs arc confusing, for the 

abundance of sulphur in geological sam pies is sufficicntly law ( < < 1%) for it not to 

have been arialyzed for separately (Table 2.1). However, thcrc is a solution brcccia 

in the Palliser Formation, and anothcr breccia in the Upper Livingstone, which may 

represcnt a solution breccia, but it is difficult ta sec how such bcds could yicld such 
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a high proportion of solutes in karst springs. The problems were further discussed in 

Section 8.8.4. 

10.4 Aquifer characterisation from now mode! 

The depth of flow in the aquifers at Crowsnest can be estimated from 

Equation 7.3. The mean stratal dip in the Ptolemy Spring catchment is about 35• 

(Priee, !962a,b), and the southem boundary is constrained by the law-altitude Andy 

Good Creek, which gives L,.=7km. These limits give an estimated mean conduit 

depth of 90m bclow the water table. 

Tc the north of Crowsnest Spring, the mean stratal dip is 46° i n  the 

Phillipps Black, and 4t• in the Allison Black (Priee, 1962a,b). The aquifer length is 

imprecise as the furthest tracer test is from 4.4km. The lower limit can be estimated 

from discharge budget calcula tians, which gives the mean catchment area as extending 

the 16km tc Racehorse Pass (Figure 9.5, but see Table 9.5). The upper limit is about 

80km (Sections 2.3.2 and 9.6), over which the mean stratal dip is about 40". From 

Equation 7.3. these estimates give a mean conduit depth of 210-770m bclow the water 

table. 

The deep flow tc Crowsnest Spring bas been parti ally confirmed by diving, 

with a depth of almost SOm being attained sc far in this vauclusian spring (Figure 6.5). 

The maximum temperature of Crowsnest Spring (in February) is 2•c higher than the 

local valley-bottom air temperature (Section 9.4.2), and about 4-s•c higher than the 

mean recharge temperature, which can be little over OOC. This confirms thal there 

is sorne geothermal heating of the spring water. Assuming the spring water bas a 

constant discharge nothephreatic component of 150 1 s·1 (Section 9.3.4) and a variable 

discharge dynamic phreatic component, the nothephreatic component bas a 

temperature
' 
of 7.s•c (Figure 9.19). This water is thus classified as thermal, being 

> S"C warmer than local surface meteoric water. 
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The flow madel presented in Figure 8.1 implies that the lowest springs at 

Crowsnest Pass (i.e. Sublacustrine Springs) should have th.: highest gcothermal 

heating. This hypothesis bas not been tested yet, as not even the location of 

Sublacustrine Springs within the three lakes bas yet becn determined. 

The estimated mean depths for the conduits feeding Crowsncst Spring and 

Ptolemy Spring are comparable to the depths of ancient phreatic conduits, which have 

been round in the caves high above Crowsncst Pass, where depths have excceded 

150m (Figure 6.5b, Section 10.2). 

10.5 Ressons for the contrasting regimes of Ptolemy Spring and Crowsnest 

Spring 

lt was explained in Section 3.6 thal the discharge and hydrochemical 

contrasts could nol be rationally cxplaincd using existing hypothescs of karst aquifer 

dcvclopment and flow. Using the ideas developcd in Chapters 4 and 6, thcse 

contrasts can naw be explained as being duc to Iwo principal factors. 

The principal contrasts in dischargc arc bccausc Ptolcmy Spring is 

esscntially a full-flow spring, white Crowsncsl Spring is an undcrflow spring (Section 

10.1 .1). The grcatcr catchmcnt lcngth, dccpcr flow paths, and low altitude producc 

a significant undcrflow component at Crowsncst Spring; it is this nothcphrcatic 

underflow componcnt which causes the principal differences in the hydrochcmistry of 

the two springs (Section 10.2). 

10.6 Flow vectors in the Flathead and High Rock Ranges 

The principal vcctors of flow from the karst can be estima led, using the 

catchmcnt dclincation rcsults (Chapter 8). The total dischargc from the karst of the 

Flathead and High Rock Ranges is about 7-8m's·• (Table 8.2), of which 2. 17m3s"1 

were gauged at Crowsncst Pass (Table 3.3). 
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The most obvious flow veclor lo a surface waler hydrologisl would be the 

surface runoff, ulilising the fluvial network which drains 97% of the Flathead and 

High Rock Ranges (Figure 23). There is an almosl 50% reduction in calchmenl area 

for the Crowsnesl Pass springs in the snowmell season due lO surface runoff (Table 

8.4), over the period thal 65-75% of the runoff is discharged (Table 3.3). This 

suggests thal about 35% of the runoff from the karst is on the surface. 

The most obvious flow veclor lo a karst hydrologisl would be the flow 

from visible springs. However, spring discharge includes bolh visible and aggraded 

springs. The visible springs al Crowsnest Pass include Crowsnesl Spring, Ptolemy 

Spring, Parrish Spring and seve rai smaller springs, and accounl for about 1.15 m's·' 

(Table 3.4). The aggraded springs include Sublacuslrine Springs, Plolemy Lake 

Springs, and ether ungauged springs along Plolemy Creek; these total about l.Om3s'1 

(Table 3.4). Therefore at Crowsnesl Pass, about 47% of the spring discharge from 

the karst is via aggraded springs. This amounts to about 3 1% of the total discharge 

from the karst. 

Spring discharge al Crowsnest Pass bas been divided inlo dynamic phreatic 

and nolhephreatic components (Table 8.4). The nothephreatie componenl is only 

present in Crowsncsl Spring and Sublacustrine Springs. and is characterised by sleady 

discharge, high sulphate/bicarbonate ratios and high temperature (Section 10.2). Il 

was concluded in Section 8.6 thal the underflow of 0.41 m's·' probably reflects 

drainage from ali of the Flathead and High Rock Ranges, and so is unlikely lo be 

found in higher-altitude springs i.t the Flathead and High Rock Ranges. Il lhus 

accounts for only about 5% of the total runoff from the Flathead and High Rock 

Ranges. White the flow paths of the underflow component may be as long as 80km 

(Figure 2.2, Section 8.6), most karst springs reflects much more local flow, wilh paths 

ra rely exceeding 1 Okm. 

The lina! flow vector lo consider is dip-oriented regional flow lo springs 

in the Rocky Mounlain Trench. Such putative flow paths are discussed in detail in 
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the context of the Rocky Mountains as a whole in Chapter 10, whcre it is concluded 

that they account for < 1% of the runoff from karst. 

A summary of the karst runoff ve.:tors in the Aathead and High Rock 

Ranges is given in Figure 10.5. 
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11.1 Introduction 

Chapter 11 

Karst groundwater flow 

in the Rocky Mountains 

In the previous chaptcr, the charactcr or groundwatcr flow to Crowsnc.�t 

Pass was dcscribed. lt was shown th at hydraulic gradients arc very variable, thal the re 

is an important underflow component to aggradcd springs, thal flow path� cxcccd 

lOOm in depth below the water table, and are up to tens or kilometres in length. ln 

this chapter it will be determincd ir thesc lindings arc applicable in general to Rocky 

Mountain karst aquircrs. 

11.2 Hydraulics 

The inrormation thal can be dcduced on the hydraulics or karst 

groundwatcr flow in the Rockics is rather limited, and this is impcdcd in particular 

by the lack or mcasurcmcnts or water table lcvels. Howcvcr, at two sites, Medicine 

Lake and Castleguard Cave, there is surlicient inrormation to be able to calculatc 

rriction ractors and hydraulic gradients. 

11.2.1 Maligne karst 

The Maligne Springs are the larges! karst springs in the Rockics (Table 

1 1.1) .  The cave behind the springs has yct to be cntered as thcre arc constrictions 

at the sink and resurgence points, though dye traces ha·tc shawn that the intcrvening 

293 
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Table 1 1.1 Major gauged karst springs of the Rocky Mountains 

# of mean monthly discharge m' s·• 
springs Q. Qm 

Maligne Springs >60 2.2 15.2(1) 

Castleguard River springs .g() < 1  (4-6) 

Sublacustrine Springs severa! 0.32 0.88 

Crowsncst Spring 2 0.32 0.66 

Ptolcmy Spring 0-025 0.38 

( 1 )  cxcludcs summcr surface ovcrflow from Medicine Lake 

Data in parcnthcscs arc cslimatcs 

Q, 

39.3(1) I.W.D. (1989a), 

(20) Sman, 1983a 

2.2 Table 3.3 

1.83 Table 3.3 

1.48 Table 3.3 

cave is of considerable sizc (Brown, 1974; Kruse, !980; Smart, 1 988a). There have 

bccn clcven positive dye traces from sinks in Medicine Lake to Maligne Canyon, 

16km away and 420m lower, and these traces have enabled velocity calculations to be 

made. Smart (1988a) suggested that the karst system that llrains Medicine Lake may 

be filled at high dischargcs, and he calculated a friction factor of 130, if this were the 

case. 

The hypothesis that the karst system fills up may be testcd, using the 

Darcy-Wt!isbach relationship bctween discharge and head (Equation 5.10). The 

simplest assumptions about the filling of Medicine Lake arc thal it is caused by the 

constrictions at the sinks into the cave, or at the resurgence from the cave, or both. 

ln the former case, it then follows from Equation 5.10 that 

n.t) 

where h; is the head above the input constriction. If the filling of Medicine Lake is 

caused by output constriction, then 

{ 1 1.2) 
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where h0 is the head above the output constriction. A plot of O' against head for 

four years of Medicine Lake levels (Figure 1 1.1) shows that the discharge is a 

function of input constrictions (Equation 1 1.1)  at law dischargcs, sa th at 

O' = 830 h; 

and 

h; = 0' / 830 ( 1 1.3) 

However, once the levet rises ta 1429m, with 0=41.2 m's·•, then the cave hccomes 

water-filled, and discharge responds ta the head above the output constriction, sa 

that 

O' = 4.46 h. 

and 

ho = O' / 4.46 ( 1 1 .4) 

These results demonstrate that high-flow hydraulic gradients as high as 0.025 can 

occur in the Rockies when associated with aggraded springs. 

11.2.2 Castleguard Cave 

Castleguard Cave is the longes! explored cave in the Rockies. A detailed 

map of the 20.1 km of known passage in the cave has recently bcen completed (Figure 

1 1.2, 1 1.3). The map shows that the vertical range of the cave is 386m, which is 76m 

more that the estimated depth of the previous sketch-map of the cave, which was 

known ta be in error (Thompson, 1976). The 8900m of passage from the entrance 

ta the ice plug 225m below the surface of the Columbia Icefield provides an 

exceptionally long linear traverse in a cave, and so the cave has hcen used to test 
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hypotheses on aspects of cave climates, radon movement, and sediment deposition 

(Ford, 1983b). 

Speleothem dating bas enabled the cave to be panially dated. A reversed 

magnetised speleothem in the Corridor indicates that the cave first emerged a hove the 

water table > 730ka B. P., and ana; her speleothem shows that deposition of calcarl'.ous 

silts terminated before 144ka B.P. (Gascoyne et al., 1983b). 

Sorne paleohydraulic parameters of the cave can be calculated using 

scallops. Scallops in early phreatic passages such as Twinkle Ailey were >0.2m in 
length, indicating velocities <0.12m s '1, ln a later phase of development, scallop 

length in passages such as Hales in the Floor and the Grattees was 0.75-lm, 

indicating velocities of 0.02-0.03 rn s'1 (see Muir and Ford, photos 78, 82, 84, 85). 
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These scallops represent discharges of 0.1-0.3 m's·• and 0.2-0.3 m's·•, 

respectively. These discharges probably represent flood discharges, with mean 

discharges possibly an order of magnitude less th an this (sec discussion in Section 9.2). 

These discharges show that the catchment for Castleguard Cave was much smaller 

than the catchment for the present Castleguard Valley springs, where Om = 3-6 m's·•. 

The hydraulic gradient of the cave can be calculated from the Darcy

Weisbach equation (5. 1 1). The present Darcy-Weisbach friction factor of the cave 

was calculated by Atkinson ct al. (1983) to be in the range 0.9-2.3, based on air flow 

measurements. This includcs the high friction in narrow sections causcd by silting 

(e.g. lowcr end of Subway) or boulder chokcs (e.g. end of Schoggistollcn), and during 

active exp;,nsion of the cave it was probably lower than this. ln the carly phreatic 

phase, with r=O.Bm, v=0.05-0.12 m s·•, and f=0.1-1, thcn S=O.OOOOOS-0.0005. Thus 

the drop in the leve! of the water table ovcr the 6.5km lcngth of the ca·.� was <3m. 

This mcans thal a now-crodcd passar,c must have riscn >370m from the present 

entrance passage to rcach spring lcvcl, which indicatcs a vauclusian rising. 

The formation of the cave was dcscribed by Ford ct al. ( 1983). The 

completion of the dctailcd map of tht; cave sincc thcn bas incrcased the known lcngth 

of passages in the cave by 50%, and bas cnablcd a more dctailed history of the cave 

to be proposcd. 

The hydraulic his tory of the cave cau be dividcd into four principal phases, 

though these may only rcprescnt a fraction of the total his tory of the cave: 

1) Ear1y phreatic phuse. Water table lies abovc 2390m. Phrcatic tubes up to 3m' 

develop downdip along bedding planes (e.g Boon's Blundcr - Entrancc Passage, Mini 

Holcs - Twinkle Ailey: Figure 1 1.2), along intersections betwccn one bedding plane 

and the 140-150" joint set (e.g. Slickcnslidcs, Holcs-in-Fioor, Corridor, Subway), or 

along the intersection between the bedding plane and igncous dikcs ( c.g. parts of the 

Grottoes). Almost all the cave utilises just one bedding plane in one large phrcatic 
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drop, but ncar the cntrance there are two phreatic lifts, each of 26m, to two higher 

bcdding planes. These are from the Subway to Helictite Passage, and from the 

paragenctic lee Crawl to the Entrance Passage (Figure 1 1.3). 

2) Main expansion phase. Water table drops to <2020m. The cave bccomes va dose, 

and a small stream erodes the dcep, narrow (width = 0.3-3m; height/width ratio 4-30) 

canyons which arc characteristic of much of the cave (First and Second Fissures). 

Phreatic sections (hcight/width ratio = 0.2-3) averaging 10m1 remain in severa! 

locations whcre flow is updip ( e.g. Mud Bank Passage, Grouoes, Corridor/First 

Fissure junction, Easy Street) or up the two major phreatic lifts (Figure 1 1 .2). 

3) SUt deposition phase. Watcr table rises to >2390m. Deposition of calcareous silts 

throughout the cave from the Headward Complex to Helictite Passage and Boon's 

Blunècr in a low-vclocity environment. These silts may have bcen deposited under 

full glacial conditions, with the raised water table bcing due to the presence of a 

glacier (Schroeder and Ford, 1983). Altematively, they may be interglacial or 

prcglacial. dcpositcd whcn flowing water was more abundant at the high altitude of 

Castlcguard Cave (Smart, 1984). The presence of high carbonate concentrations in 

the silts dacs not necessarily imply glacial flour, as high concentrations are found 

today in autogenic cave sdimcnts (see Section 5.3.1 ). The rise in water table cou id 

have bccn causcd by blockage during an interglacial period of the drain at the bottom 

of the 370m+ phrcatic lift by valley aggradation. Aggraded karst springs in the Rocky 

Mountains arc very common in the present interglacial period (Section 1 1.5). 

4) Modem phase. Water table drops to <211Xlm. Small vadosc strcams (Q= <0.01 m3 s"1) 

incise trenchcs in silts at most locations. Large floods (Q,=5 m3 s"1: Smart, 1983b) 

almost complctcly rcmove silts from the Entrance Seri•:s, but transport coarse 

sediments that cnable !Sm of paragcnesis to creatc the 300m long bcdding

transgrcssivc lee Crawl. (An alternative cxplanation is that there was no paragenesis. 

In this case thcre would have bcen a series of minor phreatic lifts totalling 15m.) 
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11.2.3 Conclusions 

It has been shown that the Darcy-Weisbach equation can be used to gain 

insight into the beth ancient and modem hydraulic conditions in Rocky Mountain 

karsts. The order of magnitude differences in hydraulic gradients and friction factors 

between Castleguard Cave and Maligne exemplify the range of hydraulic parameters 

that can occur in the Rockies. This also shows the disruption caused when springs 

become aggraded. The > 370m flow depth in Castleguard Cave is similar to the 

putative present flow depth of Crowsnest Spring (Section 10.4). 

11.3 The water balance 

The arca of the Rocky Mountains, as shown in Figure 1 . 1 ,  is about 

145,000 km!. Calculations from outcrop areas on Gcological Survey of Canada maps 

show thal karst rocks outcrops in about 33,000 km!, or 23% of this arca. Thesc 

calculations are consistent with an earlier calculation of 17.500 km! for karst outcrops 

in the Rockies and Foothills of Alberta (Ozoray, 1977). 

The mean dischargc from the Rockies is about 2600 m' s·• (Inland Waters 

Dircctorate, 1989a,b ), so the discharge from the karst fraction should average 600 m' s·• . 

Thcre is sorne surface runoff from karst, which would dirninish groundwater flow. 

Howcver, this is probably more than compensated for by the fact that limestones and 

dolomites are resistant to erosion; bence they covcr a disproportionate amount of the 

higher ground, whcre runoiT is much highcr than in the vallcys (sec Chapter 9). So 

the estima tc of 600 m' s·• is considercd to be a conservative minimum of mean karst 

groundwater flow in the Rockics. 

Major gauged karst springs in the Rockies arc listcd in Table 1 ! .! .  In 

addition to these, Borneuf (1983) catalogued 165 more springs within the Alberta 

Rockics, but the aggrcgate discharge of these springs was only 8 m' s·•. Presumably 

many of these springs werc only gauged once, in summer, but a single gauging in 

summcr is unlikely to undcrcstimate the mean discharge. In addition, another tcn or 
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sa karst springs wilh peak discharges > 1 m3 s·• have been found in the central Rockies 

(Figure 1.1, Section 1.2). The combined discharge of ali these springs account for 

about 10% of the estimated discharge of the Alberta Rockies, and Jess than 2% of 

the estimatcd discharge of the B.C. Rockies. 

In arder to comprehend the karst hydrology of the Rockies, there must 

be sorne undcrstanding of the flow paths of the ungauged 90% of karst discharge in 

Alberta, and the ungauged 98% in B.C. ln Chapter 9, it was shawn that about one 

third of the discharge from the karst at Crowsnest Pass is from aggraded springs, 

which arc not casy to de tee\ without carcful dischargc mcasurements. A further third 

of the runoff from the karst at Crowsnest is surface flow, and the remaining third is 

to visible springs. lt was shawn that the most productive springs, Sublacustrine 

Springs and Crowsncst Spring, are close to base level. Thcse springs have a high

sulphatc componcnt of 410 l s"1 which probably rcpresents regional underflow of 

1-2 1 s·• km"1 from ali of the Aathead and High Rock Ranges. Arc these findings 

applicable in general to the karst of the Rockics? Surface flow and aggraded springs 

will be discusscd in the two sections, and then undcrflow springs will be discussed in 

the following thrcc sections. 

1 1.4 Surface runofT from Rocky Mountains karst 

lt was explained in Section 2.2.1 that karst groundwater flow in the 

Aathcad and High Rock Ranges is not obvious to the casual observer. The surface 

drainage net is almost intact, draining 97% of the limestone (at the 1 :50,000 

topographie map scalc). Only detailed observation reveals that most runoffsinks into 

the karst, and the fluvial nets are but rarely used, being maintained by high-magnitude 

runoff events from the snowmclt peak. 

The samc situation is broadly truc throughout the Rocky Mountains, with 

cxtant surface channcls on probably >90% of karst rock outcrops, but with 

underground flow accounting for most of the dischargc. 
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11.5 Agmded karst springs 

Most Rocky Mountain valleys have thick ( >  10m) glaciofluvial and alluvial 

deposits which form wide flood plains. These deposits are composed of sands, gravels 

and boulders, and are highly permeable (Barnes, 1978; Shaw and Kellerhals, 1982). 

Barnes (1978, p15) noted thal "large point discharges do occur in recent colluvial and 

alluvial valley fiJI at the edge of many valleys underlain by carbonates. The large flow 

rates and localised nature of these discharge points make il inconceivable thal the 

water is derived from the grave! deposits. Therefore it is thought that these discharge 

points are located over buried karst springs." 

Aggraded springs play an important rote at the two larges! known spring 

sites in the Rockics, at Castleguard and Maligne. Smart (1983b) found thal most of 

the karst spring discharge into Castleguard River is from aggraded springs. The karst 

outcrop along the Castleguard River extends downstream for sorne 5 km below the 

larges! visible spring, Big Spring, and about 80 springs have bccn found in this rcach, 

most of them being aggraded (Sm art, 1983a,b ). In win ter, the highcr springs arc dry, 

but sorne tcns to hundrcds of litres per second was obscrvcd by the author from a 

helicopter in carly April 1987 flowing furthcr dawn Castlcguard River, and this is 

probably dcrived from the Castleguard karst aquifer. 

At Maligne, a majority of the dischargc in wintcr is from the lowcr, 

aggraded springs along Maligne River, and the flow from thcsc springs riscs to an 

estimated 6 m3 s·' in summer (Brown, 1970). ln addition, thcrc may be unquantilicd 

aggraded springs along Athabasca River. 

ln the Mount Robson area, karst is developed in the 300m thick Cambrian 

Mural Formation, which has upper and lower aquifers, scparated by a thic:k shalc unit. 

Thcrc are sorne resurgences hundreds of metres above valley lcvcl ( e.g. Stump Cave, 

Middle Risings, a spring on the west face of Mt Robson), but the stccply-dipping 

limestones continue dawn to major valleys wherc aggradcd springs arc found ( c.g. two 
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large springs in Small River valley, resurgence in Moosc River valley for Arctomys 

Cave) (Thompson, 1976; Lowe, 1983; Yonge and Worthington, 1984; Huntley, 1990). 

Thcsc cxamples demonstrate that aggraded karst springs are common in 

the Rockics, and thus substantiate the findings from Crowsnest Pass, where almost 

half the flow is from aggraded springs. lt is probable that aggraded springs are an 

important component of almost every karst aquifer in the Rockies. The only 

exceptions would be where the lowest outcrop point of an aquifer was perched upon 

impermeable strata above the levet of alluvial sediments; no such aquifers have yet 

bcen documented in the Rockics. 

1 1.6 Regional strike-ori-tnted undernow in the Rocky Mountains 

The existence of regional strike-oriented underflow to Crowsncst Pass bas 

bcen a major finding of this thesis (sec Chapter 8). Is there similar regional 

underflow to ether law-altitude transverse valleys which cross carbonates? 

Sorne ether major transverse valleys in the Rockies are the Elk (between 

Sparwood and Elko ), the Bow (at Banff, and below Canmore ), the North 

Saskatchewan (below Saskatchewan Crossing), the Athabasca (below Jasper), the 

Peace, and the Liard (Figure 1.1). Ail of these rivers have gauging stations upstream 

and downstream of the reachcs of interesl. However, the Bow River bas been 

regulated si nee be[ore discharge records were started, so these records cannat be used 

lo invcstigate underflow. 

There is a wide range in specifie runoff in summer, due to varied patterns 

of snow- and glacier-meil. On the ether band, in winter there is very little runoff 

from precipitation as it is almost completely stored as snow and ice. Thus the 

sustained runoff in surface rivers in win ter reflects depletion of groundwater reserves 

(Drake and Ford, 1976). 

Specitic discharge in winter for these major rivers is prcsented in Tabl � 

1 1 .2. In every case the specifie discharge in the reaches wherc these rivers cross the 
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Table 11.2 Winter discharge to some major transverse valleys in the 
Rocky Mountains 

RM:r Allitudc' Mcao opc:cilic clildlarF lllpOjpapùc llfllliOL 
m Janwuy 10 Man:ll calduncDI UDdcriJow 

, ... tm·• 
A B c 

Crowsnest River (1)  1344 3.7(2) 

Eik River (3) 730 3.0 4.9 

Nonh Saskatchewan R. (4) 1400 2.1 2.1 

Athabasca River (5) 1100 2.8 2.3(6) 1.9 

Peacc River (7) 640 3.6 <1(8) 

Liard River (9) 340 2.3 2.6(10) < 1(8) 

Notes: 
Altitude or the lowest incision point into the aquirer 
ln main river, upstrcam or gaining rcach 
Tributarics in gaining reach 
Downstrcam or gaining rcach 
Gaining reach 
At output or Crowsnest Lake 

oC D  gain 
D tm• m' ... 

7.5(2) J().l 1.2 

8.2 10-13 4 

3.6 630 1 

4.4 38�2 6 

5.0 6300 12 

6.3 5130 20 

A 
B 
c 
D 
( 1) 

(2) Data rrom January 1986; chinooks in Fcbruary and March causcd extensive law-altitude 
( < 1500m) mclting, resulting in high monthly dlo;chargcs at the downstrcam gauging point 
or Frank ror both February (85% > average) and March (205% > average) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

Sources: 

Bctween Sparwood and Elko 
Between Saskatchewan Crossing and Whirlpool Point 
Between Jasper and Hinton 
Maligne River and Rocky River 
Between Finlay Forks and Hudson Hope 
Data not reliable (icc conditions) 
Between Lower Crossing and Bcaver River 
Trout, Toad and Grayling Rivers 

Crowsnest River data from this thesis. Rcmaining data arc long·tcrm averagcs from 
lnland Waters Directorate, t989a,b. 
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major limestone ranges are anomalously high (Table 1 1.2, column D). Comparison 

with otl:er river reaches in the vicinity (Table 1 1.2, columns A-C) suggests that the 

gain from underflow from outside the topographie catchment amounts to a total in 

exccss of 40m3 s·' lor these six valleys. 

The only karst springs in the Rockies that have been gauged by the Inland 

Waters Directorate are at Maligne. Over the pcriod 1973-1988 the mean of the 

minimum annual discharges has been 1.94±0.19 m3 s'1, with a remarkably constant 

discharge in late winter (Figure 11.4; Inland Waters Directorate, 1989a). 

These results from the major transverse valleys and from Maligne confirm 

the findings from Crowsnest Pass, that strike-oriented flow in the limestones to 

topographie law points is a major component of win ter discharge. The magnitude of 

these flows suggests thal the underflow typically travels tens of kilometres, and in 

examples such as Liard River distances probt•bly exceed 1 OOkm. Such long flow paths 

should have a marked thermal, high sulphate/bicarbonate ratio nothephreatic 

component. Banff Hot Springs and Miette Hot Springs rcpresent two examples of 

such flow. 

Banff Hot Springs are located on the southern side of the Bow River, 

where it crosses a major karst range. The largest spring (Cave Spring) is a few metres 

above valley leve!, but the other springs are up to 180m higher. Ali eight springs 

issue from the thrusted contact between Rundle Group limestones and Rocky 

Mountain Formation sandstones on the one hand and Fairholme Group dolomites on 

the ether hand. Local flow paths from Sulphur Mountain (distance 1-10km) have 

bcen postulated (van Everdingen, 1972), but Equation 6.20 suggests flow paths of 

sorne tens of kilometres. Underflow from the Elk Range (up to 90km to the south) 

and the Vermilion Range (up to 70km to the north) seems to be likcly. 

Miette Hot Springs flow from the Rundle Group, where Sulphur Creek 

crosses the culmination of an anticline. Putative flow paths are from as far as 85km 

to the south·east, along the strike in the Nikannasin Range. 
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Figure 1 1 .4 Dlscharge from Maligne Springs from September 1 st 

1 985 to May 1 st 1 986, showlng the nearly constant minimum 
dlscharge between February 1st and May 1 st 

11.7 Regional dip-orienteà flow in the southem Rocky Mountains 

Though Crowsnest Pass is th.: local base leve[ of the strike<�riented flow 

from the Flathead and High Rock Ranges, nevertheless the Pass is on the Continental 

Divide, and is still 1350m above sea leve[, so regional groundwater flow away from it 

may be expected. 

The presence of regional flow patterns in the WC".Stern Canada sedimentary 

basin (Porter et al., 1982) bas been establisbed from hydraulic evidence (Hitchon, 

1969a, 1969b) and geocbemical evidence (van Everdingen, 1968), and recently the Iink 

between geotberrnal gradients and groundwater flow bas been pursued in severa[ 

papers (e.g. Lam c:t al., 1981; Hitchon, 1984; Majorowicz et al., 1985). Low 

geotherrnal gradients are generally associated with topographie highs, where there are 
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high piezometrie surfaces and hence recharge of cold meteoric water to regional 

aquifers. High geothermal gradients are associated with topographie lows, and upward 

flow of warm formation waters (Hitchon, 1984). 

None of the papers on the petroleum-rich western Canada sedimentacy 

basin consider in detail the petroleum-poor Rockies, and much less geothermal 

information is available on this latter area. However, a strong positive geothermal 

heat anomaly bas been found 30km east-south-east ofCrowsnest Pass, in the Foo•hills 

and centred at Burmis on Crowsnest River. There is a strong reentrant of the 1200m 

topographie contour to the west along Crowsnest River, which would indicate this 

would be a groundwater discharge area. This could possibly be a discharge area for 

flow from the Flathead and High Rock Ranges. However, it is more likely that the 

Livingstone thrust brings water to the surface here, and that this may be the discharge 

point for flow from the karstic Livingstone Range. 

The role of the many high-displacement (10'-10'm) faults in groundwater 

circulation in the limestones of the Rocky Mountains is disputed. Van Everdingen 

suggested ( 1968, p527) th at "a zone of faults and high-anglc thrusts along the eastern 

edge of the mountain l>elt may prevent a large part of the recharge [from the 

Rockies] from getting into the [western Canada sedimentacy) basin". Certainly such 

faults may impede flow by juxtaposing permeable strata against impermeable strata. 

However, in many instances springs are located on high-displacement faults. For 

instance, van Everdingen (1972) found thal most of the thermal and mineral springs 

thal he investigated in the southern Rocky Mountains are located on thrust faults. 

At Crowsncst Pass, Ptolemy Spring is lccated on, or very close to a thrust (Figure 

2.2c). Howcver, the situation at the two largest karst spring sites in the Rockies, at 

Castleguard and Maligne, is equivocal with respect to flow along faults. 

At Castleguard, structural dips steepen from 4" at Castleguard Cave 

(Figures 1 1 .2, 1 13 )  to 35" in the valley, where a structural discontinuity across the 

Castleguard River has bcen recognised (Smart, 1983a). This has been explained as 
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a hinge line (Ford, 1983c). However, two normal faults with a displaccmcnt of about 

lOOOm, and with the same trend as the Castleguard valley, have bcen mapped at a 

location 4km south-east of Castleguard valley (Priee and Mountjoy, 1970). Thcsc 

faults may extend along the strikingly linear Castleguard valley, whcre they would 

provide paths for groundwater flow to the many springs. 

At Medicine Lake, the Maligne River partly sinks into the Sidc Sinks, 

which seem to be locatcd on or very close to a thrust fault with a displacemcnt of 

200m. And along the same linear trend as the Side Sinks lies Cold Spring, which also 

may lie on the thrust (Kruse, 1980, Figures 2 and 7). Thus it appcars that faults arc 

important in the Rocky Mountains for transmitting watcr to both thermal springs and 

major karst springs. 

Hydraulic gradients throughout the southcrn Rockies arc much stccper 

west towards the Rocl..-y Mountain Trcnch than cast tow�rds the Prairies (Table 1 1 .3 ). 

Thus, an cxplanation more in line with the gcological structure, the location of 

thermal and karst springs, and regional hydraulic gradients is that both faults and 

transmissive beds will tend to conduct watcr to the west, away from the western 

Canada sedimentary basin, towards the low-lying Rocky Mountain Trcnch. 

Thcrc arc severa( major faults bctwccn the Front Ranges and the Rocky 

Mountain Trcnch, which makes it difficult to estimatc the optimum pathway for 

groundwater flow, the depth of such flow, and whethcr therc is a pathway usi,lg only 

carbonate rocks. However, the steep dips to the west cnsurc that groundwatcr flow 

would have to rise stratigraphically at least IOkm, though this could probably be 

accomplished using faults (Priee, 1962, 1965; Priee and Fermer, 1985). Rising flow 

routes to the Rocky Mountain Trench might be through the 1500m thick Ccnozoic 

silts, sands and gravels in the trench itself (Thompson, 1962; Clague, 1974, 1975), or 

along faults in Paleozoic bcdrock adjacent to the trcnch. 

Van Everdingen (1972) studied the hot springs of the southern Rocky 

Mountains, and rccordcd that ali cight hot spring groups arc locatcd in stccply-
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Table 11.3 Regional hydraulic gradients from Rocky Mountain valleys east 

to the Prairies and west to the Rocky Mountain Trench 

from 

Soutbem Rl'Ckies 
Crowsnest Lake 
Bow R at Banff 
Athabasca R at Jasper 
Monkman Pass 

Northem Rockles 

Pine Pass 
Bedaux Pass 
Gundahoo Pass 

latitude 

49"38' 
51•10' 
52•52' 
54"33' 

55"24' 
57"46' 
58"56' 

east to 
Prairies 

0.005 
0.004 
0.0015 
0.004 

0.006 
0.007 
0.018 

west to Rocky 
Mountaln Trench 

0.010 
0.009 
0.004 
0.009 

0.006 
0.005 
0.013 

dipping limestones, and thal the four major ones (Banff, Miette, Radium, Fairmont) 

are ali located on or close to major faults. Two of these springs, Radium and 

Fairmont, are located west of the continental divide, and both are located adjacent 

to the Ro�ky Mountain Trench. V•n Everdingen (1972) calculated that the high 

spring temperatures (35°-45°C) were due to the spring waters rising from depths in 

excess of 1200m, and suggesteo local sources for this hot water. 

The analysis in Chapters 6 and 7 associates deep groundwater flow in karst 

with long travet distdnces, which points to the Main or Front Ranges of the Rockies 

as the source fol' Fairmont and Radium Hot Springs. Updip sources for these springs 

would theo be about lOOkm north of Crowsnest Pass, but there could be further 

minor hot springs further south, unrecognised because they percolate up through the 

Cenozoic sediments of the Rocky Mountain Trench. 
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The combined discharge of ali six groups of hot springs on the west flank 

of the southem Rocky Mountains is Jess than 1001 s·' (Table 1 1.4), so the westward 

downdip groundwater flow from the karst rocks at Crowsnest Pass to the Rocky 

Mountain Trench is most unlikely to exceed a few tcns of litres pcr second. Thus for 

water balance purposes t!tc .:mount is negligible. 

11.8 Regional flow to thermal springs in the northem Rocky Mountains 

In the prcvious section, it was explaincd how regional hydraulic gradients 

in the southern Rockies arc towards the west, whcrc the law-altitude Kootcnay, 

Columbia and Fraser Rivers are located. 1 bis is truc as far north as Monkman Pass, 

which at 54•33·N is the latitudinal mid-point of the Canadian Rockies (Figure 1 1.5). 

North of Monkman Pass, the situation is rcvcrscd, with stccpcr hydraulic gradients 

being to the cast, to the law-altitude Liard and Pcacc Rivcrs (Table 1 1.3). 

The location of hot springs in the northcrn Rockics is at topographie low 

points to the north and to the cast of the mountains (Figure 1 1.5). This supports the 

contention that karst hot springs rcflcct regional flow to the lowcst outcrop of the 

aquifcr (Section 8.8.2, 1 1 .6). 

The Liard is the lowest river in the wholc of the Canadian Rockics, 

descending from 480m to 340m as it traverses the Rockics. This is considerably lower 

than the next lowest rivers in the Rockies, the Pcacc River (455m at Hudson Hope), 

and the Fraser River (565m at Prince George). Dischargc data suggcst it has the 

highest groundwatcr gain of any of the 'nvcstigatcd catchmcnts in the Rockies (Table 

1 1.2), and it has the highest concentration of hot springs in the R01:kics (Table 1 1.4; 

Figure 11 .5). This supports the arguments on regional karst groundwatcr flow, 

dcveloped in Chaptcrs 6, 7, and in this chaptcr. 
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Figure 11.5 Locntlon or mojor thermal springs or the Rocky Mountains. Names 
of numbered springs are given in Table 11.4. 
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Table 11.4 Beat fluxes or thermal and mineral springs or the Rocky 
Mountains 

# Name Temperature Q Valley lleat nux (2) 
·c 1 s·• -bottom J s·• 

temperature (1) 

1 Crowsnest Spring 7.5 150(3) 4 2200 
2 Turtle Mountain 9.1 7.5 4 160 
3 Fording Mountain 25.9 7.5 4 690 
4 Wildhorse River 28.5 7.3 5 720 
5 Ram Creek 36.6 3.8 5 500 
6 Lussier Canyon 43.4 3.8 5 6!G 
7 Red Rock 
8 Fairmont 48.9 37 5 6800 
9 Radium 47.7 30 5 5400 
10 Paint Pots 10.7 5.5 4 !50 
Il Canmore Crcck 6.1 0.083 3 1.1 
12 Banff 33.7 56 3 7200 
13 Vcrmilion Lake 19.7 13 3 910 
14 Stoney Squaw 6.5 0.017 3 0.25 
15 Mt Fortune 14.0 3 
16 Panther River 3.0 0.75 3 
17 Forty Mile Creck 
18 Ink Pots 4.8 30 3 230 
19 Canee River 60.0 0.25 3 60 
20 Miette 50.1 13 3 2600 
21 Cold Sulphur 9.0 >8.3 3 >210 
22 Overlandcr 
23 Shale Banks 
24 Mud Creek 
25 Prophet River 
26 Racing River 
27 Liard River 54.0 40 0(4) 9000 
28 Deer River 32.0 73 0(4) 9800 
29 Grayling River >38 >50 0(4) >8000 
30 Portage Brulé 48.0 0.67 0(4) 130 

( 1) from Gadd ( 1986, p250) 
(2) from the product of dischargc and the difference bctwccn spring temperature 
and valley-bottom temperature (Equation 8.2) 
(3) Nothephreatic component: sec Figure 9.19 
( 4) Mean annual temperature is bclow O"C, sa 0" is uscd for beat flux calculations 
Data from this thcsis (#!), Evans (1990: #2), van Evcrdingcn (1972) and Gadd 
(1986) 
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1 1 .9 Conclusions 

The findings of this chapter suggest thal the runoff vectors identified and 

quantificd at Crowsnest Pass are broadly representative of karst throughout the 

Rockies, with roughly cqual proportions of discharge remaining on the surface, 

llowing ta visible springs, and llowing ta aggraded springs. The principal groundwater 

vcctor is along the strikc ta local springs, and ta regional springs in the major 

transverse vallcys. In the latter case, groundwater flow paths probably exceed 100km 

is sorne cases, and the springs will be sub-thermal or thermal. The occurrence of dip

oricntcd undcrllow ta springs at law topographie positions explains the occurrence of 

hot springs downdip and west of the southcrn Rockics, but updip and east of the 

northern Rockics. Howcvcr, this may orly be a miner discharge component, since 

gaugcd hot springs only total <0.5m's·'. 

Proportions of bicarbonate and sulphate in overllow, underllow, and 

thermal karst springs arc shawn in Figure 1 1.6. The mixing of thcse three waters 

types largcly cxplain the high sulphate values found in Rock")' Mountain rivers (Table 

1 . 1  ). though non-carbonate rocks will also con tribu te ta solute loads. 
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Overflow Underflow Thermal 

\B Bicarbonate D Sulphate J 

Figure 11.6 Variation ln the proportions or bicarbonate and sulphnte ln overfiow 
springs (Ptolemy Spring, Parrlsh Spring), underfiow springs 
(Crowsnest Spring, Sublacustrine Spring), and thermal springs 
(Banff, Miette, Radium and Falrmont Hot Springs) ln the southem 
Rocky Mountains (thermal spring dntn from van Everdlngen, 1972) 





Chapter 12 

Karst groundwater as a geomorphic agent 

Two rclatcd topics arc discusscd in this chaptcr. First, the relative 

importance of ncar-surfacc dissolution in karst is quantilicd. Second, the importance 

of dissolution is comparcd to othcr geomorphological proccsscs in modifying alpine 

karst landscapcs. 

12.1 The vertical distribution of solutional erosion 

Bc.:low the soil zone in karst, thcrc is a high porosity zone which bas bcen 

callcd the hypodcrmic zone (Drogue, 1980) or the subcutancous zone (Williams, 19R3; 

Gunn, 1986a.h). Williams ( 1983) dclincd the subcutancnus zone as the wcathercd 

zone bcncath the soil, and suggcsted thal thcrc could he considerable watcr storage 

in this zone. 

Most karst arcas are soi! covcred, with soil-lillcd grikcs thal diminish in 

width slowly with dcpth. The data set in Figure 12.1 shows void spacc as a function 

of dcpth in ni ne arcas. Howcvcr, the data set is hiassed towards low soi! covcr, as 6 

of 9 cxamples arc from quarrics or roadcuts where little soil cover remains. 

Neverthcless. the only cxamplc in Figure 12.1 with an abrupt transition from soil zone 

to bcdrock is the glacially-smoothed surface in Burlington, Ontario, which has bccn 

shiclded from dissolution sincc deglaciation by a carbonate-rich till. Furthermorc, in 

ali examples there is grea ter water stu;age in the soil than in the hedrock. It used to 

he thought thal soi! watcr in cxcess of the field capacity drained rapidly, but it has 

bccn shown that there is continued exponcntially-decreasing dischargc from soil after 

3 17  
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Figure 12.1 Percentage of bedrock removed by solution as a fonction of 
depth for 9 karsts 

A marble at Stoney Lake, Ontario 

B limestone in County Oare, Eire (from section in Williams, 1983) 

C dolomite at Crowe's l..anding, Ontario 

D marble in ltaly (from section in Williams, 1983) 

E dolomite in Burlington, Ontario 

F limesone in Indiana, USA (from section in Ford et al, 1988) 

G limestone in Mammoth cave area, Kentucky, USA (from section in Williams, 1983) 

H limestone at cajamar, Brazil (data from Karmann, 1990) 

J limestone in Far West Rand, South Africa (from section in Sweeting, 1975) 
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the licld capacity i s  rcachcd (Hilld, 1971). Gunn ( 1986b, p399) considered thal "the 

soil zone has previously been rather neglected hy karst hydrnlogists", and gave 

cxamplcs in New Zeal;tnd and England where considerable soil zone storage had been 

measurcd. 

Thus it is us..:ful tn consider the soil and weathercd hedrnck zon..:s 

togcther as a zone of high solutional erosion. and h..:nc..: of high porosity and high 

water storage. The surlïcial wn..: in karst has also hcen called the epikarstic zone 

(Mangin. 1975; Friederich and Sm art. 19!l 1 ;  Bakalnwicz. 1 'l!l l ). This epikarstic zone. 

consisting of the cutaneous soil zone and th.: su.Jeutan..:nus wcathcrcd hcdrock zone, 

contrasts with thc c·ndnkarstic zonc ( Bakalnwicz. l 'l!l l  ), wh cre near·surfacc 

wcathcring is ahscnt. 

Il has hc..:n g..:n..:rally thnught that most snlutinnal ..:rnsinn in karst is i� th.: 

epikarst, with possihly IS·50Cé nccurring in the ..:ndukarst (Smith and Atkinson. 1'176; 

Gunn. l 'ISo). Such calculations have h..:en hased on hyd1 tchemical measun:ments. 

Hnwever, representative sampling at the hase nf the cpik.1rstic wne is not possible. 

P..:rhaps the most cnmpreh..:nsive data set yet ,·ollected has hecn thal nf 

Gunn ( 1'18 \ h). H..: sampled karst waters in the Waitnmn area. New Z..:aland, and 

fnund thal suhcutan..:nus llow, shaft llow and sorne vadnse llow had hllal hardness 

values in the same range as cave stream values (Tahle 12 . 1  ). l lnwever, vadose 

sccpage hartlncsses were lower than shaft llow and sorne vadnse llnw values, which 

contradicts the conventional wisdom that vadose seepage yidds the highest hard ness 

values within a karst. Furthermorc, vadosc llow measurements in the two lïdd areas 

arc very different. These contrasts, together with the large standard deviations lilr ali 

infiltrating waters, suggcst thal the standard methnd of characterising inlïltratinn hy 

taking just a few measurements is wholly inadequate. 

From the data in Table 12. 1 ,  it is apparent thal the epikarstic zone is nf 

predominant importance in solutional erosion. Unfortunately. Gunn ( 1'1S1b) was not 

able to cstimatc the relative importance of the different componcnts of inlïltration at 
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Table 12.1 Total bardness measurements at Waitomo, New Zealand (after 

Gunn, 198lb) 

Compor.ent n mean � 
-� l_, L-' 

... , 
RainfaU 26 s 4 
Overland flow 6 21 20 
Soil water 109 64 10 
Throughflow 154 51 14 
Subcutaneous flow 139 122 18 
Shaft flow 58 122 18 
Vadose flow (Mangapohue) 84 130 15 
Vadose flow (Gienfield) 99 40 s 
Vadose seepage 1714 96 19 
Cymru stream (Mangapohue) 59 125 8 
SP2 stream 33 126 7 
Glenfield stream 59 124 9 

Waitomo; in fact, this bas not been quantified in any karst This illustrates the 

problems of using solute data to quantify the vertical distribution of solution in karst 

However, the verticai distnèution of solution can be sim ply calcula led, if 

it is assumed thal the present vertical distribution of solution bas operated for an 

extended period. First the present porosity of the rock at different depths needs to 

be established. 

Bonacci (1987, p47) cites the effective porosity (including solution 

porosity) of well-karstified limestones from 20 locations in seven countries; the mean 

effective porosity is 2.0%, and the median is 1.4%. Cave exploration bas shawn that 

cave passages rarely constitute a void volume >1% (Table 6.1), so it is considered 

that 1.5% is a representative average for endokarstic porosity, even in areas where 
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a high <knsity nf caves have hcen explored. Examination of the epikarstic zone in 

quarry faces indicates that the porosity increases upwards in the suhcutaneous zone 

from ahout 1 .5c;, at the hase to ! !Xl% at the ground surface. The soi! zone varies in 

thickne�s from :tc ru (i.e. cxposcd l imes tune pavement l to sorne tens of metres nf 

residual soils in sorne tropical karsts (Figure 12.1  ). 

Now consider a unit volume nf pure limestnne thal has nnw hcen eruded 

away. where the unit ml ume is nf suflicient size tu he representative nf the pnrosity 

at thal depth hdnw the surface in the limestone. When the unit volume was just 

hdnw the epikarstic zone. its porosity was (on average) 1 .5%. Possih1y 0.5% of this 

was primary pnmsity. sn nnly apprnximatdy 1 �é of its mass had heen disso1ved up till 

thal time in the endokarst hy meteoric gruundwaters. As the surface lnwered. the 

unit volume of lim..:stone was prugressivdy dissolved. At the top of th<: suhcutan<:ous 

zon<:. prohahly just a li.:w p.:rœnt of the original volum<: was !dt. in th<: l'mm nf rock 

fragm<:nts. A1kr ti me. th.:se rock fragments ;:r<: dissolv.:d ;may. Th us only 1 %  nf this 

unit vnlum<: nf limes tor..: was dissolvcd in the ..:ndnkarst, " hil.: <JR5cé was dissolved 

in the cpikarst. 

Thus solution in the cndokarstic zon<: is not th<: 15·5Wé quot.:d ahov<:, as 

has h<:<:n commonly suppos<:d, hut at ahnut 1 cé it is mor<: than an < . :d<:r of magnitude 

!css. This startling rcsult has profound consequenc<:s l(>r moùds of karst hyùm· 

chemistry and <:volution. 

l t  has prcviously hccn assumed thal rapidly infiltrating. aggressive waters 

must ma k.: up a suhstantial proportion of inliltratinn tn account for the presumed 1 5· 

50% of .:ndokarstic solutin:J. Such concentra led r<:charge inliltrat<:s down lissures or 

shafts at the hase of dolines, and has hecn considl _ to have low hard ness and high 

aggrcssiv.:ncss (White. 19R8, p20 1). However. the large data set fmm Waitomo 

(Tahle 1 2. 1 )  has shown thal this is not ncccssarily truc. Furthcrmorc. uggressive 

waters thal arc fou nd within caves must only contrihute < 1 %  nf the total spring 

solute Joad. Thcrc ure two possihle cxplanations for why they ure so inciTectivc. 
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Eithcr they may rcprcscnt only a small fraction of the total dischargc of the karst, or 

they may pass through the karst without accomplishing much solution. 

The high sulphatc loads found in undcrflow springs (Table 8.7; see also 

Tables 1 .1  and 6.3) pose a considerable problem in the context of the 1 %  of solution 

(of CaC03) taking place in the endokarst. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion thal 

the principal mineral bcing rcmoved in the endokarst in most (or possibly &Il) karst 

arcas is not limestonc, but anhydrite (Figure 12.2). 

12.2 En1sion pn>c�:sses and fluxes in the Rocky Mountains 

1t is pertinent to a karst hydrogcological study to inquirc about the 

importance of solution and karst groundwater flow in the evolution of the landscape. 

This is facilita led by the fact thal the Rocky Mountains are one of the most visited 

tourist destinations in Canada, and the mountains (and especially the karstic areas 

within them) have rcceived considerable attention from geomorphologists. 

Erosional fluxes studied in the Rockies include solutes (Drake, 1974; 

Drake and Ford. 1976), stream sediment yields (McPherson, 1975; Desloges and 

Gardner, 1984: Gardner, 1986), rockfall and rock slides (Luckman, 1976, 1978b; 

Gardner, 1979, 1980, 1983b, c), snow avalanches (Luckman, 1977, 1978a; Gardner, 

!983a), solilluction (Smith, 1987, 1988), sail creep (Harris, 1973), and even the yield 

from burrowing by ground squirrels (Smith and Gardner, 1985). In addition there 

have bcen reviews on sorne aspects of erosional fluxes by Slaymaker and McPherson 

(1977), Luckman (1981), Ford ct al. (1981), Gardner (1982), Gardner et al. ( 1983), 

and Rutter ( 1987). 

The field studies by Luckman ( 1976, 1978a,b) focused on Surprise Valley, 

an enclosed karstic valley in the Front Ranges just south of Maligne (Figure 1.1). 

Luckman measured the visually-dominating coarse sediment cascade. Gardner, 5mith 

and Desloges also invcstigated a Front Range carbonate area, in Kananaskis Country 

(Figure 1.1). Studies here concentrated on bath coarse and fine sediment cascades 
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Epikarst: 99% of CaC03 dissolution 

Upper cndokarst (CaC03) 
1% of CaC03 dissolution 

l..owcr cndolcarst 

(CaC03 + CaS04): 

most of anhydrite 

dissolution 

Figure 12.2 Model or the principal solut.onal erosion zones ln karst 

(Gardner, 1979, 1980, 1982, 1983a,b,c; Smith, 1987, 1988; Smith and Gardner, 1985; 

Gardner, Smith and Desloges, 1983). 

At the output end of the sediment cascades, Water Survey of Canada data 

has been used by Drake (1974), McPherson (1975), Drake and Ford (1976), 

Slaymaker and McPherson (1977), Luckman (1981), and Gardner et al. (1983) to 

show that solutes are an important flux in ali regional catchments, while suspended 

sediment fluxes vary greatly in bath space and time. 

The relative importance of the different erosion mechanisms in the 

mountains is an important factor in determining their geomorphology. Jackli (1957) 

and Rapp (1960) pioneered the method of direct comparison by conversion to work 

done, and this bas since been used by Caine (1976, 1986), Barsch and Caine (1984), 

and Smith and Gardner (1985). However, existing comparisons have only been at the 
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basin lcvcl. Thcrc is a great contras! bctween erosion processcs and fluxes at high 

altitude and at low altitude in the Rocky Mountains, but this bas not bcen quantified 

be fore. The description of the rclationship bctween solutes and altitude (Figure 8.18) 

and the identification of the surficial zone as responsible for 98-99% of solution 

(Section 12.1)  cnablc the altitudinal variation in solute fluxes to be calculated. 

12.3 Erosional fluxes in the Ptolemy catchment 

12.3.1 Measurements 

The Ptolcmy catchment was chosen for the erosion study bccause it is a 

wcll-dcfincd catchmcnt (Section 8.3.3), with a full ycar's discharge and solute data 

(Figures 3.8, 3. 1 1 , 3. 12). Additionally, it is fairly representative of Front Range 

gcomorphology, with an altitude range of 1420-2814m, and bath scarp and dip slopcs 

of stccply-dipping carbon?c.!S. The hypsometrie curvc for the catchmcnt is shawn in 

Figure 12.3. 

Field mapping idcntificd the areal cxtent of major gcomorphological units 

(Figure 12.4). The erosion rates for most processes werc laken from the literature, 

but data wcrc collcctcd in the field for the three most important processes of sol�oœ 

and particulatc loads in strcams, and of rockfall (Table 1 2.2). 

The solution f:lvx of limestonc is the product of runoff (direct correlation 

with altitude) ancl solution rate (inverse correlation with altitude). Figure 9.20 

suggcsts thal solute l<'ads vary lincarly with altitude, from 198mgl·' at the outlet of 

the catchmcnt (altitude 1420m) to 37mgl'1 at 2400m. Above the trec line, the high

altitudc solute mcasurcments of Ford ( 1971) are suggestive of an exponential 

dccrcasc to about 10mgJ·' at the altitude of Ptolemy Peak (2815m). Using Equation 

9.1 for runoiT and Equation 9. 7 for solute loads in runoff, solution rates in the 

Ptolemy cmchmcnt vary from 5 mm ka'1 at Ptolcmy Peak to 14mm ka·' at the outlct 

of the catchmcnt. Howcvcr, the maximum dissolution rate of 26mm ka'1 is at 1900m, 

just bclow the trec linc (Figure 12.5). 
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Figure 12.3 Hypsometrie curve for the Ptolemy Creek catc:hment 

Table 12.2 Erosion processes studie<J in tbe Ptolemy c:atcbment 

Proc:ess 

solutes 

stream partit'ulate Joad 
rockfalVtalus shift 

soit creep 
solifluction 
snow avalanche 

Data source 

Ptolemy Spring discharge (Table 3.3) 
Ptolemy Creek discharge (Table 3.3) 
altitudinal variation of runoff: Equat.on 8.1 
altitudinal variation of solution: Equation 8.18 
Crowsnest Creek alluvial fan study 
Emerald Lake raad study 
Luckman (1978b), Gardner (1980) 
Harris (1973) 
Smith ( 1987, 1988) 
Luckman (1978a) 
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Figure 12.4 Geomorpbological units or tbe Ptolemy Creek catchment 
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The variation in solution rates recorded here is much greater than in the 

only other comparative altitudinal study known to the author, that of BOgli (1980). 

He found that bare karst above the tree line suffered 78% of the solutional Joss of 

trce-covered karst In the Ptolemy catchment, there is a much higher altitude 

dependence of solution (Figure 12.5). 

ln addition, there is the solution derived from anhydrite, as shawn by the 

mean value of I l  mg l·' at Ptolemy Spring and 14mgl'1 in Ptolemy Creek (Table 3.5). 
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Figure 12.5 Specifie dissolution or limestone in the Ptolemy Creek cntchment as 
a runction or altitude 

Figure 12.6 Erosionul fluxes in the Ptol�my Creek cutchment as u fonction ur 
altitude 
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Il is assumed that the anhydrite bas the same solution rate with respect ta altitude as 

limestone; this simplification may not be strictly true, but the possible errer bas little 

effect on the magnitude of the total solute flux. 

Stream particulate loads in the Ptolemy catchment were estimated from 

the volume of the alluvial fan which now separa tes Island Lake from Crowsnest Lake. 

The alluvial fan bas bcen deposited since deglaciation, 14,000 years aga. Bathymetrie 

readings of Crowsncst Lake indicate a mean depth of 12.6m, and it is assumed thal 

the fan startcd building into Crowsnest Lake-Island Lake immediately after 

deglaciation. This gives a volume of 1.32x107 m' for the 700x1500m deposit, and an 

annual flux of 1960 tons. assuming a mean specifie gravity of 2.6, and a mean porosity 

in the fan of 20%. Discharge readings in Crowsnest Creek and Ptolemy Creek, 

turbidity at high discharges, sediment composition in the fan, and channel morphology 

of the two creek.� suggest that each creek delivers about half the total flux. Ptolemy 

Crcck dclivcrs most of the bcdload, predominantly a� limestone cobbles, while 

Crowsncst Crcck dclivers most of the suspcnded Joad which is predominantly quartz 

�ar. l 

A :.tudy of rockfall was made on an abandoned paved road bc.•i;!e Emerald 

Lake The road was built across a seree slope about 50m long, which terminates in 

Emerald L1ke. A 345m' section of raad, lying close to the foot of the 150m high 

Emerald Cliff. was cleared. One year later, 234kg of rock bad accumulated, with 

maximum concentrations 3-Sm from the foot of the cliff, and 90% of accumulation 

nccurring within 15m of the cliff foot. The average accumulation rate for the whole 

seree is 0.2mmyr"1, which is similar to the mean of the studics by Gardner ( 1983b) 

and Luckman ( 1978b ). 

Studies nf rockfall onto seree slopcs, and debris movement dawn the slope, 

have traditiomtlly uscd mats to identify accumulation, and painted stones to identify 

movement (Rapp. 1960; Luckman, 1976, 1978b; Gardner, 1979, 1983b). Gard,.,_, .:t 

al. ( 1983, p 105) describcd sorne of the problcms, "Firstly, without direct observatiuns 
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in the field, the mechanisms by which the material accumulatcs can only be 
postulated. Sccondly, there is no w;,.y of knowing the source of the accreted material. 

The material could be derived from the upslope points and/or the frcc face." 

The study on the almost-horizontal accumulation surface bclow Emerald 

Cliff largely c!iminated the problem of debris shift. ln so doing, it was able to 

quantify the long1.udinal pattern of accumulation on a seree slope, showing that 

almost ali rockfall is added to the Emerald Cliff seree slope close to its upper limit. 

12.3.2 The altitudinal variation in erosional fluxes 

Results from the Ptolcmy catchment arc shown in Figure 12.6. The cnarsc 

sediment cascade prcdominatcs abovc the trceline. and the solute cascade 

predomina tes bclnw the treelinc. The fine sediment cascade is important in restricted 

arcas just abovc the trcclinc whcrc thcrc arc extensive solinuction dcpnsits. 

Particulate stream loads arc important at low altitudes on the north side 

of Ptolc.ny Crcek. whcre therc is considerable surface llnw down the dip slope of 

bore limcstone surfaces. On the scarp slopc on the south sidc of Ptolcmy Crcck, the 

treclinc is much highcr, and thcrc is minimal surface runoff. though avalanche ton gues 

succccd in pcnetrating the trcelinc and transferring debris downhill. 

A comparison with sediment lluxes from othcr studies is prcscntcd in 

Table 12.3. Solution is the most important llux in the Ptolcmy catchmcnt. The 

coarse sediment cascade is more important than in severa( othcr studics, duc ln the 

extensive outcrops of cliffs up to 500m high in the Ptolcmy catchment. The ordcr of 

m. gnitudc differences in particulatc 1-Jads depend on whcthcr the coarse sediment 

cascade is couplcd to stream channcls (c.g. Upper Rhinc, Mt Rac, north sidc of 

Ptolcmy Crcck), or uncouplcd from il by lakcs (c.g. Colorado) or by the watcr sinking 

underground ( c.g. south sidc of Ptolcmy catchment, Surprise catchmcnt: Luckman, 

1981 ). 
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Table 12.3 Sediment Ouxes in high mountain basins 

nux in J m·' yr·' 
arc:a glacial• coarsc fine bedload solute 

km' +suspended 

Upper Rhine (Jackli. 1956) 4307 65 730 54 14000 2800 
Karkc:vagge (Rapp, 1960) 15 0 94 4 ND 91 

Green Lake (Caine, 1986) 2.1 1.7 31  0.42 0.63 4.9 

Williams Fork (Caine, 1986) 1.0 0 34 8.1 ND 3.3 

Eldorado Lake (Caine, 1986) 1.2 0 10 0.3 ND 15 

Ml Rae (Smilh & Gardner, 1985) ? ND 37 2.3 3900 860 

1'10lcmy (Ibis s1udy) 19 0 200 0.3 61 380 

• including rock glaciers 

12.4 Cnnclusinn 

ln this chapter, il has bcen shown thal the epikarst is of overwhelming 

importance in karst dissolution, with only 1-2% of the solution of limcstone taking 

place in the endokarst. Solution is the most important erosional flux in the Ptolemy 

calchment. However, above the trec line, the coarse sediment cascade bccomcs the 

most important !lux. 



13.1 Introduction 

Chapter 13 

Karst hydrogeology: 

a new paradigm 

This thcsis has shawn thal now in karst aquifcrs is primarily a function of 

the boundary factors of the aquifcr. Thus the variance bctwecn different karst 

aquifcrs is primarily a function of thcsc boundary factors. and only to a small extent 

to diffrrcnccs in transmission and storagc of water within the aquifcr. Sincc aquifcr 

bounr':ary factors can be mcasurcd. this new approach is more casily suhject to 

verification by hypothcsis-tcsting than carlicr methodologies. 

The findings of this thcsis amount to a new r••radigm for karst 

groundwatcr llow. This rcplac<;. the cxisting paradigm. in which houndary factors 

such as catchmcnt lcngth, stratal dip. and undcrnow and overllow have bcen 

considcrcd to be factors of only minor importance in most karst aquifers. 

The principal findings of this thcsis arc outlincd helnw. with reference tn 

the chapters wherc thcse new idcas arc discusscd. 

13.2 Hydrochemistrv 

1 )  Only sorne 1 %  of solution is bclow surficial zones, not the 20-50% thal has heen 

previously supposed (Section 12.1 ). 
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2) 1t is extremely difficult to take representative samples of epikarstic or 

endokarstic waters. Representative samples can only be easily obtained at the 

catchment leve! (Section 12.1). 

3) From the limited number of springs where sulphate concentrations have been 

measured, it appears that sulphate commonly constitutes 10-30% of the total 

spring Joad of anions (Section 9.3). 

4) The high sulphate concentrations in the deepest flow paths in karst suggest that 

sulphuric acid and hydrosulphuric acid reactions may be more important than 

carbonic acid reactions in conduit initiation (Sections 6.7, 8.8.4, 10.3). 

5) Hydrochemical contrasts between springs are principally due to boundary factors 

rather than aquifer conditions (Chapter 4). 

6) The coefficient of variation of total hardness (CVH) of spring discharge is 

primarily a function of differentiai mixing of two different water types. 

Contrasts are greatcst when autogenic calcium bicarbonate water mixes either 

with soft allogenic water or with highly mineralised deep-circulating thermal 

nolhephreatic waters (Sections 4.6, 9.3). 

7) The cocllïcienl of variation of sulphate (CYS) and ::>f bicarbonate (CVB) are 

bettcr indicators of water types than CYH. CYS is a good indicator of mixing 

of notiJcphreatic and dynamic phreatic water. CVH may indicate mixing of 

allogenic and autogenic flow and/or flow from source areas with different sail 

CO, concentrations (Sections 4.3, 9.3). 

8) Solutional erosion constitutcs only a minor fraction of erosion above the tree 

line, excepl on lapiaz. The maximum rate of solutional erosion in alpine karst 

is just bclow the tree line. 

13.3 Hydraulics 

1 )  The Hagen - Poiseuille equation demonstrates thal deep flow in  most karst 

catchmcnts (L>3km) is more efficient than shallow flow (Section 6.4. 1 ). 
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2) Hydraulic gradients have an exponcntial (orm (Section 53.4). 

3) Hydraulic gradients are typically 0.0001-0.05 at maximum dischargcs, and 1 -2 

ordcrs or magnitude lcss than this at low Oow (Section 53.4. Table 6.1 ). 

4) Darcy-Wcisbach (riction (actors vary by >3 ordcrs or magnitude. (rom <0.1 (or 

unobstructcd conduits to > 100 ror conduits (ccding aggradcd springs (Section 

53 .. 5). 

5) Dischargc variability of karst springs (0)0.) is typically 10-200 (Section 53.2). 

6) Most active conduiL� have closcd-channcl Oow (Section 8.3). 

7) In addition to the prcviously-rcco�niscd initiation, cnlargcmcnt and stagnation 

phases in the li(c or a conduit. it is also possible to rccognisc thal thcrc is a 

nothcphrcatic phase or laminar conduit Oow in sorne conduits. and a dynamic 

cquilibrium phase (Sections 8.5. 5.3. 1 ). 

8) Most active phrcatic passages arc in the dynamic cquilibrium phase. Maximum 

vclocitics in thcsc conduits arc about 0.2 ms·•. so mean vclocitics arc usually in 

the range 0.02-0.G.3ms·• (Section 5.3 . 1 ). 

13.4 Discharge and drainage 

1 )  Each ovcrOow spring (or stream) has a complcmntary undcrllow spring (Section 

4.2). 

2) Any surface stream on karst gains or (oses Oow to groundwatcr. and frcqucntly 

it docs both (Section 4.2). 

3) Finitc hydrauli� gradients cnsurc thal at lcast sorne groundwatcr must emerge 

at the lowcst outcrop point or an aquirer, cxccpt in coastal aqui(crs, whcrc the 

dcnser seawatcr will limit rrcshwatcr llow dcpth (Section 4.2). 

4) Dischargc contrasts bctwccn springs arc principally duc to boundary factors 

rather than aquifcr conditions (Chaptcr 4). 

5) Most karst springs have undcrllow and/or ovcrllow componcnts, so full-llow 

springs arc rare. On the basis of recession cxponcnts il is possible in thcory to 
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distinguish full now, scasonal overnow, perennial overnow, high-stage undernow, 

low-stage undcrnow, and overnow-undernow types. In practice, overnow springs 

are usually only recognised as such if they dry up seasonally, and undernow 

springs are oftcn aggraded so are missed (Section 4.2). 

6) Water budget studies have shown thal a substantial proportion of runoff from 

karst nows to aggradcd springs, which are not readily apparent in the field 

(Sections 4.2, 9.6, 1 0.5). 

13.5 Morphometric analysis of conduits and conduit flow 

1 )  Bcdding planes arc the major fractures uscd in  karst groundwater now in almost 

ali aquifcrs. The ratio of bcdding planes to joints uscd in any hydrological 

situation is a function of the rclationship bctwecn the now path and the stratal 

dip and strikc (Section 6.3.3). 

2) The initial primary tubes may have any orientation with respect to the stratal 

dip, and arc sim ply oricntcd down the hydraulic gradient (Section 6.3.2). 

3) Conduit dcnsity in karstk limestoncs is commonly 10-100 km km"3 (Section 6.2.2). 

4) The porosity in karstic limcstoncs auributable to conduits is commonly 0. 1-1% 

(Section 6.2.3). 

5) Conduit now paths arc commonly 30-80% longer than the straight-linc distance 

(Section 6.2.5). 

6) The width of a conduit now bell is commonly 10-20% of the straight-line length 

(Section 6.2.6). 

7) Crest/base dcpth ratios are usually >0.5 (Section 6.2. 7). 

8) Phrcatic now dcpth is commonly in the range 1/30 to 1/300 of catchment length 

(Table 6. 1 ,  
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13.6 A comprehensive model or karst groundwater flow 

1) The fractu• e-controlled Hagen-Poiseuille flow field determine:; whcrc conduits 

will form in a karst aquifer. Empirical data clcarly shows the initial Hagen

Poiseuille flow net in an aquifer determines the positioning of conduits. This 

contention is supported not only by the high correlation bctwccn conduit dcpth 

and lcngth/dip, but also by loop crest/base ratios >0.5, initial phrcatic drops and 

terminal ph rea tic lifts in main conduits and tribu taries, and targcting of tributary 

flow fields (Sections 6.2.2, 7.2, 7.3, 7.5. 1 ). 

2) At any stage in the dcvclopmenl of ,, conduit aquifer, it is the Hagen-Poiseuille 

flow field towards prc-cxisting conduits and springs which determines the 

position of the next generation of conduits (Section 8.5). 

3) Though conduits arc formed at dcpth below the watcr table, base-level lowering 

will reducc the flow dcpth over timc. Thus a conduit evolvcs from "dcep 

phrcatic" tc "shallow phrcatic" to a posi:ion abovc the water table arter it is 

abandoned (Section 8.5). 

4) Bclow an active conduit therc is a Hagen-Poiseuille llow net. ln homoclinal 

str�ta with constant catchment iength, this net has similar characteristics to the 

flow net which produccd the active conduit. With lowering of external base 

leve( a ticrcd cave is produccd, with constant spacing bctwcen tiers. Thus cave 

tiers arc endogcnctic (Section 8. 7). 

5) The Hagen-Poiseuille flow net bclow an active conduit is typically active for Hl" 

ycars bcforc the new conduit thus produced is utiliscd by turbulent flow. lt 

scems probable thal laminar flow through the lower conduit produces 

nothcphrcatic passage forms such as anastomoses and pendants. These lower 

flow routes tend to have high sulphatc loads for rcasons thal arc not altogether 

clcar, and high temperatures, and resurge at the lowest outcrop points of 

aquifers, oftcn as aggraded springs (Sections 8.5, 8.8). 
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6) ln a ticrcd cave, the capture of flow to a new, lower flow route is a function 

primarily of incrcasing incfficiency of flow in the existing conduit, rather than of 

incrcasing cfficicncy of flow in the new conduit (Section 8.5). 

7) Dynamic phrcatic flow is characterised by calcium bicarbonate plus sulphate 

watcr. Nothcphrcatic flow is characterised by calcium sulphate plus bicarbonate 

waters (Section 8.8). 

8) Il is not clcar from kinctic and hydraulic theory whether conduits should 

propagatc from sink to sprin.r;, or from spring to sink (Section 6.7). 

9) The phrcatic dcpth of conduits is a simple function of catchmcnt length, and the 

relationship between dip, strike and the flow direction. These three factors 

account for ovcr 90% of the variance in depth. Factors such as mixing 

corrosion, fracture spacing and the amplitude of surface topography have a 

limited or ncgligiblc importance. This function explains both fracture flow (in 

wells) and conduit flow (in caves) (Sections 7.2, 7.4). 

JO) Spclcothcm dates and vadosc passage slopcs indicatc thal even after > Hf years 

only a small minority of fractures in karst arc utiliscd by conduit flow. Maximum 

fracture utilisation is only attained in the cpikarst, wherc it is typically 1-3 orders 

of magnitude higher than in the endokarst (Section 8.6). 

I l ) Vauclusian springs arc the normal springs for karst aquifcrs whcrc aquitards do 

not block the flow. Most of the major karst springs of the world arc vauclusian. 

Thcir great dcpths arc a function primarily of the great lcngth of their 

catchmcnts (Section 7.3.2). 

12) ln humid tropical arcas vauclusian springs arc still common, but cave river 

incision rates arc frcqucntly able to keep pace with base level lowering rates, so 

tall passages occupied by law-gradient rivcrs result. Such passages are absent 

from tcmpcratc arcas (Section 8.3). 

13) The formation of an underground delta at a vauclusian spring is a consequence 

of a falling base lcvcl (Section 8.4). 
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14) Tributary conduits join main conduits at large acute :mglcs in plan vicw (as with 

tributaries of surface rivers). In a vertical sense, they may join at grade, or as 

phreatic lifts or drops. Proximal inputs tend to join as drops, and distal inputs 

tend to jo in as lifts (Section 7.5.1 ). 





Chapter 14 Conclusions 

This thcsis has proposed a holistic madel of groundwatcr flow. Il 
incorpora tes and exp lains springs with different hydrological regimes ( e.g. underflow, 

overflow), physical characteristics (aggraded, non-aggraded), temperature 

charactcristics (thermal, non-thermal), radioisotopc characteristics (dym1mic phreatic. 

nothcphreatic), and hydrochcmical charactcristics (calcium bicarhonatc, calcium 

sulphatc). 

The re arc threc contrasting types of karst springs in the Rocky Mountains. 

calcium bicarbonate non-aggraded springs with high discharge variance, calcium 

bicarbonate plus sulphatc springs with law discharge variance, and thermal springs. 

Thesc have not prcviously bccn integrated into a unilicd groundwatcr llow model. 

The new madel explains ali thrcc types of spring as par: of an cvolving 

groundwater flow net. Thermal springs arc one end mcmbcr. They rcprcscnt the 

carliest manifestations of conduit flow, with dccp, slow-moving. laminar flow through 

fissures and proto-conduits producing high-sulphatc thermal watcr; the intcgratcd flow 

is then delivercd rapidly up bcttcr-dcvclopcd conduits to the surface. Thcsc springs 

reprcscnt more the rcmoval of anhydrite from the aquifcr than of limcstonc and 

dolomite. Thermal springs rcflcct a regional flow pattern, with flow paths up tu 

hundreds of kilometres. 

Visible springs rcprcscnt the othcr end membcr. They arc ovcrflow 

springs, so have high dischargc variance. They rcprcscr.t the rcmoval of limcstonc 

and dolomite with small amounts of anhydrite, via large conduits with rapid, oftcn 

turbulent flow. Ovcrflow springs reprcscnt local flow vcctors. 

339 
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Aggradcd underflow springs are intermediate in runction and 

charactcristics. 

The principal problcm with the new madel is the imprecise rote played by 

the anhydrite. Its presence appcars to be ubiquitous in carly conduit flow, so it may 

be thal the dissolution or anhydrite is the key to the initiation or conduit flow. As 

Drake (1974) concluded at the end or his study or the same arca, isotopie analysis or 

the sulphatc would hclp indicate its origin. More sampling or underflow springs in 

ether arcas is also necdcd to establish the concentration and flux or sulphate. 

Thcrc arc pcrhaps two fields whcre the rcsults from this thesis will be 

particularly uscrul. Mississippi Valley type (MVT) ore deposits are new understood 

to be cmplaccd at rclativcly low temperatures ( <200"C) in carbonates, and it has been 

shawn thal gravity-drivcn regional flow is a plausible mcchanism (Garven and Freezc, 

1984). Thcre has becn much computer modclling in recent ycars, most or which has 

uscd the Darcian approach (e.g. Garvcn and Frcezc, 1984), or considercd the flow 

paths as being along tcctonic fractures (c.g. Deloulc and Turcotte, 1989). Il would 

appcar that the ore fluids migrated along dissolutional conduits (Ford and Williams, 

1989). lt would seem thal thermal karst springs provide a direct modern analogue 

rer MVT fluid migration, and modelling using conduit flow should provc rruitful. 

Also, the investigation or thermal karst springs as modern analogues may better de fine 

concepts on the extent or ore bodies. 

This thesis may also be user ut in providing a theory rer understanding karst 

groundwater flow, which may be applied to give more accurate results in 

hydrogeological studies. 
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